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FoReWoRD
major general r j Æ stanford mBE, regimental Lieutenant Colonel

The centenary of the end of the Great War has focused the attention 
of the Nation and the Regiment and we have played our part in 

the commemorations of the war which led to our formation. We have 
commemorated the 846 men killed in action as well as the sacrifice and 
heroism of so many Welsh Guardsmen who were in action shortly after 
our Regiment’s formation and then throughout the war. The Association 
battlefield tour in September focused much of their time on the 1917/1918 
battles in which the Regiment fought and paid their respects in cemeteries 
where Welsh Guardsmen are laid to rest. As usual the Regiment will remember 
all those fallen in all wars and conflicts on 11th November in London and 
throughout Wales.

The Regimental council met for the second 
time since its inauguration at the end of 
January under the chairmanship of our 
colonel� This meeting has now become a 
permanent feature of Regimental life and 
is a useful forum for addressing some of 
the wider aspects of the Regiment�

The battalion has had another excellent 
year where their reputation has been 
first rate� They have been providing a 
wide range of tasks in afghanistan and 
I congratulate all ranks for the way they 
have impressed everyone with their 
professionalism, sense of humour and 
dedication to the many and varied roles� 
The manner in which all ranks of The Prince 
of Wales’s company and Number Three 
company adapted to being extended in 
afghanistan, as a result of a decision taken 
at the NaTo conference in July, has been 
a true example of selfless commitment� I 
would particularly like to thank the families 
who coped with this change admirably; 
as many of us recognise it is the families 
who often bear the brunt of such changes 
to plan� The Rear operations group under 
Major Frankie Howell and Wo2 Parry 95 
were a great support throughout� 

It is good to have the battalion back in 
the Uk with the look forward to yet more 
variety as they move back into the state 
ceremonial / Public duties role in March 
2019� We have much to thank the current 
Major general for in constructing a 
rewarding programme for all guardsmen 
undertaking ceremonial duties� These 
duties will now be interspersed with 
overseas training opportunities to belize 
and kenya, deployments to the Falkland 
Islands, adventure training and a full 
sporting fixture list� The battalion will 
benefit from this as well as moving from 
Pirbright to the new, we hope permanent, 
home in combermere barracks, Windsor�

aside from operations manning has been 
the biggest challenge facing the battalion, 
predominantly caused by poor recruiting� 
The retention figures are not too bad, we 
are just not getting enough young men 
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entering training� However, thanks to 
the herculean efforts of the battalion, as 
well as others who have been holding the 
civilian contractor, capita, to account there 
are some grounds for optimism� Numbers 
in the pipeline have doubled and the fear 
that many would leave after the kabUL 
tour has not materialised� The varied 
programme ahead, along with good 
leadership, has proved to be retention 
positive�

May I congratulate both the outgoing 
commanding officer, Lieutenant colonel 
dai bevan, and the Regimental sergeant 
Major, Wo1 Morgan 10, for their truly 
excellent leadership of the battalion 
both in the build up to oP ToRaL and 
during the operational tour in kabul� 
They both handover during 2019 and we 
wish them both well in their next jobs� 
We will welcome in Lieutenant colonel 
Henry Lewellyn-Usher and Wo1 Parry 19 
as commanding officer and Regimental 
sergeant Major during the course of 2019�

We have a real depth of talent in both 
the officers’ and sergeants’ Messes� 
It is particularly pleasing to note our 
representation at sandhurst; this year 
Welsh guardsmen hold the appointments 
of academy sergeant Major, college 
sergeant Major, company sergeant Major 
and two colour sergeants� There are 
more instructors in the pipeline and we 
hope to have a platoon commander there 
before too long� Major karl dawson has 
also been there and Lieutenant colonel 
alun bowen became deputy chief of staff, 
sandhurst group in october� With such 
good representation at the academy we 
are very fortunate to have a very strong list 
of candidates applying for a commission in 
the Regiment�

We continue to enjoy excellent relations 
with the drapers company who support 
us in many different ways, financial and 
otherwise� It was our pleasure to be able 
to host them to various Regimental events 
not least enjoying the company of a group 
of drapers who attended our Regimental 

battlefield tour to Italy in september� our 
affiliation with HMs Prince of Wales is 
developing well, with the battalion back 
from afghanistan we hope to develop 
this further in 2019� I was very pleased 
to visit HMs Prince of Wales in august to 
see the construction work in full swing� 
she is a very impressive ship and I know 
this important association will continue to 
grow�

our charity remains very strong and 
continues to help Welsh guardsmen both 
serving and retired� The website, under the 
management of the assistant Regimental 
adjutant, is always up to date and very 
informative� I am enormously grateful to 
him for all the time and effort he gives it 
and it portrays both the charity and the 
Regiment extremely well� I do thoroughly 
recommend a visit to the website at 
https://www�welshguardscharity�co�uk� 
Jiffy Myers, the Regimental Veterans officer 
(RVo), continues to have considerable 
impact across the many spectrums and 
strands of welfare support� He has lost 
none of his enthusiasm for the job since he 
was appointed by the Regimental Trustees 
in February 2014� some of his work is 
described in the charity Impact Report 
for 2017-18 which was distributed in May 
and is available on the website� We have a 
great deal to thank him for as he makes a 
significant difference to Welsh guardsmen 
in need and their families, whether serving 
or retired� a great many people in the 
Regiment have raised funds for the charity 
this year and I know many are planning 
to do so in 2019� To the many who have 
supported our charity and are planning 
to do so, you have my heartfelt thanks� 
This fund raising helps us enormously 
to continue to employ the RVo (very few 
Regiments have one at all), make an array 
of welfare grants and support our veterans 
and their families as well as maintain our 
heritage�

The Friends of the Regiment has been the 
brainchild of alan Peterson; it is a group of 
people from a wide variety of experiences 

who all have the common bond of being 
supporters of the Welsh guards� Their 
numbers seem to grow year by year as 
does their support� They have helped us 
in many different ways over many years� 
This has ranged from financial support 
and fund raising for the charity, to exerting 
influence for us, particularly in Wales, as 
well as helping to raise our profile� colonel 
alan Peterson is worthy of particular 
mention for all he continues to do for the 
Regiment� as many will know he has been 
the stalwart supporter of the Welsh guards 
and is Honorary colonel of cadets in 
Wales� He has helped the cadets in Wales, 
of all capbadges, through his energy and 
drive, connecting cadets to businesses and 
giving young boys and girls opportunities 
they would never have had outside the 
cadets� He, and his family, continue to 
support us and are helping to move the 
Wg collection from oswestry to cardiff� 
after many years stan Evans as the curator 
of the Welsh guards collection, which he 
has built from scratch over so many years, 
has agreed for it to be transferred to a 
more central location in Wales and which 
become the main Regimental museum� 
stan will however keep oswestry open 
given the strong links he has with Park Hall 
where the collection is housed� Thanks 
to the Friends of the Regiment, and the 
Peterson’s in particular, the Regiment is 
very proud to be closely involved with sam 
Warburton’s Testimonial Year� sam visited 
the battalion in Wales on their final exercise 
before the op ToRaL deployment to kabul; 
needless to say his visit was extremely 
popular with all� We have much to thank all 
the Friends of the Regiment for�

on the cadet front we are well represented 
in both the combined cadet Force 
(ccF) and army cadet Force (acF)� In 
2019 our cap badge will be worn by 
the 5 schools in the army sections of 
berkhamstead school, Millfield school, 
dulwich college, the oratory school and 
Treorchy comprehensive school� This is 
likely to be our limit given the resourcing 
required, but all have produced people 

We have a real depth of talent in both the Officers’ and sergeants’ messes. 
It is particularly pleasing to note our representation at sandhurst; this year Welsh guardsmen 
hold the appointments of academy sergeant major, College sergeant major, Company 
sergeant major and two Colour sergeants.
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as well as to the battles that the battalion 
fought in in 1917 and 1918 was a great 
success� More details can be found 
on the charity website and there is an 
article on the trip in this magazine� My 
congratulations and thanks to captain 
Lydon davies and andy Morgan for all their 
work in organising the battlefield tour so 
well�

Under the guidance and direction of 
Regimental Headquarters the battalion 
sent delegations to represent the Regiment 
at the annual remembrance service and 
parade at charles st Percy on 6th June and 
also commemorating the 74th anniversary 
of the liberation of arras earlier in april� 
There are articles on both as there is on 
the Regimental battlefield tour to Italy in 
september attended by some 50 people 
including some drapers and 10 from 
the battalion� This battlefield tour was 
another resounding success focussing on 
the engagements the 3rd battalion were 
involved in between Rome and bologna in 
the summer of 44 through to early 45� 3Wg 
suffered the highest casualty rate of our 
three battalions in WW2� captain charlie 
carty also continues to organise annual 
trips to the Falklands with great success 
and I remain truly grateful to him for 
the considerable time and effort he puts 
into ensuring how beneficial these trips 
are� This year brigadier Rickett unveiled a 
Regimental memorial plaque at sapper Hill 
to commemorate the battalion’s capture 
of the argentinian’s last defensive position 
before Port stanley in June 1982� There is 
also an article on this�

our Regimental band had a new director 
of Music in June, Major david barringer, 
who came to us from the band of the 
Royal Regiment of scotland� In previous 
roles he has been in the band of the 
coldstream guards� We welcome him 
into the Regiment and he has already 
had a positive impact� Like many bands 

our band has faced several challenges 
over the last few years; the churn of too 
frequent turnover of musicians, under 
manning, corps of army Music issues 
and the high level of commitments with 
limited numbers� Many of these have now 
been resolved and I am glad our band 
can look to the future with optimism� as 
always, support to the Regiment remains 
their top priority and they have done 
much to promote the Welsh guards this 
year through such events as a concert in 
st Mary’s carmarthen, a post st david’s 
day concert in the guards chapel and 
supporting sam Warburton’s Testimonial 
Year�

I am indebted to our Regimental Trustee’s; 
although we only meet formally twice a 
year there is continual interaction� They 
serve the Regiment very well indeed and 
are a great source of support and advice to 
all aspects of Regimental life, from cradle 
to grave� The Regiment would not be the 
same without their advice, support and 
generosity�

The Regiment marked another anniversary 
in 2018, the 80th birthday of Field Marshal 
the Lord guthrie on 17 November� The 
Regiment held a dinner for him in the 
officers’ Mess, Wellington barracks a few 
days before his birthday with a musical 
display by the band, which was more than 
just ‘Happy birthday’! The Field Marshal 
has done so much for the Regiment over so 
many years and remains actively engaged 
visiting the battalion and attending a 
variety of Regimental events throughout 
the year including the Regimental council� 
He is the longest serving member of the 
Welsh guards in our history� His wise 
counsel is greatly appreciated and I know 
he is fondly regarded throughout the 
Regiment�

I hope you enjoy reading this year’s 
magazine as much as I did�

for the Regiment� our Regimental support 
Team give excellent support to our six 
acF detachments in Wales, both routinely 
and at their summer camps� There are 
also a number of Welsh guardsmen 
serving on extended service in the cadet 
Training Team in Wales inspiring the Welsh 
guardsmen of the future�

The association is in very good hands 
with Maldwyn Jones and Neil Rice as the 
secretary general and assistant secretary 
generals respectively� They have made a 
very positive mark since assuming their 
appointments in 2017� I was delighted to 
see the reinstatement of the bi-annual 
association lunch with over a hundred in 
attendance in the brangwyn Hall in april� 
In a healthy break from past tradition 
ladies were present at the lunch� over 400 
were expected to attend st david’s day 
in brecon on 1st March, so it was a great 
disappointment to all that the weather 
dealt conspired against us the evening 
before making brecon a very hazardous 
place to be� The Regimental association 
return to brecon for st david’s day in 2019, 
so I hope the sun will shine, or at least it 
does not snow! There were good numbers 
this year for the Falklands anniversary 
commemorations at Wrexham and I 
remain very grateful to captain chris 
Hopkins for again organising the service, 
Parade and Reception in June� The annual 
darts and shoots competition took place 
in Maindy barracks in september and my 
congratulations to the Monmouthshire 
branch as the winner�

Welsh guards Re-United (WgR) remain 
the bedrock of much association activity 
and huge credit must go to the Presidents, 
secretaries and committees who do 
so much to keep branches alive and 
who so generously give of their time� 
The association is probably unique in 
organising an annual battlefield tour and 
I know their trip to Hechtel in september, 

a great many people in the regiment have raised funds for the charity this year 
and I know many are planning to do so in 2019. to the many who have supported 

our Charity and are planning to do so, you have my heartfelt thanks. 
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I am writing this foreword as the intense summer heat of Kabul is starting to 
fade and the first signs of autumn are creeping into the surrounding foothills 

of the Hindu Kush. 1WG arrived in Kabul in the early spring to see that the Great 
Game is being played with as much vigour as it was two centuries ago. With 
the Afghan people at the centre, Russian, British, Pakistani and Indian interests 
continue to compete; alongside those of the United States, Iran and China to 
name just a few. 

added to the complex mix are the Taliban 
and other hyper-violent insurgent 
groups; all seeking their goals through 
lethal means� Loyalty, influence and 
control remain the prizes� 2018 has 
proved a fascinating time to be here 
with President ghani’s drive for peace, 
october’s parliamentary elections and 
the Uk’s increase in its troop contribution� 
Progress is being made in afghanistan but 
every yard is hard won�

op ToRaL has dominated our year�  The 
training started in earnest in september 
2017 and grew in pace until the Mission 
Rehearsal Exercise in a freezing February�  
It was conducted close to caerwent 
in an old arms factory that had been 
turned into a version of kabul� Language, 
marksmanship, driving, QRF, surveillance, 
cultural and first aid skills were all 
tested as the teams were taken through 
various scenarios of growing complexity 
and violence� by the time we arrived in 
our various bases around kabul there 
was a real sense of preparedness and 
confidence�        

our tour in kabul has differed 
considerably from the battalion’s previous 
two tours in Helmand�  The NaTo mission 
is now firmly focused on training, advising 
and assisting the afghan National 
defence and security Forces� operating 
within a broad coalition, the battalion’s 
primary role is to protect the international 
mentors as they support the development 
of the afghan ministries and security 
institutions�  Every day teams of Welsh 

guardsmen collect mentors from their 
home bases, drive them in Foxhound 
armoured vehicles through the chaos of 
kabul’s traffic to their respective afghan 
governmental building, protect them 
whilst they train-advise-assist their 
afghan counterparts and then return 
them safely to their base location� sadly 
this task is not without risk; insurgents are 
forever trying to destabilise development 
and violent attacks are a constant threat�

kabul’s security remains a strategic 
priority – attacks in the capital have 
a higher profile and generate more 
international interest than those in 
the provinces; affecting national 
and international confidence in the 
government and NaTo�  The afghan 
National defence and security Forces 
have proved themselves hugely adept 
at dealing with the aftermath of such 
attacks and deservedly have primacy 
following an incident�  However, 1Wg 
have maintained several quick reaction 
forces across the city to provide support 
when required� The tour has placed 
considerable responsibility on our junior 
soldiers – they are the ones at the coal 
face and and they have thrived�  

at the NaTo conference in July 2018 the 
Uk agreed to increase its contribution of 
troops to NaTo’s mission in afghanistan�  
This resulted in a significant shift in the 
structure of 1Wg in theatre with The 
Prince of Wales’s company and Number 
Three company being extended in kabul 
by three months and being joined by 

Number Two company, The Queen’s 
company of the grenadier guards and 
the aptly named dragon company of 2 
Mercian� With support company already 
in the mix to bolster the Jam boys and 
the Men of the Island of the Mighty, 
and elements of Headquarter company 
providing our echelon, the uplift has 
meant op ToRaL is now a full battalion 
task�  It has been a truly multinational 
tour with Us, danish, australian and 
New Zealand elements making up the 
remainder of the battlegroup�

The Rear operations group has run a 
very efficient and resourceful ship in 
Pirbright, juggling demands from theatre 
as well routine business in the Uk – from 
community engagement to welfare 
support to keeping our sport ticking over 
to assisting other units’ training�  Most 
critically they have focused on tackling 
the recruiting challenge� Manning 
remains our main effort with the battalion 
applying considerable effort, high quality 
soldiers and equipment to generate the 
next generation of Welsh guardsmen�  
The recruiting teams’ endeavours and 
ingenuity are paying off and our numbers 
are growing fast�  However, it is a constant 
challenge in a very competitive field and 
we have a lot of work still to do� 

2019 will involve a farewell to 11 Infantry 
brigade, a return to London district 
with a more sustainable public duties 
bill, a permanent move from Pirbright 
to combermere barracks in Windsor, a 
very well-resourced sports programme, 
overseas exercises and adventurous 
training�  These all go a long way to 
meeting our soldiers’ expectations of life 
in the Welsh guards and the feeling from 
across the battalion in kabul is there is 
much to look forward to� Equally, when 
they look back on 2018 and all they 
achieved in afghanistan and in Pirbright, 
they deserve to remember it with great 
pride� 

WELSH GUARDS REgIMENTaL MagaZINE
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gdsm sandall
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cfn adam REME
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In November 2017 the 
battalion deployed to 
sennelager, germany to 
conduct a csTTX (combined 
staff and Tactical Training 
Exercise), Ex kabUL LIoN� 
This provided a two-week 
period in which the company 
was introduced to the inner 
workings of the kabul security 
Force (ksF), from how the 
combined Joint operations 
centre runs to conducting 
patrols, from the planning 
phase to execution� For the 
first time in our PdT (Pre-
deployment Training) we 
were joined by the grenadier 
guardsmen who would be 
deploying alongside us� The 
Mortar Platoon commanded 
by capt Wace made an 
instant impression and their 
professionalism and good 
humour was to become 
their hallmark� The middle 
weekend of the exercise gave 
the boys the opportunity to 
travel around germany, with 
groups going as far as berlin 
to sample the local delicacies� 
They clearly made the most of 
their weekend and returned 
to camp in fine spirits� The 
battalion aced the exercise 
receiving universal praise 
from the sennelager staff 
and the 11 brigade HQ� We 
returned to the Uk and braced 
ourselves for christmas week 
which was as busy as ever, but 
allowed us all to unwind after 
a challenging and busy few 
months of pre-deployment 
training� 

The New Year came around 
quickly and in January the 
training wing ran Ex kabUL 
dRagoN on bramley Training 
area; this was a two-day 
run out for the company, 

The past year has been a busy yet hugely rewarding 
and exciting time for The Prince of Wales’s Company. 

Our focus for the whole year has been Op TORAL 6, but 
the tour is drawing to a close and the company will soon 
be heading home to family and friends, for some much-
needed leave after an unexpectedly long deployment.

WELSH GUARDS REgIMENTaL MagaZINE the PRinCe oF Wales’s ComPany

1. Kabul at Dawn.
2. A visit to Goslar Christmas  
 Market during the CSTTX
3. Pre-deployment Ranges  
 in Pirbright.
4. LSgt Rutledge with the Force  
 Protection node at the Bala  
 Hissar.

conducting aFP (advisor 
Force Protection) taskings 
with their Foxhound vehicles 
between the training area and 
Pirbright� February brought 
with it our deployment to 
caerwent for the culmination 
of all our training and the 
fortnight long MRX (Mission 
Rehearsal Exercise) was run 
by the staff from the Mission 
Training and Mobilisation 
centre (MTMc)� It was of the 
highest standard and allowed 
the battalion to immerse itself 
in kabul life, providing advisor 
Force Protection and Incident 
Response� days were long and 
serials were relentless, but this 
training has proved invaluable 
during our deployment� 
Many of the challenges we 
faced in caerwent have since 
become reality here in kabul� 
We returned to Pirbright on 
a high looking forward to 
a fortnight’s leave before 
embarking on our journey to 
kabul�

by the 30th March The 
Prince of Wales’s company 
had arrived in New kabul 
compound (Nkc), a 
multinational camp sitting 
on the edge of the green 
zone in central kabul� We’d 
been brought here from 
brize Norton in the back of an 
RaF c17 before conducting 
an RsoI (Reception, staging 
and onward Integration) 
package and moving to our 
new home� alma company, 
2nd battalion Yorkshire 

2
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1

2

Levant – khorasan Province) 
and the Taliban, among 
other insurgent groups, are 
still extremely active in the 
city, conducting attacks on 
a regular basis on the local 
population and security 
services� at all times the 
company has been ready 
to respond, and assist the 
local people, but it is rare 
for platoons to deploy and 
rarer still to be employed 
in support of the afghan 
National defence and security 
Forces (aNdsF)� They retain 
primacy for all incidents and 
as such have come on leaps 
and bounds since our last 
deployment as the Police 
Mentoring advisory group in 
2012� If we get to the end of 
the tour without deploying 
to an incident in support of 
aNdsF, then that will be a 
great result and demonstrate 
genuine progress for the 
people of afghanistan� 

Throughout the tour we have 
worked side by side, on aFP 
and QRF, with the oklahoma 
National guard, building a 
solid working relationship, 
and for many, a lasting 
friendship� Nkc, being a 
multinational camp, also has a 
large number of troops from 
denmark, Mongolia, Poland 
and germany, among others� 
This has provided a new and 
interesting challenge, but our 
interoperability has never 
been in doubt�In July the uplift 
in the british government’s 
commitment to afghanistan 
had a lasting impact on the 
company, extending our 
four-month tour to seven� The 
boys responded admirably 
and approached the challenge 
with maturity and dedication� 
In early august we flew home 
on R&R having handed over 
our responsibilities to Number 
2 company, but by the end 
of the month we were back 
alongside them in Nkc� This 

into a perpetual cycle of aFP 
and QRF, held at ‘REdcoN 
2’ (Readiness condition 2) 
and ‘REdcoN 3’ (Readiness 
condition 3), 15- and 
30-minutes notice to move 
respectively� 

as the deployment continued 
the QRF was stood up for 
a range of incidents; IsIs-k 
(Islamic state of Iraq and the 

Regiment provided an in-
depth hand over, allowing 
us to take over advisor Force 
Protection (aFP) and QRF 
(Quick Reaction Force) duties 
within 4 days� Initially the 
learning curve was steep, as 
the company acclimatised 
and settled in, but soon 
multiples were conducting 
2-3 patrols a day with relative 
ease� The company settled 
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1. The Prince of Wales’s Company 
 Officers enjoying a post- 
 prandial brew.
2. Op KIMBER TORINO in the hills  
 above Kabul.
3. CSM Heath and Major Spencer  
 Smith present Col Mike Urrutia  
 and CSM Apala with a copy of  
 The Prince of Wales’s Company 
 Colours.
4. Major TC Spencer Smith hands  
 over command of The Prince  
 of Wales’s Company to Major  
 CJP Davies.

marked a key moment in the 
tour as the battalion swelled 
in size, growing from just 
two companies into a full 
battle group deployment; 
battalion Headquarters, The 
Jam boys, No 2 coy, No 3 
coy, The Queen’s coy, most 
of sp coy 1gREN gds, and 
the aptly named ‘dragon’ 
coy, 2 Mercian� Together 
we represented the largest 
element of oP ToRaL 
6�The company has had an 
incredibly wide remit of 
operations to cover; routine 
aFP and QRF duties, providing 
direct operational support to 
commander Resolute support, 
manoeuvre support for 
Ministers and senior officers 
and deploying the company 
to conduct deter and disrupt 
operations in depth� This 
has truly been a remarkable 
12 months for the Jamboys 
and our grenadier brethren 
and as 2018 comes to a close 
we mark the culmination of 4

many hours of hard work 
and dedication from the 
men� as our focus switches 
to spending christmas leave 
with our families, we bid a sad 
farewell to the Mortar Platoon, 
and whilst a different type of 
battlefield lies ahead, we all 
look forward to the Queen’s 
birthday Parade 2019, where 
once again we will be side by 
side, shoulder to shoulder, 
Englishman, Welshman, 
guardsman�
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‘gold tac’ 
manoeuvre support to Commander of the 
Kabul security Force (COm KsF)
by Lieutenant EW Andersenn

In preparation for deployment on Op TORAL 
6, The Prince of Wales’s company required a 

considerable amount of reshuffling to meet the 
deployed ORBAT. For 3 Platoon, this meant re-
rolling into the mysteriously named ‘Gold Tac’.

While for some, this conjured 
up wildly exciting images of 
helicopter-borne assaults onto 
buildings, in reality it was the 
protection and manoeuvre 
team for brigadier simon 
Humphrey obE, (commander 
of the kabul security Force 
(coM ksF))� While the other 
platoons in the company 

would be fulfilling the advisor 
Force Protection (aFP) role 
for various advisors in kabul, 
gold Tac was to be allocated 
primarily to brigadier simon� 
In order to prevent the lofty 
excitement of the job going to 
our heads, the remainder of 
the Jamboys brought us back 
down to earth with helpful 

nicknames such as ‘blue tac’, 
‘tic tac’ and of course ‘Paw 
Patrol’� 

gold Tac had two principle 
functions; first and foremost, 
we were responsible 
for facilitating all of the 
commander’s moves as a 
multiple in our three vehicles� 
This involved frequent trips to 
locations such as the british 
Embassy, operation Resolute 
support Headquarters 
(HQ Rs), Hamid karzai 
International airport (HkIa) 
and the Headquarters of 
the afghan National army in 
kabul� While on location, gold 
Tac were responsible for the 
protection of the commander 
against any insurgent attack� 
gold Tac’s secondary role was 
to provide the commander 

with a mobile command and 
control node in the event of 
a major incident within kabul 
where multiple Quick Reaction 
Force (QRF) units were 
deployed simultaneously� 
Whilst there were many 
complex attacks in kabul 
during our tour, none were 
serious enough to warrant the 
deployment of the coM ksF� 

To meet the requirements of 
gold Tac we had to be able 
to operate with a smaller 
multiple while providing the 
same level of protection as 
the other aFP (advisor Force 
Protection) platoons� Whereas 
most of the company were 
working in multiples of eleven 
or twelve men, gold Tac was 
just ten in order to allow space 
for the extra passengers 

1
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1. Gold Tac make their way back  
 to the vehicle safe area while  
 on task in the outskirts of  
 Kabul.
2. Gold Team Provide Force 
 Protection for Brigadier  
 Humphrey as he conducts Key  
 Leader Engagement at  
 Masalakh Fields.
3. LSgt Kirumira, Gdsm Williams  
 93 and LCpl Dennis enjoy the  
 shade during a break between  
 patrols in the Green zone.
4. The Coy Comd and Gold Tac  
 with Boris Johnson during his  
 Visit to Kabul

who often travelled with the 
commander� While this may 
not appear to make much 
of a difference, maintaining 
the correct force protection 
posture required some good 
old-fashioned creativity from 
the guardsman� 

due to the unpredictable 
nature of the commander’s 
schedule gold Tac was kept 
on 30 minutes notice to move 
for the duration of the tour� 
The brigadier tested us on 
numerous occasions and it’s 
a great credit to the members 
of the platoon that, even if it 
had involved a heroic sprint 
from the gym and a flying 
dive into a set of combats and 
body armour we always met 
the deadline! Most days we 
conducted multiple patrols 
across kabul which left no 
room for error, this meant that 
vehicle maintenance needed 
to be of the highest standards 
in order to limit the possibility 
of a break down and delay� 
Lsgt braithwaite, who 
commanded the brigadier’s 
vehicle, will testify that the 
commander had an eagle eye 
for detail and rarely missed 
a trick� 

When driving around the 
city, our biggest concern was 
keeping ourselves and the 
other drivers of kabul safe; 
given the wholesale disregard 
for traffic laws this often 
became a real challenge� To 
put it into context; negotiating 
a kabul roundabout in a 
Foxhound, alongside drivers 
who have a total disregard for 
lane discipline and a laissez-
faire attitude to the directional 
flow of traffic coupled with 
pedestrians who believe 
they always have the right 
of way, is an ordeal most 
people would baulk at – the 
guardsmen relished it and 
unsurprisingly excelled� 

Working so closely with coM 
ksF did have its benefits 
and we had the honour of 

transporting the Foreign 
secretary boris Johnson to 
the british Embassy in June� 
due to the sensitive nature 
of the visit, his identify was 
not widely known until the 
day of arrival� That didn’t stop 
the gdsm coming up with 
some ‘likely’ candidates; kate 
Middleton, Ed sheeran, and 
george North all made their 
shortlist� However, it was 
great to get a chance to chat 
with boris about the tour and 
he was very disappointed to 
hear that we weren’t able to 
sample kabul’s nightlife�

When we cast our minds 
back to February, the 
responsibilities of gold Tac 
sounded like a daunting task 
with an unforgiving regime� 
However, it is testament to 
the platoon’s professionalism 
and adaptability, that moving 
a 3-star Us general soon 
became just another day in 
the office� The hard work and 
dedication to the task paid 
off when brigadier simon 
decided to keep the Jamboys 
as his gold Tac after the Uk 
uplift of troops� The tour has 
been varied and interesting; 
giving us all an insight into the 
workings of senior multi-
national command, on what 
for many of the company 
has been a successful first 
operational tour�

2
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duties, tasks and deployments of the quick 
reaction Forces (qrFs)
by Lieutenant EJ Scott-Bowden

During Op TORAL 6 The Prince of Wales’s 
Company was focussed on two main roles; 

Advisor Force Protection (AFP) and the Quick 
Reaction Force (QRF). The platoons rotated 
between the two roles, spending a week on QRF 
and a week providing AFP to advisors across 
Kabul. The role of QRF is a challenging one and 
we were always ready to deploy to incidents 
across the city; covering anything from vehicle 
breakdowns to complex attacks and mass 
casualty situations. 

The structure of the QRF 
consisted of two platoons, 
both on different notice 
to move times (NTM)� The 
platoon could either be on 
REdcoN 2, (15 minutes NTM) 
or REdcoN 3 (30 minutes 
NTM) – (REdcoN is an america 
abbreviation for Readiness 
condition)� When on REdcoN 
2, you are the kabul security 
Force’s (ksF) first response to 
any major incidents that occur 
across the city� The Platoon 
would deploy as two multiples 
with the lead multiple 
becoming the ‘Vanguard’ 
and the second multiple the 
‘Rearguard’� 

The Vanguard, led by the 
company commander, would 
be the first to arrive at the 
scene, conducting a dynamic 
assessment of the situation 
before calling forward assets 
as required� depending on the 
type of incident, the company 
commander could utilise 
medics to treat casualties and 
the company sergeant Major 
to facilitate their extraction, 
the recovery vehicle to extract 
a stricken vehicle, or simply 
use the ‘Rearguard’ to extract 
dismounts and advisors from 
a damaged vehicle� REdcoN 
3 could be used to bolster 
the lead platoon, but they 

1
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also had their own tasks 
such as vehicle recovery, VIP 
moves, police checkpoint 
inspections and passenger 
moves from Nkc (New 
kabul compound) to HkIa 
(Hamid karzai International 
airport) and Headquarters 
Resolute support� When fully 
deployed, especially alongside 
comanche Troop, the QRF 
became a truly adaptable and 
utterly formidable force within 
the city of kabul� 

To train for this role we had 
to understand what other 
units had experienced during 
their deployments� as we 
discovered, the QRF on both 
ToRaL 4 and ToRaL 5 had 
deployed in response to some 
very unusual situations and 
these were to be re-created 
during our pre-deployment 
training� Recreating these 
scenarios for an exercise 
required a lot of ingenuity 
from the staff of the Mission 
Training and Mobilisation 
centre (MTMc); nonetheless 
they delivered a world class 
training package that has 
become known as ‘the worst 
five days in kabul’� 

despite our incredulity at 
some of the serials, every 
event we trained for in 
caerwent has happened 
during our deployment; 
helicopter crash, complex 
vehicle recovery, multiple 
complex attacks across the 
city, IEds with follow up 
attacks and of course the 
infamous ‘PTds’ (Persistence 
Threat detection system) 
observation balloons, that 
come loose from their tethers 
causing havoc in downtown 
kabul�

on the back of this training 
we were raring to go and 
before we knew it, we were 
at brize Norton ready for the 
24 hour journey to kabul� 
after a lightning quick, but 
professional hand over from 
2 YoRks, we were in the hot 

seat� No 2 Platoon were first 
to take on the responsibility 
of QRF and did not get the 
gentle introduction some of 
us were hoping for� Within 
the first 48 hours we had 
to deal with a downed 
helicopter, complex vehicle 
recovery in the desert to the 
North of kabul and escorting 
Us Eod teams to incidents 
across kabul� Fortunately, 
this tempo did not endure 
and in reality ours has been 
a quiet tour in comparison 
to our predecessors� This is 
solely down to the continual 
improvement of our afghan 
counterparts over the last 
decade and their constant 
improvement to incident 
response is the most obvious 
example of this�

The QRF and incident 
response is arguably the 
primary role of the ksF 
(kabul security Force) which 
in turn forms a central part 
of the Uk’s commitment to 
afghanistan� as a company we 
have been hugely privileged 
to carry this responsibility 
and that of advisor Force 
Protection� both of these form 
the backbone of the ksF and 
provide the NaTo advisors 
with the confidence to 
conduct their missions, in the 
full knowledge that whatever 
the situation the QRF are on 
hand to assist them 24 hours 
a day� 

1.  No 2 Pl Conduct their Airborne  
 Reaction Force with the Puma  
 Crew from Taipan Air  
 Detachment.
2. Sgt Edwards Conducting  
 Forward Reconnaissance with  
 Black Hornet during a rehearsal 
 for QRF Deployment.
3. Securing a route North of Kabul  
 during a complex Vehicle  
 Recovery.
4. The Mortar Platoon provide  
 a ‘cut-off’ during a recovery  
 operation to the East of Kabul.
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a very Welsh grenadier
by Captain O M Wace GREN GDS
Honi Soit Qui Mal Y Pense

Having spent six weeks with the Welsh 
Guards on Askari Storm in 2014, I was 

well accustomed to being the sole Grenadier 
in amongst a veritable horde of Welshman. 
This time I was to be attached to The Prince of 
Wales’s Company and I relished the opportunity 
to serve alongside the leading company whilst 
on operations. 

The Mortar Platoon was 
added to the Welsh guards 
oRbaT at the 11th hour, 
meeting the requirement to 
provide Force Protection to 
the Uk element of the aIaT 
(afghan Institutional advisory 
Team) Mentors� From the very 
start of our Pre-deployment 
Training (PdT) the Welsh 
guards welcomed us into the 
fold and we set about learning 

our new role with gusto� We 
discovered that the aIaT are 
based at the afghan National 
army (aNa) Infantry branch 
school at the aptly named 
“Warminster in the sand”� 

The pre-deployment training 
has been covered in The 
Prince of Wales’s company 
Report, but for the mortar 
platoon it really was a case 
of baptism by fire� No sooner 

than we had returned to 
Lille barracks, aldershot 
(after a very chilly fortnight 
in caerwent), and we were 
being whisked down the M4 
to fly out of RaF brize Norton� 
all the platoons were quickly 
immersed in their handover 
from 2 YoRks and we set 
about getting to grips with 
the Infantry battle school 
and the mentors that worked 
there� The first three months 
were busy, but predictable, 
the mentors had a routine 
which we supported, and 
the company commander 
kept us on our toes with 
3-4 deliberate ops every 
week� The arrival of a new 
mentoring team in July saw 
a vast improvement in both 
infrastructure and attitude 
from the afghans� The courses 
were updated to cover a 
variety of subjects including 
sniping, use of anti-Tank 
rifles, RPg (Rocket Propelled 
grenade) detachments and 
much to our personal glee 

82mm and 60mm mortars� 
For the more experienced 
members of the Pl, it was 
hard not to get involved and 
explain to them that a gnarled 
piece of wood is not the 
best substitute for a bomb, 
especially when conducting 
firing drills, but their 
professional stoicism shined 
through as they hid behind 
their grins�

The beginning of July also 
marked a key moment of the 
tour, the announcement that 
the Uk would be uplifting its 
troop numbers in afghanistan� 
This meant that The Prince of 
Wales’ company (and their 
attachments I hasten to add), 
were no longer on a 4 month 
tour but had unceremoniously 
been extended to a 7½ month 
tour� This shock was followed 
swiftly by reassessment; 
cancelling holidays, re-
planning welcome home 
gatherings and fending off 
crying spouses and girlfriends 

1
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with the well-worn line that 
‘3 months will fly by’� Whilst 
this was going on, bn HQ 
was grabbling with and 
increasingly complex HoTo 
(Hand over Take over), which 
left the ops offr hiding in 
his office behind mounds 
of paper and the company 
commander trying to get any 
snippets of information to 
keep the company at bay� all 
that being said, within 24Hrs 
of the announcement the 
‘Jamboys’ had straightened 
their backs, thrust out their 
chins and marched onwards 
to the whole thing, as bravely 
as a true guards Regiment 
should� Their tenacity and 
grit supported by the almost 
unbreakable bond that had 
formed in the company over 
the three months ensured 
that they banded together 
and shrugged it off as another 
bump in the road of an 
increasingly undulating tour�

We quickly returned to our 
normal battle rhythm, that is 
to say every day was different 
to the next, it is truly a tour 
of contrasts� The moments 
of genuine danger that 
were faced by the boys on 
the ground were broken up 
with moments of relaxation, 
mirth and great solidarity� 
There were times when 
every multiple conducted 
three or even four patrols 
a day, crawling into bed 
physically exhausted, ready 
to continue the mission the 
following morning� Then 
there were quiet weeks 
where entertainment came 
in the form of company 
quizzes, movie nights and 
of course the greatest form 
of entertainment – listening 
to the guardsman regaling 
each other with their tales of 
derring-do and misadventure� 

We returned from our R&R at 
the end of september, and it 
is true to say that we returned 
to a very different New kabul 
compound (Nkc)� In a space 

of two weeks, the cosy, almost 
parochial happiness of a single 
company just getting on with 
its job, had been replaced by 
a constant hum of activity� 
The battalion, now comprised 
of five rifle companies, the 
majority of support company 
from the grenadier guards 
and all the supporting 
elements had morphed into 
a battlegroup, bringing with 
it the sombre efficiencies 
that come with an increase 
in manpower� companies 
do their best to balance 
routine tasks with one-off 
assignments that need 
immediate attention, whilst 
brow-beaten staff officers 
scurry from one meeting 
to another, doing their best 
to support the companies� 
despite this dystopian image, 
it was not to last long, and 
once the Uk uplift was 
complete and the oklahoma 
National guard had departed, 
life settled back into a slightly 
more familiar routine�

as we contemplate the 
closing weeks of op ToRaL 
6, I look back on the six 
months of hard graft and 
utter professionalism 
that I have witnessed at 
every turn from across the 
company� It has been an 
impressive performance 
by the guardsmen of both 
battalions, especially given 
the responsibility placed 
on their shoulders in their 
role as guardian angels and 
drivers� The bond between 
the grenadier guards and the 
Welsh guards has always been 
strong, and I am immensely 
proud to once again have 
served with the druids� It is 
therefore very reassuring to 
head home, in the knowledge 
that we will be once again 
side-by-side, looking 
resplendent in our tunics 
and bearskin caps, as our 
battalions return to the state 
ceremonial and Public duties 
role for 2019�

1. Waiting to deploy on an  
 evening patrol from Hamid  
 Karzai International Airport.
2. The Mortar Platoon on task  
 at the International Election  
 Commission.
3. Darulaman Palace.
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Number Two Company has had a year of two 
halves; the first supporting the remainder 

of the Battalion as they prepared for Op TORAL 
and holding readiness, the second preparing 
ourselves for operations and deploying to join 
the Battalion in Kabul.

If frustrating at times, 
separation from the rest of the 
battalion has created a tightly 
knit company whose desire 
to prove our worth has driven 
an excellent esprit de corps 
and high standards� The space 
afforded to the company, 
unusual in the lean army 
2020 structure, has created 
opportunities seldom available 
in other years� 

From early in the year we were 
aware that the construct of op 
ToRaL was likely to change, 
but the timing and nature 
of any changes remained 
elusive� sadly, the possibility 
of early deployment meant 
the company light role Ex 
RaTTLEsNakE in the Usa, 
scheduled for November ’17, 
had to be cancelled� In its place 
the ‘Michaelmas Term’ saw the 
company supporting battalion 
training, conducting live firing 
in Hythe, and exercising in 
Longmoor and sennelager, 
whilst periodically holding 
readiness for op TEMPERER 
(the government plan to deploy 
troops to support police officers 
in key locations following a 
major terrorist attack)�

after christmas the battalion 
protected us from supporting 
their training as much as 
possible, knowing moral 
support would be the most 
they could offer from kabul� 
This foresight gave us ‘white 
space’ in which to train� To set 
the baseline for kabul a generic 
urban operations package 
consisted of a week of live-firing 
close Quarter Marksmanship 
followed by a week clearing 
houses in Longmoor’s urban 
operations centre� 

alongside collective 
training, individual courses 
did not stop� We were not 
unique in the persistence 
of driver training and the 
accompanying burden of 
licence acquisition� However, 
while everyone else froze 
in caerwent and Thetford 
during the ‘beast from the 
East,’ spaces on career 
courses became available� 
as such almost all Two 
company Ncos completed 
the education requirements 
to promote to sergeant, 
some completed command, 
Leadership and Management 
(the cerebral counterpoint to 
brecon’s tactics), and several 
passed the Tactics, section 
commanders and Platoon 
sergeants battle courses� 
deploying ‘late’ has meant we 
are in the enviable position 
of having more guardsman 
qualified to promote to Lance 
corporal than there are 
places; competition is fierce� 

6 Platoon, made up principally 
of the Machine guns Platoon, 
became battlefield casualty 
Replacements (bcRs) 
conducting MsT (Mission 
specific Training) alongside 
the rest of the battalion� all 
those not qualified as drivers 
deployed early replacing 
members of other companies 
who had to return from kabul� 
It would also be remiss not to 
mention Wo2 (csM) Jefferies 
at this stage� Through diligent 
and careful management, 
as well as characteristically 
firm leadership, he guided 
the company through a 
complex period� Painstaking 
knowledge of our own 
training requirements 
and support to the 

battalion allowed him to 
apportion assets and take 
opportunities� The key output 
of this efficiency was the 
development of junior ranks 
mentioned above� It will stand 
them, and the company, in 
good stead for some time� 

op ToRaL turned the 
battalion ski Trip into a Two 
company ski trip, and with a 
generous contribution from 
Regimental funds, 24 men 
skied in austria� concurrently, 
6 went mountain biking in 
scotland and 4 parachuting in 
Netheravon� credit must go to 

captain Elletson for organising 
the ski trip at extremely 
short notice, caused by the 
continued uncertainty over 
deployment dates� 

after the rest of the battalion 
deployed it was our turn 
to conduct MsT� We were 
joined by 20 members of 
the 1st bn grenadier guards 
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1. 2 Coy in a cordon during  
 Op TORAL.
2. Sgt Shapland, Lt Ward, CSgt  
 Pheasey at the Drapers award  
 ceremony.
3 . 2 Coy providing security for  
 Commander Regional South.



anti-Tank Platoon, opcon 
to the company, who 
continue to prove invaluable 
as Men of the Island of the 
Mighty six months later in 
kabul, even if a few cultural 
differences remain! Two 

weeks of in-camp cascade 
Training gave us access 
to Foxhound Vehicles and 
the opportunity to drive in 
guildord and Reading, as 
well as practicing standard 
operating Procedures (soPs)� 
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The Rear operations group, 
with few able men, strained 
every sinew in support of 
ranges in and an excellent 
Validation Exercise to prove 
our adherence to the risk-
averse soPs� Throughout, the 

equally depleted Light aid 
detachment worked tirelessly 
to provide task-worthy 
Foxhounds for training�

Team and confidence-building 
exercises were conducted to 
build the cohesion necessary 
for success on operations, 
culminating in a company ‘rat-
race’ in London� Teams had to 
conduct tasks such as sitting in 
super cars, wearing the most 
expensive piece of jewellery, 
appearing on television, and 
so on� a bavarian beer hall 
provided an appropriate finish 
point…

Ex kabUL dUsk, the test 
exercise for deployment, 
passed off without incident 
and the coy as a whole 
performed extremely well� 
This is testament to the merits 
of leaving a team to train 
without too many external 
distractions, something 
often not possible as the 
army’s ‘To do’ list stays the 
same but resource does 
not� It is further testament 
to the quality of individuals 
and their training provided 
elsewhere� The company 
received 7 guardsmen from 
recruit training in 2018� all of 
them have been of excellent 
quality, and where gaps in 
their skills have existed, the 
quality, training and character 
of our Ncos has plugged them 
rapidly and in time-honoured 
guards fashion� 

at the end of July the 
company deployed to kabul 
and was given a first-rate 
handover by The Prince of 
Wales’s company� We needed 
to hit the ground running to 
prevent any fall in operational 
output� The company has 
performed admirably thus 
far, and has eagerly and 
professionally taken to the 
task� as well as the normal 
routine of advisor Force 
Protection tasks, written 
about in detail elsewhere, we 
have conducted deliberate 
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Life as a Platoon Commander on  
Operations in 2018
by Lt S A Ward
Number 2 Company, New Kabul Compound, Kabul

Since joining the Army and from my 
childhood, the image of going on tour to 

Afghanistan conjures up vistas of the hot 
and dusty Op HERRICK days in Helmand, with 
regular and intense contacts with the Taliban, 
IEDs (Improvised Explosive Device), and 
operating out of compound FOBs (Forward 
Operating Bases). 

These expectations do not 
at all reflect the reality of 
our deployment to kabul 
on op ToRaL 6� Having 
ended the combat mission 
in 2014, the british army’s 
role in afghanistan has 
changed immeasurably� 
our equipment, vehicles, 
living quarters and lifestyle 
all reflect the shift of focus 

from defeating the enemy in 
combat to capacity building in 
the capital – providing force 
protection for multi-national 
advisors and mentors to meet 
with and develop their afghan 
counterparts� We also provide 
a 24hr Quick Reaction Force 
to give in extremis support to 
NaTo forces, members of the 
international community in 

kabul and the afghan National 
security and defence Forces 
(aNdsF)�

In the New kabul compound 
(Nkc), the americans run the 
camp where The Prince of 
Wales’s company, Number 
Two company (of which I 
am a member), battalion 
Headquarters and the 
grenadier guards Mortar 
and anti Tanks Platoons are 
based, it is sometimes easy 
to forget that you are on an 
operational Tour in kabul� The 
facilities are excellent and all 
bear the stamp of american 
lavishness – we are spoilt with 
an american dining Facility 
(dFac); ice cream and soft 
drinks are available 24hours 
a day if you so wish, Friday is 
steak night, and iced coffee 
is a favourite� The gym (I am 
told by those more studiously 
following op MassIVE than 
myself) is enormous and 
extremely well equipped, with 
the addition of an outdoor 

operations to enable visits 
‘outside the wire’ from the 
secretary of state for defence, 
the incoming and outgoing 
commanders REsoLUTE 
sUPPoRT (Us 4* Head of 
NaTo in afghanistan), and 
our immediate ‘sunray’ 
commander kabUL sEcURITY 
FoRcE� The company is 
in excellent health, and is 
thoroughly enjoying the 
challenges presented by an 
operational deployment� It is 
a rare privilege to deploy on 
operations, in spite of recent 
history, and this is not lost on 
the men, who daily maintain 
the highest standards� 
The Men of the Island of 
the Mighty can wear their 
operational service medals 
with considerable pride during 
state ceremonial and Public 
duties next year�
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1. CSM Jefferies marking the HLS.
2. LSgt Bladen briefs his section  
 during life firing SPTA.
3. 2 Coy providing security for  
 Commander Regional South.



borne IEds� The extensive 
training before we deployed 
has given a high degree 
of confidence in spotting 
and dealing with Vehicle, 
Person and Magnetically 
attached IEds, as well as the 
potential of Insider attacks 
from aggrieved or Taliban 
supporting aNdsF� Whilst we, 
luckily, do not encounter these 
threats regularly, they happen 
somewhere in the city on an 
almost daily occurrence, and 
it requires rigorous planning, 
preparation and adherence to 
TTPs (Tactical Techniques and 
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Procedures) to mitigate the 
threats� In the past few weeks 
there have been several 
attempted and successful 
IEd attacks, including against 
a university crammer and 
a wrestling club� If anyone 
were in any doubt as to the 
moral rectitude of our task, 
then the barbarity of these 
incidents demonstrates that 
our engagement falls on the 
side of natural justice� 

The majority of our patrols 
are force protection tasks, 
providing security for 
advisors to meet their afghan 

counterparts in various 
ministries and police and 
army headquarters, where 
we are normally very well 
received and offered chai 
and food from the locals� 
However, on the fringes of 
the city centre and further 
out, where we go to secure 
key Leader Engagements 
between Western and afghan 
VVIPs (recently for example, 
the secretary of state for 
defence gavin Williamson 
and gen Miller, commander 
of NaTo in afghanistan), the 
reaction to our presence can 
be less predictable� a group 
of children playing cricket 
quickly becomes a crack 
stone-throwing outfit, causing 
thousands of pounds worth 
of damage to the windscreens 
and camera systems on our 
vehicles, but more worryingly, 
the general atmospherics 
and normal receptiveness of 
the adults is gone, causing 
concern for more deadly 
threats�

Indeed, the atmospherics 
and our ability to judge 
them is one of many 
complexities drawn out from 
our operating in the dense 
urban environment that is the 
city of kabul� on the lowest 
level, driving three 9-tonne 
armoured vehicles in kabul 
rush hour, where traffic law 
is in the realm of the abstract 
rather than the practical, is 
chaotic� driving the wrong 
way around roundabouts 
and other creative techniques 
are considered normal by 
the locals� More seriously, 
our planning reflects heavily 
on avoiding setting patterns 
and overusing routes – it 
is known that the Taleban 
reconnaissance screen is 
advanced, and in a densely 
populated city, we have to 
assume that the enemy is 
always watching us� Moreover, 
the margin for small incidents, 
such as a traffic accident, 
to escalate in the city is 

volleyball court which is 
regularly the scene of fierce 
inter-platoon or -company 
competitions� 

The luxurious in-camp lifestyle 
however, belies the very real 
threat present in kabul, for 
example at the time of writing, 
we received IdF (Indirect Fire) 
at midnight last night - and 
when we are on patrol in 
the city (as many as 3 a day), 
complete professionalism is 
needed from every man in 
order to mitigate a multitude 
of threats; primarily posed by 
suicide Vehicle- or Person-
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substantial� one aggrieved 
local can quickly turn into a 
crowd, and as has been seen 
in the city earlier this year, a 
crowd can quickly turn into 
a rioting mob� as such, we 
have to be incredibly careful 
and always in tune with the 
atmospherics in order to 
protect ourselves and the 
mission�

as well as maintaining 
professionalism to the highest 
standard to counteract 
the threat, we also have 
the benefit of our mission 
specific equipment, which 
is generally very good� The 
oft-maligned Foxhound, the 
vehicle we use on a daily basis, 
provides ample protection 
for its occupants from a wide 
variety of threats� Whilst 
reports of the Foxhounds 
repeatedly breaking down 
may originate from a kernel of 
truth, they do not do so often 
or badly enough to cause 

many concerns for myself or 
other commanders on the 
ground� all the men are well 
drilled on vehicle recovery, 
and everyone from dismounts 
to drivers and commanders 
have quickly become experts 
on vehicle maintenance, whilst 
more professional help is 
supplied by the continually 
excellent Royal Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers team�

all in all, whilst op ToRaL 
6 may be different to what 
most people remember of an 
afghan tour, it is an amazing 
opportunity for us to be in 
an extremely interesting part 
of the world at a crucial time 
in its history� It is a fantastic 
chance for myself and fellow 
platoon commanders to lead 
men on the ground on an 
operational Tour, something 
which so many do not have 
the privilege of doing�

Life as a Non Commissioned Officer on 
Operations in 2018
by Sergeant PS Small, Number 5 Platoon
Number Two Company

In ten years service in 1st Battalion Welsh 
Guards I’ve experienced numerous 

Operational tours and overseas exercises all of 
which have been vastly different, challenging 
and rewarding in their own right. I’ve seen 
the development and change of Afghanistan 
through two tours, Operation Herrick 10 and 
16, one as a Guardsman and the later as a Junior 
Non Commissioned Officer.

This has helped me gain 
experience I’ve needed to 
progress and to deploy to 
afghanistan for a third time 
as a Platoon sergeant and 
Multiple commander on op 
ToRaL 6; my most rewarding 
role and experience to date� 

The main change I’ve noticed 
from previous tours is the 

way the equipment has 
developed, mostly for the 
better� This ranges from 
Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) and weapon systems to 
vehicles� PPE has developed 
massively over the past ten 
years from osprey Mark 1 to 
the Virtus plate carrier which 
we use today� both have a 
similar layout of ceramic 

plates and kevlar protecting 
the torso, however the Virtus 
is lighter and more adaptable� 
This makes us more agile 
and streamlined, allowing 
us to operate in the Urban 
Environment more effectively� 
The other change in PPE is 
the introduction of the Virtus 
helmet� They’ve added a 
socket and counter balance 
for Helmet Mounted Night 
Vision systems� This provides 
easy fitting for the night sight 
and the general comfort of 
wearing has made this an 
excellent addition to PPE� 

The greatest new addition 
to the british army’s 
weapon arsenal is the L29 
a1, otherwise known as 
the sharpshooter Rifle� This 
was brought in as Urgent 
operational Requirement 
(UoR) as a replacement for the 
LsW (Light support Weapon), 
which many readers will 
know� It was developed with 

the principle of bridging the 
gap between snipers and 
conventional infantry, giving 
accurate 7�62mm fire beyond 
the 300m limit of the sa80� 
This has greatly increased 
our potential lethality due to 
increased range, accuracy 
and stopping power� It is ideal 
for observing in depth and 
delivering precision fire in the 
Urban Environment, greatly 
reducing the risk for collateral 
damage� The glock 17 Pistol 
is now issued to everyman as 
a side arm to allow a smooth 
transition from primary to 
secondary weapon system� 
This is imperative when 
working in kabul due to 
the close proximity when 
you work with your advisor 
Mentors and the risk of the 
insider threat (green-on-blue 
attacks)� 

1. Lt Ruscombe-King taking some  
 time out.
2. 2 Coy Volleyball Op TORAL.
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The Foxhound vehicle is the 
light mobility platform we use 
and due to its size, mobility 
and the protection it offers, 
it gives us the flexibility we 
need to operate in kabul; it 
is able to take us to places 
inaccessible to previous 
vehicle platforms, and to 
other nations� The down side 
to them is working in the 
high, hot, dry climate that 
kabul has most year round� 
They take a lot of time and 
effort to maintain, however 
due to the high-quality 
training and competence of 
the guardsman and vehicle 
crews, and excellent support 
from the REME, we are able to 
sustain the vehicle and have 
had few problems�

Welfare provision has 
improved greatly over the 
past ten years� Everything 
from access to WI-Fi in your 
rooms, to the variety of ice 

cream available in the 24hr 
american dFac (dining 
Facility)� Each night has a 
different theme, ranging from 
Mongolian food to chicken 
wings, even surf n’ Turf! Every 
Thursday the dFac becomes a 
cinema where the latest movie 
releases are played and prizes 
won in a raffle� There is also 
the opportunity to take part 
in a wide range of sports and 
physical training� Fun runs 
are organized on a regular 
basis� Volleyball has become 
a favorite amongst the men 
where competitions are 
played against other coalition 
forces�

bFbs (british Forces 
broadcasting service) is 
always available in the Welfare 
room along with pool tables, 
table tennis and a video game 
stations, giving a range of 
activities after patrols have 
finished for the day, or when 

on Quick Reaction Force� In 
Nkc (New kabul compund) 
you can experience some 
of the vibrant culture of 
afghanistan in the bazars, 
which sell legacy firearms, 
jewellery, carpets and 
tailor-made suits� Most of the 
cultural experience comes 
more from the interaction 
with the shopkeepers than 
any of their wares� It could 
become easy to confuse Nkc 
with a holiday camp; some of 
the contractors seem to� This 
where the JNco’s job is vital, 
to remind the men that the 
threat is real and not to let 
complacency set in, in spite of 
comfortable surroundings� 

Life on operations has come 
far since my early days of 
charging up the shamalan 
canal with bayonet fixed on 
op HERRIck 10� The aNdsF 
have taken the future of 
afghanistan into their own 

hands� We are still here in a 
facilitating role and acting 
as mentors to this proud 
nation and its armed forces� 
We continue to learn and 
develop as an army and a 
Regiment and this experience 
has shown through that 
striving for excellence whilst 
maintaining morale in an 
operational environment is 
absolutely possible�

1. 2 Coy Officers during 
 Garden Party.
2.  The Number Three Company  
 group, including two Platoons  
 of Australian servicemen and  
 women from 3rd Battalion  
 Royal Australian Regiment  
 who served with the Company  
 during their 4 month stint in  
 Camp Qargha.
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1.  The flags of all partner  
 nations currently working  
 in Afghanistan flutter in the  
 wind as the Afghan sun sets on 
 another day at the Hamid  
 Karzai International Airport.
2.  Sgt Hughes, Number Three  
 Company, provides overwatch  
 for a parade at the Afghan  
 National Army Officer Academy 
 (ANAOA).
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a Cavalryman’s perspective on operations with 
1st Bn Welsh guards

What becomes immediately obvious upon 
deploying on operations with the Welsh 

Guards is the unassailable spirit of the Welsh 
soldier. No doubt, this is a sentiment felt 
by other geographically specific battalions 
but from the perspective of a man whose 
experience has been with soldiers from all over 
the country and commonwealth, this cohesion 
is the key ingredient for the character of the 
battalion.

and what a character it is; 
resilient, forthright, charming, 
humble, the adjectives could 
go on� 6 months in kabul has 
seen cause for all of them 
to be exhibited and tested 
with the conclusion that, in 
the Welsh guardsmen, the 
battalion have an invaluable, if 
sometimes infuriating, asset� 

No 3 coy, upon whom this 
article is largely based, is a 
fine example of this character� 
assuming the responsibility 
for camp Qargha in western 
kabul in april 2018, No 3 coy’s 
enthusiasm was tempered 
only by the interminable 
repetition of ‘red’ flavoured 
ice cream in the cookhouse� 
outside this seemingly 
intentional minor torture, 
life in the west of one of the 
world’s most dangerous cities 
was surprisingly civilised� 
No 3 coy’s role can most 
closely be described as that 
of a sheepdog, setting forth 
into the wild to protect and 
corral a precious but, at 
times, absent minded flock 
of military advisors at the 
afghan National army officer 
academy, more commonly 
known as ‘sandhurst in the 
sand’� 

While there are the obvious 
risks to deploying on such 
operations, these have been 

significantly reduced since 
the dark days depicted in the 
bbc’s ‘our War’� The most 
exciting incident came when 
insurgents (of one flavour 
or another) competing for 
influence in the city saw 
fit to lob a few a rockets in 
our direction (which were 
thankfully wildly inaccurate)� 
However, the real threat 
seemed to be from the erratic 
kabul traffic� driving in kabul 
at midday is akin to running 
with the bulls in Pamplona 
and the efforts of guardsmen 
to avoid any serious incidents 
are a genuine miracle! The 
side-splitting hilarity of the 
language issued by a North 
Walian guardsmen after 
slamming the anchors on in 
9 tonne armoured vehicle in 
the middle of rush hour traffic 
after another white Toyota 
corolla driver has tried to cut 
him up cannot be accurately 
reported in polite company� 

aside from this expensive 
game of bumper cars, the 
most prevalent challenge the 
company faced (or perceived) 
was the maintenance of 
motivation� grand plans for 
inter-platoon competitions, 
dari-language lessons and 
movie nights were drawn 
up in an effort to occupy ‘the 
boys’� The company 

3.  Major R W Horgan, RHG (D),  
 Officer Commanding Number  
 Three Company, hands over  
 authority of Camp Qargha to  
 Major N Strachan, The Captain  
 The Queen’s Company.
4.  Two Puma Helicopters  
 depart Camp Qargha,  
 containing members of  
 Number Three Company,  
 prior to R&R.
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commander needn’t have 
worried; ‘the boys’, warriors 
to a man, threw themselves 
into a punishing schedule, 
flicking between the roles 
of sheepdog, watchman 
and rapid-response which 
left them little time for 
superfluous activity� What 
is remarkable is the gusto 
and humour with which the 
guardsmen adopted this 
routine� operating, at times, 
on little sleep, the Welsh 
guardsmen were nevertheless 
consistently complimented 
on their diligence and charm 
when supporting senior 
(sometimes very senior) 
officers� 

being deployed for such a 
long time is no small thing� It 
represents a sacrifice, the cost 
of which is often exacted on 
relationships with partners 
and children� The internet 
has helped here and video-
calls, often with absolutely no 
regard to one’s surroundings, 
were a ubiquitous feature of 
the evening routine in camp 
Qargha� This could be said 
to be a defining feature of 
the Welsh guards, namely a 
strong sense of family and 
community; the support 
system that ensures life at 
home ticks along while the 
guardsmen is deployed� 
strong families produce 
confident soldiers focused 
on the job at hand and it 
is important to remember 
that the tour is not only 
experienced in-country but 
also in the homes of the 
deployed soldier� gratitude for 
the support shown by these 
families goes beyond words�

being away from loved ones 
combined with the confines 
of a small base have the effect 
of focusing the mind� a result 
of this was the increase in 
gym attendance by No 3 coy� 
The gym in Pirbright can be a 
lonely, forgotten relic 

outside of Friday morning 
PT� However, with few 
other distractions, Welsh 
guardsmen began to flock 
to the Iron church� The vests 
got tighter and the shorts 
shorter as Welsh guardsmen 
engaged in hypertrophy of 
previously forgotten muscle 
groups� The tight cropped 
hair, suspiciously orange tan, 
tight t-shirts and bulging 
biceps of the stereotypical 
swansea boy began to spread 
throughout the company� 
several guardsmen professed 
to having quit smoking and 
many were rarely seen 
without a protein shaker, 
irrespective of whether they 
had actually been to the gym 
that day� It is no bad thing that 
on average, the company will 
return with broader shoulders 
and tighter belts� 

However, for some, the 
resounding memory of the 
tour will be the remembrance 
service held for members 
of the battalion killed in 
afghanistan on preceding 
deployments� Held in a large 
open sided barn with photos 
of their fallen number on 
show and light mid-summer 
breeze, the padre skilfully led 
the congregation through a 
tasteful service, the highlight 
of which was the musical 
number played by members 
of the corps of drums� It 
was in this moment that the 
gravity of the company’s 
job come to the fore and in 
many ways, it was a neat 
summation of the battalion� 
The Welsh guards are rooted 
in history and the Welsh 
identity, something it is and 
must always be proud of� 
Its soldiers are never far 
from a smile or a story told 
in that poetic Welsh lilt� as 
a cavalryman, it has been a 
much needed education in the 
ways of the guards and the 
Welsh to have served as one 
of their number�
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Opportunities to deploy on Operations as an 
Infantry Platoon Commander are few and 

far between; that is not to say that there are few 
prospects in today’s Army, but it is certainly rare 
to be part of the Afghanistan mission which has 
so dominated the best part of two decades of 
operational culture. On 1 April 18 my Platoon of 
26 Welsh Guardsmen deployed to Kabul on Op 
TORAL 6 in the role of Advisor Force Protection 
(AFP).

arriving at camp QaRgHa, 
in the West of kabul, we 
received a hasty hand-over 
from 2nd battalion, Yorkshire 
Regiment (2YoRks)� In many 
ways this hand-over period 
was overwhelming in the 
first instance� operational 
processes are dictated by 
lengthy policy, which must 
be digested and followed 
to the letter� This occupied 
my mind immediately, and 
I was concerned that my 
Platoon needed training 
to meet these operational 
requirements� However, 
understanding the standard 
operating Instructions (the 
bible of op ToRaL) led us to 
quickly learn that we could do 
things differently to how our 
predecessors demonstrated� 
accepting that what they 
showed us was not the 
absolute solution gave us an 
immediate buy-in to our new 
role� My Platoon set to work 
re-establishing standard 
operating Procedures, such 
as camp clearance drills and 
certain Force Protection 
measures� after a week or two 
we were fully embedded and 
took real ownership of our 
responsibilities� 

The routine in camp QaRgHa 
is based around three 
responsibilities; guard, Quick 

Life as a Platoon Commander 
on Operations – Op tOraL 6
by Lieutenant WD Clarke
Officer Commanding Number 9 Platoon

Reaction Force (QRF) and 
Force Protection (or patrols)� 
QaRgHa is one of the few 
locations where british 
soldiers provide their own 
base security (a role usually 
carried out by other nations)� 
It is a challenging rotation; 
my Platoon spent long hours 
in the ‘sangar’ towers and 
searched vehicles at the Main 
Entrance Point (MEP); my 
role (along with my Platoon 
sergeant) was to command 
the guard force and conduct 
Watchkeeper duties by night� 
QRF rotations saw the Platoon 
held at 15 minutes ‘notice-
to-move’, ready to react to 
incidents in camp or in the 
West of kabul� For the most 
part this was an excellent 
opportunity to rehearse our 
procedures and conduct 
valuable training� Finally, but 
not least, we conducted our 
Force Protection tasks� This 
largely involved protecting 
mentors in the afghanistan 
National army officer 
academy (commonly known 
as ‘sandhurst in the sand’)� My 
Platoon were split into four-
man ‘nodes’, commanded by 
a Lsgt or Lcpl, who operated 
as independent entities 
accountable directly to the 
operations officer� My role as 
a Platoon commander was 
to coordinate the forecast of 
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1.  Number 9 Platoon set  
 up an Incident Control  
 Point within ANAOA.
2. The author (left) and Captain  
 Lewis (right) conduct a recce  
 for a Force Protection task.
3. The author (left) and Captain  
 Lewis (right) maintain morale  
 with the Military Working  
 Dogs. 
4.  Officers of Number 3  
 Company refine their hand- 
 eye coordination in the  
 Welfare Tent.
5. The author (right) says  
 farewell to his Australian  
 counterpart, Lieutenant  
 Bellgardt 3RAR.

events, and command larger 
deliberate Force Protection 
operations� as the tour 
progressed, were also tasked 
with conducting patrols in the 
West of kabul; the aim was 
to deter the insurgents from 
using certain pieces of ground, 
but also to understand 
that ground which was still 
unfamiliar to us� We lived 
for these patrols; they were 
always a welcome freedom 
and an exciting prospect� 
From my perspective, it was 
the first time I was able to 
apply the planning process 
to a problem with a tangible 
threat and other real-life 
considerations to inform my 
decision making� This was 
a gratifying experience and 
helped me develop my own 
understanding of how to 
appreciate a problem and 
present coherent solutions� 

Establishing a battle 
rhythm that enabled rest 
but capitalised on training 
requirements took time� 
Ultimately, the Platoon 
benefitted from time spent 
training in the margins; the 
guardsmen began to take 
pride in their improved 
performance and quickly 
presented their own ideas 
for how procedures could 
be improved� as a Platoon 
commander, this has been 
the real delight of being on 
operations� I have watched 
my Platoon flourish with 
increased responsibility and 
accountability; even the 
most junior guardsmen brief 
senior officers daily, and I 
saw their confidence and 
capability grow� They have 
demonstrated true moral 
courage and a real ‘guards 
spirit’ – never settling for 
what is easiest, but following 
Force Protection procedures 
to the letter to ensure the 
safety of their mentor (even 
if the procedure proved 
inconvenient)� 

We have felt fortunate to be 
based at camp QaRgHa� a 
british camp, managed by 
our company Headquarters, 
is a rare entity in kabul� We 
did not benefit from 24-hour 
american cuisine, or free 
ice cream every day, but we 
could certainly call it ‘ours’ and 
made it our home� Indeed, 
QaRgHa was not without 
its luxuries; with a volleyball 
court, substantial gym, film 
terrace and reliable internet 
you would be hard pressed to 
find a barracks at home with 
comparable facilities!

as I write this article, the 
battalion prepares to extend 
the first rotation of op ToRaL 
from four months to nearly 
seven� It is worth commending 
the resilience and fortitude 
of our Welsh guardsmen in 
receipt of this news� Their 
reaction was overwhelmingly 
positive, borne out of a real 
sense of duty� Times such 
as these are where we are 
defined as soldiers, and I can 
say with confidence that our 
guardsmen have defined 
themselves as resilient, 
professional and optimistic� 
The ever-present Welsh sense 
of humour has kept morale 
high as we approach the 
second half of the tour� 

cymru am byth� 
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Our role on Op TORAL 6 is as an operational 
tour for a company minus, conducting 

a force protection task. Our role as the force 
protection company at Camp Qargha means 
that we are responsible for the protection of 
British and coalition mentors at the ANAOA 
(Afghan National Army Officer Academy).

Life as a Platoon sergeant on  
Operations – Op tOraL 6
by Sergeant Pearce Number 8 Platoon
Number Three Company

our role on op ToRaL 6 is 
as an operational tour for a 
company minus, conducting 
a force protection task� our 
role as the force protection 
company at camp Qargha 
means that we are responsible 
for the protection of british 
and coalition mentors at the 
aNaoa (afghan National army 
officer academy)� The role 
of the mentors is to teach 
and mentor afghani National 
army (aNa) officers and 
soldiers training the future 
leaders of the aNa, and this 

involves everything from 
administration to company 
attacks using live ammunition� 
due to the high threat of 
an insider attack in aNaoa 
(green on blue) it is our task as 
the force protection company 
to provide guardian angels to 
every mentor task that takes 
place here in afghanistan� 
The guardian angel is 
responsible for the protection 
of the mentor whilst he or she 
conducts training with their 
afghan counterparts�

as a Platoon on ToRaL 6, 
we rotate though a week 
of force protection, a week 
of guard duty and a quick 
reaction force week� The force 
protection week consists of 
six four-man teams mounted 
in foxhound vehicles working 
independently around aNaoa� 
The node commanders liaise 
with the mentors the evening 
before to plan the day’s tasks� 

during our rotation on force 
protection there have been a 
number of patrols that have 
gone out into the city and the 
areas surrounding kabul� our 
mission has been to deter and 
disrupt the enemy�  What this 
looks like is patrols that go 
to compounds of interest as 
well as known rocket boxes 
and facilitation routes used 
by both the Taliban and IsIs-k 
(Islamic state of Iraq and the 
Levant – khorasan Province)� 
This has been the most 
interesting aspect of our tour 
and is the part that we as a 
platoon look forward to the 
most�

during our tour in camp 
Qargha, we as the force 
protection company are also 
responsible for the protection 
of our own camp� This 
requires a whole platoon and 
is done on a weekly rotation� 
as well as our force protection 
and guard commitment, we 
also have a quick reaction 
responsibility to the city of 
kabul� This consists of two 5 
minute notice to move teams 
and a multiple on 15-minute 
notice to move as well as an 
air response force� This force 
can respond to any tasks 
inside the afghan academy 
and into the wider city� The 
platoon is also tasked with 
clearing and maintaining the 
Helicopter Landing site (HLs) 
for Qargha�

our time in afghanistan has 
been varied and interesting� 
There have been times of 
frustration, but I feel we as 
a platoon have achieved our 
mission�
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Life as a guardsman on  
Operations – Op tOraL 6
by Guardsman Roberts 300
Number Three Company

I am Guardsman Roberts 300 of 8 Platoon, 
currently deployed on Op TORAL 6 with 

Number Three Company, 1st Battalion Welsh 
Guards.  Our mission here is to contribute to 
the development of the Afghan Defence Forces 
and to help provide long term stability to the 
country.

1. Number 8 Platoon.
2. Number 8 Platoon on 
 the MFUNDU training area.

as a guardsman working in a 
four-man team, our mission 
is to provide force protection 
to the mentors who are 
advising and assisting the 
afghan training in the aNaoa 
(afghani National army officer 
academy)�  We provide the 
mentors with guardian angels 
who will protect them from 
the high threat of an insider 
attack (green on blue) as well 
as external threats�  We live 
on camp Qargha and deploy 
from here in 4-man teams out 
to aNaoa�  Force protection 

is an interesting mission 
and it’s good to see how the 
afghans do things and see 
them develop� The mentors 
teach the afghanistan National 
defence and security Forces 
(aNdsF) everything from 
administration, tactics to live 
fire attacks and exercises� 
Without the force protection 
company here in Qargha it 
would not be possible for 
the mentors to conduct their 
mission and the development 
of the aNdsF would be slower�

on top of our force 
protection role in aNaoa 
we have also been tasked 
with going on dETER and 
dIsRUPT operations within 
and around kabul�  We have 
visited compounds that are 
of interest, rocket box sights, 
infiltration routes used by 
both the Taliban and IsIs-k 
(Islamic state of Iraq and the 
Levant – khorasan Province) 
and other areas of interest 
vital to the security of the 
NaTo mission� This has been 
the most interesting aspect of 
the tour�   

While we are based at Qargha 
we have to provide a quick 
reaction force� our role is 
to respond to anything that 
might happen in kabul or 
in aNaoa� Part of the quick 
reaction force is tasked 
with clearing the Helicopter 
Landing site (HLs) and 
also providing a node for 
force protection to help the 
remainder of the company 
down on sight� We provide 2 
nodes of five minutes notice to

 move who are responsible for 
the internal security of camp� 

When we are not on force 
protection or quick reaction 
force we are tasked with 
providing protection to the 
camp� This comes in the form 
of sangar duty as well as 
searching vehicles coming 
onto the camp down at the 
main entry point� This is 
definitely the most tiring week 
but it’s vital to the security and 
protection of camp Qargha� 

I have enjoyed my time on op 
ToRaL 6� It has been a good 
experience and I’ve learnt a lot 
in my time here�
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1. Sgt Morgan 44, Gdsm Felton,  
 Gdsm Mason and Gdsm  
 Prudham preparing Foxhounds 
 for handover during a ROG  
 Stables Parade.

I was told by a good friend when I took over 
the job as Officer Commanding Headquarter 

Company that I will be responsible for the 
engine room of the battalion. After two years, I 
understand what he meant. The soldiers I have 
had the privilege of commanding in my two 
years have been superb and it has been an 
honour. 

after 34 years in the army I 
am moving on to The Royal 
Hospital chelsea as a captain 
of Invalids, safeguarding 
the next generation of 
veterans and ensuring they 
are kept busy, cared for and 
in step when on parade! I 
will be lucky enough to be 
working with Lt col Nicky 
Mott who recently started as 
Quartermaster of the Royal 
Hospital chelsea� My time with 
The Welsh guards has been 
amazing and I thank all ranks 
for making it memorable and 
energizing� 

This year we have welcomed 
our new Welfare officer, 

captain Eifion griffiths fresh 
from his previous job as 
command sergeant Major 
at 11 brigade and have said 
farewell to csM geen who 
has moved to MTMc (Mission 
Training Nd Mobilization 
centre) as the RQMs, he was 
replaced by csM Parry 95 
posted in from dering Lines, 
brecon� 

It has been, as always’s a busy 
year for all the departments 
in HQ coy preparing for op 
ToRaL 6� The Quartermaster 
and his staff have worked 
tirelessly to enable all the pre-
deployment exercises as well 
as taking part as exercising 

troops� The Rear operations 
group (Rog) was formed 
with elements of HQ coy and 
personnel not deploying to 
keep the barracks safe, ticking 
over and sustaining 2 coy and 
The Queen’s coy (gREN gds) 
ready for their deployment in 
Jul 18� 

The Rog have been kept busy 
with numerous tasks including 
support to: Ex WEssEX sToRM 
on salisbury Plain, army cadet 
Forces, casT(combined arms 
staff Trainer) and many more 
thrown at us by HQ 11 bde� 
The Rog was tasked to run a 
three-week real-life support 
task for the pre-deployment 
training at caerwent, south 
Wales for 2 coy and Queens 
coy (gREN gds)� This was 
a mammoth task for RQMs 
owen and sgt cunningham 
who were both new in their 
appointments and that the 
exercise went so well and that 
the real-life support delivered 
by the Rog was to a high 
standard, was down to the 

“can-do attitude” of everyone 
throughout the exercise� 

The Rog has been busy 
downscaling the vehicle fleet 
from Light Mechanised to 
Light Infantry� This was a 
very painful process for the 
QM(T) capt Mark Pollard and 
his team and has included 
long detailed inspections and 
many man hours cleaning 
and fixing in preparation for 
their move to other units 
around the Uk� after winning 
the equipment care prize for 
2017, the ongoing care for 
our equipment is even more 
important for our reputation 
and the standard is being 
maintained by a very efficient 
QM(T) department�
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We took up residence at our new abode 
in Hamid Karzai International Airport 

(HKIA), with the department working alongside 
the UK National Support Element (NSE). HKIA 
is a multinational base with over 5000 NATO 
and contractor personnel in which the British 
Military make up only just over 1% occupancy.

quartermaster’s department at  
Hamid Karzai International airport

getting a foothold

shortly after having 
completed our RsoI 
(Reception staging and 
onward Integration) training 
we rolled up our sleeves and 
went straight into our HoTo 
(Handover/Takeover) with 2 
YoRks� soon all the account 
holders had completed their 
takeover and the stabilizers 
were off� The QMs department 
alongside the J1 Team 
immediately got to work 
with the receiving, moving 
and tracking of all personnel 
and equipment in and out 
of kabul� It was an eventful 
start and very different from 
previous tours of Helmand� 
The QMs department looks 
after all british Forces 
deployed on ToRaL and 
delivers J4 support to each 
of their locations, some as 
far as bagram air base and 
Mazar-E sharif� No sooner had 
we settled into our new roles 
and there was good cause 
to celebrate as sgt Evans 
588, sgt Evans 488 and sgt 
Urch had each been selected 
for promotion to csgt� The 
commanding officer and 
deputy commander bRITFoR 
both congratulated them on 
their achievement�

airborne Logistics

csgt Wilks and csgt buller 
whipped the team into action 
at camp Fortune (Log Park) 
with the packing of freight 
and preparations for every 
task-line to be met� Most 

freight was collected by the 
cQMs and his team from 
each location� on occasion 
we needed to get essential 
equipment delivered to their 
locations by air� This was a 
new branding of “airborne 
Logistics” for the QM and his 
team� 

The QM, csgt Evans and 
csgt Urch wasted no time in 
clocking up their air miles by 
visiting each of the locations 
to conduct assurance visits� 
back at HkIa csgt Evans 
488 added flair to the RsoI 
package, which is mandatory 
for each individual entering 
Theatre and it didn’t take 
long for him to place a Welsh 
guards stamp firmly on each 
individual transiting through� 
sgt Lucas managed to breach 
the language barrier and 
made new friends of the 
Turkish soldiers, securing 
the ammunition compound, 
thanks to the good use 
of a “language translator 
app”� The team gained a lot 
of ground by introducing 
themselves and by having a 
friendly approach to all key 
stakeholders on site� This 
helped to shape our good 
relationships with all other 
nations at HkIa� We had our 
work cut out and each day 
brought a new challenge� 

Welfare and 
celebration

amongst all the work; we 
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squeezed in time to celebrate 
birthdays and key events with 
plenty of bbQs and $50 cake 
which was organised by Pte 
Rai of the J1 cell�  The team 
made a huge effort for each 
of these events which helped 
everyone to unwind and enjoy 
a good bit of banter� 

moment of reflection

The Padre visited regularly 
and encouraged us to take 
the time to reflect on our 
families and loved ones back 
home� We were fortunate 
to have an opportunity to 
hold a memorial service for 
Welsh guardsmen who had 
paid the ultimate sacrifice 
during previous tours of 
afghanistan and it was an 
ideal opportunity for us to 
pay tribute to their lives and 
memory�

tOraL uplift

The QMs team and J1 cell 
all played vital roles in the 
ToRaL Uplift� after months 
of planning, visits from PJHQ, 
army HQs and 1UkXX and the 
key enablers of op ToRaL 7, 
we were soon ready to receive 
the arrival of equipment, 
vehicles and personnel 
in support of the Theatre 
Uplift� Right from the start, 
every member of the team 
was stretched to capacity, 
but they remained focused, 
professional and positive 
throughout� Each department 
was instrumental in executing 
the plan and once again 
proved its metal and raised 
the bar high� 

Back to basics

csgt Evans 488 set about 
making a number of changes 
to the existing RsoI package� 
With a sprinkling of flair and 
Household division standards 
we soon had a training 
package fit for purpose� 
Every individual entering 
Theatre would be met by 

csgt Evans and his team to 
be accommodated, equipped 
and receive excellent guidance 
and training before moving 
on to their end destination in 
theatre�

a race against the 
clock

With no time to waist, the 
department immediately 
got to work on the fleet of 
vehicles arriving in Theatre� 
The vehicles were fresh off 
the antonov aircraft and 
straight into the logistics park 
for a full health check and 
the fitting of equipment and 
communication systems� The 
team worked tirelessly to 
meet the required number of 
vehicles needed to fulfil each 
task-line� The fleet of FHds 
(Foxhound Vehicles) needed to 
be fit for role and handed over 
to the coy’s on their return to 
Theatre� This huge task was 
achieved by a great team of 
professional, motivated and 
proactive individuals�  

Work hard, play hard

Making time for sport is 
necessary, football, rugby, 
cross fit, boxing to name but 
a few� We invited the Welsh 
guards from across the 
airfield based at Taipan to join 
us for Rugby 7s leading up to 
the army Vs Navy Fixture� The 
QMs team demonstrated skill, 
flair and reasonable amount 
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1. QM, CSgt Urch & CSgt Evans  
 588 conducting assurance  
 visits
2. Account holders at work.
3. CSgt Wilks and the team  
 getting essential equipment  
 airlifted to locations.
4. QMs team delivering a CAV  
 Platform to Mazar-E Sharif.
5. QMs team moving freight  
 directly from the flight line to  
 Company locations.
6. The team made time to  
 celebrate birthdays, Armed  
 Forces Day and a Royal  
 Wedding.
7. As above (6).
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of speed; all these qualities 
proved too much for the 
younger teams and having 
claimed victory it was time to 
catch the army/Navy kick off 
and enjoy a well-earned bbQ� 
We entered a team into the 
HkIa 6’s Football World cup 
competition; this tournament 
is made up of 16 teams of 
which we came 3rd� The team 
was coached by csgt Wilks 
and was made up of military 
and civilian members from 
the department� There was 
serious competition for a place 
on the team, in particular the 
position of goal keeper, hard 
fought between sgt Lucas 
and csgt Evans 488, but it 
was clear that csgt Evans’ 
talent was far too much for 
sgt Lucas to handle� Wo2 
Laurence proved he was an 
adamant poker player and 
soon established himself as 
the “Poker king” of HkIa�

on the 24 June 2018, the 
RQMs(M), Wo2 davies 90 
organised and participated 
in a charity crossFit event to 
raise money for the afghan 
Injured and Maimed charity 
(aIM)� over 250 people from 
varying nationalities took 
part, raising nearly $1000 
which will be put towards 
medical equipment for the 
afghan Military Hospital in 
kabul� The event consisted 
of 24 hours of continuous 
crossFit HERo workouts 
running in alphabetical order� 
The event was supported by 
the QMs dept who provided 
refreshments and set up the 
equipment� overall the event 
was a huge success promoting 
fitness and community spirit 
throughout HkIa�

the next challenge

The department will soon 
recover to Elizabeth barracks 
Pirbright after what has 
been an exciting and very 
busy 9-month tour of kabul� 
Everyone will take home a 
huge amount of experience 
and expertise and the massive 
uplift of kit, equipment and 
personnel has shown that 
the department can deliver 
when called upon to do so� 
The focus will soon switch to 
Home service clothing (Hsc) 
and the all-important Major 
generals Inspection which will 
have us ready for a spell of 
ceremonial which will include 
a unit move to combermere 
barracks, Windsor� The QM 
and RQMs could not have 
deployed on operations with a 
better team�
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1. The team made time to  
 celebrate birthdays, Armed  
 Forces Day and a Royal  
 Wedding.
2. As above (1).
3. CSgt Evans 488 makes his  
 tribute to those honoured at  
 the memorial service.
4. The QM and his team briefing  
 the new arrivals into Theatre.
5. The team waiting to off-load  
 the vehicles from the Antonov.
6. Sgt Hillier, Sgt Evans 588 and  
 the QM conducting their pre- 
 flight checks on the Antonov.
7. Photo 15 - Camp Fortune,  
 (Log Park) in full swing.
8. The team inspect the fleet  
 before disembarkation.
9. As above (8).
10. CSgt Evans 488, CSgt Quamuri  
 and Sgt Evans 07 delivering  
 RSOI and In Theatre Training.
11. As above (10).
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1. CSgt Evans 588 MTWO and  
 Sgt Hillier Tech Sgt briefing  
 drivers of The POWs Coy on  
 their HOTO procedures.
2. Success; The POWs Coy on task 
 with the Tranche 1 fleet of  
 FHDs.
3. The old dogs of the QMs  
 Department test the young  
 stars of the Bn.

4. The 1WG World Cup Team.
5. Sgt Ntege pushing the QM and  
 setting the pace, 1 lap down,  
 only 11 more to go.
6. The Department took part in  
 the Swansea Half Marathon.
7. CrossFit Challenge
8. HKIA Rugby 7s Champions.
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The beginning of 2017 and the Battalion’s 
deployment on Ex WESSEX STORM marked 

the crescendo of an extremely busy period 
of work for the REME Light Aid Detachment 
(LAD). Ensuring that the Battlegroup had all its 
equipment available for the start of the exercise 
was a significant proportion of the challenge 
that was surmounted through commitment and 
hard work from all involved.  

assimilating REME Fitter 
sections from the attached 
cavalry, artillery and 
Engineers in addition to 
attaching tradesmen to 
each of the Welsh guards 
companies meant that 
all force elements had 
organic equipment support 
throughout the exercise� 
This ensured that the myriad 
faults experienced with both 
vehicles and weapons could 
be rectified quickly, and 
vehicle breakdowns during 
movement could be towed 
to a leaguer location for 
repair� Fitter sections were 
supported by materiel and a 
small reserve of tradesmen 
at the a2 echelon including 
battlegroup recovery assets� 
Thanks to the performance 
of soldiers of all types from 
across the battlegroup in 
looking after their equipment, 
and despite the conditions, 
availability remained 
extremely high throughout 
the exercise� once the 
exercise was completed and 
most had returned home to 
their families, the majority 
of the Light aid detachment 
remained in Warminster to 
repair, service and hand back 
the several dozen vehicles 
that had been borrowed from 
Land Training Fleet for the 
exercise�

after an all-too-brief long 
weekend the Lad hosted a 
command and leadership 

Light aid detachment (Lad
by Captain A Brown (REME)

training day for REME soldiers 
from across 11 brigade’s area 
of responsibility� Planned 
and delivered by senior 
non-commissioned officers 
from the Lad, the day saw 
some thirty junior ranks 
take part in both mental 
and physical challenges� 
after group discussions, 
planning exercises, leaderless 
command tasks and a robust, 
competitive burden race over 
the assault course, the troops 
enjoyed swapping stories 
over a drink in the sports 
bar with an excellent curry, 
courtesy of the battalion 
chefs� With the battalion now 
at readiness for operations, 
in addition to delivering 
the necessary equipment 
availability, members of the 
Lad have taken part in or 
supported PoWs coy on Ex 
saRMIs in Romania, battalion 
skiing in austria, and HQ 
coy adventurous training in 
the Lake district� op ToRaL 
pre-deployment training 
now on the horizon, 2017 
looked certain to continue to 
be a busy year for both the 
battalion and the Lad�

another busy year for the 
battalion means much the 
same for the REME Lad� 
Having demonstrated our 
ability to take up readiness 
last year during Ex WEssEX 
sToRM, the battalion 
received a full fleet of 
vehicles and weapons with 
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1. LCpl Lipita (L) and Cfn  
 Hope-Parry (R) supervise a job  
 on a Foxhound in STANTA  
 (Stanford Training Area).
2. Recuperating with hot  
 chocolate after a hard day on  
 the mountain. (L-R: SSgt  
 Reason, LCpl McKay, Sgt Lyall,  
 Cfn McCarthy, Cfn Strutton,  
 Cfn Adam, LCpl Gurung)
3.  Heavy Rain NKC
4. Cpl Pearson (1 Bn REME)  
 rehearsing recovery of an  
 immobilised Foxhound onto  
 the back of a Support Vehicle  
 using a Support Vehicle  
 (Recovery) during Ex KABUL  
 DAWN.

which it would deploy in 
the event of some crisis of 
Uk interests� This meant 
receiving and sustaining 
over 200 complex vehicle 
platforms and thousands 
of weapon systems at very 
high levels of availability 
so that the battalion could 
deploy at short notice� With 
the skills developed over the 
previous year and a more 
than generous helping of hard 
work from all involved, this 
goal has been consistently 
achieved throughout the year 
despite the numbers involved 
requiring much work to be 
done outside – regardless of 
the conditions�

There has been occasional 
respite from the rigours of 
routine trade work, with 
Lad soldiers deploying on 
some excellent adventurous 
training: mountain biking and 
hill walking in The Lake district 
with the rest of HQ coy, and 
snowboarding in austria 
as part of the corps winter 
sports race training camp� The 
Lad has also benefited from 
some superb military training 
alongside the rifle companies 
as they prepare for op ToRaL� 
conducting live fire tactical 
training in brecon up to 
platoon level by day and night, 
and a rare opportunity to train 
with ‘simunition’ paintball 
rounds in the forts of Lydd 
were particular highlights�

Pre-deployment training 
also meant welcoming some 
new arrivals REME personnel 
from across the wider army, 
assigned to enhance support 
to the Welsh guards during 
op ToRaL� The amount of 
reinforcement is indicated by 
the gamut of units that have 
lent their tradesmen for the 
deployment: 1 battalion REME, 
The Light dragoons, 5th and 
26th Regiments Royal artillery, 

6, 7 and 10 Regiments Royal 
Logistic corps, 2nd battalion 
The Rifles, 2nd battalion 
The Mercian Regiment 
and 3 Medical Regiment� 
bringing everyone together 
in one place was a logistical 
challenge in itself, but over 
the course of pre-deployment 
training the Lad bonded over 
a shared goal and became 
a cohesive team in time for 
deployment, making best 
use of the range of skills 
brought by our diverse mix� 
Ex kabUL daWN offered 
a final opportunity to 
rehearse tactics, techniques 
and procedures before 
deployment, including crane 
lifts to recover immobilised 
vehicles�

cpl Pearson (1 bn REME) 
rehearsing recovery of an 
immobilised Foxhound onto 
the back of a support Vehicle 
using a support Vehicle 
(Recovery) during Ex kabUL 
daWN�

on arrival in afghanistan 
our time at readiness and 
pre-deployment training 
proved excellent preparation 
for maintaining the 
operational fleet of mainly 
Foxhounds and MaN support 
Vehicles (manufactured by 
Maschinenfabrik augsburg-
Nürnberg (MaN for short)), 
so despite the challenges of 
kabul the Lad hit the ground 
running� The first two months 
of the tour have seen their 
fair share of unexpected tests 
including unexpected heavy 
rain and flooding Lcpl Ward 
being evacuated from Theatre 
for a non-battle injury, and a 
serious fire in a Foxhound at 
the Marshall Fahim National 
defence University training 
area� No doubt the remainder 
of the tour will continue to be 
as interesting�

4
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On a quiet Wednesday afternoon in April 
we shifted the contents of the Coy Clerks’ 

offices into the Admin Office to establish a 
centralised Admin Office to support the forward 
and rear ops group better in term of G1 Pers 
Admin support. 

It has always been challenging 
staying behind on the Rog and 
I think I speak for the majority 
of the Rog team when I say the 
month of November could not 
come a moment sooner�

regimental administrative Office  
(raO) detachment 
rear Operations group (rOg)

so far, despite our routine 
business, the Rao det Rog 
has managed to execute and 
delivered numerous tasks 
and events; Rac (Readiness 
administration check) for Wg 

tranche 2 and Ia (Individual 
augmentee) deploying, 
Leadership day for the Rog 
led by sgt Wilkinson, g1 
audit assurance, det Trg, 
career cses (cpl Tamale 
and Lcpl singh), Rac for Ex 
kabUL daWN, assisting with 
stable Parades, community 
engagement, participating in 
a charity Walk and of course 
the routine duties and fatigues 
also� at one point during Ex 
kabUL dUsk, the Rao det had 
taken over the entire security 
of the Rog, from Picquet 
officer, duty officer, duty 
clerk, gd comd and gd 2Ic to 
the gdsm in the guard Room� 

We also managed to conduct 
the cadet Inspection for the 
county and support the Tennis 
championships at Wimbledon� 
cpl Tamale was very fortunate 
to be selected to provide 
support at Wimbledon for the 
entire two weeks representing 
both the agc(sPs) and 1Wg, 
all evidence where it needed, 
that agc HR admins are 
flexible and ready to assist the 
battalion whenever needed 
outside of their routine roles 
and responsibilities�

In early august just prior to 
the start of the battalion’s R&R 
and the end of tour for some, 
we managed to deploy two 

1
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1. The Charity Walk – FSA  
 (Financial Systems  
 Administrator) and Regt Acct  
 with new Det Members!

2. ROG Leadership Day organised 
 by Sgt Wilkinson.

more HR admin personnel 
(cpl gurung and Lcpl singh) to 
support the bn on op ToRaL 6 
so that the level of g1 support 
continued when other HR 
admin personnel took their 
R&R entitlement� With eight 
HR admin personnel left 
behind in the Rog with leave 
and career courses to attend, 
to provide the same level of 
support was challenging but 
nevertheless the Rao det Rog 
has always strived to provide 
the best g1 administration, 
accurate financial advice and 
efficient staff support to the 
battalion� 

The Fsa had a particularly 
difficult time outside of his 
main role as the Regimental 
administrative Warrant officer 
(RaWo) Rog as he was also 
responsible for implementing 
ModNET for the battalion� 
There were numerous 
issues with dII(F) (defence 
Information Infrastructure 
(Future)) and the creation 
of share point for the Moss 
(Microsoft office sharePoint 
server) Page due to the 
battalion being deployed and 
as most of the mission critical 
staff and day to day business 

were kept within the Moss 
Page, the call on his time was 
particularly great�  

despite minimal manning and 
what felt like every phone 
in the Regiment diverted to 
the admin office we have 
somehow managed to survive 
and get through it and even 
found a bit of time for some 
fun� In June, ssgt Harrison 
organised a trip to Thorpe 
Park for some members of 
the detachment and we even 
managed to pass the Rear ops 
group g1 audit Inspection 
conducted by 11 brigade� 

The detachment was heavily 
involved in the battalion’s 
contribution to the Jalsa 
salana’s annual convention 
and this is covered elsewhere 
in the magazine�

2
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Lcpl Lockwood
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Lcpl dilley

Lcpl bannister
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Musn coleman

Musn stowell
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Musn Johnston

Musn Finney

Musn salter

Musn Jacob

Musn dann

Musn oyeniran

Musn Lawlor

The Band of the Welsh Guards has had a very 
busy 2018 consisting of State Ceremonial 

events with a large focus on recruiting for the 
Corps of Army Music (CAMUS). We have built 
on relationships with Kingston Music Service, 
Merton Music Service and many other musical 
organisations during the early months of this year.

In February, we travelled to 
south Wales to work with 
students at brynteg school, 
performing a concert in 
brecon for families and 
local schools� although the 
snowy weather caused 
much concern, the band 
was able to continue its 
winter visit� april brought 
us to a pass off parade 
for London’s Metropolitan 
Police� This was for officers 
completing the required 
training before taking to the 
streets of London� caMUs 

Band of the Welsh guards
by Musician Glen Philp

1

has a relationship providing 
musical support for Met Police 
pass off parades� It is a great 
opportunity for the army; in 
particular, the guard’s to thank 
the police for their continued 
protection as we march up 
and down the Mall�

The band appeared at 
the Hurlingham club for 
Welsh rugby legend sam 
Warburton’s testimonial 
dinner in May� This was a 
night full of glam with lights, 
cameras and a charity auction 
all accompanying the fine 

1
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1. Summer guard mount -  
 Buckingham Palace.
2. Maj Barringer MBE on arrival to  
 the Band of The Welsh Guards.
3. Bielefeld wine festival.

dinning experience� a lot was 
up for grabs including Welsh 
Rugby Union memorabilia 
and sam Warburton’s 
personal kit� The evening was 
appropriately James bond 
themed, featuring musical 
hits such as ‘diamonds are 
Forever’ and ‘Writings on the 
Wall’� champagne flowed as 
the band played, joined by 
members of the countess of 
Wessex string orchestra� The 
music was tremendous, sung 
by top West End performers, 
an award-winning Welsh 
choir, and the group “only 
Men allowed”� It was one 
to remember! To complete 
the month, the band was 
invited to perform for a 
garden party at buckingham 
palace, in support of His Royal 
Highness The Prince of Wales’ 
official birthday celebrations� 
The band was conducted 
by captain bethan Waters, 
assistant director of Music, 
and adc to The Major general 
commanding the Household 
division� 

The massed bands worked 
tirelessly in preparation 
for the Queen’s birthday 
Parade, and the Household 
division beating Retreat, 
providing musical splendor 
and excellence� This year 
was to be no exception� It is 
always a tremendous honour 
for the Welsh guards band 
to form the centre of the 
massed bands, and to be part 
of the events that form the 
cornerstone to the Household 
division diary� 

a highlight this year was 
halting at the home of 
cricket, with an appearance 
at Lord’s� This was part of 
the inter services T20 Lord’s 
tournament� The IsT20 
Tournament is a triangular 
competition between the 
Royal Navy, british army and 
Royal air Force, and is fiercely 
competed� The band was 
welcomed to The Thomas 
Lord suite, served a delightful 

meal before gracing the field 
for their first performance� 
We entertained spectating 
crowds, cricket lovers, 
military families and Lord’s 
members� a gift was visiting 
the prestige of one of sports 
most celebrated interiors, 
The Long Room� a room filled 
with ambiance steeped in 
the history of cricket, with a 
most elegant view of game 
play� one of the bands own 
cricket enthusiasts Lsgt John 
White commented, “For me 
personally, as a life long 
cricket fan, I have always 
dreamed of playing at Lord’s 
but didn’t think it would be in a 
marching band. I’m absolutely 
bowled over to play to Lord’s 
members at the home of 
cricket”� The evening rounded 
was off with a beating Retreat 
for the member’s pavilion� 

briefly putting music to one 
side, several band members 
have been busy raising money 
for various charities this year� 
Musn alex salter ran the 
London marathon raising 
£750 for the Royal Veterinary 
college animal care Trust� 
sgt andrew Mercer took 
part in the Prudential Ride 
London 100� This started at 
the olympic Park, through 
London, out to Richmond Park 
and down into the surrey 
Hills before finally returning 
to London, finishing on the 
Mall� He completed this in 5 
hours 31 minutes and raised 
£740 for breast cancer care� 
our bandmaster Wo2 (bM) 
dave Hatton also competed 
in the Prudential Ride London 
100� He raised £600 for the 
alzheimer’s association� 

To complete a busy summer 
season, the band journeyed 
to the gateway of the Peak 
district, to the historic town 
of buxton for their annual 
Military tattoo� It was the 
tattoo’s 9th year running, 
having raised over £80,000 
for abF The soldiers charity 
to date� 2018 was to headline 

the band of the Welsh guards 
under direction of newly 
appointed Musical director, 
Major david barringer 
MbE� The iconic attraction 
to the buxton tattoo is the 
uniqueness of its venue, 
The dome� a magnificent 
18th century stable block 
originally built by the 5th 
duke of devonshire to house 
visitor’s horses and servants� 
The dome is now part of the 

University of derby in buxton� 
It offers a breath-taking 
setting for the buxton Military 
Tattoo, where spectators 
are able to get up close and 
personal to the splendor of 
marching bands� We were 
joined by The band of the 
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Mercian Regiment, The band 
of the Yorkshire Regiment, 
The Waterloo Pipes, drums 
and Highland dancers, 162 
(stockport) squadron RaF 
air cadets band and the 
derbyshire army cadet 
Force band� Each took to the 
arena, a short display to a sell 
out crowd, before forming 
massed bands for the finale� 
The performance ended in 
fine tradition featuring the 
music of 79th’s Farewell to 
gibraltar, amazing grace, 
sunset, black bear and 
scotland the brave� 

We have recently returned 
from germany after taking 
post as duty band for the 
month of september� This was 

to provide musical support 
for british Forces germany 
(bFg) as they prepare to leave 
german soil after a presence 
spanning 73 years� The tour 
began with a performance 
at sparrenberg castle in 
bielefeld as part of a reception 
held on behalf of bFg� This 
was a fantastic setting for 
our first event, high on a hill 
looking out over the garrison 
town of Paderborn� For the 
duration of the german tour, 
the band welcomed drum 
Major Liam Rowley, of the 1st 
battalion coldstream guards 
corps of drums� The band 
provided musical support 
for 1 armoured Medical 
Regiment as they received the 
Fahnenband� The Fahnenband 

is the highest german military 
honour which the german 
government can present 
to a military organisation� 
Today, they stand especially 
as a sign of close relationship 
between a federal state and 
their troops stationed on 
german soil� The parade was 
a fine success for all involved� 
We travelled to Hohne to 
open the Hohne Tattoo and 
entertain german forces, 
families and friends� We 
performed a display featuring 
the music of John Williams, 
the famous Post Horn gallop 
and Men of Harlech before 
marching off the square to the 
Rising of the Lark� This was a 
wonderful experience sharing 
what we do best with our 

foreign friends� Received with 
open arms, the day closed 
sharing bratwurst and beer 
with the germans� The band 
performed a small outdoor 
concert for the bielefeld 
wine festival and a memorial 
service for The Prince of Wales 
Royal Regiment at barker 
barracks and returned to 
catterick barracks in bielefeld 
to take part in their two-day 
food festival� The festival 
celebrates food from around 
the world, cooked by army 
chefs� celebrity chef and 
Presenter of c4’s sunday 
brunch simon Rimmer made 
a guest appearance where 
he judged the military chefs 
cooking competition� The 
aim was to give the chefs 

1
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1. Musn Ben Coleman, 
 french horn. 
2. Reception, Sparrenberg Castle.
3. Reception, Sparrenberg Castle.
4. Rehearsal Catterick Barracks, 
 Germany.
5. New band members  
 CSgt Smout and LSgt Cole.

an opportunity to showcase 
their skills and to demonstrate 
how they support operations 
and contribute to the moral 
component of fighting power� 
The competition tested their 
creativity and adaptability 
with the Nepalese winning 
with their outstanding goat 
curry� 

one of the bands larger 
engagements was to provide 
musical support for the 
Queen’s Royal Hussars, during 
their drum Head service to 
mark the 25th anniversary 
of the amalgamation of 
the Queen’s own Hussars 
and the Queen’s Royal Irish 
Hussars� The parade was 
celebrated at athlone barracks 
in sennelager� serving 
personnel, the band of the 
Welsh guards, the Paderborn 
schutzenverei, and members 
of the old comrades’ 
association all paraded before 
large crowds under a hot 
september sun� Many of our 
musicians enjoyed seeing 
their tanks, as they decorated 
the parade square� our time 
in germany drew to a close 
with two visits to local English 
schools, treating the children 
to the spectacle that is the 
band of the Welsh guards� 

The band welcomes a number 
of new players across its ranks 
this summer� We welcome 
back Lcpl Liz Libby, the band’s 
principal bassoon player, 
from maternity leave� sgt Paul 
Thomas and sgt chris clark 
on trumpet both return to 
the Household division after 
a spell away in other bands� 
Lsgt James Milward joins the 
french horn section alongside 
Lcpl Rob Lovall� Musn James 
Lawlor joins the cornet 
section after passing out 
from kneller Hall and Musn 
ojo olusegun “oJ” oyeniran, 
joins the saxophones� Musn 
Emma dann joins the flute 
section - Musn dann currently 
represents the british army 
in golf� Whilst the band was 

in germany, Musn dann 
competed as one of nine 
ladies who make up the 
british army Ladies golf Team, 
taking part in the Inter-service 
championships� They beat 
both the RaF and Royal Navy 
teams, retaining their title as 
Inter-service champions�

We have also said a few 
farewells to a number of fine 
bandsmen and women� csgt 
Wen gregson has been a 
great asset to the band for a 
number of years, leading the 
saxophone section� she now 
takes post as part of regional 
command� sgt garry Llewellyn 
has moved on to pastures new 
along with Lsgt Llewellyn-
Jones pursuing new careers 
outside the military� Musn 
anthony Watt has moved 
south to the band of The 
bugles and Rifles� We thank 
them for their commitment 
and service�

Finally, the band warmly 
welcomes their new director 
of Music, Major david 
barringer MbE who took post 
with the band following a tour 
of duty with the band of the 
Royal Regiment of scotland� 
Major barringer is delighted 
to be leading the band of the 
Welsh guards, and is excited 
to have returned to the 
Household division after 18 
years� The band looks forward 
to a fruitful future under his 
direction, as we continue 
to provide the best musical 
support for state ceremonial 
events, the wider army and 
the Welsh guards regiment�
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DISTRIBUTION OF OFFICERS as at 1 January 2019

Regimental heaDquaRteRs
colonel-in-chief    Her Majesty The Queen
colonel of the Regiment   His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales 
     kg kT gcb oM ak Qso Pc adc
Regimental Lieutenant colonel   Major general R J Æ stanford MbE 
Regimental adjutant   colonel (Retd) T c s bonas              
assistant Equerry    captain cWa Ross
assistant Regimental adjutant   Major (Retd) ME browne bEM   
director of Music    Major da barringer MbE caMUs

1st battalion
Lieutenant colonel dWN bevan MVo  commanding officer
Lieutenant colonel Hs Llewellyn-Usher  commanding officer designate (Feb 19)
Major JW aldridge MbE   second-in-command
Major cJP davies    officer commanding The Prince of Wales’s company
Major cHL beare    officer commanding Number Two company
Major b kendall coLdM gds   officer commanding Number Three company
Major MI butler Ig    officer commanding Headquarter company
Major a Mcdougall RWELsH   officer commanding support company
Major MI butler Ig    Quartermaster
captain JP Marsden    adjutant
captain EJ clarke    adjutant designate (Mar 19)
captain Jo dinwiddie-choat   operations officer
captain MRc McNeill Love   anti-Tank Platoon commander
captain PdE Razzall    Intelligence officer
captain T campbell-schofield   Regimental signals officer
captain M Pollard    Technical Quartermaster
captain s g bowen    Motor Transport officer
captain E griffiths    Unit Welfare officer
captain s Roughley gREN gds   Regimental careers Management officer
captain TWJ Evans     second-in-command The Prince of Wales’s company
captain g Elletson    second-in-command Number Two company
captain J Lewis    Platoon commander Number Three company
Lieutenant Wd clarke   Platoon commander Number Three company
Lieutenant EJ scott-bowden   Platoon commander The Prince of Wales’s company
Lieutenant LMF Vincenzini    Platoon commander The Prince of Wales’s company
Lieutenant o clarke    Platoon commander Number Two company
Lieutenant Fb Ruscombe-king   Platoon commander Number Two company
Lieutenant sa Ward    Platoon commander Number Two company
Lieutenant g davidson   Platoon commander Number Three company
2nd Lieutenant J Wilkinson   Platoon commander The Prince of Wales’s company
2nd Lieutenant oMF Powell   Platoon commander Number Two company
2nd Lieutenant Jdg Leonard   Platoon commander The Prince of Wales’s company
2nd Lieutenant JH anscombe-bell  Platoon commander’s battle course
2nd Lieutenant T Haines-Henderson  Platoon commander’s battle course
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eXtRa Regimentally emPloyeD
Field Marshal the Lord guthrie gcb LVo obE dL colonel Life guards and gold stick
Major general bJ bathurst cbE   goc London district and Major general commanding Household division 
Major general RJÆ stanford MbE  senior british Loan officer, oman
brigadier gaJ Macintosh obE   advisor, Royal Jordanian army 
colonel gR Harris dso MbE    commander british Forces, Estonia
Lieutenant colonel bPN Ramsay obE  Military advisor, High commission, Islamabad
Lieutenant colonel gcgR stone   brigade Major, HQ Household division
Lieutenant colonel Jd salusbury  commanding officer York oTc
Lieutenant colonel ML Lewis   commanding officer, Recruiting group
Lieutenant colonel cT sargent MbE  so1 caTT, Warminster  
Lieutenant colonel Ta smith   commanding officer, specialist Weapons school 
Lieutenant colonel TJ badham    acsc, defence academy 
Lieutenant colonel aF bowen   dcos sandhurst group
Lieutenant colonel Jd Livesey   acsc, defence academy
Major a salusbury    cTc branch, Foreign Training action officer, Fort bragg, Usa
Major Es Mathieson    so2 J5 op INHERENT REsoLVE, baghdad
Major Tc spencer-smith   so2 g3 a – dacos cTs – HQ Fd army
Major bJ Figgures-Wilson   Icsc(L)
Major k dawson MbE   oc senior division, Infantry battle school, brecon
Major d Pridmore    so2 current operations, HQ 101 Logistic brigade
Major csN Fenton    Empowerment Project Manager, HQ Field army
Major aJH dunlop    german staff college
Major gc charles-Jones   Xo, oxford oTR
Major aL Hughes    dcos HQ ITg
Major a campbell    QM London Regiment
Major JM Young    german staff college
Major aL Major    Icsc(L)
Major aW budge    oc guards company, ITc catterick
captain ER Emlyn-Williams   so3 g5 Plans, HQ 104 Joint Log sp bde
captain d Luther-davies   so3 g3 ops o&d, baTUs
captain MJ Wright    staff college, oman
captain Tag Evans    army sport
captain aJN smith    so3 Tac, Mission Training, Folkestone
captain JWb Webster   so3 dismounted close combat, combat cIs school
captain JR Farmelo                                         so3 Info ops, oP TURas, Nigeria
captain oFa alsop    Mod 
captain JP gill    Mod
captain JJ Jones    second in command, chavasse coy, 1 aTR, Pirbright
Lieutenant EW andersen   Pl comd, guards Training company, ITc catterick 
Lieutenant Ts Minihan   so3 Engagements, school of Infantry
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DISTRIBUTION OF WARRANT OFFICERS AND BATTALION STAFF 
AS OF 1ST JANUARY 2019

Regimental heaDquaRteRs
Regimental Quartermaster sergeant   25106903  Wo2 dJ davies

Regimental banD
band Master     25103180  Wo2 d Hatton
band sergeant Major    24710515  Wo2 k bailey

1st battalion
Regimental sergeant Major    25044310  Wo1  d Morgan 
Regimental Quartermaster sergeant (Main)  25066690  Wo2 a davies 
Regimental Quartermaster sergeant (Tech)  25105675  Wo2 J owen
drill sergeant/operations Warrant officer  25102725  Wo2 d cope
csM The Prince of Wales’s company   25122844  Wo2 RJ Heath
csM Number Two company    25114097  Wo2 M Jefferies
csM Number Three company    25141529  Wo2 dR Lewis 
csM support company    25102911  Wo2 Rs Young
csM Headquarter company    25079695  Wo2 RW Parry
company sergeant Major In Musketry   25124239  Wo2  d Hughes
Regimental Recruiting Warrant officer   25067519  Wo2 M Parry
Regimental signals Warrant officer   25074462  Wo2 dk Hughes
assistant Regimental careers Management officer  25085915   Wo2  d scarf
Master Tailor     25095800  csgt L Wilks
drum Major     25116333  csgt a crew

eXtRa Regimentally emPloyeD
RMas acsM     25050230  Wo1 c Taylor
RsM New college RMas     25061898  Wo1 M Ridgeway-buckley
Royal Military school of Music RsM   25036627  Wo1 g Williams 27
RsM2 aNaoa     25096596  Wo1 a griffiths 96
RQMs MTMc     25075959  Wo2 J geen
Ibs Unit Welfare Wo     25038700  Wo2 M Parry
csM RMas      25088682  Wo2 s Peters
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membeR oF the most eXCellent oRDeR oF the bRitish emPiRe (mbe)
Lieutenant colonel EN Launders (now coLdM gds) 

long seRViCe anD gooD ConDuCt meDal
24729334  csgt dJ griffiths Royal Military school of Music
25172077   Lsgt  J  White  Regimental band

ClasP to long seRViCe anD gooD ConDuCt meDal
24729334  csgt dJ griffiths Royal Military school of Music
25023499  sgt NE Hemmings 1st battalion

honouRs anD aWaRDs 2018
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Qualifying as a Jungle Warfare Instructor 
(JWI) is a real prize as it makes one eligible 

for repeat trips to Belize. I was fortunate to 
be asked to support 1st Battalion Coldstream 
Guards (1 COLDM GDS) on Exercise MAYAN 
STORM August – September 2017. I was joined 
by LSgt Grant (IG) to deliver jungle training for 
the Battalion.

Exercise maYaN stOrm with 1st Battalion 
Coldstream guards
by Lance Sergeant B Forde 
Number Two Company

The term “jungle warfare” is 
a broad spectrum and meant 
the soldiers of 1 coLdM 
gds found themselves in 
classroom lectures and small 
battle exercises as part of their 
Reception staging and onward 
Integration (RsoI) phase�  
The second phase involved 
troops being split down into 
their sections and conducting 
patrols, close target recces 
(cTR), navigation exercises and 
completing a survival phase�  
during the latter element 
troops were taught how to 
construct shelter, find, filter 
and purify water, set traps 
and provided with a basic 
understanding of how to 
slaughter an animal for food� 

I provided various classroom-
based lessons and instructed 
on the intermediate phase 
of the exercise which saw 
sections and platoons 
conducting a series of 
exercises with me following as 
an advisor and safety net� 

once the companies had 
completed this phase they then 
moved on to a live fire package 
which saw them going through 
contact drills live, followed by 
the final exercise�

on the final exercise my role 
was more as a safety net for 
the platoons on the ground 
rather than directing staff 
but, Lsgt grant and I aimed to 
support the chain of command 
wherever possible�

 once training was complete 
we had a period of down 
time that included a battalion 
social event, picture and trips 
to the beach where everyone 
could unwind before going on 
adventure training (aT) and 
rest and recuperation (R&R)� 

aT packages included 
mountain biking, zip lining, 
snorkelling and abseiling� The 
companies then travelled to 
san Pedro for 2 nights R&R�  
This was a well-earned rest for 
the guys after working so hard�

Working with the coldstream 
guards was an excellent 
experience and the battalion 
was extremely welcoming 
and friendly�  I have worked 
with other guardsmen before 
on courses but never with 
an entire battalion�  This was 
excellent as it showed me that 
the “blue Red blue” family is as 
strong as ever�

1
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1. A patrol crossing a river. 
2. At the Caracol Mayan ruins.
3. Taking a knee in the jungle.
4. Casevac drills during a  
 camp attack.
5. Operating in the trees.
6. Orders being delivered.
7. Taking notes.
8. Snake handling at the  
 Belize zoo.
9. The author’s basha for the  
 night at Rio On.
10. Bugs in Belize are huge!
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The author deployed to Mali, West Africa, on 
Op NEWCOMBE for six months as part of the 

European Union Training Mission.

Bulletproof soldiers in mali - Op NEWCOmBE 
by Captain J P Gill
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

‘I am bulletproof� You see, I 
have this on my wrist�’ corporal 
coulibaly pointed at a thick 
silver bracelet as he overlooked 
the River Niger in Mali, West 
africa� He had just completed 
a fire team attack and was 
trying to justify to me why 
he had strutted around in full 
view of the enemy rather than 
take cover� He believed he was 
bulletproof� I believed he had 
either invented a remarkable 
piece of new technology, or he 
was plain delusional�

and so, this is how my six-
month tour with the European 
Union Training Mission (EUTM) 
in Mali began� a tour full 
of spirituality, paradox and 
complexity�

Whilst some readers may not 
be overly familiar with Mali, 
many will have heard of the 
ambush which killed four Us 
special Forces green berets in 
Tongo Tongo on the Niger-
Mali border in late 2017� This 
unprecedented attack on Us 
forces, in a widely unknown 
place, threw the sahel 
region into the global media 
spotlight and highlighted the 
ungoverned nature of this arid 
landscape� 

The violence in the sahel 
centres on Mali� and yet when 
Mali gained independence in 
1960, the country was often 
championed as the leading 
light of democracy in africa� 
after the death of gaddafi 
in Libya in 2011, Tuareg 
mercenaries returned to Mali, 
heavily armed, demanding 
independence and the creation 
of a separate state called 
‘azawad’ in northern Mali� 
al Qaeda and other Islamist 

groups piggybacked this 
separatist movement and 
aided the Tuaregs from 2012 
onwards� To make matters 
worse, a Mali army officer, 
captain sanogo, led a military 
coup in the capital, bamako� 
The simultaneity of these three 
factors rapidly spiralled the 
country out of control� 

as a result, the Malian 
government requested help 
from the old colonial power, 
France, who launched op 
sERVaL under the command 
of general berrera� after 
a month, they had cleared 
violent extremists out of the 
desert and ever since have 
been conducting counter 
insurgency operations� Their 
initial intervention was a 
textbook lesson in mission 
command and maintenance 
of momentum� as one French 
company commander 
mentioned to me over a cup of 
tea, ‘we moved with such pace 
that our own refuelling trucks 
couldn’t keep up…I ended 
up just using the local petrol 
stations’�

The UN also has a presence 
in Mali� Regarded as their 
most dangerous operation, 
the United Nations 
Multidimensional Integrated 
Mission Mali (MINUsMa) 
conducts peacekeeping 
throughout the country� In 
early 2018, a new cross-border 
terrorist fighting force was 
created, the g5 Force sahel, 
which aims to tackle the centre 
of gravity of the terrorists, 
their ability to move seamlessly 
across borders� The force - 
pulling soldiers from chad, 
burkina Faso, Niger, Mauritania 
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1. Capt Gill providing training.
2. EKT 9822.
3. Malian live firing.
4. Malian training underway.

and Mali - relies on huge 
funding from the EU and is 
talked about as being the silver 
bullet to stabilisation across 
the sahel� It was in its infancy 
when I was in theatre and has 
a huge expectation to live up 
to, the French likely viewing it 
as a future exit strategy�

so how does the EUTM fit 
into all this? It is a training 
and advising mission, centred 
in bamako but working 
across the country from the 
legendary Timbuktu in the 
north to the sikasso in the 
south, the mango capital of 
West africa� Having been in 
Mali since 2013, the EUTM has 
been training the MaF from 
individual skills through to 
battlegroup operations� 

seven british army personnel 
make up the Uk contribution 
to op NEWcoMbE� It is a very 
small footprint, more of a ‘foot 
in the door’ approach which 
will no doubt buy leverage 
on the European stage� and 
yet, it was staggering the 
influence and respect granted 
to us in theatre – the union 
flag on our shoulders proved 
to be a stamp of quality, a 
source of advice or guidance� 
Nonetheless, the irony of the 
british continuing to participate 
in European missions was 
never quite lost amongst our 
comrades� I was responsible 
for leading 30 instructors in 
the delivery of basic infantry 
tactics and command training 
to the Malian armed Forces 
(MaF) at various military 
bases across the country; 
in effect, several short-term 
training teams� I had an 
eclectic mix of vagabonds, 
including ruthlessly efficient 
bundeswehr, the beard 
loving slovenian special 
Forces, an ex-Russian army 
turned Lithuanian soldier, 
Montenegrin infantry and the 
spanish Legion to name but 
a few� This was a thoroughly 
unique opportunity to see how 
different nations operate, or in 

some cases don’t�

The Malian soldiers were a 
brilliant bunch� often having 
joined the army due to a lack 
of opportunity, they were 
often proud to represent their 
country� They loved music, 
especially Joss stone who had 
recently played in bamako; 
they were fiercely competitive 
footballers and above all else, 
liberal in their religion be it 
sufism, christianity or animists� 
Mali’s superbly rich culture 
stems from the 14th century 
mecca of Timbuktu which was 
the spiritual and cultural capital 
of the West african�

The Malians deep spirituality 
came to light when we were 
searching for a location to 
teach urban warfare� The 
Malian government had 
recently constructed a new 
street with houses for the 
locals� However, locals had 
become fearsome of an evil 
snake residing in the street and 
as such refused to live there� 
‘ghost city’, as it later became 
known as, was left in disrepair 
and turned into a perfect 
urban training area for us�

one of the major challenges 
in theatre proved to be the 
paradox of resources� Training 
was significantly curtailed due 
to a severe lack of weapons, 
ammunition, medical kit and 
weapons from the Malian 
government� The government 
desired its army to stabilise 
central and northern areas but 
it was also paranoid of another 
military coup; deducing that if 
it over resourced the troops, 
it would threaten its own 
existence� This led to bizarre 
situations where over 1000 
medical kits were locked away, 
not permitted for use on 
combat medic courses, and left 
instructors improvising to the 
extreme� 

Whilst not a kinetic tour, it 
was a fascinating insight into 
both a truly multinational 

environment, where 
cooperation is the order 
of the day, and a culturally 
rich country� It goes without 
saying that Mali – and the 
wider sahel - remains a 
complex challenge that is 
causing increasing concern 
amongst European countries 
faced with the compounding 
problems of vast smuggling 
networks tapping into Europe, 
a breeding ground for terrorist 
armed groups and the enigma 
of the migration crisis� For the 
Malian armed forces, there is 
significant pressure mounting 
over the number of allegations 
of human rights violations, 
extrajudicial actions and 
abuses under international 
humanitarian law� Without 
this being addressed, it is 
hard to see how confidence 
in the Malian government will 
ever grow from divided and 
disenfranchised tribal groups� 

Nonetheless, the Uk 
involvement, whilst small, is 
likely to continue to punch 
above its weight, and has been 
recently boosted by the Uk 
government’s announcement 
to strengthen bilateral relations 
with France by providing three 
chinook helicopters to support 
operation baRkaNE (formally 
operation sERVaL)�  

corporal coulibaly’s silver 
bracelet and the bullet proof 
power it brought him was 
certainly not a belief unique 
to just him� Unfortunately, it 
was often the rather brutal 
and morbid accounts from 
veterans who had served 
in the northern parts of the 
country which slowly changed 
their opinions and realise the 
reality of fighting� I asked 
him whether he thought the 
European instructors had 
influenced his tactical thinking 
in any way� He firmly agreed, 
then quickly followed up with a 
wide grin and said in bambara, 
the national language, “kofe 
fale sa ra, bo ci be ke ban”� 
smiling, he put it to me 
straight and translated “when 
the donkey dies, the farting 
stops” … “In other words, you 
European trainers talk way too 
much”�

4
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1. A member of the AGC Det  
 using the ropes.
2. Ascending the cargo net.
3. LSgt Parfitt leading his team.
4. Scaling the wall.

With the first rotation of Op TORAL 6 
underway, the Regt Acct delivered a 

leadership day for the Rear Operations Group 
(ROG) with the aim of helping to build a 
stronger working environment and to develop 
team cohesion.  

rear Operations group Leadership day 
by Sergeant A Wilkinson AGC(SPS) 
Regimental Accountant 1st Battalion Welsh Guards

a mixture of cap badges took 
part, working together in 
sections throughout the day on 
both the assault course and in 
camp medical stands�  

More specifically, teams 
sought to learn about different 

leadership styles and improve 
military skills, map reading 
and physical endurance�  The 
sections worked well and 
demonstrated the diversity 
and strength of those 
supporting the deployed 
element of the battalion�

5. Obstacle course action.
6. Sgt Griffiths 04 (PTI)  
 gives direction.
7. Teams stepping up
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Ex atLaNtIC LEgaCY 
by Major E S Mathieson
Second in Command 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

1st battalion Welsh guards 
formed part of the Task Force 
which liberated the island and 
3 members of the Regimental 
family were honoured to 
gain places on this trip: Maj 
Mathieson (bn 2Ic), capt (Retd) 
Everett (csM 2 coy in 1982) 
and Lsgt Laing (RHQ office 
Manager and bugler)�

The main aim of the exercise 
was to extract exploitable 
lessons from op coRPoRaTE� 

specifically, the objectives 
were: 

To examine command at the 
operational and tactical levels, 
theatre entry, ‘warfighting’ at 
scale and the close battle�

Ex ATLANTIC LEGACY was a Field Army 
battlefield study run in March 18. The intent 

was to examine the principal land operations 
that took place on East Falkland during Op 
CORPORATE in 1982. 

To understand the realities of 
war�

To record the study on film for 
exploitation by the wider army�

To add selected papers and 
film as a record for subsequent 
studies and other training on 
the army knowledge Exchange 
(akX)�

To promote contacts and 
cooperation across the Royal 
Navy, army and Royal air 
Force�

The conduct of the exercise 
was over 3 main phases� The 
first was pre-study, involving 
a 48 hour period of instruction 
in Larkhill� during this we were 

1
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1. A Household Division meeting  
 at Bluff Cove. Former and  
 serving members of the  
 Division gather for a picture.
2. Group discussion underway.
3. Looking towards where Lt Col  
 ‘H’ Jones VC OBE during the  
 battle for Goose Green.
4. Goose Green.
5. The view over San Carlos Water  
 from the first stand.

privileged to hear directly 
from campaign veterans of 
their experiences in the south 
atlantic in 1982� 

The main event was one 
month later when we 
assembled at south cerney for 
a final day of topic immersion 
before beginning the routine 
trooper flight pipeline� as 
we were travelling in a party 
containing multiple starred 
officers, including commander 
Field army (cFa) (Lt gen 
PNYM sanders cbE dso), 
our transit was guaranteed 
to be as smooth as possible� 
consequently, 18 hours after 
leaving RaF brize Norton at 
0115 we landed at Mount 
Pleasant in the Falkland Islands 
relatively well rested and ready 
to see the ground�

The battlefield study started 
in the west of East Falkland 
where we visited san carlos 
Water, the landing point for 
the majority of the task force 

in 1982� With a commanding 
view from Mount sussex we 
surveyed the beaches and 
discussed the insertion routes 
subsequently followed by 
the various battle groups� 
before moving south to goose 
green, the group conducted 
a memorial at blue beach 
Military cemetery� during this, 
Lsgt Laing’s sounding of the 
Last Post was of such high 
quality that he was awarded a 
cFa commemorative coin�

The next stop was of particular 
interest as col (Retd) crosland 
cbE Mc who was with us had 
commanded b company of 
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2nd battalion The Parachute 
Regiment throughout the 
campaign and so was involved 
tactically at goose green�

The following morning was 
the most poignant for us as 
we visited Fitzroy and bluff 
cove� after taking part in the 
group briefings we were 
then able to conduct our 
own remembrance service 
at the Regimental memorial 
overlooking the water where 
the RFa sir galahad was struck 
by an argentine missile 8 June 
1982, resulting in the loss of 
32 members of the battalion� 
In the afternoon we reached 
the summit of Mount kent and 
were treated to marvellous 
sunshine in which to enjoy 
the fantastic panoramic 
views over the approach to 
stanley� That night we stayed 
in Hillside adventure Training 
camp on the edge of stanley 
and attended a reception 
held by the territory’s political 
representatives and the 
Falkland Islands defence Force 
(FIdF)�

The third day also brought 
pleasant weather, ideal 
for our ascent on foot of 
Mount Harriet� Here we 
were again treated to first 
hand recollections of the 
hard fighting that took place 
to seize the feature from 
the argentines� We then 

descended to discuss the 
final stages of the battle for 
liberation�

The last day of the tour was 
spent in stanley itself� We 
visited government House and 
received a tour, went to the 
museum and held a service 
in the cathedral, for which 
we were joined by argentine 
veterans�

That night we returned to 
Mount Pleasant and conducted 
the reverse process to 
transit back to the Uk, again 
via cape Verde� The final 
stage of the exercise was 
an exploitation and lessons 
learned conference in Larkhill 
in mid-april� Following this 
the event will be captured for 
future education and training 
purposes�

1. LSgt Laing with Brig Watson  
 and Gen (Retd) Sir Mike Rose.
2. The service at Bluff Cove  
 underway.
3. The view from Mount Harriet  
 - looking back on the approach  
 route.
4. LSgt Laing warming up for the  
 memorial service at Bluff Cove.
5. Capt Jim Everett & LSgt Stuart  
 Laing Arriving at Mount  
 Pleasant Airport.
6. Capt Jim Everett injecting a bit  
 of humour into one of his short 
 briefs on Mount Kent.
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Between 1970-75 I attended four weddings of 
fellow members of the 1WG Sergeants Mess 

and was privileged to be Best Man at each of 
them although being second choice at ALL four.  

EX atLaNtIC LEgaCY (Part 2)
by Captain (Retd) J M F Everett 
Company Sergeant Major, 
Number Two Company during Op CORPORATE 1982

so, you will understand that 
when I received an email from 
RHQ Welsh guards, asking me 
if I would like to represent the 
Regiment as a 1Wg veteran 
on a battlefield study Exercise 
in the Falkland Islands, my 
first response was, “definitely 
yes”, but (four weddings in 
mind) who was first choice? 
I wasn’t the only veteran to 
be approached but I was the 
quickest on the keyboard and 
the first to respond to accept 
the offer�

My attendance on the Exercise 
wasn’t confirmed until two 

weeks prior to departure so 
I missed a two-day Primary 
study Period at Larkhill� I 
travelled from belfast to LHR 
on the 13 March 2018 and 
was collected by transport 
kindly arranged by Maj Euan 
Mathieson 2Ic 1Wg who had 
also arranged accommodation 
for the evening in the officers 
Mess at Elizabeth barracks� 
The following morning, Maj 
Mathieson and I travelled 
to south cerney in time for 
breakfast where I met up with 
other Falklands War veterans 
(17 retired and 10 still serving) 

5
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and the 140 or so serving 
military personnel, mainly 
army and Royal Marines who 
were also participating� The 
day was taken up by a Final 
study Period opened by gen 
(Retd) sir Michael Rose kcb dso 
QgM who commanded 22 sas 
during the Falklands War� I was 
delighted to meet two ex scots 
guards whom I had served 
with during my career who 
were both with 2sg in 1982� 

during this study day, one of 
the speakers mentioned that 
when the argentinians heard 
that 5 Infantry brigade were 
deploying to the Falklands 
and would include two “Elite” 
guards Regiments, they 
decided to concentrate many 
of their more experienced 
fighting troops in and around 
stanley� This revelation was 
received with a few not 
so respectful ‘grunts and 
sniggers’ from the audience 
probably by some former “Fish 
n’ chip” Muncher - I will refer to 
this later in this article�

We departed RaF brize Norton 
in the very early hours of 15 
Mar and having landed and 
refuelled at cape Verde en 
route eventually arrived at 
Mount Pleasant airport (MPa) 

some 18 hours after departure� 
We deplaned, administered, 
briefed and were transported 
to Mount Pleasant camp 
(MPc) with all retired veterans 
housed in bungalow type 
chalets near the Married 
Quarters� That evening 
involved a short welcome brief 
by the commander british 
Forces south atlantic Islands 
(cbFsaI), followed by a finger 
buffet in the officers Mess 
where all exercise participants 
dined during our time at MPc� 
The RaF catering Wo being 
a North Walian, we had a few 
cheerful chats - alright aye!

d+1 after an early breakfast 
we commenced the battlefield 
study with a drive, in a very 
long convoy of 4x4 vehicles to 
our first location at the summit 
of Mount sussex where we had 
a fabulous view of san carlos 
Water� apart from a very short 
period of drizzly rain, the day 
was, as was every day of the 
exercise to be, brilliant sunshine� 
at every battle site/location 
after initial orientation and short 
briefs by veterans who had 
been involved in the “events 
of 1982” and a summing up 
by exercise commanders, 
syndicates broke off to discuss 
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1. Summit of Sussex Mountain  
 with view of San Carlos Water.  
 Centre of picture is “Head of  
 Bay Inlet” where 1WG dug in  
 on 2 Jun 82.
2. LSgt Stuart Laing and Capt Jim  
 Everett at San Carlos Cemetry.
3. Capt Jim Everett and Maj  
 Simon Carew-Price SG (OC  
 Right Flank in 1982) at the  
 Argentine Cemetery.
4. Capt J Everett at Argentine  
 Military Cemetery.

their study appreciation with 
their syndicate directing staff 
(ds)� It was very nostalgic to 
see from a distance the “Head 
of the bay Inlet” which was 
where 1Wg had “dug in” when 
we first came ashore on 2 June 
1982�

I remembered the five days 
spent there when the battalion 
had to abort the move over the 
sussex Mountains due to foul 
weather and the “on the ship/
off the ship” saga before we 
eventually set sail for bluff cove� 

In the afternoon we moved 
to san carlos for more short 
briefs where one speaker 
(a senior officer at the time) 
mentioned that “5 Infantry 
Brigade had come ashore 
along the jetty as they didn’t 
want to get their feet wet” – 
more to come on this later! 
after syndicate discussions a 
memorial service was held at 
blue beach Military cemetery 
where Lsgt stuart Laing played 
the Last Post magnificently (as 
referred to previously by Maj 
Mathieson)� The cemetery is 
so peaceful with a superb view 
of what was known as “bomb 
alley” during the early days of 
3 commando brigades (3 cdo 
bde) landings at san carlos� 

after lunch we moved off and 
visited darwin and goose 
green with short excellent 
briefs by company, Platoon 
and section commanders 
of the Parachute Regiment 
with extremely vivid and 
truthful explanations of their 
experiences of the battles 
which included details about 
and a visit to the memorial 
stone/site of where “colonel H” 
Jones Vc, co 2 PaRa was killed�

The end of d+1 included a 
short debrief by commander 
Land army in a communal 
Hall at goose green and it 
was suggested (although 

respectfully), that some 
“Experts” believed that not all 
Infantry Regiments involved in 
op coRPoRaTE were properly 
prepared for it� I will say no 
more on that subject (just 
yet)� on our return to MPc we 
took a short detour to visit the 
argentine Military cemetery 
which I believe is now being 
looked after by an argentinian 
Falkland Islander� It was 
interesting to see several of the 
headstones had british poppy 
wreaths laid against them, but 
regrettably, some argentinian 
visitors to the british battle site 
memorials had not been as 
respectful� 
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d+2 commenced by dropping 
our bags/suitcases at the 
Malvina House Hotel stanley 
where the veterans would 
spend the next two nights 
and then we set off for Fitzroy, 
where I was told that I would 
be asked to give a short brief� 
another glorious day and 
after a few briefs by various 
veterans, including colonel 
Freddie kemp who, in 1982, 
was 2Ic 9 PaRa sqn RE at 
Fitzroy (who had assisted 
getting Welsh guardsmen 
ashore after the RFa sir 
galahad was hit), we were 
treated to a spectacular, but 
very moving display of RaF 
Fighter aircraft (Tornados) 
flying over Mount challenger 
using the same flight paths 
that the skyhawks and Mirages 
had used during their attack 
that fateful day in 1982 - with 
2 coy/1Wg at bluff cove, 2sg 
at Fitzroy and the remainder 
of 1Wg still onboard RFa sir 
galahad� Today they could not 
fly below 250ft due to local 
flying regulations, but many 
of us will remember that the 
argentinian aircraft were much 
(much) lower in 1982�

We were fortunate to be 
allowed to have a short 
remembrance service at 
the Wg Memorial, taken by 
a serving army Rc Padre 
who was participating in the 
exercise� The service took 
longer than planned but 
many veterans and serving 
personnel attended� This was 
my third visit back to the island 
and although my previous two 
memorial services were very 
emotional, this one was even 
more so� 

due to the extended 
remembrance service I did not 
get the opportunity to give a 
briefing and so we moved to 
Mount kent for lunch where 
we had a variety of briefings 
and talks� The view from 
the majority, if not all, of the 
battle-site mountains of 1982, 
was breath-taking in such clear 
brilliant sunshine (unlike 1982)� 
The cbFsaI, who has been 
in post for a year, had never 
previously visited Mount kent 
due to bad weather, and was, 
like us all, very impressed� after 
lunch, I was at last able to give 
my brief - five times to five 
different syndicates!

1
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I was asked to talk about the 
1Wg move from san carlos to 
Mount challenger, rather than 
my experience as a csM in 2 
coy and, fortunately, this didn’t 
throw me as I still have a small 
album of photographs and my 
army Form 383 notebook with 
records of Warning orders, o 
groups, sitreps, ammo state, 2 
coy Nominal Role and a diary 
of events from 2 Jun to 3 Jul 
82! oh, and I also still have the 
swabbing role from when we 
were on board RFa sir geraint! 
- so I had no problem getting 
through the five briefs, making 
each one slightly different�

I referred to the comment 
made at san carlos on d+1 
about 5 Inf bde coming 
ashore using the Jetty by 
saying “are we not Elite Troops 
(as mentioned at the South 
Cerney study period)? so why 
the hell would we want to get 
our feet wet”? Well received 
by all� at one of the briefs, an 
oc in The Rifles asked,”Not to 
be disrespectful, but as was 
mentioned at Goose Green, 
do you really think that the 
Scots and Welsh Guards were 
prepared properly for such a 

conflict”. I then, (being ready 
for this type of question) 
responded with, “Was 2SG 
and 1 WG as prepared as the 
RM Cdo and the Para Regt, of 
course not and although 1WG 
had taken part in Battlefield 
training the previous year, 
Kenya 1981 and 2 SG hadn’t 
had any similar training for 
four years, was 1WG a better 
fighting unit than 2SG…NO! 
Was 2SG a better fighting 
unit than 1WG…NO! Did 
2SG attack and defeat the 
Argentinian forces on Mount 
Tumbledown…YES! So was 
1WG prepared for the Falklands 
War - WE are Elite Troops 
aren’t we, we are the Guards, 
so damned right we were 
prepared - Roger Out” - That 
went down extremely well 
(especially for me, 2Ic 1Wg and 
2sg and H/cav participants)�

The Veterans then returned to 
the Malvina House Hotel and 
the serving personnel to their 
accommodation at Hillside 
camp stanley� That evening 
we were invited to the Falkland 
Islands defence Force (FIdF) 
drill Hall for drinks and a buffet 
hosted by members of the 

Falkland Island government 
(FIg) and I got to meet Tim and 
Jan Miller again and managed 
to talk with several other locals 
also� comd army gave a short 
talk and thanked the FIg, FIdF 
and all the Islanders for hosting 
us during our time there and 
expressed the privilege he 
and all serving participants 
felt to share this time with 
veterans of the conflict� gen 
Rose responded on behalf of 
the veterans by saying “the 
privilege to spend time with 
serving members of today’s 
military is all ours” - hear hear, 
round of applause�

d+3 This was the last day 
that we would be out at 
the battle sites starting 
with Mount Harriet in the 
morning and Wireless Ridge 
in the afternoon, although 
there would also be briefs 
by veterans of the Two 
sisters, Mount Longdon and 
Tumbledown battles which 
were not visited by the groups

The serving military 
participants were taken to 
Mount Harriet for the first 
study of the day whilst 

veterans were transported to 
Mount Harriet by helicopter an 
hour or so later� We deplaned 
from the “chopper” on the 
far side of Mount Harriet and 
for the assembled serving 
personnel watching, our group 
of state Pensioners all “racing” 
up the slopes must have been 
quite entertaining for them (I 
tripped on the rocky ground 
and consequently had a cut 
on my forehead)! one or two 
veterans including gen Rose 
and a retired RM colonel (who 
was an oc with 42 cdo RM 
in 1982) had decided to set 
out early and walk to Mount 
Harriet and had already briefed 
the military participants on 
the battle for Mount Harriet 
by the time us veterans had 
arrived� I found this frustrating 
as there was no mention of 
the 1Wg battle group with a 
& c companies of 40 cdo RM 
attached, who were at an FUP 
with the task of “mopping up” 
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1. Maj E Mathieson, Capt J Everett 
 & LSgt Laing at Fitzroy.
2. Capt J Everett laying a wreath  
 at the WG Memorial Fitroy.
3. Capt J Everett Group Briefing  
 at Mount Kent.
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Mount Harriet if required� as 
history will tell you, we were 
not required to carry out this 
task� However, history very 
sparsely mentions that 1Wg 
Recce Pl was tasked to secure 
the start line for the 42 cdo 
RM assault, nor the fact that a 
section of 1Wg Milan Pl took 
out a prominent argentinian 
bunker, so I wasn’t surprised to 
hear from Maj Mathieson, that 
1 Wg did not get a mention 
from the former oc RM cdo 
during his brief on the Mount 
Harriet battle?

I was not aware of this 
“revelation” until I was asked to 
give a brief on the assault on 
sapper Hill so I did not mention 
1Wg involvement at Mount 
Harriet� However, I did make 
it clear that, if you ask anyone 
who was aware of the Welsh 
guards and the Falklands 
War, many will say just three 
words; “galahad and simon 
Weston”� That is no slur on 
simon as we all know what he 
has gone through and how he 
has done the Regiment proud� 
so, I reminded them that in the 
Falklands War as in any conflict, 

as a csM just as all soldiers are, 
you are in your own bubble, 
which for me was 2 coy 1Wg� 
We are obviously updated on 
what is going on outside our 
bubble from time to time, but 
I briefed them on what was 
happening in my 2 coy bubble 
at the time� Having heard the 
brief by the 2sg veterans, in 
particular the then sgt in the 
Recce Pl who was involved in 
their diversionary attack, it 
confirmed the fact, which is not 
very often (if ever) mentioned 
outside Wg circles, that the 
1Wg battle group had a task 
on the same night as the 2sg 
assault on Tumbledown� With 
fire support from the bn Heavy 
Machine gun Pl to assault an 
enemy company position on 
and around the road (track) 
to stanley, not far from where 
the 2sg diversionary attack 
took place, which, resulted 
in alerting the argentinian 
company who withdrew to 
stanley�

I also enlightened all 
participants that on that 
evening during our advance to 
attack the said enemy position, 

there were two explosions 
when a Marine (who I believe 
was of c coy), had stepped on 
an aP Mine and lost his foot - 
the screaming was something 
no one could forget� This was 
then followed by the sound 
of a punch, believed to have 
come from his Troop comd 
in an effort to quieten the 
injured man, but then he too 
stepped on an aP Mine and 
suffered the same injury? 
That is a very vivid memory 
for many of us� We had 
supposedly found ourselves 
in a minefield and had to stay 
put until two members of 59 
Indep cdo sqn RE breeched 
it� We eventually moved after 
over three hours by when the 
temperature had dropped 
to sub Zero which was not 
particularly comfortable for 
me, as earlier on the advance, 
I had fallen into a Peat bog and 
was soaked, less one hand and 
one foot, from head to toe - I 
was ably helped out by Lsgt 
glynn “dapper” davies 39 of 
the Milan Pl! 

anyway, when we arrived 
at our FUP after hearing 

the weapon fire of the sg 
diversionary attack, which 
we had no knowledge of, we 
received information about 
the enemy withdrawal and so 
got into our sleeping bags, got 
our heads down and I dried 
out� after a few hours we were 
woken and had to move back 
to our position� It took less than 
30 minutes to cover the ground 
that had taken us several hours 
the previous night! We were 
told that the enemy on sapper 
Hill were in disarray and we 
had to carry out a Heliborne 
assault on the hill� We were 
flown a couple of km’s short of 
sapper Hill and told to advance 
on the road only as the verges 
were mined, which was quite 
interesting as there was no 
cover whatsoever, just open 
ground� However, after a short 
time advancing where two 
members of 40 cdo RM were 
injured by enemy fire (which I 
believe wasn’t too serious), we 
got the word that a ceasefire 
had been called which led to 
the eventual surrender� We 
continued the advance and 
secured sapper Hill with no 
enemy present other than 
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one dead argentinian and 
equipment strewn about the 
hill - they had withdrawn to 
stanley - ENdEX� 

There is very little said 
about the 1Wg battlegroup 
contribution to the Falklands 
War other than the tragedy 
that was the RFa sir galahad, 
so I made sure the participants 
of the battlefield study heard it 
from me first hand� 

d+4 The last day was spent in 
and around stanley and after 
a tour around government 
House we listened to talks by 
the governor and gen Rose 
regarding the surrender� This 
was followed by a short service 
brief in christ church cathedral 
where the comd army also 
made a few awards to some 
of those “running the show” 
and to col Freddie kemp 9 Para 
sqn RE, who was due to shortly 
retire from the army after 
45 years (he is a great guy)� 
It finished with a short talk 
from a young female member 
of the FIg who wasn’t even 
born during the war, but her 
parents were youngsters then� 

she gave an emotional “thank 
you” to the veterans and for 
the service provided by our 
present-day service personnel� 
before leaving the cathedral, 
I met four argentinian Naval 
officer Falklands War veterans� 
They were very respectful and 
friendly; the more senior was 
a former ship’s captain (who 
was the better English speaker) 
and he told us of his ship being 
attacked by Harriers and how 
he had to go ashore with his 
crew to possibly help with 
fighting on land�

I had the 4x4 to myself for 
the return to MPc and on 
the way back we stopped at 
the roadside to take a few 
photographs; of sapper Hill, 
a view of bluff cove Lagoon, 
what was [in 1982] Yellow 
beach and we passed by 
Mount challenger at the 
position where 2 coy dug in 
after landing at Yellow beach� 
We drove past several more of 
the stone Flows which look so 
unnatural but were apparently 
formed by an earthquake a 
few thousand years ago� It is so 
difficult to re-orientate yourself 

on a tarmac road that didn’t 
exist in 1982� 

our final evening saw all 
veterans and several serving 
members, including a few 
stationed at MPc, being 
invited to the residence of the 
cbFsaI where we were very 
well hosted� I got chatting 
with a number of personnel 
serving on the Islands and also 
the commander army who 
reiterated again that Lsgt Laing 
had sounded the best Last Post 
he had ever heard in his army 
career�

d+5 an early-ish start with a 
final breakfast in the officers 
Mess then transport to the air 
Terminal and checked-in� We 
departed early afternoon and 
landed at cape Verde before 
midnight local time, arriving 
in RaF brize Norton just after 
breakfast� I was fortunate to 
get a lift with Lsgt stuart Laing 
in the hire car he had booked 
and he very kindly dropped me 
off at LHR airport� 

after an amazing few days 
with only one hiccup (when 

I had the bump on my head 
on Harriet), I managing to get 
onto an earlier flight back to 
belfast at no extra cost� 

I conclude with grateful thanks 
and gratitude to RHQ for asking 
me to attend this battlefield 
study as the sole Wg veteran 
representative� This was 
obviously totally different to 
my three previous visits and it 
was a great privilege to spend 
time with current serving 
members of all three services 
and to visit and speak with 
Falkland Islanders, especially 
the Miller’s and stuarts who are 
so good to returning veterans� 
our service personnel continue 
do us proud on operations 
in parts of the world where 
situations can be extremely 
difficult�

1. Falkland Islands Defence Force  
 evening with Tim and Jan Miller.
2. Captain Jim Everett outside the  
 Malvina Hotel, Stanley
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recruit training at guards Company 
the Infantry training Centre (ItC), Catterick
by Captain M R C McNeill Love Welsh Guards

It was an idyllic Sunday summer morning in 
Yorkshire.  Lance Sergeant Ogden (1GREN 

GDS) and Lance Sergeant Thompson (1COLDM 
GDS) were stood waiting on the platform at 
Darlington Train Station immaculately dressed 
clipboards at the ready, greeting the hopeful 
future Guardsmen that would form 22 Platoon.

as the trains rolled in 
throughout the day, depositing 
nervous looking men in, what 
they considered at the time 
to be, their smartest civilian 
clothing the Lance sergeants 
crossed their names of the 
expected nominal roll� 26 
recruits out of the expected 30 
turned up, which considering 
the army’s recruiting struggle 
was not a bad start� The 
men of the newly formed 22 
platoon were taken back to 
their lines in alexandra block, 
which would become their 
home for the next 28 weeks, 
to meet the remainder of the 
training team and begin the 
long and well-trodden journey 
and rite of passage from 
civilian to soldier�

a typical training team consists 
of a Platoon commander, 
Platoon sergeant, 3 section 
commanders, an additional 
section commander to act as 
Number one driller (tasked 
with teaching all things drill 
and running the bayonet 
ranges) and a barrack Roomer 
(the Platoon sergeant’s 
right-hand man with all things 
g4)� Whilst some platoons 
try and divide the sections 
up according to cap badge, 
guards 22, due to be being 
a relatively small platoon, 
decided to mix the sections 
and have an even spread of 
cap badges across the sections�

Whilst the way in which 
the combat Infantryman’s 
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course is delivered continues 
to progress in line with 
modern teaching methods, 
often leading to the old and 
bolds popular belief that 
‘it was harder’ in their day, 
the content of the course 
has fundamentally stayed 
the same� as an overview 
of the entire course Trainee 
guardsmen are first taught 
individual skills, including 
weapon handling, personal 
admin (on exercise and in 
camp) and individual field craft 
skills� They then progress on to 
section level and Platoon level 
skills, culminating in a Platoon 
level live fire attack at the 
end of their Life Fire Tactical 
Training (LFTT) package post 
their final exercise�

The newly designed course 
allows the recruits to progress 
both physically and mentally 
at a steady rate in order 
to minimize injuries and 
maximize the development of 
their mental resilience� Their 
progress is routinely recorded, 
and their performance is 
assessed against the standard 
set by aRTd (army Recruitment 
and Training division)� The 
Trainee guardsmen are 
required to pass all summative 
tests as the course progresses 
and these cover a variety of 
disciplines from field craft skills, 
drill on the parade square, 
ranges and physical training�

The first exercise, Intro Ex 
1, is the first opportunity 
the training team has to see 
how the Trainee guardsmen 
cope away from all of their 
creature comforts� It was a 
real eye opener for me and 
it reiterated a lesson I had 
learnt previously when based 
at battalion and that is, the 
soldiers who are poor in camp 
often thrive in the field and 
exceed expectations� It was 
no different in guards Training 
company�

The first exercise ran smoothly 
without too many hiccups, 

that is not to say however that 
Lance sergeant annandale 
(coLdM gds) didn’t have to 
make the platoon practice 
running to the ERV (Emergency 
Rendezvous Point), 300m 
away down a rather steep 
hill, several times to remind 
the platoon the importance 
of harbor discipline� That and 
of course so that they knew 
exactly where the ERV was 
should they be required to 
navigate there during the 
night!

The course is fast paced and 
there is little room for missing 
training days due to the vast 
syllabus that has to be covered 
in just 28 weeks� The days 
are long and relentless for 
the Trainee guardsmen and 
a typical day in camp would 
normally look something 
similar to this:

0500 – Reveille

0530 – swabbing

0600 – breakfast 

0700 – Morning Parade

0800 – Rifle Lesson

0930 – PT (steady state boot 
run with hill reps on the back 
area)

1130 – Lunch

1230 – Navigation Lesson

1400 – dccT (dismounted 
close combat Trainer) Ranges

1700 – Evening Meal

1800 – drill Lesson with the 
Number one driller

1900 – Morality of killing 
Lesson with the Padre

2000 – Pack and prepare kit for 
the following day 

2100 – Update best books

2230 – Personal admin�

1. Guards 18 Platoon preparing  
 for their Pass Off Parade.
2. Every Guardsman’s fondest  
 memory of training; Tac Ex 3 –  
 the platoon defensive exercise.
3. Guards 22 Platoon conducting  
 a CASEVAC after a successful  
 dawn deliberate attack.
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sergeant ogden (gREN gds) 
knocked it out of the park� 
after a series of long and very 
wet night attacks, the words 
any soldier longs to hear 
whilst on an arduous exercise 
‘sToP sToP sToP’ were called� 
The men were told to admin 
themselves in the barn for the 
remainder of the night and 
that at first light they would be 
given a hot bacon roll, coffee 
and the platoon would conduct 
a brass sweep� 

sergeant gunning had filled 
three Norwegian containers 
with bayonets but with a 
layer of tin foil and bacon 
sandwiches on top� after 
reveille the platoon formed up 
to receive their well anticipated 
breakfast, Trainee guardsmen 
girvin was first in line and as 
he placed his hands out to 
receive his eagerly awaited 
roll when sergeant gunning, 
simultaneously to smoke 
grenades being thrown and 
the hidden bag piper starting 
to play, thrust a bayonet into 
girvin’s hands and said ‘I 
suggest you get your webbing 
and helmet on…�10, 9, 8, 7…�’

The look on the Platoon’s 
faces was all the evidence 
we needed to prove that our 
deception had worked� For 
the next 2 hours the platoon 
were made to go through 
what can only be described as 
a very british bayonet Range! 
Members of the platoon spent 
lots of time being on their 
‘belt buckles’ as they crawled 
through the ravine, wading 
through waist deep rivers to 
destroy the numerous enemy 
positions� smoke grenades 
were a plenty in order to 
disorientate them, excitable 
section commanders barking 
orders and of course the 
bagpiper playing military hits 
to add an entire other layer 
of confusion! The completion 
of Tac Ex 2 marks a huge 

due to the days being as full 
as they are, every day counts 
in guards company and if a 
Trainee guardsmen misses 
too many, or underperforms 
too often, they very quickly 
find themselves in the realms 
of being back termed in order 
to catch up on what they 
have missed� It goes without 
saying that this is a last resort; 
however, it emphasizes the 
pressure that the Trainee 
guardsmen are under to 
continually perform from day 1 
of the course�

It is difficult to put a finger 
on exactly when the Trainee 
guardsmen change from 
a civilian in uniform to fully 
functioning infanteer� The 
obvious answer is of course, 
when they Pass out, however 
I believe the change happens 
somewhere around the 
week 20 mark during Tactical 
Exercise 2 (Tac Ex 2)� This 
exercise sees the Platoon 
build up and defend a farm 
complex, go on numerous 
night recces and patrols and 
conduct deliberate offence 
ops, including ambushes and 
deliberate attacks� The Trainee 
guardsmen are worked hard 
with very little sleep and the 
training team’s expectations 
are considerably higher than 
on previous exercises� This is 
also the environment where 
section commanders come 
into their own and can use 
their previous experiences, 
be it on operational tours or 
battlegroup exercises, to add a 
sense of realism to the various 
serials� 

Tac Ex 2 ends with a ‘bayonet 
range’ and there is always 
much competition amongst 
the training teams over who 
can be the most creative 
with springing the start of 
the much anticipated range! 
In my opinion sergeant 
gunning (gREN gds) and Lance 
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milestone in the course for the 
platoon, partly because the 
bayonet range is completed, 
an event that every infanteer, 
whether you are an officer or 
not, has had to endure at some 
point in their career, and also 
because the end of the course 
is in sight�

It is fascinating watching how 
quickly the Trainee guardsmen 
develop over such a short 
amount of time� In the space 
of a few months the Infantry 
Training centre turns young 
men, a lot of whom have 
never played sport or left their 
home county, in to infanteers 
ready to join the Field army 
and be deployed anywhere 
in the world� It is extremely 
rewarding from an instructor’s 
point of view to watch men 
that initially you wouldn’t trust 
with a rubber drill weapon 
comfortably completing live 
platoon attacks with fire 
support and multiple HE 
grenade positions�

by the time the 10 day Final 
Exercise and LFTT (Live Firing 
Tactical Training) package is 
complete, which is normally 
held in otterburn, the Trainee 
guardsmen, from a green 
soldiering perspective, are 
ready to join their battalions�

However there still remains 
one final hurdle in which the 
platoon must complete to the 
highest of standards in order to 
become a qualified guardsmen 
– the Pass off Parade�

It goes without saying that 
guards company lead by 
example at ITc with regards 
to anything drill related and 
the high quality of the Pass 
off Parades are a direct 
reflection of the hours and 
hours of ‘square bashing’ 
the Trainee guardsmen and 
their instructors endure� It is a 
fantastic day marking the end 

of the Trainee guardsmen’s 
challenging journey from 
civilian to guardsman� 
Lieutenant colonel Jules 
salusbury (Wg) was the 
inspecting officer for guards 
22’s Pass off Parade and I am 
delighted to report that he 
was impressed by the high 
standard of the parade and 
the quality of soldier that the 
guards 22 Training Team had 
produced� a reflection of the 
hard work and dedication from 
all members of the training 
team but in particular the 
section commanders who 
showed an outstanding level 
of commitment and leadership 
throughout the duration of the 
course!

To conclude, one of the 
proudest moments of my 
military career to date was 
approximately 2 months 
ago from the time of writing 
when I bumped into one 
of the guardsmen from 

guards 22 Platoon out here 
in afghanistan on operation 
ToRaL� He was about to deploy 
into the green Zone as part of 
an advisor Force Protection 
Team as a guardian angel� It 
was difficult to compare the 
professional and confident 
guardsman I had standing in 
front of me to the quiet and 
slightly nervous young man 
who turned up to ITc one year 
before!

guardsman griffiths left ITc 
in March 2018, immediately 
attended pre-deployment 
training with Number 2 
company and 3 months 
later was in afghanistan on 
an operational Tour� Whilst 
guardsman griffiths’s case 
is fairly unique compared 
to other battalions, who’s 
newly trained guardsman will 
often go to their incremental 
[ceremonial] companies first� It 
is proof that guards company 
still produce highly quality 

guardsman, who within less 
than a year of turning up to 
ITc on week one day one, are 
fully prepared to deploy on 
operations once they pass 
out� The battalion returns 
home in November and after 
a well-earned christmas leave, 
will once again return to state 
ceremonial duties, proving 
that if you join the Foot guards, 
just as guardsman griffiths’s 
case has proven, you really do 
get the best of both worlds!

3

1. Guards 22 Platoon having  
 successfully completed their  
 Final Exercise in Otterburn.
2. Guardsman Griffiths  
 conducting the CQB range on  
 the final LFTT package.
3. Stretching off after a morning  
 circuit PT session in the gym.
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For three years, the British Army has been 
part of the UK’s efforts to tackle the illegal 

wildlife trade with commitments in the Gabon 
and Kenya. This year, following a successful pilot 
in 2017, the Army expanded its efforts with the 
deployment of an 18-strong counter poaching 
training team to Malawi.

It is now these soldiers, 
alongside the Malawian 
Park Rangers, who move 
stealthily through the bush, 
tracking animals, removing 
snares and traps and 
monitoring for all signs of 
poaching� This initiative is 
the first step in a partnership 
between the Uk government, 
government of Malawi and 
african Parks (a not for profit 
organisation committed to 
the long-term preservation 
and management of several 
wildlife reserves across 
africa)� This sees the Ministry 
of defence, department for 
Environment, Food, and Rural 
affairs and the department 
for International development 
work together with partners 
in Malawi to fight the illegal 
wildlife trade� 

during counter-poaching 
patrols we worked together 
with rangers in teams of three� 
We provided expert tactical, 
first aid and communications 
advice and the rangers shared 
their incredible bush-craft and 
tracking skills� 

anti-Poaching training team in malawi
by Colour Sergeant Veuveuika

We deployed at first light 
and patrolled throughout the 
day� at dusk we cooked tea 
and then in the rapidly falling 
darkness moved to an area 
deemed low risk from animal 
encounters and bedded down 
for the night� These patrols 
last several days and are a 
visible deterrent to would be 
poachers as well as finding 
and removing the grim tools 
of poaching including: thick 
wire snares, brutal iron traps, 
and crude spears, knives and 
clubs� 

In 2017 the Reserve saw 
over 350 snares and traps 
removed, nine poacher camps 
smashed, eleven poachers 
arrested and convicted, 
and three animals rescued 
(including one elephant)� 

This is all done in the 
knowledge that they and we 
are making a difference, both 
in the fight against the illegal 
wildlife trade and more widely 
helping preserve natural 
habitats that would otherwise 
be lost�

1. Crocodile killed by villagers.
2. – CSgt Veuveuika  
 (it’s behind you!)

1

2

3. The team sporting different  
 strips.
4. Welsh Guards bench.
5. Warming up.
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Battalion Football team tour of Cyprus 
10 – 17 October 2017
by Captain M Pollard, Technical Quartermaster 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

After a busy role in the Battalion’s tour of 
Wales, the Football Team also managed to 

fit in a tour of Cyprus to top up our tans after 
the clouds and rain of Wales. Sgt Cunningham 
took the lead in planning the tour which was 
designed to boost morale alongside rewarding 
the players for their hard work over the past 
year.

days 1 and 2 – travel and 
acclimatisation

after a hard journey it was 
acknowledged that we 
needed to concentrate on 
acclimatisation to the harsh 
october heat – cyprus 
weather is somewhat 
different to that of swansea! 
after a hard morning training 
session where it was evident 
that the heat was taking its 
toll, we subsequently paused 

to allow the temperature to 
subside� Tactical discussions 
and meetings took place 
until a well-earned recce of 
Napa beach was required 
by the Football officer and 
coaching staff� on return the 
late afternoon training session 
focused on the tactical side 
of the game� at this point the 
team was selected for the 
fixture vs the Joint services 
signal Unit (JssU), which saw 
the announcement of the Tour 

3
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captain and the season’s Vice 
captain: sgt Powell�

day 3 – match day

day 3 saw the first match of 
the tour� We preceded it with 
a morning training session 
concentrating on tactics and 
a large lunch to give us fuel 
for the battle ahead� This first 
match was against JssU and 
we seized the initiative from 
the off� after several great 
phases of play the Welsh 
guards took a well-deserved 
lead� due to the temperature, 
both teams took a water 
break and we then scored a 
second goal to go into half 
time with a 2-0 lead� after the 
break, it became clear that 
the impact of the heat was 
having a detrimental effect 
on the Welsh guards players: 
sgt Hughes 34 assisted the 
JssU fight back by passing 
direct to their forward who 

scored an open goal! guess 
who was washing the team 
kit post match? We regained 
the initiative and besieged the 
JssU goal, but were denied 
by what we thought were 
some dubious decisions by 
the home linesman� sadly JssU 
seized the opportunity in the 
dying minutes of the game to 
get a very soft penalty� The 
honours of the well fought 
game were shared�

day 4 – Fishing day

There is only so much football 
a team can play, and so 
the Football officer, capt 
Pollard, organised a sea 
Fishing Trip for those who 
wished to participate� The 
Mediterranean was a fruitful 
sea to fish in, and all members 
managed to catch something 
significant� sgt Evans 07 
continued his fine form with 
what can only be described 

1
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1. Gdsm Weaver on the ball.
2. Sgt Cunningham makes  
 a catch.
3. Some well earned down time  
 on the beach.
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as a child’s goldfish sized tuna 
fish� The morning complete, 
we had a light stretching 
session to ease the knocks 
from the previous match day, 
before compensating for only 
drawing the match by having 
a cultural visit to ayia Napa� 

day 5 - recovery day

still feeling the effects of a 
closely-fought match and 
a long cultural visit to ayia 
Napa, we cracked on with 
a heavy training session 
in the afternoon� This was 
conducted with an eye 
towards the coming season 
rather than just the matches 
remaining on tour, and it 
really paid benefits� a few 
stars of the future started to 
show their talents and true 
capability� gdsm Taylor and 
Murton really began to show 
some brilliant technical ability 
in some drills conducted at 
the end of the session and 
confirmed their places for the 
remainder of the season as 
the team’s primary set piece 
takers� 

day 6 – Water theme Park 
day

In order to prevent burnout 
before our final matches 
of the tour, we enjoyed a 
trip to the Nap Water Park� 
The Football officer found 
his youth, running from 
slide to slide clocking up an 
impressive 15 km on his Fitbit� 
The remainder of the team 
enjoyed some beach time on 
Napa beach�

day 7 – 5 a side 
Competition

our final competitive matches 
were preceded by a medium 
tempo practice session, where 
we thrashed out tactics for 
both the afternoon’s five-
a-side competition and the 
upcoming season� The Welsh 
guards split into two 5 a side 
teams, which competed in a 
round-robin competition with 

our hosts from the JssU� both 
Welsh guards teams reached 
the final, monopolising 
winners and runners-up 
medals� We concluded our 
tour with a delicious meal at 
a local restaurant, sampling 
local mezze!

day 8 – the recovery

after thanking our hosts for 
great hospitality the Team 
departed the sunshine of 
cyprus, ready to play 21 sig 
Regt the day after landing in 
the Uk!

summary

The Football Team would like 
to thank all those involved 
that made the Tour of cyprus 
possible� The Team has made 
huge progress throughout 
and are set ready for the 
forthcoming season�

management and  
Coaching team

capt Pollard
Wo2 (sQMs) Edwards 
csgt (Mstr Tlr) Wilks
sgt cunningham
sgt Evans 07

the Prince of Wales’s 
Company

Lcpl Hall

Number two Company

sgt green
Lsgt Tancock
gdsm Jacobs
gdsm Wilkinson
gdsm Williams 88

Number three Company

sgt Hughes 34
sgt Powell
gdsm Taylor

Headquarter Company
csgt Jones 73
gdsm Weaver
gdsm Phillips 52

support Company 

Lsgt Parr
gdsm Edwards 84
gdsm Murton

Household division 
and Parachute regiment  
Centralised Courses  
(HdPrCC)
sgt bennett 
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by Warrant Officer Class 2 D Hughes 39 
Welsh Guards/Army Enduro Manager
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The 2018 season has offered numerous 
opportunities to showcase Army riding skills 

around the country and the year started with 
the team hosting Ex Training Wheels 2018, an 
annual training camp held in Pirbright. Riders 
from across the Army took part, ranging from 
novices to British Championship competitors.

The week consisted of 95 
riders competing over 
two days, with instruction 
provided by army club 
coaches, two of which are 
Welsh guards� They taught 
basic riding skills from 
position on the bike, bike set 
up, cornering, braking and 
the more popular subject of 
jumps� 

The riders were also treated 
to crossFit sessions at the aTR 
Pirbright gym to generate 

a better understanding 
of the need for stamina 
and endurance� Longer 
events such as the british 
championship Rounds and 
the Welsh Two day Enduro 
can be physically gruelling, so 
physical and mental resilience 
are vital�

a day was then spent at 
Rogershill Raceway in dorset, 
one of the prime locations for 
riding in the south� The venue 
offers two full size motocross 
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1.  Welsh Guards host biggest  
 Enduro Training Camp in  
 history of Army Motorsport.
2. WO2 Hughes British Enduro  
 Championships.
3. Sgt Simons tackles the Welsh  
 mountains on board his KTM  
 300 TPI.
4. Slippery conditions in Wales  
 for the British enduro  
 Championships.
5. Taking bikes on Horse Guards  
 for the start of Race For  
 Heroes 2018.
6. Supporting Guards Recruiting  
 at Armed Forces Day,  
 Llandudno.

tracks, a super enduro track 
and an enduro loop� We were 
joined by multi European and 
world title holder daryl bolter 
from Husky sport who offered 
valuable advice on bike set-
up and riding skills� soldier 
Magazine were on hand to 
generate some welcome 
publicity�

The final day consisted of 
a 3-hour race for novice 
riders on the Pirbright 
driver Training area, which 
allowed them to practice 
their skills as well as giving 
them experience of racing 
conditions� The event was 
wrapped up in the cpls’ Mess 
with a curry dinner and a 
chance to say a few farewells 
before riders returned to their 
units, some as far away as 
germany and cyprus�

The team has been involved in 
numerous recruiting activities 
including armed Forces day in 
Llandudno� With the bikes on 
display at the Welsh guards’ 
stand, we were the envy of 
other regiments� The team 
also supported the Royal 
Logistics corps’ open day in 
deepcut�

With the battalion deployed 
and riders involved with 
the running of Rog (Rear 
operations group) and 
deployment of bcR’s (battle 
casualty Replacements) the 
season has been difficult to 
support� sgt simons currently 
sits third in the Wales and 
West championships, a series 
that is very popular across 
the region� The team also 
competed in the Rhayder Two 
day Enduro; riding on home 
soil generated local support 
and is a great opportunity 
to highlight how sport and a 
military career work hand in 
hand�

The Team continues to 
welcome riders who are 
new to the battalion and are 

looking forward to supporting 
them and allowing them time 
to train on sports afternoons� 

The army Motorcycle 
championships will this year 
be held in salisbury with the 
Welsh guards fielding three 
competitors� Rog are also 
supporting the event with 
spotters for trials sections and 
marshals who will ensure the 
day runs safely� 

Wo2 Hughes is deploying 
to chile in November as the 
Team army Manager and 
will be taking a team to 
represent great britain in the 
International six day Enduro� 
as well as showcasing the 
sport at an international 
level, the event also offers an 
opportunity for some defence 
engagement� 

The next 12 months and the 
2019 season promises to 
bring some new venues and 
new riders� The team are 
grateful for the support we 
receive from both the chain 
of command, Regimental 
Headquarters and the 
Regimental Trustees�

4
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1. Welsh Guards bike at Army  
 Motorsport Day.
2. Army Motorsport Day.
3. WO2 Hughes on board his  
 KTM 300.
4. As above.
5. 2016 competition underway
6. 2016 Winning Team - 1WG.
7. 2017 Competition Launch.

army motorsport day 2018
by Warrant Officer Class 2 D Hughes 39 
Welsh Guards/Army Enduro Manager

Army Motorsport offers a great opportunity 
for soldiers to enjoy a sport that isn’t always 

accessible in civilian life.

This year’s army Motorsport 
day was held at Mod 
Lyneham, soon to become 
the home of british army 
Motorsport� The event 
showcased military 
motorsport to serving soldiers 
and gave them an insight into 
what is available not only at 
the top level of the sport but 
also at grass roots�

The day provided an 
opportunity to host sponsors 
and VIPs, whose support 
makes racing possible� The 
guests were able to chat to 
the military teams who were 
keen to offer their thanks in 
person� at the dinner in the 
evening military and civilian 
motorsport enthusiasts 
discussed their different 
perspectives on how racing is 
organised�

a range of disciplines were 
represented at the event, 
including army Rally Team, 
army Road Race Team, army 
Endurance Team, army sports 
cars, army go karts, army 
Trials and army Enduro�

The various clubs all had an 
opportunity to showcase 
their sport at the paddocks 
with numerous gazebos and 
trailers displaying photos 
and awards from the season� 
soldiers and guests were 
also given the opportunity to 
experience an adrenaline rush 
with a lap of the track in a rally 
car� For many this was the 
highlight of the day�

army Enduro set up a special 
test loop allowing guests to 
view riding skills and meet 
some of the best riders the 
Uk has to offer� With army 

competitors featuring in every 
class of the british Enduro 
championships, people were 
keen to meet the riders and 
hear how the army supports 
the sport�

key to this was Lcpl Ellwood 
from the Royal Engineers who 
recently became the first elite 
athlete from army Motorsport 
to receive a full-time contract 
as a sportsman� commonly 
known as a tracksuit soldier 
he receives support from the 
army sports control board 
and bath University� Managed 
by army Enduro’s Wo2 
Hughes he has a demanding 
training schedule and 
competes around the world�

The Welsh guards Enduro 
Team deployed a day before 
the event to set up the track 
and ensure the riders would 
have an enjoyable and safe 
day riding� 

Next year’s army Motorsport 
day is already in the planning 
phase� This is an authorised 
Event under PoT (Purpose of 
Travel) code16 and the army 
sports control board banner, 
which allows soldiers to 
attend with duty status and 
transport support� 

keep an eye out for next 
year’s poster for details on the 
location, date and timings for 
the event�
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In 2016 the Household Division Boxing 
Competition was revived after a 54 year gap.  

This event created a buzz within the Division 
and energised a new generation of boxers.

the journey to the Household division 
Boxing Competition 2017
by Major M I Butler 
Quartermaster,1st Battalion Welsh Guards

It was considered important 
to keep the momentum going 
after this initial success and 
an opportunity to compete 
against the army’s best was 
not to be missed� a charity 
dinner night in Wellington 
barracks 27 october 2016 
was the perfect platform for 
us to take on the Parachute 
Regiment� We wasted no time 
with a call to all boxers and 
coaches across the Household 
division� We set up camp in 
Elizabeth barracks, Pirbright, 
home to 1st battalion 
Welsh guards, the current 
champions� 

Within 2 weeks we had 
transformed old disused 
vehicle sheds into the new 
home of the Household 
division boxing Team� Things 
started to take shape and 
soon we had enough boxers 
to form a team� With the back 
drop of the Pirbright hills, a 
swimming pool and great gym 
facilities the team had every 
opportunity to get into shape 
and reach peak condition� 
The team had the benefit of 
visiting local clubs to gauge 
their progress against some 
of the young up and coming 
stars in London and across 
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the south East� The team 
was lacking in sponsorship 
and it was important that 
we got this right� We needed 
someone credible who 
was well connected to the 
Household division; we found 
both with Mappin and Webb� 
The company has held Royal 
Warrants since 1897� 

The evening was soon upon 
us; the team was now ready 
for business and confidence 
was high� First, the team had 
a visit to Horse guards� This 
was an opportunity to cement 
the team’s ethos by getting a 
greater understanding of our 
fine division and learn more 
of its history� The garrison 
sergeant Major kindly gave 
the team a guided tour of 
Horse guards� The Major 
general invited the team into 
his office which is steeped in 
tradition and the legacy of its 
most illustrious tenant, the 
great duke of Wellington, the 
Victor of Waterloo who had 
two stints at Horse guards as 
commander in chief: a year 
from 1827-28 and then the 
last ten years of his life from 

1842� Each member took time 
for a quick photo opportunity 
at the duke of Wellington’s 
desk� The Major general and 
the garrison sergeant Major 
both wished the team well 
and it was now time for them 
to deliver� 

The evening was a great 
success, raising money for 
Household division and 
Parachute Regiment charities� 
Each boxer left the ring with 
nothing more to give, having 
excelled themselves in every 
way possible� The overall 
result was not favourable 
for the Household division; 
however, we took the 
Parachute Regiment right 
to the line on split decisions 
and earned their respect, as 
they recognised the team’s 
courageous effort�

after a busy year of training 
exercises, operations, 
ceremonial duties and tasks, 
it was time to get back in the 
ring� With the Major general’s 
approval we started building 
towards a second Household 
division competition� This time 

1
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1. 2017 Winning Team - 1WG.
2. COLDM GDs Drums Display.
3. Competition brief.
4. A display of sportsmanship,  
 Sgt Evans 07 magnanimous in  
 defeat.
5. Competition weigh in -  
 LCpl Moriarty.
6. Corner advice for  
 CSgt Sampat IG.

we had a healthy uptake from 
the Public duties Incremental 
companies (PdIcs)� The PdIcs 
had shown real commitment 
by cramming in the necessary 
training which they needed 
to compete against the other 
Regiments� Everyone wanted 
to make their mark and take 
the brigade cup from the 
Welsh guards� 

There were a number 
of individuals that were 
determined to win the belt 
they had fought hard for in 
the first competition� There 
was a good mix of seasoned 
boxers and new comers who 
were all keen to make their 
mark during the event� With 
each of the teams well into 
their preparations and the 
event starting to take shape, 
it was time for all of the team 
captains, coaches and boxing 
officers to visit Horse guards 
again� The Major general 
received a brief on the event 
and got to meet with each 
of the team representatives 
to hear their progress� soon 
there was a real buzz in the 
air as the competition draw 

was made and the week of 
preliminaries got underway� 
There was a great level of 
determination and grit from 
each competitor fighting for 
their place in the final� There 
was a noticeable sense of 
anticipation for what the 
Welsh guards would have to 
offer a second time round� 
Each of the Regiments had 
done their homework and 
gave the reigning champions 
serious competition� 

after a great week of prelims 
the Welsh guards were very 
much in the lead going into 
the final with the coldstream 
guards close runners up� 
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51. CSgt Deren WG.
2. CSgt Sampat IG Vs LCpl  
 Williams 22 WG.
3. Dressing room warm up -  
 CSgt Sampat IG.
4. Fighting spirit - Sgt Evans 07  
 WG in action.
5. Final visit to the where it all  
 started.
6. Gdsm (now LCpl) Thomas 76  
 WG Vs Gdsm Brooks GREN GDS.
7. Gdsm Barham GREN GDS  
 (representing the PDICs) Vs  
 Gdsm Hill COLDM GDS.
8. Gdsm Cerveno COLDM GDS.
9. Gdsm Irwin COLDM GDS Vs  
 GDSM Greaves GREN GDS.
10. Gdsm Charters GREN GDS.

The evening of the final, 11 
december 2017 once again 
delivered a great night of 
boxing as all the competitors 
raised the bar which was 
set high from the previous 
year� There was a great 
atmosphere and a real feeling 
of belonging, as once again 
members of the Household 
division were all under one 
roof enjoying the rivalry and 
competiveness between us in 
a very sporting nature� This 
was a true demonstration 
of the camaraderie, fighting 
spirit and talent that exists 
within the Household division� 

by holding these events I am 
confident that the standard of 
boxing within the Household 
division has improved� 
additionally, the coaches and 
boxing officers benefitted 
from the experience� The 
process has allowed us to 
identify and put forward 
boxers and teams for the 
army championships and 

army Individuals; in-turn 
this will see a much stronger 
representation from the 
Household division across the 
army Team� These events are 
enjoyed by all and are a great 
way to build cohesion within 
our division and improve on 
our sporting profile� 

9
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With the Welsh Guards having an established 
mountain bike team. The Irish Guards also 

having a small but established mountain bike 
team, it was the brain child of WO2 Scarf WG and 
Captain Taylor IG to form a Guards mountain 
bike team.

guards mountain Bike team –  
Hard Endure 2018
by Warrant Officer Class 2 D Scarf 
Assistant Regimental Careers Management Officer

still in the early stages of 
planning, the guards Enduro 
Team went bold and decided 
to enter one of the Uk’s 
toughest Enduro mountain 
bike races�

ard Rock a race based in the 
hills of North Yorkshire, was 
what the team set as their 
first challenge� ard rock is an 
Enduro style event over 45km 
with 7 timed downhill stages� 
With the team consisting of 
6 members; captain Taylor 
(Ig), Wo2 RQMs owen (Wg), 
Wo2 scarf (Wg), sgt Mogey 
(Ig), Lsgt biggs (Wg) and Lsgt 
Pickersgill-Jones (Wg) and 
flying the banner of guards 
Enduro we proceeded north 
from our various locations to 
tackle the event�

on arriving on the Thursday 
and after setting up we got 
some much needed rest ready 
for the practice stages on the 
Friday morning� This would 
give us a much-needed look at 
a choice of 4 of the stages and 
what faced us for the main 
event on the saturday� after 
seeing the stages, it gave us 
much needed insight into how 
we were going to set up our 
bikes and tackle the race� 

With the race upon us, the 
weather started off overcast 
and cool� our departure time 
of 0920 hrs came and we 
set off on the route to stage 
one after a steady climb 
up the Fremington edge, 
the sun broke through the 

clouds and the temperature 
started to rise� The race had 
now begun� stage 1 was a 
steep and technical stage 
consisting of open moorland 
with rocky areas and rooted 
wooded sections� This section 
saw the greatest number of 
spectators which can prove 
to be a double-edged sword 
- spectators can spur you on, 
but also be there when you 
get it spectacularly wrong!

after stage 1 there was a 
brutal climb to the start of 
stage 2 in which the team 
split� capt Taylor and Wo2 
scarf lead the team from 
there on in� stage 2 was 
similar to stage 1 but a lot 
shorter and the biggest risk 
of this stage, as for any stage 
for that matter, was getting 
a puncture� With that said 
all riders completed stage 2 
without hitch�

The transition from stage 2 
to stage 3 was something to 
behold long and mostly uphill� 
It soon became apparent 
that if you were going to 
save energy for the timed 
downhill stages you would 
have to conserve energy on 
the transition between stages� 
a skill I had not mastered, 
however with the power of 
energy gels and Jelly babies 
we were soon at stage 3� 

stage 3 was sponsored by 
a leading mountain tyre 
manufacturer, a combat 
indicator of what was to 
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1. WO2 Scarf handles a tricky  
 descent.
2. Sgt Mogey (1IG), WO2 Scarf  
 (1WG), Capt Taylor (1IG), LSgt  
 Pickersgill-Jones (1WG), LSgt  
 Biggs (1WG), WO2 (RQMS)  
 Owen (1WG).
3. Capt Taylor (1IG) getting some  
 big air.
4. Ard Rock mountain bike  
 festival in the Swaledale area  
 of the Yorkshire Dales National 
 Park.

come� I was first down the 
run followed by capt Taylor, 
stage 3 was like riding on the 
moon! The amount of rocks 
was horrendous; it was a 
puncture waiting to happen 
and sure enough stage 3 
claimed its first victim – me! 
as I was riding down I just 
heard a pop and the rear end 
got very loose, sure enough 
my rear tyre was as flat as a 
pancake� as I pulled over capt 
Taylor came flying past and 
seeing I was in trouble he did 
the righteous thing and didn’t 
even give me a second glance! 
Why spoil the timing of two 
riders when I could handle the 
issue on my own� That was a 
spot-on assessment as within 
10 minutes I was back on the 
track cursing my rear tyre� 
Meeting us at the end of stage 
3 was a water stand, which 
was giving out some much 
needed Haribo�

as per the previous two 
transitions, the one from 
stage 3 to 4 was very much 
the same, however, with the 
halfway mark in sight the 
team powered on� stage 4 
was flatter than the previous 
three stages, but still very 
fast and fun� at the finish line 
there was a river and as we 
rode past many riders were in 
having a well-deserved cool 
down�

on the way to stage 5 it was 
very different to all the other 

transitions as you could not 
even ride your bike up the 
hills, they were just too steep 
and rocky� This was very much 
a “Hike a bike” transition� once 
back at the top of Fremington 
edge you knew that there 
were no more epic climbs so 
that was a real bonus� stage 5 
was designed by world class 
downhill rider and all-round 
Mr nice guy steve Peat, so you 
knew this stage would be full 
of jumps and epic drops� Well 
it did not disappoint, the stage 
was one of the best of the day, 
fast flowing and with some 
really good jumps and drops, 
the kind of stage you finish 
and have to give the nearest 
rider a fist bump!! 

a welcome short transition 
to stage 6 gave the legs a 
well-deserved rest before 
the last two stages� stage 
6 was the fastest and most 
exciting stage of all having 
and having practised this 
stage the day before we knew 
exactly what to expect� The 
good thing about practising 
a stage is your knowledge of 
the track, the only problem is 
you tend to forget the track 
details and just get flashbacks 
of the ride the day before� 
as I said the track was the 
fastest and it was hard not to 
catch slower riders, and with 
the track being so narrow in 
places, it was quite a challenge 
overtaking at times� a loud 
shout of “rider” normally does 

the trick, however some riders 
are so focused on the trail 
they just don’t hear you and 
that can be very frustrating� 

The final transition to stage 7 
was again short and morale 
was high! This was rumoured 
to be the best stage and the 
event organisers had put 
video clips of this stage on the 
internet of big jumps and even 
bigger drops to wet the riders’ 
appetite� This stage like the 
others did not disappoint, the 
added bonus of the final stage 
was twofold; one - the finish 
line was very near to the end 
of the stage and two, because 
it was so close to the event 
site there were hundreds of 
people watching the stage� 
armed with their cow bells 
and whistles and inevitably 
laughter if you got it super 
wrong on one of the jumps or 
drops� Finishing this stage, you 
were met with both jubilation 
and a real shame that this 
was the last epic run of the 
day, although legs and arms 
were fatigued if someone had 
turned around and said we 
could that all again, we would 
have jumped at the chance�

as we crossed the finish line 
we were both looking for the 
bar and somewhere to get 
the calories back that we had 
burnt, but first back to the 
guards HQ to check over the 
bikes and discuss the day’s 
stages� as we didn’t finish as 

a team is was not too long 
until we regrouped and all 
compared our stage times 
(as we had been handed our 
stage time print outs at the 
finish)� 

all in all, a very good day 
was had with team members 
thoroughly enjoying it and 
already planning next year’s 
trip� some of the team are 
unsure if they would repeat 
it next year, but looking to 
the future we are very much 
looking forward to entering 
some of the Welsh gravity 
Enduro races and hopefully 
also use it as a recruiting tool, 
where we get to show the 
young men of the mountain 
bike fraternity that the Welsh 
guards is so much more than 
just soldiering�

None of this would of course 
be possible without the 
support and generosity of the 
Regimental Trustees who we 
thank wholeheartedly�

4
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In what has been a remarkably busy year for 
the battalion, generating a polo team looked 

like a considerable challenge that was some way 
down the list of priorities. 

the Welsh guards Exhibition Polo match 
at Ham Polo Club
by Captain A Major 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

Over the last six years the 
Welsh Guards Polo team 
has gone from strength to 
strength, with the support 
of the regimental trustees 
and players alike and we 
were determined not to 
lose the momentum gained 
from this investment. So an 
invitation to play an informal 
exhibition match at Ham 
Polo Club seemed like a great 
opportunity. 

The Welsh guards have been 
lucky enough to play at Ham 

several times over the last 
couple of years, but after a 
disappointing tournament in 
the 105 Ra cup last year, we 
needed to rise to the challenge 
and prove ourselves worthy of 
the invitation! by good fortune 
the adjutant capt James 
Marsden, who had missed 
most of the spot penalties the 
previous year, was deployed 
on operations, which gave 
us the opportunity to draft 
some new/real players in� 
Taking his place at Number 
4, was newly commissioned 

2Lt oli Powell (2Hc) who had 
a fantastic game, acting as 
the playmaker and captain 
for the team� backing him 
up at Number 3 was ocdt 
george cadogen (0Hc), who 
was outstanding and proved 
decisive in his ability to read 
the game and anticipate 
Powell’s huge passes up the 
field� at Number 2 was capt 
Mossie Hamilton (-1Hc) from 
the Irish guards, who as usual 
played extremely well up 
front, scoring several goals 
with his knack for being in the 
right place at the right time� 
He was supported by capt 
alexander Major at Number 1, 
who despite spending most 
of the game fighting with his 
horse managed to put one 
between the post at the end 
of the second chukka� In the 
end we won 7-2, with the 
man of the match going to oli 
Powell for a brilliant game that 

saw him completely dominate 
the pitch� 

our thanks must go to HPc 
for hosting us so well and the 
regimental trustees for their 
continued support� Playing 
at clubs and venues around 
the country raises the profile 
of the Welsh guards in a 
positive light to people who 
more often than not have little 
exposure to the military� It is 
also a fantastic day out for 
family and friends, and when 
we return next year to defend 
our newly acquired trophy 
we hope that friends of the 
regiment, both serving and 
retired, will be able to attend 
and enjoy the day with us!

1. Left to Right - OCdt George  
 Cadogan, 2LT Oli Powell,  
 Capt Alexander Major (Holding  
 trophy), Capt Mossie Hamilton  
 (ginger IG).
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Lieutenant Mark Evison died on 12th May 2009 
having been shot and fatally wounded on 9th 

May 2009 whilst on duty in Afghanistan with 1st 
Battalion Welsh Guards on Operation HERRICK 10. 

the mark Evison Foundation golf day
by Sergeant G Morgan 44

The Mark Evison Foundation 
was subsequently founded 
with the mission to promote 
the personal development of 
young people through the 
undertaking of challenges. 

They invite young people to 
create and plan projects which 
are personally challenging 
and encourage them to take 
independent ownership of 
something they are keen to do�

2. LSgt Smith 18, Sgt Hemmings, 
 Sgt Morgan 44.
3. Flying the flag with other  
 golfing partners.

Friday 13th July 2018 saw 
the inaugural Mark Evison 
Foundation golf day� Played 
at the dulwich and sydenham 
Hill golf club, located just 
7 miles from the centre of 
London, the club is ideally 
located for those living in and 
around London, surrey and 
berkshire� With the battalion 
deployed on operation 
ToRaL, but of course 
wishing to support such a 
worthwhile cause, it fell to 
the Rear operations group 
(Rog) to provide the best 

team possible to represent 
the battalion� step forward 3 
hand-picked [quality] golfers 
in the form of; sgt Hemmings, 
sgt Morgan 44 and Lsgt 
smith18, who although they 
did not come away with any 
silverware, represented the 
battalion wonderfully, flew 
the Regimental flag had a 
fantastic days golf supporting 
a very worthwhile cause� 
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This year’s season started on 25 April at 
Worplesdon with the Household Division 

Championships, which are open to all members 
of the Household Division past and present. 

despite operational 
commitments, we had four 
entries, and a special mention 
must go to Mark Horwood, 
coming from the Principality� 
We had success with charlie 
Ross and andrew Morgan, 
who came second in the 
handicap foursomes�

The colonel in chief’s cup, 
which is the inter-regimental 
competition in the Household 
division, had its early rounds 
on 3 May at Worplesdon� The 
competition is run on a ‘holes 
up’ system� The scores were:

First Round v  
Coldstream Retired.
Martin Topps (8),  
Robbie O’Rourke (9) 
Lost -3

Peter Richardson (14),  
Steve Gelly (13) 
Won +2

Welsh guards golf
by Captain A S Morgan

Charlie Ross (16), 
Andrew Morgan (13) 
Won +7

Welsh guards won +6

Semi Final v  
Household Cavalry A.
Team as before

Lost -3

Won +5

Won +9 

Welsh guards won +11

There were team selection 
problems for the final for 
varied reasons; luckily 
Robin(6) and sandy(12) 
Malcolm filled the void, and 
did a very good job against an 
army golfer off +2� This was a 
good indication of the depth 
of talent in the Regiment� 
The Final was played on 26 
september, on a perfect 
cloudless day at Worplesdon 
which was carrying the scars 

of the very hot dry summer� 
There were two very tight 
matches and a resounding 
victory in our favour in the 
third� 

Final v Coldstream Serving
Martin Topps (8), 
Robbie O’Rourke (9) 
Lost -1

Steve Gelly (11), 
Andrew Morgan (13) 
Won +12

Robin Malcolm (6), 
Sandy Malcolm (12) 
Lost -1

Welsh guards won +10

congratulations to all the 
team� Most are experienced 
hands in the competition, but 
special praise should go to 
the ‘rookie’ steve gelly, for his 
very ‘tidy’ performances�

after five years as runners 
up, we have finally won� our 
Ryder cup moment! The 
Regiment has now won the 
trophy 18 times, more than 
any other regiment (scots 
guards 13)� We have also 
been runners up a further 11 
times, again more than any 
other regiment (coldstream 
9)� Every time the team 

1. Martin Topps, Steve Gelly,  
 Andrew Morgan(trophy),  
 Robbie O’Rourke, Robin  
 Malcolm, Sandy Malcolm.

assembles there is a feeling of 
pride and in trepidation, as we 
follow in the footsteps of our 
illustrious forefathers� 

The captain’s Trophy, the 
individual knock out, saw two 
entries from the Regiment� 
sadly neither got very far�

The autumn Meeting at Royal 
st george’s, was over the first 
weekend in september� It was 
well attended, especially by 
young officers� It was good 
to see Vivian Harmsworth 
dust of his plus fours� We 
had a success with Robin 
Malcolm winning the auction 
foursomes� The meeting was 
tragically marred by the death 
of george Pinto, coldstream 
guards, aged 89, who died 
of his injuries, sustained in a 
car crash on his way home� 
george was a character in 
every sense of the word� 

We now have officers 
running four fixtures, and the 
Membership secretary, so 
any officers, past and present, 
interested in playing with 
the society would be made 
most welcome� We thank the 
Regiment and the Regimental 
Trustees for their continued 
support�

Dates for next year:

24 april. 
Household division 
championships 

2 may. 
Preliminary rounds of the 
colonel in chief’s cup�

6-8 september. 
autumn meeting, sandwich�

25 september. 
Finals of the colonel in chief’s 
cup�

1
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What a great year it has been for the 
members of the Welsh Guards Golf 

Association. We had four great meetings this 
year all were in a blaze of sunshine and at times 
it felt like we were abroad.

I mentioned in last year’s 
report that the golf 
association was going from 
strength to strength and 
that this would in the end 
benefit the Regimental 
golf team which this year 
has gone from runner up 
in the guards divisional 
championships to Winner’s 
- many congratulations to all 
that participated now that we 
have won it again lets defend 
it next season�

our First Meeting of the year 
was held at carmarthen golf 
club who certainly know how 
to look after their guests� 
The food at this club is really 
something to savour and 
many left barely able to 
walk! We also had a surprise 
guest and if you looked on 
to the balcony someone may 
recognise him but an ex Welsh 

Welsh guards golf association
by Martyn Griffiths 52

guardsman came to see us tee 
off - unfortunately he had left 
by the time we got back in so 
didn’t get his name sorry!

the results of the day were 
as follows:
Winner with 34 Points -  
John Badham

Runner up with 32 Points -  
Ben Thomas

Third Place with 28 Points - 
John Harford

Nearest the Pin -  
Mike Mowbray

Longest Drive - Steve Kelly

2. John Badham receiving the  
 Col Malcolm Trophy from  
 Major Richard Williams- 
 Bulkeley.
3. The Winners of the First  
 meeting (Carmarthen Golf  
 Club) getting their trophy’s  
 from Nigel Hemmings as his  
 last meeting in the Regiment.
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There was no winner of the 
Two’s competition, so it was 
a rollover of £19�

our second meeting of 
the year was held at the 
glamorganshire golf club, 
which kindly allowed us to 
participate in their open� 
The course itself was very 
parched due to the hot 
weather being experienced 
in Wales and also, due to 
the wind conditions, the 
ball was going considerable 
distances which made for 
good scoring� 

the results were as 
follows:
Winner with 32 Points (BB9) 
- John Badham (winning the 
John Powell Trophy)

Runner up with 32 Points 
(BB9) - Martyn Griffiths (the 
last putt killed me!)

Third Place with 32 Points - 
James Anderson

Nearest the pin - Sgt Morgan

Longest Drive - Martin Topps

Winner of the Two’s 
competition and rollover 
John Badham winning £33

our Third meeting of the year 
was held at Woodlake Park 
golf club a venue we had 
to return to as the course is 
second to none� However, it’s 
a bit hard to get to too say 
the least, however everyone 
got there in the end and the 
weather was great yet again� 
If anyone intends to play at 
this club I can assure you they 
will go out of their way to 
ensure you have a great day� 

the results were as follows:

Winner with 34 Points - Martyn 
Griffiths

Runner up with 32 Points - 
Shane Pullen (BB9)

Third place with 32 Points - 
Carl Woodward (BB9)

Nearest the Pin - Martyn 
Griffiths

Longest Drive (more by default 
than distance) - Martyn 
Griffiths

Winner of the Two’s 
competition Martyn Griffiths 
winning £11

Everyone in the room drew 
a gasp at this stage as John 
badham had had an off day 
which meant going to the final 
meeting he would at least 
have to work for the title!

our Final Meeting of the year 
was held at anglesey golf club 
where our very own Martin 
Topps was club captain 
and everyone we met there 
was full of praise and very 
complimentary towards him 
and for all he was doing for 
the club� We were also blessed 
with the company of Richard 
Williams-buckley who very 
kindly presented the prizes at 
the end of the game� 

the results of the meeting 
were as follows:

Winner with 38 Points -  
Alan Williams (and the receiver 
of the Eifion Jones Trophy)

Runner up with 37 Points - 
John Badham

1
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Third place with 36 Points - 
Mike Mowbray

Nearest the Pin -  
John Hughes

Longest Drive was -  
James Anderson

Winner of the Two’s were 
Robert o’Rourke and stephen 
Robinson (guest) which 
then decided who was to 
become the Welsh guards 
golfing champion 201� With a 
tremendous season and the 
winner of the colonel Malcolm 
Trophy is John badham - 
many congratulations John 
and I hope you have a very 
successful year as club captain�

I would like to thank also; 
Martin browne for his support 
in paying all the bills, sgt Pete 
duffy from the Regimental 
support Team for allowing 
us to have the presence of 
his Team, Martin Topps for 
carrying out the presentations 
and last but not least to all the 
members that supported and 
participated this year� Without 
your continued support there 
would be no meetings, which 
would be real shame, so thank 
you one and all�

and finally, just a word of 
congratulations to all the 
members who have won 
at their respective clubs i�e� 
steve gelly single and pairs 
champions� Martin Topps 
on his Net 63 winning his 
captains day� John badham 
for the numerous (in fact too 
many to mention) Trophies 
he’s won this year� Myself 
Winning 3 Trophies and also 
to Peter Richardson and kath 
for winning and getting their 
name’s on the board�

I look forward to next year 
and will have the dates out 
hopefully in January for our 
next meetings 

1. Third Meeting (Woodlake Park  
 Golf Club) winner Martyn  
 Griffiths being presented his  
 trophy by Martin Topps
2. The Golfers about to do battle.
3. Carl Woodward being  
 presented his trophy by  
 Martin Topps.
4. Alan Williams receiving the  
 Eifion Jones Trophy from Major 
 Richard Williams-Bulkeley.
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On 2 May 2018 an 8-man team deployed 
to Eton to compete in the Lawson’s Cup 

- representing 1st Battalion Welsh Guards 
in the annual Household Division Athletics 
competition.

From the start the team was at 
a disadvantage as most of the 
athletics Team was deployed 
in kabul on op ToRaL 6� The 
team was formed from the 
Rear operation group (Rog) 

the Lawson’s Cup –  
the Household division athletics
by SSgt (SSI) R Harrison 
Royal Army Physical Training Corps Instructor  
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

and most team members had 
never competed previously� 

The day started with gdsm 
Toombs competing in the 
400m race finishing in 7th 

1. The 1st Battalion Welsh Guards  
 team ready for action.
2. The group ready for action.
3. Maj Spencer Smith and Capts  
 Emlyn-Williams and Brown.
4. Cath Aldridge, Judith Beare  
 and Nats Smith enjoying the  
 snow.

1

place� gdsm scott then ran 
the 1500m and also finished 
in 7th place� over on the field, 
gdsm Faulkner displayed a 
good performance on the 
shot Put and discus� gdsm 
Richardson attempted the 
high jump achieving a height 
of 1�4m which left him in 
8th place� once the field 
events and individual track 
events were completed the 
4 x 100m and the 4 x 400m 
relays took place� The team’s 
morale was high and each 
competitor put in 100% effort 
and enthusiasm, working in 
their teams of 4� The last relay 
of the day was the Prince of 
Wales’s Relay� This consisted 
of a team of 7 sprinting at 

different distances� The 
atmosphere generated a great 
level of positivity for the final 
race�

at prize giving, the battalion 
team came away with 28 
points resulting in 8th place 
overall� In 1st place with a 
total of 175 points was the 
team from 1st battalion Irish 
guards�
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This year’s Officers’ Mess ski trip to Les Deux 
Alpes, organised by Captain Brown REME, 

was declared by all who attended to be a 
triumph. The only dissent to be found came 
from those officers who were attending the  
All Ranks Brief in the slightly less pleasant 
setting of Lydd.

It is testament to the strong, 
familial bonds of the Regiment 
that the trip was so well 
attended� We were joined 
by officers serving with the 
battalion and further afield 
- whether that be catterick 
or army Headquarters - 
and a sizeable contingent 
brought their wives� also in 
attendance were Maj gen and 
Mrs Talbot Rice, who took the 
opportunity to keep up with 

the Officers’ mess ski trip 2018
by Second Lieutenant O A Clarke 
Officer Commanding Number Five Platoon 
Number Two Company 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

battalion life and take the 
mountain air� The party was 
especially glad to have the 
opportunity to see him before 
his retirement after a long and 
distinguished career�

In terms of weather we could 
not have been much luckier 
– although the occasional 
low cloud did highlight the 
necessity of last man drills� 
The skiers were blessed 

2
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by what many a subaltern 
described as “sweet, fresh 
pow” on the second day, 
which was much exploited� 
However, the conditions did 
cause difficulty for some who 
occasionally exclaimed that 
it was surely too early in the 
morning to take on a black 
run� These protestations were, 
on the whole, discounted�

The quality of skiing could 
generally be described as 
courageous, and nowhere 
was this more in evidence 
than in the resort’s snow park, 
where the recently promoted 
Lt scott-bowden won the trip’s 
award for the most serious 
“hangtime”� generally, his 
approach to the jumps was 
characterised by complete 
disregard for his own safety 
which was reflected in his 
(mild) injuries� a pit stop at the 
Panobar for a hot chocolate 
was usually enough to set the 
world to rights�

off the slopes, after a well-
earned stint at the après 
ski, the party would join for 
drinks before heading into a 
frequently cheese-dominated 
supper� These events were 
much enjoyed by all� after 

dinner, and a well-made 
espresso martini or a perhaps 
a fortifying limonchello, the 
party was wont to descend 
upon the Polar bear public 
house in town� It was here 
that the local population and 
other visitors were able to 
enjoy renditions of “Hymns 
and arias” led heartily by capt 
Emlyn-Williams� The fact that 
some newcomers could be 
heard mumbling some of the 
verses was politely ignored�

In all, the ski trip represented 
a tremendous opportunity 
for Welsh guards officers 
to spend time together in a 
relaxed, informal environment 
whilst having enormous 
fun at the same time� all in 
attendance were effusive in 
their thanks to the Trustees for 
supporting such a successful 
trip� That it included wives 
and girlfriends truly cemented 
the acknowledged truth that 
we are, indeed, a ‘family’ 
Regiment�

1. Maj Beare relishing the  
 challenge.
2. Capt Pollard leading the  
 socialising.
3. Ideal conditions.

1

2
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The Newport Marathon took place Sunday 
29 April 2018. Nearly 5000 miles away in 

Afghanistan, members of 1st Battalion Welsh 
Guards took part at the same time – in very 
different conditions!

Members of battalion 
Headquarters, serving in 
the New kabul compound, 
decided to mix it up a bit by 
conducting a half-marathon 
on the running machines and 
then moving straight into 
another half-marathon, this 
time carrying a 35lb bergan� 
some conducted the entire 
26�2 miles with bergans�

Number Three company, 
based in camp Qargha, 
conducted a more traditional 

Newport marathon in Kabul
by Warrant Officer Class 2 DP Cope 
Drill Sergeant 1st Battalion Welsh Guards

4. The Camp Qargha runners.
5. Maj Horgan presents Sgt  
 Davies 83 with the Camp  
 Qargha plate.

marathon but in soaring heat 
and at high altitude� 

all runners did exceptional 
well and relished the 
challenge�

This event will be followed 
later in the year by linking 
with the cardiff and swansea 
Half Marathons on 24 June 

4

5
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and 7 october respectively�  
all are a great opportunity and 
allow us, while on operations, 
to raise money for soldiers 
and their families who need 
our help� Plus this will give our 
Running Team a goal to train 
towards while away� The runs 
will take place either outside 
or on running machines and 
all will be recorded�

1. Lt W Clarke crossing the finish  
 line in Camp Qargha.
2. The Padre (Revd Gillham)  
 providing support as the Ops  
 Offr (Capt Dinwiddie-Choat)  
 tabs.
3. The DSgt (WO2 (DSgt Cope)  
 passes the Vehicle Park in the  
 New Kabul Compound.
4. The DSgt (WO2 (DSgt Cope)  
 and Ops Offr (Capt Dinwiddie- 
 Choat) in the New Kabul  
 Compound.
5. The DSgt (WO2 (DSgt) Cope)  
 on the treadmill in the New  
 Kabul Compound.
6. OC 3 (Maj Horgan RHGD),  
 CSM 3 (WO2 (CSM) Lewis 29,  
 CQMS 3 (CSgt Evans 31) and  
 Storeman (Sgt Davies 83) with  
 the ABF flag in Camp Qargha.

1
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Endurance
by Captain T A G Evans Welsh Guards 
Detached to Army Sport

I have been lucky enough to 
represent the Welsh guards 
and the british army at races 
all over the world this year� 
From the humid jungles in 
costa Rica to the swiss alpes 
to the grand canyon, being 
able to adapt to different 
environments and still 
perform has become key�

Physically, this year has been 
challenging� I average 120 
miles running per week with 
lots of other training� Having 
said that, I truly believe that 
races are won or lost in your 
mind� The mental strength 
required to keep pushing 
when times are tough is 
the key to success� I have 
transferred lots of skills from 
soldiering which help me 
every day� on top of this I have 
had to be very strict with my 
nutrition, physio program and 
making sure that I keep myself 
in top physical shape�

I have had two real highlights 
to this year so far� I was 
selected to represent Team 
gb in the Trail running world 
championships� a 50-mile trail 
race in spain with over 4500m 
vertical ascent� The race was 
always going to be fast and 
on paper, the british team 
didn’t stand much of a chance� 
I conducted a full estimate on 
how I could train and then 
race to the best of my ability� 
My training was very specific 
and progressive, making sure 

Endurance sport in the UK is growing. For 
soldiers in the British Army, especially the 

infantry in conventional war, endurance has 
been our bread and butter. In the past 12 
months, ultra-running has become one of the 
fastest growing sports worldwide.

that I hit my peak on race day� 
I ended up having a great race 
and finished in 3rd place, also 
securing the team silver! 

secondly, the ccc� This 101km 
race in the alps is the world 
cup of ultra-running� drawing 
in the best athletes from all 
over the world to compete in 
the mountains� This was to 
be my 3rd 100km race, still 
relatively inexperienced but 
working hard on improving 
physically and mentally� I 
spent some time at altitude 
in the preparation for this 
race, so I could be the best 
prepared and give myself 
the best chance of success� 
The first half of the race 
didn’t go to plan and I ended 
up becoming sick� I couldn’t 
keep any fluid or food down 
and I thought that my race 
was going to be over before 
it begun� I had to dig really 
deep to keep my focus and 
stay motivated� I changed my 
race strategy and used my 
military planning skills to be 
flexible and still keep my eye 
on my overall objective� In the 
final 3rd of the race I started 
to feel strong again and was 
able to track down some of 
the leading athletes� It was not 
till 96km that I took the lead� 
With a final hard, steep and 
technical descent I crossed 
the finish line in 1st place – a 
first for any british athlete in 
the history of the race! I don’t 
think there is such a thing as a 
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perfect race, no matter what 
planning and preparation you 
have done, there are always 
unforeseen circumstances� 

‘No plan ever survives contact’ 
– being able to stay agile in 
your mind is one of the most 
important things in endurance 
sport and for a junior officer!

I am now going to be 
spending the winter months 
representing the army in cross 
country and on the roads in 
order to improve on some of 
my weaknesses before getting 
back into the mountains next 
year and building up for the 
world championships again 
for Team gb�
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The British Army Inter Unit Orienteering 
Championships took place 23 – 24 May 18 as 

part of the World Orienteering Day celebration.  A 
total of 153 Army competitors and 60 civilians ran 
on Bulford Ridge, Salisbury Plain Training Area. 

British army Inter unit 
Orienteering Competition 2018
by Staff Sergeant R Harrison 
Royal Army Physical Training Corps Instructor 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

1. Gdsm Woodward, LSgt  
 Burrows-Jones, SSgt (SSI)  
 Harrison and LSgt Evans 94.
2. LSgt Evans 94 racing round  
 the course.
3. SSgt (SSI) Harrison (RATPCI)  
 in action.
4. The race map.
5. The team preparing.

additionally, 48 soldiers took 
part in a coaching session to 
enhance their orienteering 
skills� 

day one of the event was 
a spanish score and day 2 
a Harris event� There were 
different classes based on 
age, gender and experience� 
1 Wg entered in the short/ 
beginners’ course class� The 
spanish score was introduced 
this year to encourage units 
with limited orienteering 
experience to participate, 
by allowing soldiers to run 
together as a team� The format 
required all controls to be 
visited by every member of the 
four-man team, with no time 
limit� The finishing time for the 

last team member in counted� 

The Harris Relay took place on 
the same ground with some of 
the same controls� The format 
dictates a mandatory spine of 
6 controls that every member 
of the team must visit and an 
additional 24 controls that only 
one member of the team need 
visit� 

This was a great 2-day package 
and a fantastic opportunity for 
beginners to be introduced to 
orienteering� our inexperience 
resulted in less than optimal 
placings on both days: 9/14 on 
day one and 21/24 on day 2� 
Next year’s aspiration is to gain 
more interest and move up the 
rankings�

1
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Ex PACIFIC LONGBOW is an Army Adventurous 
Sail Training Exercise taking place from 20 

Sep 17 – 20 Sep 18. Leg 4 was the Infantry Leg 
from 10 Dec 17 to 19 Jan 18 and was allocated to 
the Foot Guards and London Regiment. 

a challenge 72 yacht (15 man 
crew) departed from Panama, 
sailing via the galapagos 
Islands, to Hawaii� Thanks 
to the generosity of the 
Welsh guards Trustees, I was 
fortunate to be one of those 
onboard�

on the first leg of the tour 
we arrived in Panama, where 
it was humid and very hot� 
as soon as we arrived, we 
familiarised ourselves with the 
surroundings - experiencing 

Ex PaCIFIC LONgBOW – Panama to Hawaii 
via the galapagos Islands
by Guardsman DJ Brain 
Number Two Company 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

2

1

the local culture, wildlife and 
nightlife� We visited Panama 
city, the older parts of which 
were particularly magnificent� 

after this, we set off on 
the second leg of the tour 
which saw us sailing to the 
galapagos Islands� This took 
us around 6 days, in calm 
seas and with no other boats 
in sight� along the way we 
saw some elegant flying 
manta rays and magnificent 
humpback whales, which 

3
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5

1. All aboard.
2. Gdsm Brain with a  
 commemorative coin from  
 the Marine Infantry of Ecuador 
 for facing his fears and  
 swimming with a 5m tiger  
 shark.
3. At the helm.
4. Enjoying our first stop.
5. Swimming with turtles.

were a real shock to the 
system as I have never 
experienced anything like 
this in my life� on the sixth 
day we reached the island of 
santa cruz, one of the many 
galapagos Islands� We were 
met by an Ecuadorian Naval 
officer who kindly showed us 
around the island� He showed 
us the nightlife on the first 
night which was very good� 
on the second night of the 
tour we visited the charles 
darwin Research centre up 
in the galapagos Mountains 
which was something else 
that I had never experienced� 
We got up close with the 
galapagos giant tortoises and 
the marine iguanas� We also 
experienced some snorkelling, 
where we saw white tipped 
sharks, turtle and sea lions�

We then departed the 
galapagos Islands and 
travelled onwards to the ‘big 
Island’, Hawaii, which took us 
3 weeks without stopping off 
at any other smaller islands� 
The big Island is the largest 
of the Hawaiian Islands, 
covered in rainforest and 
with two active volcanoes� 
Unfortunately the weather 
wasn’t the best, so we couldn’t 
really experience all the sites� 
The second night we ventured 
into the town where we 
visited a sushi bar, which was 
yet another new experience 
for me� 

our next adventure was 
Honolulu; we docked at the 
famous Pearl Harbour, famous 
for the Japanese attack on 
the Us Navy and oil refineries 
in World War 2� We docked 
alongside the Uss Missouri 

and Uss arizona, which was 
an incredible experience; 
they are the biggest ships I 
have ever seen� In Honolulu, 
we ventured to one of the 
world’s most famous beaches 
- Waikiki beach, which is well 
known for surfing, which I 
tried my hand at and really 

enjoyed� oahu was the last 
island I visited before the flight 
back to the United kingdom� 
I thoroughly enjoyed this 
once in a lifetime opportunity 
and would recommend it to 
anyone� It cannot be said that 
Welsh guardsmen don’t get to 
try new things out!

4
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It was a cold, dark and extremely wet night in 
Rabbit Wood on the back area of ITC Catterick 

when I received the jubilant text stating that my 
name had been ”pulled out of the hat” amongst 
50 other willing volunteers to partake in Leg 11 
of Exercise PACIFIC LONGBOW; the Household 
Division Leg.

EXErCIsE PaCIFIC LONgBOW tO HaLIFaX
by Captain MRC McNeill Love 
Welsh Guards

I would have been delighted 
to have gained a space on 
any of the legs; however, 
New York to Halifax, stopping 
off at various iconic cities 
and marinas along the east 
coast of america along the 
way certainly peaked my 
enthusiasm�

We arrived in gosport on the 
22nd June, home of the Joint 
services adventurous sailing 
centre, to meet the rest of 
the crew and receive various 
safety briefs� The crew was 
made up of three officers; 
Lieutenant Rory Mcgrath (Ig), 
Lt William charlesworth (HcR) 
and myself� The remaining 
11 crew were a mixture of 
ranks from guardsman/
Troopers to Lance sergeants 
from the Household cavalry, 
coldstream guards, scots 
guards and Irish guards� 
apart from myself there 
were no grenadier guards 
or Welsh guards due to their 
operational commitments in 
afghanistan and Iraq�

as our taxi pulled into Liberty 
Landing Marina, having just 
landed in JFk a few hours 
earlier, the first thing that 
struck me, from a completely 
novice sailors’ point of view, 
was the sheer size of the 
72-foot challenge boat that 
was to be our home for the 
adventure we were about 
to embark on� The boat, 
suitably named discoverer, 
dwarfed the majority of the 
other sailing boats in the 
marina and with its british 

army branding was difficult 
to miss� The second thing was 
the unbelievable location of 
the marina� We were situated 
less than 500m across the 
water from Manhattan and 
you could see the busy water 
front bars and restaurants 
that were enticing us to 
catch the water taxi over 
and sample an american 
beer or two! It was at this 
stage I began to wonder how 
anyone could class this luxury 
sailing trip, mooring in some 
of the world’s most famous 
marinas, as even remotely 
‘adventurous’� 

These initial thoughts of 
grandeur were short lived! 
We were shown our ‘living 
quarters’ which comprised 
of bunk beds, some three 
beds high, with so little room 
between them that you 
struggle to lie on your side� 
We had a small box in which 
to live out of and everything 
you couldn’t fit would be left 
in your bags and stored in 
a water tight compartment 
at the stern of the boat� We 
were briefed on how ‘routine’ 
was going to be implemented 
throughout the trip and were 
each given our various roles� 
Needless to say my visions of 
gin and tonics on deck in the 
sun as we sailed from port to 
port had rapidly disappeared!

after prepping the boat for 
sailing and conducting several 
safety rehearsals we were 
released into the city for two 
days� The entire crew made 

1
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the most of their time in New 
York visiting a number of 
tourist attractions and making 
the most of what New York 
had to offer� The highlights 
being the 9/11 museum, 
which was both harrowing 
and fascinating, and Time 
square, which one of the 
guardsmen was overheard 
saying; “it’s like disney Land 
on steroids!” determined that 
we had to see at least one live 
american sport, a few of us 
decided to go to a New York 
Mets baseball game� due to 
it being a mid-week game 
all of our google searches 
indicated that it would be 
a ‘quiet’ night� How wrong 
we were! The queues to get 
tickets were extraordinary 
and we had little faith we 
would get in, that was until 
we mentioned to one of the 
crowd ushers that we were 
in the british army� With 
plenty of ‘thank you for your 
service’ type comments 
we were rushed straight to 
the front of the queue, in 
through a ‘VIP oNLY’ door 
and given complimentary 
tickets to prime seats� It 
was an awesome night and 
the american’s proved, as 
was to be a common theme 
throughout the trip, that they 
are exceptional hosts!

We left New York on a 
beautiful Tuesday morning, 
pausing just in front of the 
statue of Liberty for the 
obligatory photo opportunity, 
before heading North East 
towards Newport, Rhode 
Island� The weather was kind 
to us, with just enough wind 
to actually sail and enough 
sun to help keep my original 
visions of the trip alive – minus 
the gin! Whilst sailing we were 
tested on our man overboard 
drills and the crew were split 
into two ‘mother watches’ 
to maintain the routine 
running of the boat� This 
included cooking, cleaning 
and sailing the boat, whilst the 
other mother watch rested� 

Everyone was expected to get 
stuck in, regardless of rank, 
and assist with whatever tasks 
they were set� When one is 
not a natural cook, cooking for 
14 people is difficult enough, 
let alone in a confined space 
with limited resources and at 
times on what felt like a very 
aggressive roller coaster! This 
first two day stretch gave the 
crew an opportunity to get 
used to the living conditions 

and the practicalities of sailing 
the 72ft yacht� It also allowed 
the more novice members of 
crew to find their sea legs!

It took us over two days to 
reach our planned anchorage 
site just off shore from 
Newport Marina and we were 
very much looking forward 
to our first run-a-shore� This 
involved getting a water taxi 
from the boat to the small but 
very busy harbor of Newport� 

3

4

1. Discoverer cutting through  
 the Atlantic swell on its way to  
 Canada.
2. Lt Will Charlesworth after a  
 very long and wet night sail to  
 Halifax.
3. Capt Matt McNeill Love  
 (author), Lt Rory McGrath  
 and Lt Will Charlesworth  
 exploiting a unique photo  
 opportunity as Discoverer  
 passed the Statue of Liberty  
 as it left Liberty Bay Marina.
4. The crew tentatively looking  
 out for signs of whales.
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We only stayed one night in 
Newport due to a unanimous 
decision to get to boston as 
early as possible in order to 
explore the famous student 
city� It was just a short sail to 
boston and we arrived in the 
afternoon of 30th June�

sailing through the night 
presented a new set of 
challenges for the novice 
members of the crew� From 
learning to navigate using 
the stars and a compass (ok 
fine and a gPs) from dodging 
the thousands of, incredibly 
difficult to see, lobsters pot 
buoys that litter the sea and 
would cripple the boat if they 
were to get tangled in the 
rudders or propellers� The 
wind picked up and the swell 
increased quite considerably 
causing waves to splash 
over the bow of the boat, 
continually soaking anyone 
that was on deck� It was whilst 
the boat was heeling, so much 
so that the port side of the 
decking was skimming the 
water, that I realized why this 
was classed as “adventurous 
training!” 

after prepping the boat for 
mooring, which involved 
packing away and ‘flaking’ the 
enormous sails and a deep 
clean of the boat, inside and 
out, we were free to explore 
boston� The camaraderie on 
the boat was good and the 
majority of the crew stayed in 
the same hotel in the center 
of boston, if nothing else, to 
be able to lie on our sides 
for the night! some of the 
highlights of boston included 
sampling some of its famous 
Lobster restaurants, where it 
was often cheaper to order an 
entire lobster and chips than 
anything else on the menu� 
Walking the boston Freedom 
Trail and the unbelievable 
reception we received by 
other boat owners in the 
Marina when they saw the 
british army insignia on the 
boat! We were disappointed to 
leave such an amazing city�

as we left boston to continue 
our journey North we 
deviated from our original 
planned route in order to 
go whale watching� There is 
an enormous reef situated 

approximately 4 miles to the 
East of the boston shoreline 
that is famous for whale 
watching and needless to 
say, it did not disappoint� The 
reef provides a rich feeding 
ground for whales and 
dolphins and we were lucky 
enough to see humpbacks, 
finbacks and pilot whales as 
well as pods of dolphins� It 
was only when a humpback 
whale swam directly towards 
the port side of the boat 
that we fully appreciated the 
sheer size of the mammal� a 
particularly curious humpback 
whale, which was wider than 
the 72ft length of the boat, 
dived just a few meters before 
an almost certain collision 
with the port side of the boat 
causing the skipper, Ian, to 
instruct us all to ‘brace and 
clip on!’ The entire episode 
felt as though it happened in 
slow motion as we watched 
this enormous creature glide 
underneath the hull of the 
boat� Luckily the whale didn’t 
collide with the boat and it 
resurfaced on the starboard 
side of the boat with an 

enormous splash before 
gracefully disappearing into 
the blackness of the ocean�

We continued our journey 
North to Portland, sailing 
through the night so that 
we could be ashore for the 
4th of July celebrations� as 
many of the crew discovered 
for themselves, when taking 
into consideration the cause 
for the annual celebration, 
July 4th is probably the only 
day of the year when it is not 
advisable to open with ‘I’m 
in the british army’ whilst 
trying to impress a girl at a 
bar! Portland was great fun 
and our time flew by� before 
we knew it we were back on 
board discoverer heading for 
canada�

our final destination was 
the Royal Nova scotia Yacht 
squadron (RNsYs) in Halifax 
where we would sadly 
handover the boat to the 
next on-coming crew who 
would take her on her next 
journey� The members of the 
RNsYs could not have been 
more welcoming and the 
crew certainly enjoyed the 
two full days we had left on 
our adventure� after hours of 
deep cleaning and essential 
boat maintenance we handed 
the boat over to the next 
skipper and made our way to 
the airport to fly home�

Exercise PacIFIc LoNgboW 
was a fantastic experience and 
I would encourage anyone of 
any rank to get themselves on 
any of the sailing aT� Even if 
you are total novice like I was, 
my only sailing experience 
consisting of playing ‘pirates’ 
on Lazer Picos in gibraltar 
when I was 8, the team at 
gosport are great teachers, 
very knowledgeable and most 
importantly incredibly patient�

1. The majority of the crew  
 making the most of the sun  
 as they set sail on the first leg  
 of their journey.

1
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Colonel Tom Bonas Regimental Adutant, Mrs 
Vivien Bonas, 2nd Lt Joe Wilkinson, WO2 

(RQMS) Dai Davies 03, members, associate 
members, friends and family of the Welsh 
Guards Association recently attended the 74th 
Annual Liberation Commemoration at Hechtel, 
Belgium. This was the location of a fierce battle 
in 1944 involving the 1st and 2nd Battalion and 
represents one of the Regiment’s battle honours. 
The second part of the tour focused on another 
Regimental Battle Honour from the Great War, 
the Battle of Cambrai in 1917 and 1918.

tHE assOCIatION BattLEFIELd tOur 2018 
HECHtEL & CamBraI 
8-12 september 2018 
by Captain Lyndon Davies QARANC 
and Neil Rice, Assistant Secretary General

after an early start by coach 
from Maindy barracks in 
cardiff with some pickups on 
route, we first headed to the 
belgian town of Hechtel-Eksel, 
to take part in the annual 
service and commemoration 
parade remembering the 
liberation of the town by the 
Welsh guards in september 

1944� The battle of Hechtel 
was a serious attempt by the 
germans to stop the allied 
advance in belgium after the 
breakthrough in Normandy 
and was largely a Welsh 
guards battle supported by 
a company of scots guards� 
The town was liberated after 
very intense fighting but 
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sadly 35 of the villagers had 
lost their lives, the majority 
of which had been executed 
by the germans who had also 
burned 80 houses� 

since the end of the war, the 
regiment has formed a very 
close bond with the town 
with representatives from 
the regiment, and up until 
very recently, veterans of the 
fighting making it an annual 
pilgrimage to take part in 
the annual remembrance 
activities� This year was 
no exception with 34 in 
our number in attendance 
including some widows of 
veterans from the battle� The 
commemoration commenced 
with a very moving Mass in st 
Lambert’s church supported 
by an exceptional youth 
orchestra who provided 
music of the highest quality� 
This was then followed by a 
march to the town cemetery 
where wreathes were laid 
by the Mayor of the town Jan 

dalemans, colonel bonas and 
representatives of the belgian 
veterans and serving armed 
forces� garvin Matthews, ex 
member of the Welsh guards 
band who was attending the 
tour for the first time played 
Last Post and Reveille after 
which local children laid 
flowers on the graves of the 
civilians who were murdered 
by the retreating Wehrmacht 
troops� Noticeable amongst 
the crowd was an emotional 
elderly gentleman in a 
wheelchair who told us the 
most remarkable and moving 
of stories� He explained 
that he was 16 years old in 
1944 and both he and his 
father were rounded up for 
execution by the germans� 
His mother saved his life by 
pushing past the german 
guards to extract him from 
the group but he was then 
horrified to stand there and 
witness his father being shot 
in the back of the head� He 
told us this story at the foot 
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of his father’s grave and said 
that his mother saved his life 
seconds before her husband 
was murdered� as the 
emotion got the better of him, 
he repeated over and over 
the phrase, “the Welsh guards 
saved us, thank you, thank 
you Welsh guards”� a very 
powerful reminder of why it is 
important to remember what 
happened in Hechtel� 

From the cemetery, the 
parade moved off to the 
Liberation Memorial which is 
a tank in a peaceful garden in 
the centre of the town� There 
were 4 standards carried 
on the day, cardiff branch, 
North Wales branch, Welsh 
guards Reunited branch and 
the Welsh guards Pilgrims 
each carried excellently by 
4 novice standard bearers, 
Mike Hermanis, Paul conlon, 
steve gelly and Maldwyn 
Jones all of whom had been 
whipped into shape and 
admirably instructed by 

Major kip Hall who carried the 
standard for the south Wales 
branch of the Royal army 
Medical corps association� 
adding a very special and 
moving contribution to this 
ceremony was our friend 
Emma brown, a soprano 
solo from Nottingham who 
now lives in Holland, who’s 
unaccompanied and haunting 
rendition of ‘abide with 
Me’ brought many a tear to 
many an eye� Her singing 
gripped the mood of the 
commemoration and one 
could have heard a pin drop 
as the large numbers present 
stood in total silence totally 
engrossed in her voice� Emma 
regularly sings at the Menin 
gate and both she and her 
partner Ronald Hartsuiker 
have supported other 
ceremonies that we have 
been involved in over recent 
years� We were delighted 
that they made the effort to 
join us in Hechtel which was 
greatly appreciated by the 

Mayor and she has already 
been booked to sing again 
next year� There was a civic 
reception and a meal after 
the parade in the community 
centre� sadly, there was no 
time this year to conduct the 
singing competition between 
the tour members and the 
local community because as 
soon as we finished our meal, 
we had to leave promptly to 
attend as VIP guests at the 
belgium National air show� 

It was a remarkable 
experience travelling down 
the flight line in VIP style in 
front of the thousands of 
spectators to be taken to the 
VIP enclosure� The faces in 
the crowd was an absolute 
picture when the RQMs in 
full ceremonial uniform of 
bearskin and tunic stepped 
out of the VIP vehicle� We 
were then introduced to 
the british ambassador in 
brussels, following which we 
were hosted extremely well 

with endless quantities of 
champagne� andy Morgan 
came into his own at this 
point and was the perfect 
link between us and the 
waiters, ensuring that nobody 
experienced an empty glass 
for the rest of the day� The 
number of champagne bottles 
that we consumed was 
countless and amongst the 
socializing, the flying displays 
in such glorious weather were 
very impressive to see� after 
singing “for he’s a jolly good 
fellow” to thank Jan dalemans, 
the Mayor of Hechtel-Eksel 
for his incredible hospitality 
we departed back to our hotel 
that evening for a well earnt 
rest�  

The following day we visited 
Leopoldsburg cemetery 
where those Welsh guards 
who lost their lives in the 
battle of Hechtel are buried� 
Here, we were addressed 
by colonel bonas on the 
importance of the Regiment’s 
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heritage and why we make 
this trip every year� This was 
followed by a dignified wreath 
laying ceremony with Last 
Post before we then headed 
towards France to look at the 
actions of the Welsh guards in 
and around cambrai in both 
1917 and 1918� as a surprise 
stop to break up the journey, 
we took the opportunity to 
visit the battlefield of Waterloo 
en route� This was a hit by all 
on the coach and we stood at 

the very spot where Napoleon 
oversaw the battle� We had 
a great overview of the 
battle from our exceptional 
battlefield guide, allan Wood 
who’s enthusiastic input will 
remain in our memories for 
a long time� We then stopped 
for lunch in the historic town 
of Mons�

over the next two days we 
visited many of the key points 
in the fighting of 1917/18 

where the Welsh guards 
played an important role� 
allan Wood, our guide was 
truly excellent� He has an 
encyclopedic knowledge of 
the period and this coupled 
with his intimate research 
into the minutiae of the Welsh 
guards involvement really 
brought the trip to life� We felt 
fully immersed in the actions 
at Fontaine Notre dame, 
bapaume, Écoust-st-Mein, st 
Quentin canal Marcoing and 
Noyelles-sur-Escaut� alan was 
truly an exceptional guide and 
we were very lucky to have 
him with us� In the course 
of our travels we stopped 
and paid our respects at the 
graves of our fallen comrades� 
alan took us to the cemetery 
where the last Welsh guards 
believed to be killed in action 
in the first world war were 
buried and then took us to 
the spot where they died 
where we had a moment of 
reflection� another successful 
stop was the visit to ‘deborah’ 
the WW1 tank excavated 
from the mud of cambrai� We 
were fortunate in that our 
hotel manager, Phillippe was 
responsible for this project 
and he personally showed us 
around the tank museum� 

To conclude the 2018 
battlefield Tour, we held a 
ceremony of remembrance at 
the cambrai Memorial which 
commemorates more than 
7,000 servicemen, including 
61 Welsh guards who died in 
the battle of cambrai whose 
graves are not known� It was 
a poignant ceremony with 
all our standard bearers on 
parade with kelvyn Jenkins ex 
Welsh guards band playing 
Last Post and his colleague 
garvin Matthews sounding 
Reveille� The wreath was 
laid by col barrie davies obE 
deputy Lord Lieutenant for 
south glamorgan who was a 
guest on the trip� 

We concluded the tour with 
a dinner on the final night at 

our hotel where col bonas 
rounded up the tour perfectly 
with an address and some 
presentations� The trip was 
a great success and we all 
learned a great deal about 
the history of the Regiment� 
We honoured with dignity 
the fallen members of the 
regiment and we all had a 
wonderful time re-cementing 
the bonds between old friends 
and making many new ones 
through great comradeship 
and esprit de corps� It was 
really nice to have so many 
on the trip who had come 
along for the first time and 
it was lovely to hear them 
all say that they would be 
back again next year� It was 
particularly nice to welcome 
2nd Lt Joe Wilkinson currently 
serving with the Regiment 
having newly commissioned 
from sandhurst� It is hoped 
that future tours can include 
more serving members to 
strengthen bonds between 
the battalion and the 
association� 

Next year will be a very special 
year with Hechtel-Eksel 
commemorating 75 years of 
their liberation� The Mayor 
has promised the biggest 
commemoration ever and is 
planning an impressive tattoo 
of military bands� It is the 
intent of the association to run 
a battlefield Tour to coincide 
with this and we hope to gain 
support from association 
members to join in and 
experience great comradeship 
in what is always an excellent 
trip in the company of friends 
who share a common purpose 
and interest� To express an 
interest to attend the tour 
in september 2019 (dates to 
be confirmed but likely to be 
7-11 September 2019) please 
register your interest with 
your branch secretaries in the 
first instance or by emailing 
the battlefield Tour Project 
officer, capt Lyndon davies on 
dLdavies123@gmail.com�
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Once again, another superb reunion 
organised by Captain Chris Hopkins and 

attended by over 150 Welsh Guardsmen, their 
family and friends and relatives of those that 
never returned.

36th Falklands reunion – Wrexham 
saturday 23rd june 2018 
Major (Retired) M E Browne BEM 
Assistant Regimental Adjutant

although primarily 
centred around the church 
service, Wreath laying 
and Remembrance on the 
saturday, many Veterans 
tend to make a weekend of 
it and stay in and around the 
Wynnstay arms Hotel in the 
centre of Wrexham� 

In the presence of Ian 
Lucas MP and the Mayor of 
Wrexham councillor andy 
Williams, The Reverend dr 
Jason bray, the Vicar of st 
giles’ officiated with brigadier 
J F Rickett cbE reading the 
Lesson� We were most 
fortunate to have the Rhos 
orpheus Male Voice choir in 

attendance and their singing 
was immense and enjoyed 
by all� 

after the church service 
there is the traditional wreath 
laying ceremony and act of 
Remembrance at the Welsh 
guards Falklands Memorial 
at bodhyfryd followed by a 
reception at the Wrexham War 
Memorial club�

captain chris Hopkins does 
a superb job each year of 
laying on such a wonderful 
event and the Welsh guards 
charity are happy to support 
his efforts� 
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On 9 April 1917, the British Army launched 
a daring surprise attack, using a 17th 

century network of mining tunnels, dug out 
and developed further by New Zealand miners, 
to spring 24,000 British troops right onto the 
German trenches

101st anniversary of the Battle of arras 
Lieutenant S A Ward 
Officer Commanding Number Six Platoon, 
Number Two Company 

In a bloody battle they 
achieved the largest advance 
of ground since the start 
of the War, including the 
recapture of Vimy Ridge� 
after 5 weeks, and without 
having been able to achieve 
the decisive breakthrough 
required to have real impact 
on the strategic situation, 
the battle became a costly 
stalemate for both sides� 
by the end of the battle, the 
british had suffered 160,000 
casualties, and the germans 
125,000, with scarcely any 
ground gained after the first 
day� 25 Victoria crosses were 
awarded in the action�

Every year, on 9 april at 
0630, le carrière Wellington, 
the custodians of the tunnel 
systems and museum which 
sits within it, hold a dawn 
service in commemoration of 
those involved in the battle� 
as a Regiment, the Welsh 
guards have had significant 
involvement with arras: with 
the “arras, 1918” a battle 
Honour on the colours, and 
subsequently, liberating it 
from german occupation in 
the second World War, where 
Lieutenant the Honourable 
christopher Furness won 
one of the Regiment’s 
Victoria crosses� as such, 
representatives from the 
Regiment were invited to the 
service, attended by locals, 
diplomats from nations 
involved, the british Military 
attaché to France, and various 
other british cap badges� 

Lt Ward and Lsgt Forde 
travelled down on sunday 
8 april 2018 to arras, now 
a typical town in Northern 
France with a picturesque 
square that belies its bloody 
past� With uniform pressed 
and boots bulled, we arrived 
at le carrière Wellington at 
0545 the following morning, 
along with about 300 other 
people gathered for the 
service� The commemoration 
comprised of various readings 
from English and german 
diaries and letters from the 
time, as well as hymns and 
music provided by a local 
orchestra� Lt Ward gave a 
reading and laid a wreath 
on behalf of the Regiment, 
in what was a very poignant 
service in memory of all those 
that gave their lives in the 
battle� 

after the service, the Mayor 
of arras hosted a breakfast, 
which gave us the chance 
to talk with local historians 
and members of the public, 
who were very appreciative 
of our representation at the 
service� We were then given 
an excellent guided tour of the 
museum, set in the tunnels 
themselves�

overall, taking part in the 
101st commemoration of 
the battle of arras was a 
real honour� It was a sombre 
reminder of the conditions 
of the lives of the men that 
fought in the First World War, 
as well as the enormity of 
the scale of the lives lost on 

1
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1. French veterans honour  
 the dead.
2. The Regimental wreath laid.
3. Lt Ward gives a reading of a  
 diary extract.
4. The tunnel to the surface  
 where the British launched  
 their assault.
5. Part of the tunnel systems dug 
 out by New Zealand miners.

both sides� It also served as 
a reminder of our special link 
with the town of arras� given 
our involvement in both wars 
and it being where one of 
our Victoria crosses was won, 
the Regiment will continue to 
nurture the very close links it 
has with arras in the coming 
years�

3

4 5
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On 12th April 1918, aged 30, Captain George 
Claud Latham Insole MC, Welsh Guards, was 

killed in Action at Boyelles, Arras, France. 

Having joined the Regiment 
as one of the first and original 
officers on 8th april 1915, 
captain Insole reported for 
duty with the 1st battalion at 
White city, London on 16th 
June 1915 and subsequently 
accompanied the battalion to 
France in 1915, taking part in 
all battalion actions up to and 
including the battle at arras in 
which he lost his life� He was 
awarded the Military cross 
whilst fighting in belgium in 
1916�

Fast forward exactly 100 
years to 12th april 2018 and 
we are stood at Insole court 
(his family home) in Llandaff, 
cardiff to commemorate his 
life and remember his passing�

a commemorative tree 
and plaque which had 
been unveiled in 2007 was 
rededicated after being 
moved (due to building work) 
and once again the Welsh 
guards played a part in the 
rededication�

Captain george Claud Lathom Insole mC 
by Major (Retired) ME Browne BEM 
Assistant Regimental Adjutant

1. Regimental Support Team  
 assistance flanking the  
 Memorial Tree.
2. Captain Claud Insole MC.
3. The Memorial Plaque.

The short event, organised 
by the Friends of Insole 
court, was supported by the 
Regimental support Team, a 
bugler from the Regimental 
band and members of the 
Welsh guards association� 

In the presence of the 
Lord Lieutenant of south 
glamorgan Mrs Morfudd ann 
Meredith, captain sir Norman 
Lloyd-Edwards kcVo gcstJ Rd 
JP RNR, chairman of the Insole 
court Trust made a short 
address which was followed 
by a tribute read by Mr alun 
salisbury� Following the Last 
Post, Exhortation, a Minute 
silence and Reveille, the 
Regimental Flag was raised 
to reveal the commemorative 
plaque, re-sited at the foot of 
the commemorative tree� 

1

2
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In late February this year a group of twelve 
Welsh Guards veterans made a return visit 

to the Falkland Islands for the first time since 
the conflict of 1982. The visit was organised 
and administered by the author and included 
Tom Thorne, Steve George, Brian McCann, Clive 
Aspden, Tom Jones-Parry, Johnny Dunford, 
Cliff Hall, Brian Baker, Martin Griffiths 94, Steve 
Carter and John Roberts.
The following is our daily 
diary�

day 1 - departure uK 
Wednesday 28th February

Regrettably but not surprised 
that our planned departure 
from RaF brize Norton was 
delayed for four days due to 
our Voyager aircraft being 
held in cape Verde West 
africa awaiting spare parts for 
repairs to be carried out�

Not the most welcome 
start to our long-awaited 
journey which has been in 
the planning all year, so there 
were a frantic few days 

veterans visit to the Falkland Islands 
36 Years On 
by Major (Retired) CGH Carty MBE

reorganising our programme 
with our hosts in the Falklands 
who all managed to fit us 
in on our amended dates� 
Thankfully all our veterans 
also managed to run with the 
new dates and with some 
relief our journey was once 
again going to plan� 

Prior to this epic journey 
everyone met up at the 
gateway House Hotel at RaF 
brize Norton, some having 
more than a little difficulty 
recognising comrades from 
over 35 years ago, however 
after ten minutes or so it felt 
as if we were all just coming 
back after two weeks leave!

4. Steve George, Tom Thorne,  
 Brian Baker, Cliff Hall, Brian  
 McCann, John Dunford, Clive  
 Aspden, Charlie Carty MBE,  
 Martin Griffiths 94, Steve  
 Carter, Tom Jones-Parry,  
 John Roberts.
5. Steve George signs the Visitors  
 Book at Government House.

after an excellent evening 
meal at the RaF gateway 
House and all the formalities 
completed we were in the 
departure lounge for our four 
hour wait for departure, with 
fingers crossed!

4

5
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day 2 - arrival Falklands 
thursday 1st march

at 0110hrs on saint david’s 
day we departed on the first 
leg of our journey to cape 
Verde West africa, which is 
now being used, I am told, 
until 2020 while the runway 
on ascension Island is being 
repaired� after a two hour 
refuelling stop we were on 
the second leg to RaF Mount 
Pleasant in the Falkland 
Islands� 

on arrival at Mount Pleasant 
airport our transport collected 
the group for the journey of 
about an hour to stanley and 
for the first time since 1982 
everyone was getting a feel of 
the terrain they had not seen 
for thirty six years, there was 
a mix of banter, discussion 
to identify the features on 
route and quiet contemplation 
whilst realising that we have 
at last arrived on the islands 
which were to have such an 
effect on us in one way or 

accommodation which has 
a commanding view over 
the inner harbour� all credit 
must go to the Falklands 
Veterans Federation founding 
committee for their inspiration 
when planning its inception, 
although it must be said that 
many of the islanders still 
do miss the opportunity to 
house veterans as they did 
in the early days of veterans 
returning to the islands

day 3 - mount Pleasant 
Base Friday 2nd march 

after an early “Full Welsh” 
breakfast we moved self-
contained in our three 4x4s 
ably driven by the author, 
brian baker and Tom Jones-
Parry, all volunteers of course! 
We pulled out of stanley past 
sapper Hill and headed for 
the Mount Pleasant complex 
where all the resident military 
services were hosting us 
during the morning�

our first visit was to 14 
(cole’s kop) battery Ra who 
were the resident Rapier 
battery based near Mare 
Harbour, after being met by 
the battery commander we 
were superbly looked after 
and introduced to all aspects 

another for the rest of our 
lives�

We arrived at the fantastic 
Liberty Lodge and were met 
with an excellent welcome 
from the lodge manager ali 
dodd� No one could have 
missed the aroma of the “all 
in stew” she had prepared 
for us�

There is no doubt that the 
group, as always were taken 
back by the quality and 
high standard of the lodge 

2
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1. Our farewell dinner at the  
 Malvina Hotel with guests  
 Tim and Jan Miller.
2. Remembering LCpl Thomas 03 
 (Bowser) at his memorial  
 along minefield 60 with Mount 
 Harriet in the background.
3. Our first informal visit to the  
 Welsh Guards memorial at  
 Fitzroy - Our memorial service  
 to follow.
4. Brian Baker on our visit to  
 HMS Clyde - No rounds in  
 the magazine, No rounds in  
 the chamber.

of their role in the Falklands� I 
should also mention that we 
met a young gunner who had 
transferred from the Welsh 
guards - he obviously received 
more than a little stick!

on moving to the Royal air 
Force we were again given 
various briefings as to their 
role followed by a detailed 
introduction to the c130 by 
the pilot and crew, again we 
were superbly looked after�

Finally, we moved again to 
Mare Harbour to be hosted 
royally by the captain and 
crew of HMs clyde Royal 
Navy who again gave us a full 
briefing on their role with an 
excellent tour of the ship after 
which the group were invited 
to the Ward Room for a superb 
lunch�

after lunch we returned 
to stanley to visit the War 
Memorial and stanley 
Museum and in the evening 
finishing the day with a group 
dinner at the Waterfront 
restaurant�

day 4 - Fitzroy  
saturday 3rd march

We started the day with 
our first very personal and 
emotional visit to Fitzroy and 
the Welsh guards Memorial, 
here we also took the 
opportunity to visit all the 
other memorials in the area 
related to the bombing of 
the RFas sir galahad and sir 
Tristram� a final visit to the 
sheep pens where many of us 
found ourselves after getting 
off the sir galahad, this was 
virtually a ‘step back in time’ 
as little had changed over the 
years�

on travelling back to stanley 
we stopped to visit and pay 
our respects at the very 
personal memorial to Lcpl 
Thomas 03 (bowser) at 
Minefield 60� 

Finally arriving in stanley we 
sampled an excellent lunch at 
shorty’s diner and after being 
suitably fed and watered we 
moved into the afternoon with 
a visit to the exceptional

Memorial Wood which was a 
piece of unused ground which 
was landscaped and a tree 
planted for every serviceman 
killed in action� all the 
planning and work carried out 
in the making of this memorial 
was instigated by Tim and Jan 
Miller with the young children 
of their cub scouts� 

successive children continue 
to maintain the memorial 
wood over the years which 
provides peace, solitude and 
Remembrance for all� Here the 
group took the opportunity to 
plant small remembrance 

crosses for friends and 
comrades killed in action

day 5 - Bluff Cove 
sunday 4th march 2018

Today was planned as a 
Number 2 company day as 
the majority in the group 
were Number 2 company, 
bn HQ and Machine gun 
Platoon veterans who were 
involved in the advance to 
stanley in 1982� We followed 
their progress from bluff 
cove to Mount Harriett where 
they were in support of 
the Marines and then on to 
sapper Hill and stanley�

3
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starting our journey at bluff 
cove, we were met by kevin 
kilmartin who with his wife 
Hattie are the owners of 
bluff cove Farm, he made 
us very welcome and added 
greatly with his input on the 
events involving battalion HQ, 
Number 2 company and the 
Machine gun Platoon arriving 
at bluff cove in 1982�

We moved onward in the 
direction of stanley to 
Elephant canyon where the 
battalion HQ were located 

and thereafter the positions 
of Number 2 company where 
many of the old trench 
locations have been found 
on our visits� We further 
pinpointed the battalion 
start Line where a good 
view of Mount’s Longdon, 
Tumbledown and kent were 
seen, all areas of heavy 
fighting during the last week 
of the conflict�

our final stop on route was 
sapper Hill, the battalion’s final 
objective in 1982 from where 

a superb view of stanley was 
seen� all our route covered 
we returned to Liberty Lodge 
and prepared for an organised 
boat tour of the Inner and 
outer harbours� 

another day nearly comes 
to an end and its now back 
to the lodge to prepare for 
our invitation to dinner at the 
home of Tim and Jan Millar, 
who are of course legendary 
for their support to the Welsh 
guards veterans visiting the 
islands, the amount of work 

they do on our behalf, both 
with our visiting veterans and 
at Falkland Island government 
level is massive and there are 
no words I can put hear which 
will do them justice�

day 6 - memorial service 
monday 5th march 

a special day for us of course 
and in normal circumstances 
it would have been held on 
saint david’s day, however 
due to our delayed departure 
from the United kingdom this 
was not possible� 

We held our Memorial service 
at the Welsh guards Memorial 
in Fitzroy overlooking the 
offshore site of the bombing 
of the RFas sir galahad and 
sir Tristram and other than 
us the service was attended 
by serving members of the 
Royal Navy, army and Royal 
air Force based at the Mount 
Pleasant complex and a 
number of local Falkland 
Islanders� 

The newly appointed rector 
of the Falkland Islands the 
Reverend Nicholas Mercer 
kindly officiated, with the 
Welsh guards wreath being 
laid by brian baker, Welsh 
guards collect by Tom Thorne, 
Exhortation by steve carter, 
kohima Epitaph by Tom Parry-
Jones and the Names of the 
Lost by charlie carty�

on completion of our service 
we were invited to the Fitzroy 
Hall for refreshments before 
returning to stanley� Many 
thanks must go to the local 
people in Fitzroy and of 
course Jan and Tim who help 
to organise our visit each year� 

day 7 - Circumnavigation 
tuesday 6th march 

We departed Liberty Lodge 
for a long day in the field 
and having loaded all the 
goodies including Flasks and a 
Nosebag for lunch we planned 
to circumnavigate the Eastern 
Island covering Teal Inlet, san 
carlos, darwin and goose 
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1. The Welsh Guards memorial 
 at Fitzroy.
2. Inspecting the jetty we came  
 ashore on at San Carlos - Now  
 in very poor condition and  
 habited by the birds.
3. Tom Thorne contemplating  
 being a sailor on the harbour  
 tour.

green� sennybridge and 
dartmoor Training areas came 
to mind as we progressed on 
our journey in our three 4x4s�

on reaching san carlos and 
in a plot of overlooking the 
sea in this windswept land is 
the british Military cemetery, 
a carefully constructed 
and beautifully maintained 
memorial to the dead, of 
course most british casualties 
were buried at sea, but we 
spent some time here and 
paid our respects�

Eating our lunch overlooking 
the now rotting Jetty on which 
the battalion came ashore, 
the memories rolled back, we 
moved on to the location of 
the old company positions, 
to find some of the trench 
imprints now well grown over, 
it was now a clear sunny but 
breezy day which is a stark 
difference to the cold, wet and 
windswept days of 1982 when 
the peat trenches quickly filled 
with muddy water�

We also decided at this point 
to have our group photograph 
taken against the backdrop of 
st carlos Water the Taskforce 
Landing site in 1982�

onward we moved to goose 
green via the argentine 
cemetary near darwin 
positioned on a very bleak 
area lacking the well known 
care and attention of the War 
graves commission�

Travelling now along the 
southern route towards 
stanley still with some 
distance to go on less than 
ideal roads we eventually 
reached Liberty Lodge and 
prepared for a chilled evening 
and a few pints�

onward we moved to goose 
green via the argentine 
cemetary near darwin 
positioned on a very bleak 
area lacking the well known 
quality of the War graves 
commission�

Travelling now along the 
southern route towards 
stanley still with some 
distance to go on less than 
ideal roads we eventually 
reached Liberty Lodge and 
prepared for our dinner 
invitation with Ian and sheila 
stewart whose hospitality was 
second to none�

sheila has been key in helping 
us with our seabourn events 
and Ian played a significant 
part in the building of Liberty 
Lodge, they both support 
our groups on our every visit 
which is hugely appreciated�

day 8 - government House 
Wednesday 7th march 

Today has been fairly flexible 
with visits in stanley and 
personal choices of activity� 

We started the day with a visit 
to the Penguin colonies at 
gypsy cove followed by visits 
to the old stanley airport and 
Museum after which we again 
congregated at shorty’s diner 
for lunch�

at 1330hrs we are invited to 
tea at government House and 
on this occasion the deputy 
governor is hosting our visit, 
so back to the lodge and dress 
for the occasion after which 
we arrived as required five 
minutes before parade�

The deputy governor was 
very accommodating with a 
warm welcome and talked 
with everyone discussing a 
variety of interesting subjects 
which the group raised�

day 9 – Penultimate day 
thursday 08 march 

our penultimate day on the 
islands before we depart at 
0530hrs tomorrow morning 
for the United kingdom�

brief visits to cape Pembroke 
(atlantic conveyor) and 
Hookers Point (HMs 
glamorgan) in the morning 
with a final lunch at shorty’s 
diner, the remainder of 
the day being for personal 

activities followed by a quiet 
evening of administration and 
a few pints in preparation for 
our early (early) morning start 
for RaF Pleasant and the usual 
formalities�

day 10 – Homeward Bound 
Friday 09 march 

Having been picked up by 
our transport at the lodge 
and booked in at MPa, we are 
now on route for the United 
kingdom via cape Verde with 
much to reflect on during the 
18 hour flight� We have had a 
superb visit with exceptionally 
good weather and although 
some initially had differing 
feelings about the visit all 
are now agreed that they 
have thoroughly enjoyed 
themselves and benefited 

greatly from the journey 
south�

We have also been 
overwhelmed by the support 
and kindness we have been 
shown by everyone we have 
come into contact with in 
the Falkland Islands and no 
feelings expressed here will be 
able to show our gratitude for 
a visit never to be forgotten�
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On 1st September 18, Major F Howell IG, 
OC Rear Operations Group (ROG), RQMS 

J Owen, 1st Battalion and RQMS D Davies 03 
from Regimental Headquarters, attended 
the annual commemoration ceremony at the 
memorial plaque for the victims of World War 2 
in Hondzocht, just outside the town of Halle in 
Belgium. 

Hondzocht was the first 
Flemish village to be liberated 
in World War 2� 

The Welsh guards liberated 
Halle in 1944 taking on a 
german column that was 
on its way to brussels� What 
followed was a fierce fight in 
which four people were killed� 
The tribute was attended by 
a large gathering of the town 
and the family of a german 
soldier, Rudolf kirchhausen 
who was killed in Hondzocht�  
Rudolf kirchhausen’s 82-year-

miracle Painting -  
Hondzocht 1 september 2018 
by Warrant Officer Class 2 J Owen 
Regimental Quartermaster Sergeant

old son read out a very 
emotional speech in memory 
of his late Father�

after the commemoration 
ceremony, the congregation 
attended a service at the 
cathedral of Halle� Major 
Howell and the son of Rudolf 
kirchhausen were presented 
with commemorative 
certificates from the local 
Mayor, speeches were made 
and a very welcome, delicious 
meal was served at a local 
restaurant�

1
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1. Photo 1 - RQMS J Owen,  
 Maj F Howell IG, RQMS D  
 Davies  © Devogeleer Emile.
2.  Miracle Painting - restoration  
 sponsored by the Welsh  
 Guards Association.
3.  Major F Howell IG speaking to  
 son of German soldier.
4.  RQMS D Davies, Son of  
 Rudolf Kirchhausen, Mayor of  
 Hondzocht/Halle, Major  
 F Howell IG, RQMS J Owen,  
 presentation of certificates.
5.  Major F Howell IG addresses  
 the crowd in front of the  
 Memorial Plaque.
6. Wreath Laying.

In 2017, in recognition of 
the links between the town 
and the Regiment, the Welsh 
guards association sponsored 
the restoration of a 17th 
century “Miracle Painting”, 
whilst the family of Rudolf 
kirchhausen sponsored 
the restoration of another� 
Restoration complete, these 
both now hang in the basilica 
Halle, either side of the 15th 
century madonna in the 
tower and this was to be 
the first viewing since being 
re-hung� The Welsh guards 
sponsored painting depicts “a 
woman of Lobbes in Hainaut 
who fell under the wheel 
of a water mill being saved 
from a disastrous death”� The 
painting is part of a collection 
that hangs for locals and 
tourists to admire� 

This kind gesture by the 
Regiment has made a lasting 
impression with the locals 
of Hondzocht/Halle and the 
Welsh guards will always be 
invited and made welcome at 
this special commemoration�

2
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1st Battalion Welsh Guards has a long-
standing relationship with the citizenry of the 

village of Saint Charles de Percy in Normandy. 
Every year on 6 June the Battalion sends a group 
led by a junior officer to contribute to their 
remembrance ceremony. 

st Charles de Percy 2018
by Second Lieutenant O A Clarke 
Officer Commanding Number Five Platoon 
Number Two Company

so it was with an intense 
consciousness of my role 
in anglo-French relations 
that, fresh off the op ToRaL 
validation exercise, I led this 
year’s contingent�

The role of the Welsh guards 
in the liberation of saint 
charles de Percy is fondly 
remembered in the village 
but the details are not widely 
known in battalion� Even a dig 
into a well-thumbed copy of 
“bearskins, bayonets & body 
armour” (the Regimental 
centenary book) failed to 
divulge the information� 
It was only after personal 
investigation in the village’s 
small museum that I found 
that the 2nd battalion, an 
armoured battalion mounted 
in shermans, were part 
of sHaPINg operations 
surrounding the village while 
the Irish guards (also in 
attendance at the event every 
year) went in for the assault 
on foot�

The Mayor of saint charles de 
Percy, M� Jacques desormeau, 
is the main proponent and 
facilitator of the relationship 
and he welcomed us with 
generous hospitality� gdsm 
armstrong, Morrison and I 
were put up in his beautiful 

chateau and wanted for 
nothing� The Mayor greatly 
values the Welsh guards visit 
and in that he represents his 
voters who were effusive in 
their praise and warm wishes� 
It is the closest I have come to 
being thanked for my service�

The ceremony itself was 
a picture of triumphant 
civic localism� Mayors 
from surrounding villages, 
members of the French senate 
and veterans came together 
with the local community 
to pay tribute to those who 
had fought and died in the 
Normandy campaign� school 
children had organised a 
song for the occasion and the 
band played the “Marseilles” 
and “god save the Queen” 
with equal vigour� gdsm 
armstrong’s own efforts 
on the bugle were much 
appreciated and were an 
important force multiplier in 
this regard� The event was 
orchestrated by a patrician of 
local government who, with 
a point of his stick and a stern 
growl, kept everyone in line� 

In the event’s aftermath, 
our small party drove north 
through the bocage to omaha 
beach for a battlefield tour� 
Enthusiasm had even been 
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1. Gdsm Armstrong, 2Lt O Clarke  
 and Gdsm Morrison .
2. A view of the cemetery.
3. Gdsm Armstrong and 2Lt  
 O Clarke with an Irish Guards  
 officer behind.
4. Gdsm Armstrong, 2Lt O Clarke  
 and Gdsm Morrison.
5. Standard bearers lead  
 the way.
6. The ceremony underway.

awoken to such an extent 
that we went to bayeux but 
unfortunately the French 
President, in his own efforts 
to reinforce the Entente 
and much to our chagrin, 
had loaned the tapestry to 
London�

gratitude is owed to 
Regimental Headquarters 
for making the expedition 
possible and also to M� 
desormeau for his hosting� 
From our own point of view 
we left the village with a 
strong sense of pride in the 

Welsh guards and glad that 
we could assist a community 
determined never to forget 
the sacrifices of previous 
generations�
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The trip that we thought was doomed as we 
were delayed on two occasions from our 

original departure date which could easily have 
had a knock-on effect to our whole itinerary.

We were due to Fly from brize 
Norton on the Tuesday but 
were informed that there 
were mechanical issues which 
meant we were delayed until 
Thursday of that week� Then 
we received news that there 
were further issues in cape 
Verdi so we were given a 
new departure date of the 
sunday�  These delays would 
have a knock-on effect with 
our accommodation at Liberty 
Lodge but thankfully the 
wonderful team at the Lodge 
could accommodate us for 
our stay�

With individuals shifting 
work commitments and 
appointments at a rate of 
knots, the Famous Five finally 
left outward bound to cape 
Verdi on 1 apr (a significantly 
apt date!) arriving in the 
Falkland Islands on Mon 2 apr� 
our group consisted of:

sgt John davies 28 
sgt brian owen 52 
Lsgt Peter Evans 70 
gdsm/Lcpl kim burnell 
gdsm/Lcpl darrell Jones 73

tuesday 03rd 

after arriving and settling in 
on the Monday (2nd), today 
was like being back in the 
guards depot and going 
through the various changing 
parades from; Walking attire 
as we tabbed to Mount 
Tumbledown, then into suit’s 
& Medals to meet with the 
governor of the Falkland 
Islands, Mr Nigel Phillips 
cbE, who really embraced 

3rd time Lucky?
by Darrell Jones (73)

battleFielD touRs anD RemembRanCe WELSH GUARDS REgIMENTaL MagaZINE

our group and we spent a 
wonderful afternoon with 
him at government House, his 
official residence� Then it was 
back to the accommodation 
to change again so we could 
assist and appreciate the 
work that Tim & Jan Miller 
undertake for visiting Welsh 
guardsman� We descended 
on Memorial Wood to assist 
the cubs & scouts in planting 
1000 daffodil bulbs� a very 
humbling experience when 
you speak to them and their 
parents about what the 
Falkland Islands means to 
them now and how they felt 
being invaded in 1982�

Wednesday 04th 

Today took us on a climb 
of Mount Harriet for John 
davies 28 who was 2 coy 
and for 52 brian owen 
who was Mg Pl during the 
conflict� great to hear their 
experiences and where the 
battalion descended� With the 
weather being windy but dry 
and sunny we then went to 
sapper Hill for lunch and again 
swapped stories and looked 
back towards Mount Harriet 
and bluff clove� That evening 
we were invited to Tim & Jan’s 
house for supper� Jan did 
not disappoint us with her 
wonderful home cooking and 
it was around the table where 
we heard Tim’s compelling 
version of events of 1982 
when, as a Falkland Islander, 
his country was invaded� 
The Falkland Islanders coped 
admirably in extremely 2
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1. WG Memorial - Pete Evans 70,  
 John Davies 28, Darrell Jones  
 73, Kim Burnell, Brian Owen 52.
2. At Bowsers Cross - Kim Burnell,  
 John Davies 28, Pete Evans 70,  
 Darrell Jones 73.
3. Brian Owen 52, John Davies 28,  
 Darrell Jones 73, Governor Mr  
 Nigel Phillips CBE, Peter Evans  
 70, Kim Burnell.

difficult circumstances - their 
fortitude is legend�

thursday 05th 

This was to be a long 
emotional day as we drove to 
san carlos with strong winds 
and the spray from bomb 
alley – we landed here some 
36 years ago� as one of the 
group mentioned “Nothing 
had changed” and it could 
have been a step back in 
time with the exception of us 
“oldies” on the jetty (which 
none of us went right out to 
the end of because of the 
missing wooden planks and 
high winds)! as 28 said to kim 
burnell “Don’t go any further, 
if I am right you never passed 
your Military Swimming Test”! 

From there we visited san 
carlos cemetery and held a 
small service� once we “had 
done” san carlos we left 
to go to ajax bay, the “Red 
and green Life Machine and 
couldn’t believe how surgeon 
Rick Jolly had saved so many 
lives and never lost anyone 
who came into the makeshift 
Hospital� We left there just 
after lunch and headed 
towards goose green and 
the argentine cemetery� This 
was a long, emotional, tiring, 
but very enjoyable day and 
waiting for us on our return 
to Liberty Lodge was one of 
28’s curries that had been in 
the slow cooker all day - all I 
will say is thankfully nobody 
needed to run for the thunder 
boxes�

Friday 06th 

an interesting day, with those 
from the group who had 
returned previously wanting 
to visit some of the now 
famous battlefields from 1982� 
We visited 2 sisters, Wireless 
Ridge and Mount Longdon 
where we managed to lose 
part of the group due to the 

distance and steepness of the 
hills, but again we achieved 
what we had intended to 
and managed to see and 
appreciate other parts of the 
Island also�

after all the tabbing a well-
earned night out was long 
overdue and so we hit the 
town and ventured into the 
local establishmentsd� again, 
as Pete Evans 70 said “It puts 
part of North Wales to shame 
with the dress sense and the 
music that was being played”! 
We had a great evening, 
chatting and mixing with the 
locals and were once again 
astounded at just how grateful 
they all were of the part we 
played in 1982�

saturday 07th 

a morning of sightseeing and 
chilling around stanley before 
moving out to the Memorial 
service at Fitzroy & bluff cove� 
We stopped en-route to pay 
our respects to christopher 
Thomas (03) aka bowser and 
lay a wreath and cross at his 
own memorial� We left brian 
owen 52 for a while to spend 
some time alone with bowser 
which was good for 52 and 
then off we headed to the 
Memorial service� 

Unbeknown to us there was 
the bishop of the armed 
Forces, the senior chaplain 
of the Royal Navy and the 
deacon of the Falkland Islands 
who all jointly took the service� 
Those who have returned to 
the Islands will know just how 
difficult it can be standing 
there as the names are read 
out of all those that died in 
1982� Recognising the names, 
knowing their faces, your 
fellow Welsh guardsman 
who didn’t return� From men 
who you had joined up with, 
those you had played rugby 
with, trained with, drank with, 
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1. Pete Evans 70, Brian Owen 52  
 (standing), Tim Miller, John  
 Davies 28, Darrell Jones 73,  
 Jan Miller, Kim Burnell.
2. The tour party at Florence  
 War Cemetery, situated in a  
 picturesque location on the  
 banks of the River Arno.
3. Major General (Retd) Andrew  
 Cumming CBE outlines the  
 advance of the 1st Guard  
 Brigade from atop the walls of  
 Perugia.
4. The Cardiff Arms in 2018 - in  
 need of repair, but the sense  
 of peace and grandeur  
 remains nonetheless.

lived with, a very moving 
time spent with Families, 
Friends and Falklander Islands 
who turned up to show their 
support for you and their 
respect those who never 
returned�

From the Memorial service 
we headed to the Fitzroy 
village hall where Tim, 
Jan and other locals had 
provided a lovely buffet and 
refreshments which was very 
much appreciated� once again 
humbled by the fact that 
people who we had never met 
were prepared to lay this on 
to show their appreciation� 
darrell thanked everyone 
for their kind generosity 
and presented Tim & Jan 
with a small token of our 
appreciation for all they do for 
all the returning Welsh guards 
on their visits�

sunday 08th 

a quieter much more relaxing 
day than our other days! 
We were invited to stanley 
cathedral to see the bishop 
ordain the new deacon as the 
deacon of the Falkland Islands 
and surrounding Islands� a 
lovely occasion which gave 
us the opportunity to meet 
and mix with more of the 
Islanders�

a period then spent exploring 
stanley and gypsy cove and 
visiting the many Penguin 
colonies that are around the 
coastline� sunday evening, 
we invited Tim & Jan out 
for a meal as a token of our 
appreciation to them for 
their wonderful unfailing 
hospitality�  We headed to 
the Waterfront Restaurant 
and had a very pleasant 
evening – suffice to say the 
whole menu was sampled and 
the steaks had a good going 
over – of course, after we had 
first confirmed they were not 
argentinian beef!

monday 09th 

our last full day before we 

headed back to the Uk� We 
had made the same journey 
some 36 years ago and have 
never forgotten our “brothers 
in arms” who were left behind 
and remain forever young�  

We visited the Museum and 
listened to the children’s 
thoughts of 36 years ago and 
their thoughts of today - this 
was particularly moving 
especially when you think 
of your own family and 
their experiences� a trip to 
the Town Hall to see where 
PoW’s coy was based after 
the surrender (none of us 
could understand how they 
ended up there? - oh yes, 
they are the leading company 
ha ha)� From the Town Hall 
we headed to the local Police 
station and I am certain 
that this is where kim “Pc 
Plod” burnell is trying to get 
himself seconded to from the 
Metropolitan Police?  but the 
station sgt informed kim that 
he wasn’t senior enough to 
qualify - story of your life kim� 

That evening we had the 
pleasure of meeting up with 
Lt col (brig) Johnny Rickett 
co 1Wg in 1982, capt (Lt col) 
sayers and csM (Maj) carty 
who were doing a flying 
visit to erect a plaque at the 
bottom of Mount Harriet in 
recognition of the battalion’s 
part in the War and to educate 
people that 1Wg was actively 
involved after the 8th Jun�

In closing I would just say 
if you haven’t been back 
then do so� It really helps in 
understanding what it was all 
about� We would like to thank 
the Regimental Trustees for 
their generous grant towards 
our trip it was very much 
appreciated and, if proof were 
needed, demonstrates that we 
really are a family Regiment 
that cares about our veterans”

Rest in Peace the class of 82

“Gone but never ever 
forgotten”

1
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So began a poem by Major Baron de Rutzen to his mother 
from the battlefields of Northern Italy in Autumn 1944, 

and it was there that we found ourselves 74 years later for 
this year’s regimental battlefield tour.

Welsh guards Battlefield tour 2018
Perugia to Florence: advancing on the  
gothic Line
Captain O G James, Welsh Guards

John de Rutzen was officer 
commanding support 
company and, as such, was 
present for most of the 3rd 
battalion’s advance north 
towards the gothic Line, 
the germans’ last major line 
of defence in Italy� by June 
1944, the 1st guards brigade, 
comprising the 3rd battalion 
Welsh guards, as well as 
the 3rd battalion grenadier 
guards and 2nd battalion 
coldstream guards, had 

advanced some 200 miles 
from cassino, and were 
moving to take Perugia� 

It was in Perugia that our 
journey began, picking up 
north of where last year’s 
battlefield tour left off, as we 
gathered in our superbly-
situated hotel in the heart 
of the Umbrian town for 
a short briefing from our 
three distinguished tour 
guides� over the next few 
days, Major general sir 

“I dreamed I was in your garden 
Standing among the flowers, 
I smelled the smell of Autumn 
After September showers: 
The smoke of a dying bonfire 
Drifted over the wall 
And the loveliness of your garden 
Held me in thrall.”
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sebastian Roberts, Major 
general andrew cumming 
and colonel anthony biggs 
kept us entertained and 
informed, deftly moving from 
the strategic to the tactical 
and back again and bringing 
to life the reality of conflict in 
the Italian campaign, not only 
for the Welsh guardsman on 
the frontline, as well as for our 
german adversaries and the 
local partisans�

over drinks and dinner, the 
first of many fine meals over 
the course of the trip, we 
began to catch up with friends 
of old and introduce ourselves 
to those fellow travellers that 
we were meeting for the 
first time� Numbering over 
fifty, we were a large group 
of many former and serving 
Welsh guardsmen, between 
us veterans of conflicts in 
aden, Northern Ireland, 
Falklands, the balkans, Iraq 
and afghanistan, as well as 
a number of close friends 
of the Regiment� given the 
size of our group, being 
comfortably the largest 
regimental battlefield tour 
party assembled to date, it 
was remarkable how quickly 
conversation and laughter 
began to flow� Not surprising 
perhaps, given our shared 
affection for the Regiment and 
the quality of the wine being 
consumed, and this warm and 
convivial atmosphere only 
grew as the tour went on� 
Indeed, I am sure that I speak 
for many when I say that one 
of the absolute highlights of 
the trip was the opportunity to 
meet, compare experiences, 
and share stories with those 
who served in the Regiment 
before us and with those who 
continue to serve today�

The following day, we started 
the tour proper with our 
first stand atop the walls 
of Perugia looking south 
across the hills over which 
the battalion advanced 
in June 1944, giving us an 

appreciation of the strategic 
context� From there we moved 
two miles north of Perugia, to 
the small town of san Marco� 
Here we studied a typical 
platoon-level engagement of 
the time, in this instance an 
attack that Lieutenant Philip 
brutton’s 8 Platoon made on 
a german-held villa that was 
bringing down machine gun 
and mortar fire onto Number 
Three company as they made 
their way up the road from 
Perugia to san Marco� Vividly 
described in his excellent 
memoir, Ensign in Italy, 
brutton had to contend with 
mortar fire, a german tank 
firing armour-piercing rounds, 
the heat of the Italian summer, 
the death from shrapnel of his 
platoon signaller, guardsman 
Jones 62, and one of his 
section commanders refusing 
to soldier� However, having 
been in theatre for nearly 
three months, Philip brutton 
was by now a seasoned 
soldier� Indeed, he had already 
tragically lost three platoon 
sergeants killed in action 
in as many weeks� Having 
quickly formed his plan, Lt 
brutton led his platoon in a 
left-flanking deliberate attack, 
using tactics familiar to anyone 
who has had the pleasure of 
the sennybridge Training area, 
and was successful in taking 
the objective, thereby relieving 
the pressure on his company 
such that the advance could 
continue� Nearly 75 years later 
the only danger we faced was 
the  irascible signora who 
owned the villa and who we 
were advised by our guides to 
avoid at all costs, but we were 
able to get close enough to 
study the terrain and, using 
a small dose of imagination, 
form a picture of how the 
action would have played out 
on the day�

after a fine lunch in the 
Piazza grande in arezzo, we 
headed to the town’s war 
cemetery, final resting place 
to 1,266 commonwealth 
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soldiers, including five Welsh 
guardsman� Here, as we 
did when we subsequently 
visited Florence and santerno 
Valley War cemeteries, we 
paid our respects, held a brief 
but moving service led by 
Reverend Mark Haldon-Jones, 
and laid a wreath on behalf 
of the Regiment� as ever, 
the scale of the conflict was 
evident for all to see in the 
rank after rank of Portland 
stone headstones, and, as 
always, the cemeteries were 
immaculately maintained�

after our second and final 
night in Perugia, we awoke, 
boarded our coach and made 
our way to the Villa Pischiello, 
a rest and recuperation station 
more commonly, and indeed 
more appropriately, known to 
the battalion at the time as the 
cardiff arms� situated a few 
miles from the shore of Lake 
Trasimene, site of Hannibal’s 
defeat of the Romans in what 
is still believed to be the 
largest ambush in military 
history, the cardiff arms was a 
large villa occupied by the 3rd 
battalion for the summer of 
1944 as a place where officers 
and Men could take a break 
from the fighting to rest, 
bathe in the lake, play games, 
read, and, of course, do drill! 
currently undergoing some 
significant renovation, it was 
nevertheless easy for us to 
imagine the restorative power 
that a few days at the villa 
would have had� Inspired by 
our visit, Phil durham swung 
the lantern and took up the 
microphone at the front of the 
bus to compare the cardiff 
arms with our own experience 
of decompression following 
a tour of afghanistan� We 
then moved north towards 
Florence, where we were to 
be based for the remainder of 
the trip, pausing for dinner at 
a fine Tuscan villa surrounded 
by vineyards, itself formerly 
the headquarters of a german 
regional command during the 
war�

our third day took us to castel 
del Reo, a small town deep in 
the hills 2 hours north east 
of Florence, and the battles 
of battaglia and Penzola 
Ridge, the latter the scene of 
fierce fighting between the 
2nd battalion coldstream 
guards and their german 
adversaries� In castel del Reo 
we were warmly welcomed 
by the town’s mayor, before 
visiting its fascinating 
museum, crammed full of 
artefacts, weaponry and detail 
regarding the battles that took 
place in the hills around the 
town� situated in an old fort, 
the museum’s wall still has 
an unexploded shell from the 
war stuck within its walls!

From there we headed up 
into the hills towards Monte 
battaglia, a key feature 
standing at over 2,500 feet 
and crowned by a small 
castle that was captured by 
the Us 350th Infantry on 27 
september 1944 and held 
in the coming days despite 
repeated and vigorous 
german counter-attacks, 
during which the american 
company commander was 
to win a posthumous Medal 
of Honor� on 2 october, the 
1st guards brigade arrived to 
relieve our american allies and 
the 3rd battalion would hold 
the position for large stints 

1. Enjoying a fine lunch in a  
 Tuscan villa once occupied by  
 a German General during the  
 war.
2. Monte Battaglia from the  
 north east. The ruins of the  
 castle can be seen at the top  
 of the hill.
3. Colonel (Retd) Anthony Biggs  
 OBE in full flow. The ruin castle  
 atop Monte Battaglia can be  
 seen in the background.
4. Major Baron de Rutzen’s final  
 resting place, Santerno Valley  
 War Cemetery.
5. The memorial to the Officers  
 and Men of the 3rd Battalion  
 who died in the Italian  
 Campaign, situated in St Marks 
 Anglican Church in Florence.
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of october and November, 
braving not only further 
german counter-attacks, but 
also rapidly deteriorating 
weather as autumn began 
to give way to Winter� Even 
our formidable coach driver, 
stefano, who managed to 
keep all four wheels on the 
ground most of the time, 
was unable to drive us to the 
top of Monte battaglia so we 
de-bussed to walk the final 
500m or so to the summit� 
In his book, Philip brutton 
frequently refers to the fog 
ebbing and flowing around 
Monte battaglia and so it was 
apt that, having reached the 
summit and absorbed the 
views and colonel anthony’s 
briefing, the cloud quickly 
descended to cloak itself 
around the hilltop� charles 
stephens shared with the 
group how in the late 1990s, 
when Regimental adjutant, 
he was contacted by an 
association of german soldiers 
who had fought opposite 
the 3rd battalion at battaglia� 
keen to reconcile with their 
former adversaries, they 
suggested that both sides 
return to Italy for a week 
of reunion and good food 
and wine� The Regiment left 
them in no doubt that we 
would not be joining them 
on such jovial terms, but 
that a joint memorial would 
be an appropriate way to 
remember our respective 
fallen� such a memorial was 
duly commissioned and can 
be found mounted in the 
wall of the castle ruins atop 
Monte battaglia� We paused 
here on our way back down 
the mountain, before rain 
followed the fog and caused 
us to move on�

on our last full day we were 
left to explore Florence at 
our leisure, but not before 
visiting st Marks anglican 
church for a final service and 
to pay our respects at another 
memorial� For in the church 
is a memorial, beautiful in its 

simplicity, to the officers and 
men of the 3rd battalion who 
were killed in action during 
the Italian campaign� Listed 
among the fallen is Major 
baron de Rutzen who, like his 
father in the First World War, 
tragically didn’t survive the 
war, being killed by shellfire 
on 11th october 1944 whilst 
driving his jeep along a track 
below Monte battaglia� as we 
gathered round his grave in 
santerno Valley War cemetery, 
I was struck by the inscription 
on the headstone taken from 
the book of Ecclesiastes - “one 
generation passeth away and 
another generation cometh: 
but the earth abideth” - which 
seemed suitably appropriate, 
standing there as I was 
with a few generations of 
fellow Welsh guardsmen� 
We stood in silence as Robert 
Mason read aloud John de 
Rutzen’s poem, the final verse 
concluding: 

“and how I long to walk in 
your garden

Please god, fairly soon�”

1. The ridgeline running south  
 from Monte Battaglia, a view  
 that would have been all too  
 familiar to the 3rd Battalion in  
 late 1944.
2. Our Stand overlooking the  
 battlefield around San Marco.
3. Lunch in Arezzo.
4. Colonel Anthony Biggs briefing 
 at the Cardiff Arms.
5. Our Battalion group at the  
 Cardiff Arms.
6. Lunch at Villa Petrolo  
 on Sunday .
7. The joint Welsh Guards and  
 German Memorial on Monte  
 Battaglia.
8. Views from the top of Monte  
 Battaglia.
9. Views from the Cardiff Arms.
10. Ascending up Monte Battaglia!
11. Not quite the view that Philip  
 Brutton and his platoon faced  
 in June 1944, but the German- 
 held villa that they attacked  
 can be seen at the top of the  
 hill surrounded be trees.
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In April this year I was accompanied to the Falklands by Lt Col 
Julian Sayers and Major Charlie Carty, both of whom were in 

the Battalion during the Conflict. We had returned to unveil a 
Memorial to commemorate the capture of Sapper Hill by the 
Battalion on the 14th June 1982.

return to sapper Hill 
Brigadier Johnny Rickett CBE

We had invited a number 
of Falkland Islander friends, 
who have shown nothing 
but enormous kindness to 
our returning veterans over 
many years, together with 
some members of our armed 
forces, currently serving in the 
Falklands� 

The tragic bombing of the 
galahad has stuck rightly in 
people’s minds but very little 
has been shown to mark the 
part played by the battalion 
after this terrible event; during 
my first visit to the Islands last 
year since the Falklands War I 
realised that this must be put 
right, hence the construction 
of this Memorial�

Reinforced by a and c 
companies of 40 commando 
to replace our losses, the 
battalion came under 
command of 3 commando 
brigade for the attack on the 
Mount Harriet, Two sisters, 
Mount Longdon Line, where 
we played a small part� after 
the success of these attacks, 
there was a delay of some 
48 hours while 2nd battalion 
scots guards and the 1/7th 
gurkha Rifles prepared for 
their attacks on the next line 
of mountains, namely Mount 
Tumbledown and Mount 
William� as soon as these two 
features had been captured 
we were tasked to capture 
sapper Hill, the nearest hill 
to stanley, as by this time 
we had reverted back under 
command of 5 Infantry 
brigade� We were subjected 
to some severe argentine 
shelling during this period and 
Lance corporal 03 Thomas 

was killed while resupplying 
new radio batteries to the 
battalion� our night move 
forward, in order to get 
ourselves into a good position 
for the start of our attack, 
proved a complete nightmare 
when we encountered an 
unmarked mine field� Two of 
our Marines lost limbs and had 
to be evacuated by helicopter 
in very difficult circumstances� 
at first light we had no choice 
but to withdraw into dead 
ground until the battles for 
Tumbledown and Mount 
William had been completed, 
as we were in full view of the 
argentine positions on sapper 
Hill�

soon after the successful 
battle for Tumbledown and 
the subsequent occupation of 
Mount William, the battalion 
was lifted forward by 
helicopter to our start Line in 
the Lee of Mount William for 
our attack on sapper Hill� one 
of the troops of c company 
40 commando, which was 
our leading company, had 
been landed in error very 
near sapper Hill itself and a 
firefight started immediately� 
It was therefore essential to 
link up with them as quickly 
as possible� The battalion 
command group, together 
with a scimitar of the blues 
and Royals and the remainder 
of c company very quickly 
moved forward to do this� 
Luckily this lone troop only 
had two men wounded and 
leaving them in the hands of 
the medics, the battalion

1
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carried on without stopping� 
We attacked sapper Hill from 
the rear, i�e� The area of the 
hill facing stanley, only to 
find that the argentines had 
withdrawn in great haste, 
leaving several dead and a 
plethora of ammunition and 
other stores behind them�

soon after this we received 
word that the argentines had 
surrendered� I remember 
looking at stanley, which 
seemed then such a small 
place and saying “ have we 
really come all this way just 
for this?”� These words were 
repeated by John Witherow, 
the Times journalist, who was 
attached to the battalion, in 
his book “The Winter War”�

The Memorial, which the 
governor kindly unveiled for 
us, now stands at the bottom 
of sapper Hill� 

1. Brig JF Rickett CBE, Lt Col JDG  
 Sayers, Maj CGH Carty MBE TD.
2. Brigadier inviting the Governor  
 to unveil the Plaque.
3. WG Cairn & Plaque at  
 Sapper Hill.
4. The Plaque.

3
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On Sunday 30th September 2018 Guildford Borough 
Council held a service and dedication for a new Memorial 

that had been erected in the Castle grounds to all those in 
the services from the Borough who had lost their lives in 
operations since 1945.  Major Sean Birchall is listed on the 
memorial and the Welsh Guards were of course represented. 

guildford Borough Council 
armed Forces memorial
Warrant Officer Class 2 D Davies 
Regimental Quartermaster Sergeant  
Regimental Headquarters

accompanying the Regimental 
adjutant, the Welsh guards 
party was led by captain (now 
Retired) Tom Thompson, Wo2 
(RQMs) Jack owen, sgt Paul 
simons, guardsman arnold 
and myself, Wo2 (RQMs) dai 

davies, who all served under 
Major sean birchall when 
he commanded Number 
IX company during the 
battalion’s op HERRIck Tour in 
2009� It was an honour for us 
to attend the dedication of the 

1
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1. L-R Sgt P Simons,  
 WO2 (RQMS (T)) Owen 75,  
 Charlie Birchill, WO2 (RQMS  
 RHQ) Davies 03, Gdsm Arnold.
2. The Guildford Memorial.
3. Welsh Guards Serving  
 representation; WO2 (RQMS)  
 D Davies, Sgt P Simons, Gdsm  
 Arnold, WO2 (RQMS(T))  
 J Owern.
4. The Plaque.

Memorial, but it brought back 
many painful memories of a 
very tough day, the 19th June 
2009 – a day none of us will 
ever forget� 

Present also of course were 
members of the birchall family 
and we were honoured to 
meet his young son charlie, 
who has grown to be a very 
polite and personable young 
man and a credit to his family� 

The morning consisted of a 
church service in the holy 
trinity church at the top of 
guildford town followed by 
the dedication of the Memorial 
in the castle grounds and then 
a return to the guildhall for 
refreshments provided by 
guildford borough council�

3
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Welsh guaRDs Regimental RemembRanCe sunDay 
11th November 2018

The Regiment gathered for its annual Remembrance 
Sunday on 11 November. This year, and despite most of 

the Battalion having only just returned from Afghanistan, our 
numbers were up even on last year. 

Welsh guards remembrance sunday 
11 November 2018
By Colonel T C S Bonas

over 200 adults and nearly 
50 children had lunch in 
the officers Mess (the 
largest turnout for years) 
and there was also strong 
representation from across 
the Regiment� our colonel, 
despite a very busy day for 
him, joined us once again 
meeting members of the 
association, band, and 
battalion sergeants Mess 
Members in the garrison Mess 
before doing the same later in 
the officers Mess� The colonel, 
as a 70th birthday present 
from the Regiment was 
presented with the stick now 

carried by serving officers, 
made out of Welsh Hawthorn� 
The service in the guards 
chapel was as always uplifting 
and an excellent address 
given by captain Jan koops� 
Fortunately, the weather 
remained on our side for the 
march to the guards Memorial 
where HRH The Prince of 
Wales laid the Regimental 
wreath� after dismissal once 
back in Wellington barracks, 
many dispersed to other 
locations to continue the 
movement! I believe, a most 
memorable day for all� 
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For the third year running members of the 
Welsh Guards assisted and supported the 

prestigious annual Cadet Cambrian Patrol, held 
on Sennybridge Training Area. This year the 
event was held in balmy weather, a strange 
phenomenon for Brecon at any time of the year!

Like its senior equivalent, the 
junior competition pushes 
teams to their limits through 
an endurance march over 
undulating terrain� The 
tabbing is split up by testing 
stands such as surveillance 
lanes, first aid and fighting 
in woods and forests which 
would challenge the most 
hardened of soldier�

The standard of the cadets 
this year was once again 
very high and even after 
completing the arduous 

Cadet Cambrian Patrol 2018
by Sergeant P Duffy 
Regimental Support Team North

tabs between stands, their 
morale never dwindled, and 
they tackled each stand with 
determination and vigour�

on the final day the 
competition finished with 
a march and shoot which 
each of the 18 teams from 
across the Uk completed in 
impressive style�

1. Cadet administration in  
 progress.
2. Cadet orders.
3. Orders group.

1
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of the Welsh cadet teams 
involved, gwent & Powys 
achieved an excellent and 
well-deserved gold medal� 
clwyd & gwynedd gained 
a silver medal and dyfed & 
glamorgan were awarded a 
certificate� congratulations to 
all involved�

Each of the Welsh teams 
competing has had training, 
advice and support from the 
Welsh guards Regimental 
support Teams (North and 
south)� Hopefully it turns out 
that the teams contained 
some potential Welsh 
guardsmen within their ranks

We are immensely proud 
of all the Welsh teams that 
competed, especially the 
dyfed & glamorgan team who 
wear the Welsh guards cap 
badge with pride and brought 
the guards ethos to the 
competition, aiming to achieve 
their very best, using team 
work and most of all, doing it 
with humour and a smile on 
their faces……da Iawn, well 
done�

1. LSgt Rowlands briefing Cadets.
2. The Brecon Hand in action.
3. The culmination of the March  
 and Shoot.
4. Planning process.

1
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5. Sgt Jury, LCpl Lewis 439, Gdsm  
 Wannell and LCpl Smith 05  
 with their new friend Lucas.
6. LCpl Smith 05 and WO2 Davies  
 96 with staff at the Velindre  
 Cancer Centre, Cardiff.

The Welsh Guards have been supporting 
Dreams & Wishes for over 20 years. The 

charity is dedicated to helping seriously ill 
children by making their dreams and wishes 
come true. 

battling a life-threatening 
illness is heart-breaking for 
both a child and their support 
network and can often mean 
countless hospital stays, 
painful treatments and loss of 
‘childhood’, something which 
most children take for granted� 

dreams & Wishes provides 
support for children and their 
families as well as ensuring 
that families are still able to 
make wonderful and long-
lasting memories�

This year has seen Welsh 
guardsmen from the 

dreams & Wishes Charity support
by Warrant Officer Class 2 MJ Davies 96 
Recruiting Warrant Officer

Regimental support Team 
(south) travel to Parliament, 
downing street, and many 
hospitals to visit children 
undergoing treatment�

These Welsh guardsmen give 
up their own free time and 
leave to support the charity 
and to make new friends like 
Lucas�

5
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As well as back home in Wales, the Welsh 
Guards also have close ties with Cadets 

much closer to our base in Elizabeth Barracks, 
Pirbright. Maidenhead ACF Cadets wear the Leek 
with pride and are supported by the Battalion 
whenever possible.

on 13 May, a group of cadets 
visited Wellington barracks 
for an insight day looking at 
life in the Household division� 
activities included viewing 
all the Regimental items 
on display at Regimental 
Headquarters, Home service 
clothing familiarisation, 
watching a guard Mount, 

maidenhead army Cadet Force (aCF)  
visit to Wellington Barracks 
by Sergeant M Evans 07 
Training Wing, Headquarter Company  
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

visiting the guards Museum 
and a trip to Horse guards� 
The final event was a short 
drill parade on the famous 
Wellington barracks square 
and the presentation of 
Welsh guards cap badges to 
four cadets in recognition of 
them passing their phase one 
training�

1
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1. Cadets at the Guards Memorial 
 with Sgt Evans 07 and Gdsm  
 Emmanuel.
2. Cadets in the Guards Museum.
3. Cadets with the Irish Guards  
 Drum Major.
4. Home Service Clothing trials.
5. Sgt Evans 07 handing out cloth  
 capbadges.
6. Sgt Evans 07 with Cadets.
7. Sgt Evans 07 talking to a Cadet.
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Earlier in the year 5 Platoon contacted 1st 
Battalion Welsh Guards and invited them 

to our unit for an introduction into the Welsh 
Guards, their current deployments and a look at 
ceremonial duties including an explanation of 
Home Service Clothing (HSC).

This was well received by the 
cadets and further plans were 
made for us to be involved 
further� 

Major Howell Ig, oc HQ coy 
1Wg arranged for a number 
of cadets to attend changing 
of the guards at Wellington 
barracks� We were honoured 
to be afforded such a privilege 
as we had the best seats to 
view the Mount right on the 
parade ground!  sgt Evans 
07 who hosted us gave 
the cadets a full briefing 
and account of what was 
happening and who was who 
and what their various roles 
were�

5 Platoon maidenhead (Welsh guards aCF) 
visit to Wellington Barracks
by SSI Chad Fitzgibbon, Detachment Commander 
5 Platoon Maidenhead, A (Guards) Company 
Royal County of Berkshire Army Cadet Force

For some of the cadets this 
was their first real interaction 
with members of the armed 
forces and being in the 
presence of a Regimental 
standard really brings to life 
what we are teaching our 
cadets in the classroom such 
as origins and compliments�

after the New guard had 
marched off we enjoyed a tour 
of the guards Museum where 
the cadets had an opportunity 
to learn more about the Welsh 
guards and to see the Vcs that 
have been award to two of the 
Regiment’s soldiers� The trip 
to the museum also allowed 
four cadets to take notes for 

2
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a presentation on the history 
of the Welsh guards as a 
part of their 2 star Military 
knowledge training and we 
are looking forward to what 
these young cadets are going 
to present back� 

as chance would have it, 
we were invited to have a 
go at trying on a bearskin 
and tunics which the cadets 
really enjoyed and did so with 
enthusiasm�

We were very fortunate 
enough to have been allowed 
an opportunity to have our 
photograph taken in front of 
the guards Memorial which 
was closed off due to the 
coldstream black sunday 
taking place, but, thanks must 
go to sgt Evans 07 as it was 
his smooth talking which 
afforded us this opportunity!  

before we concluded our day 
with the Welsh guards we 
had one more surprise for 
four of our cadets who had 
completed their basic training� 
as is customary, when a 
recruit completes basic 
training they are rewarded by 
receiving a cloth cap badge to 

1. Cadets ready for the Mount  
 with Gdsm Emmanuel, LCpl  
 Worthington and Sgt Evans 07.
2. Cadet Fitzgibbon.
3. Cadet Mowe.
4. Explaining Home Service  
 Clothing.
5. Trying on the uniforms.
6. Cadet Purslow.
7. Cadet Rolls M.

wear proudly on their beret 
signifying a milestone on their 
journey� 

Pictured are the cadets who 
have achieved this milestone: 
cadets Purslow, Mowe, Rolls M 
and Fitzgibbon� 

our thanks and gratitude goes 
to Maj Howell for arranging 
this event and his continued 
support of 5 Platoon and to 
sgt Evans 07 and his team 
for making our day a very 
memorable one� We look 
forward to the many more 
adventures to be had in the 
company of 1st battalion 
Welsh guards�

cymru am byth
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In 2013 the Oratory School re-capbadged their 
Combined Cadet Force (CCF) to the Welsh 

Guards. Its alumni include the Regimental 
Adjutant, Col Bonas, and the current Adjutant, 
Capt Marsden.

since then the battalion has 
assisted the school on a 
number of occasions including 
support to inspections, 
weapon demonstrations and 
running a military activity day� 

on 10 May 2018, gdsm 
Hender, Turner and Twose 
accompanied Lt Ward to the 
oratory school near Reading� 
The occasion was to provide 
a weapon and vehicle stand 
showing current operational 
equipment for the school’s 
biannual ccF inspection, 
which, this year, was attended 
by air Vice Marshal (aVM) 
bruce Hedley MbE Ma�

The aim was to show the 
equipment being used by 
the battalion in kabul on op 
ToRaL 6� so the journey was 
completed in a Foxhound 
vehicle, with a general 
Purpose Machine gun (gPMg), 
sharpshooter Rifle, pistols and 
full VIRTUs body armour� as a 
look forward to the battalion’s 
return to state ceremonial and 
Public duties in 2019, Home 
service clothing (Hsc) was 
also included

The vehicle and weapon 
stands were set up on the 
parade ground, hosting 
tri-service cadets on a round 
robin� The cadets seemed 
to have a fantastic time, 
particularly with the gPMg, 
sharpshooter and Foxhound� 
Their enthusiasm for the area 
capabilities of the gPMg and 
sniper-like properties of the 
sharpshooter was drawn out 
by the expert knowledge of 

Oratory school visit
Lieutenant SA Ward 
Officer Commanding Number Six Platoon 
Number Two Company 
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the gdsm, who talked about 
the equipment excellently�  
The cadets were encouraged 
to try on the body armour and 
Hsc, expressing surprise at 
the weight of both!

after the tour of the stands 
was complete, the cadets 
paraded and aVM Hedley 
gave out school colours 
for distinguished sixth 
Form cadets and also 
commemorated 100 years of 
the Royal air Force by planting 
a tree� The cadets were 
exceptionally turned out in 
their Welsh guards uniforms, 
keen and inquisitive – a true 
credit to their school�

1. Cadets inspecting a GPMG.
2. Cadets trying on Home Service 
 Clothing.
3. Gdsm Twose with a Cadet  
 holding the GPMG.
4. DSgt Parry 19 briefs the group 
 on the 1st Battalion’s recent  
 activity.
5. The Secretary of State for  
 Wales, Alun Cairns MP (Vale of  
 Glamorgan) briefs in front of  
 the Welsh Guards recruiting  
 poster.
6. Gdsm Evans 16, Sgt Millins  
 79, LCpl Roberts 78 and  
 Gdsm Williams 45 and  
 Hathway with Nick Thomas- 
 Symonds MP (Torfaen).
7. Gdsm Williams 45, the Drum  
 Major and Lt Ross with David  
 Davies MP (Monmouth).
8. Sgt Evans 07 in conversation  
 with the Regt Adjt while LCpl  
 Moseley enjoys a brew.
9. The Welsh Guards group in  
 front of the recruiting posters.
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Welsh Regiments share a special bond, 
both formally through the Welsh Combat 

recruiting initiative and informally through a 
shared recruiting base. 

To celebrate these links and 
to foster ties with those who 
represent us on the national 
stage, representatives from 
1st The Queen’s dragoon 
guards, the Welsh guards and 
the Royal Welsh travelled to 
Westminster in the afternoon 
of 15 November 2017�

We were to attend a reception 
with Welsh Members of 
Parliament (MPs) and Lords� 
situated in the Thames 
Pavilion, overlooking the 
river, the event started with 
presentations about each 
regiment, updating everyone 
on recent activity and our 

the Welsh regiments annual  
Parliamentary reception 2017
Lieutenant G F Elletson 
Second in Command 
Number Two Company 1st Battalion Welsh Guards

forecasts� With our up-coming 
deployment to afghanistan 
and the presence of Major 
general bathurst cbE as 
opening speaker, the focus 
was very much on the Welsh 
guards�

after the talks, soldiers were 
given the opportunity to raise 
issues of concern, highlight 
the impact of service life on 
their families and explain the 
work that they do on behalf of 
the country�

overall the trip was a good 
opportunity to develop Welsh 
relationships, both within the 
army and with our politicians� 
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As I was assigned the Recruiting Second in Command 
position it was apparent the task ahead would be 

both challenging and rewarding. The year started off with 
uncertainty as the new Defence Recruiting System (DRS) 
was not yet fully functional, thus causing a delay in the 
recruiting process.

We ensured that all Welsh 
guards candidates were 
nurtured throughout the 
process, allowing them a 
much smoother transition 
through the pipeline� 

Regimental support Team 
(RsT) North, commanded by 
sgt duffy, has continued to 
dominate the North Wales 
coast, reaching as far south as 
aberystwyth� With just a team 
of three there has been an 
impressive range of activities� 
during the National armed 
Forces day in Llandudno 
it was noted by 160X how 

Welsh guards recruiting
By Warrant Officer Class 2 M E Parry 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

1. Gdsm Bilton, Uk Strong Man.
2. Gdsm Bilton, Uk Strong Man.
3. LSgt Dwyer and LCpl Smith  
 (ARMY RUGBY TEAM).
4. LSgt Rowlands 99 Wales  
 U20 match.
5. PM talking to Sgt Evans 07  
 Armed Forces Day.
6. RST (N) AFD Llandudno.
7. RST South Left to Right,  
 Lcpl Oxtoby,Lcpl Smith,  
 Gdsm Wannell, Gdsm Bilton,  
 Lcpl Mason.
8. Sgt Duffy, Military Awarness  
 Course (MAC).
9. Ysgo Maes Hyfryd Special  
 Needs School Leavers’ Prom.
10. Ysgo Maes Hyfryd Special  
 Needs School Leavers’ Prom.

professional and diligent RsT 
North were� The team has 
been heavily involved with the 
Military Preparation college 
(MPc) bangor and Wrexham, 
providing a flavour of true 
military life� one of sgt duffy’s 
greatest successes has been 
the Military awareness course 
(Mac) held in kinmel camp� 
He provided the course with 
immense support, hence why 
the Welsh guards are now 
proud sponsors of the course� 
The team has also sponsored 
several local football teams - 
caernarfon Town, Holyhead 
Town, Llandudno amateurs 

and Junction dynamo’s, 
along with two boxing clubs - 
Llandudno and Rhyl abc� The 
North team have also enjoyed 
organising community events, 
including the Ysgo Maes 
Hyfryd special Needs school 
Leavers’ Prom�

Regimental support Team 
(RsT) south, commanded by 
Wo2 davies 96 has gained 
traction in 2018, with an 
impressive number of 
candidates applying to join 
the Welsh guards in the army 
career centres (acc)� at the 
beginning of the year Lsgt 
devine (acc cardiff) and Lsgt 
crowley (acc swansea) were 
posted to the army career 
centre, making an instant 
impact� sgt Jury has continued 
to work hard with local cadet 
forces and is always willing 
to give up his free time to 
conduct evening work with 
the local cadets� RsT south 
also has a variety of talented 
sports men, competing at 
high levels in their field - Lsgt 
dwyer has represented 

1 2

the army Rugby Team on 
several occasions alongside 
Lcpl smith, and gdsm bilton 
competed in the Uks strongest 
man competition, impressively 
finishing within the top ten� 
RsT south has continued 
to support the Military 
preparation collage (MPc)� The 
activities they conducted have 
ranged from fieldcraft lessons 
to physical activities and even 
confidence building� 
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On the 5th of August members of the 
Battalion, including members of the 

AGC(SPS) Detachment, attended the Jalsa 
Salana’s annual convention. Jalsa Salana is a 
Muslim community whose aim is to promote 
and create awareness about the values of Islam. 

This sect of Islam was founded 
in the early years of the 1900’s 
when the british Empire allowed 
freedom of religion in India, their 
hope to remove the common 
misconceptions of Islam, and 
help create peace and tolerance 
throughout the community� 

They have a vast history of aid 
and charity work in remote 
parts of the world, as well as 
raising millions of pounds for Uk 
charities� 38,000 Muslims met 
at this year’s event to denounce 
violent extremism�

after departing Elizabeth 
barracks, under the command 
of capt Mark Meek agc(sPs), 
we arrived at the event for 
1300hrs� on arrival it reminded 
people of a music festival in size 
and the initial appearance of 
the vast area set aside for car 
parking� We were issued with 
our VIP passes for day, while 
being warmly greeted and put 
through some serious security 
check points� after making it into 
the venue we were guided to 
the VIP marquee and introduced 
to Mr chaudri, the sponsor of 
our visit, we were surrounded 
by the Mayor, benefactors and 
members of parliament� 

after initial introduction and 
planning we were taken for a 
walk around the outdoor event 
area, we arrived at the main 

Battalion support to the jalsa salana annual 
Convention
by Captain M Meek 
Adjutant Generals Corps (Staff and Personnel Support)

1. Guard of Honour will all  
 Military Chaplains post serice  
 with Reverent Paul Mason  
 (Gold).
2. The author - Sgt Cunningham  
 76 QM Department.
3. WO2 Scarf RCMO Department  
 & Gdsm Kissiedu Signals  
 Platoon.
4. From right to left; WO2 Scarf,  
 Gdsm Openda, Gdsm Evans 32,  
 Gdsm Rees, Gdsm Mason,  
 Gdsm Kropacek.

event marquee as prayers were 
being taken by the kharsi, over 
30,000 people inside and outside 
in the blazing sunshine and heat 
praying, it was quite a sight to 
see� during our walk the prayers 
ended and the small group of 
1Wg personnel were suddenly 
the centre of attention for 
people wanting pictures and to 
say hello to us all� We had to be 
pulled away from the crowds to 
go see the Muslim war memorial 
museum and after a short break 
we were treated to the most 
wonderful curry lunch and a 
much welcome ice cream on a 
scorching hot day�

The Welsh guards were 
represented by capt Meek, 
Wo2 Parry (csM), csgt bick, sgt 
Naicobo, cpl Tamale, gdsm Jones 
and gdsm Macedru�
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On the 12th September 2018 members of 
the Rear Operation Group (ROG), where 

involved in the Installation Mass of The Rt Revd 
Paul Mason as the Bishop-In-Ordinary to Her 
Majesty’s Forces.

This involvement came in the 
form of providing a guard of 
Honour lining the staircase of the 
cathedral church of st Michael 
and st george in aldershot�  It 
quickly became obvious that this 
would be a particularly high-
profile event with senior figures 
from all three services and key 
members of the local authority 
in the south East attending� 

The guard of Honour was 
present for the arrival all guests 
and this was shortly followed 
by Mass and the complete 

1st Battalion Welsh guards involvement in 
the Installation mass of the rt revd Paul 
mason as the Bishop-In-Ordinary to Her 
majesty’s Forces
By Sergeant MA Cunningham 
Quartermasters Department

installation of the Right Reverend 
Paul Mason� on completion 
of the Mass the guard of 
Honour was then in place to 
receive the Right Reverend 
Paul Mason, at which point he 
was congratulated by his peers 
and all those attending the 
installation� This event was then 
followed by a reception at the 
Princess Hall aldershot�

a proud day for those Welsh 
guardsmen in attendance and 
not a normal run of the mill 
tasking you might expect�

1
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After a busy year completing duties as the 
Ready Battle Group, 2018 has been a year of 

consolidation for the Tiger Battalion, focusing on 
individual and collective abilities to shoot, move 
and communicate.

This has seen the unit adopt 
a traditional approach to the 
progression in training, focusing 
on section, platoon and combat 
team level activities� key to this 
progression in training has 
been the consolidation and 
development of a motorised 
culture within the battalion, 
embedding the bushmaster as 
a mobility and communications 
platform�  

The Tiger battalion has also 
invested heavily in 2018 in 
building upon our relationships� 
some these relationships 
were established through 
the force of nature, with the 
battalion providing a significant 
contribution to operation NT 
assIsT, cleaning up the darwin 
and Palmerston areas after 
Tropical cyclone Marcus� 5 
RaR continued to build on its 
relationships with the Tentara 
Nasional Indonesia – angkatan 
darat (TNI-ad) and United 

5th Battalion the royal australian regiment 
report – 2018
By Lieutenant Colonel T J Gordon CSM 
Commanding Officer 
5th Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment

states Marine corps (UsMc) 
through a number of different 
activities throughout the year� 
The battalion hosted a number 
of members of the 5 RaR 
association throughout the year, 
strengthening our relationship 
with previous generations of 
Tigers� although the intention 
was to reduce tempo, all of this 
has conspired to ensure it has 
been another busy year for the 
Tiger battalion� 

before outlining the year for 
the 5th battalion, it is important 
to acknowledge the service of 
LTcoL Paul shields, MbE, and 
his stewardship of the battalion 
from March 2015 through to 
November 2017� LTcoL shields’ 
entire regimental service was 
at binh ba Lines, culminating 
as the commanding officer 
through a period of extremely 
high tempo, where the battalion 
assumed the lead for army’s 
conventional contingency 
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force responsibilities, whilst 
also deploying two sub-units 
on operations� LTcoL shields 
transitioned out of army in 2018, 
moving to germany with his 
wife Evelyn and their two girls, 
and I know the RaR family wish 
them all the best for the future�

The back to basics approach 
commenced from the beginning 
of the year, where the battalion 
sought to reinvest in foundation 
infantry skills, especially the 
development of our junior 
leaders� Whilst the majority of 
soldiers were still on leave, the 
battalion’s Lance corporals, 
corporals and Lieutenants 
spent a week getting discussing 
command, leadership, training 
and the roles and responsibilities 
their appointment entails� The 
program was put together 
by the adJT and RsM, aiming 
to set expectations for the 
year� These expectations were 
further reinforced as all officers, 
Warrant officers and Ncos 
completed a five day live fire 
range recertification package� 
Led by the RsM and csMs, the 
training was extremely well 
received and established solid 
foundations from which to build 
in 2018�

The section commanders did 
not let the impediments of the 
wet season detract from their 
training, using the facilities in 
and around Robertson barracks 
to great effect� Training focused 
around combat behaviours, 
employing simulated munitions 
in the battalion’s integral 
combat skills development 
area to enhance effectiveness 
in the close combat zone� The 
key demonstration of this 
capability came during the 
live fire activities on Ex TIgERs 

WaLk in May� of particular 
note, the ranges completed 
by support company were 
excellent, demonstrating a 
wide array of their capabilities 
through activities that had not 
been undertaken for some time� 
The success of this approach 
was further reinforced with 
cPL booth and cPL cornish 
leading their sections to first and 
fourth, and overall first place, 
in the 1st brigade Military skills 
competition in July� cPL Larson 
and his section also performed 
admirably at the duke of 
gloucester cup in august� 

The progression to platoon 
based training in June arrived 
in conjunction with the 
deployment of much of the 
battalion’s senior officers 
and warrant officers to Ex 
HaMEL 18� The battalion’s 
platoon commanders relished 
the opportunity to take 
responsibility for their teams, 
utilising the enforced autonomy 
to building innovative and 
effective plans to meet their 
directed training outcomes� 
Throughout June, July and 
august, platoons honed their 
ability to execute dismounted 
manoeuvre, resulting in platoon 
level live fire activities on Ex 
TIgERs RUN� 

september saw the battalion 
execute a sequenced 
deployment to cultana Training 
area in south australia as a 
part of Ex PREdaToRs RUN� 
Moving the unit’s personnel 
and equipment 3500km is by 
no means a simple task, and 
the planning and coordination 
by Logistics company ensured 
the battalion was ready to fight 
when we arrived at cultana� 
This exercise was focused at 
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the combat team level, with the 
battalion’s companies joining 
supporting elements from the 
1st and 6th brigades, and the 
Royal australian air Force to 
complete a series of simulated 
training exercises� This was 
the first opportunity for the 
battalion to really sink its teeth 
into mounted manoeuvre, and 
it proved to be an invaluable 
learning experience� The 
increased coordination required 
to execute synchronised 
mounted and dismounted 
manoeuvre necessary in 
motorised operations was a key 
theme, setting the platform from 
which the battalion can launch 
into battle group and brigade 
level exercises in 2019� 

The focus on building effective 
relationships did not start in 
the lead up to Ex PREdaToRs 
RUN, but instead commenced 
in september 2017� a company 
sized element from 5 RaR was 
required, at short notice, to fill 
the Force Protection element for 
Task group Taji – 6, australia’s 
and New Zealand’s commitment 
to training and supporting the 
Iraqi security Forces� a company 
was re-raised from across the 
battalion to undertake this 
task� a company deployed to 
Townsville to commence training 
with 2nd cavalry Regiment, who 
were leading the deployment, 
and integrate with the New 
Zealand defence Force soldiers 
who made up a quarter of the 
Task group� once deployed, a 
company was responsible for 
supporting the Task group’s 
training sub-units in training 
Iraqi army brigades, commando 
battalions, Junior Nco and 
officer academy, and support 
company weapon courses� 
When the Task group rotated 
home in June, they had trained 
over 6000 soldiers� This broad 
base of trainees meant effective 
relationships were essential 
for a company to succeed� The 

soldiers, Nco’s and officers of a 
company represented the Tiger 
battalion fantastically, building 
excellent relationships across 
australian, New Zealand and 
Iraqi forces and gaining valuable 
operational experience� 

In early March, Tropical cyclone 
Marcus struck, uprooting 
thousands of trees across 
darwin and Palmerston� The 
battalion responded, linking up 
with the darwin and Palmerston 
councils to coordinate the 
clearing of roads and collection 
of downed trees� Happening so 
early in the year, operation NT 
assIsT provided an excellent 
opportunity for section and 
platoon commander autonomy, 
working methodically through 
their respective areas of 
responsibility and engaging with 
the local councils and workers� 
of particular note, d company’s 
outstanding efforts working 
in Palmerston, saw the local 
council put on a special breakfast 
in honour of their clean-up 
response� This activity proved 
a great opportunity to enhance 
our relationship with the 
community and local councils�

5 RaR is the lead unit for army’s 
conventional engagement with 
the TNI-ad, occurring through 
the annual aUsINdo RHINo and 
WIRRa JaYa series of exercises� 
This year, b company led this 
engagement, sending a small 
training team to Indonesia to 
partner with the 411th battalion, 
6th brigade, 2nd division, 
kosTRad (strategic Reserve) 
during Ex aUsINdo RHINo� 
The hospitality shown by the 
411th battalion was first rate, 
setting a high benchmark for 
the reciprocal visit to darwin 
during Ex WIRRa JaYa� during 
Ex WIRRa JaYa, training focused 
on mounted manoeuvre, urban 
operations and care of the 
battle casualty� The culminating 
activity was a combined 
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display for PaNg kosTRad 
(commander strategic Reserve, 
TNI-ad) using the battalion’s 
combat skill development area, 
and demonstrating the three 
focus areas for the exercise� 
The integration between the 
two companies involved was 
excellent, building upon the 
excellent foundations laid in the 
previous few years�

The deployment of the 
Marine Rotational Force – 
darwin (MRF-d) provided an 
outstanding opportunity to 
train with one of australia’s 
closest allies� 2nd battalion, 4th 
Marines provided the ground 
combat Element (gcE) for this 
rotation and were the force with 
which 5 RaR mostly engaged� 
The battalion undertook a 
number of opportune training 
activities with the Marines, but 
Ex kooLENdoNg was again 
the focal point� c company 
deployed to Mount bundy 
Training area with the Marines, 
operating as a subordinate 
element to the gcE� completing 
a series of vehicle mounted 
and airmobile operations, 
c company established an 
extremely effective relationship 
with the MRF-d, enhancing the 
interoperability between the 
forces�

The battalion’s relationship 
with the 5 RaR association 
was brought even closer this 
year, with the visit of a number 
of Vietnam era Tigers to the 
darwin area� significantly, alan 
McNulty, dcM, dave bryan 
and doug bishop were all 
travelling through darwin in 
June and were able to attend 
the battalion’s 49th anniversary 
of the battle of binh ba 
commemoration� They were all 
members of c company during 
5 RaR’s first tour of Vietnam in 
1966/67, and alan was a Platoon 
sergeant in a company during 
the second tour in 1969/70� 

after the ceremony, they joined 
the next generation of Tigers 
in the garry Holmes club, 
before attending the combined 
officer’s and sergeant’s Messes 
dining-In Night� It was a great 
honour to host members 
of the 5 RaR association, 
demonstrating the importance 
of these organisations for all 
those currently serving in the 
Tiger battalion�

5 RaR maintains a number of 
relationships with local schools 
and indigenous organisations� 
activities with young people 
have proven a great way for the 
battalion to engage with the 
community, but the battalion is 
looking to take this community 
engagement in a new direction 
in the coming years� The first 
two soldiers of the reformed 5 
RaR Pipes and drums completed 
their piping course in November� 
Pipes and drums soldiers will be 
consolidated in the battalion’s 
evacuation section, being either 
a bUsHMasTER driver or combat 
first aider� The annual grant from 

The Foundation is being used 
to purchase instruments and 
uniforms, with the aim being to 
have enough qualified soldiers 
to commence community 
engagement activities by the 
end of 2019� Pipes and drums 
will be a great way for the 
battalion to engage with the 
community and demonstrate 
the talent of the unit’s soldiers�

2018 has been another eventful 
year for the Tiger battalion, 
adopting a back to basics 
approach, whilst simultaneously 
enhancing the motorised 
capability within the unit� 
The progression in training 
established solid foundations at 
each command level, providing 
an excellent launch pad from 
which to commence the Joint 
Warfighting series in 2019� 
Effective relationships are the key 
to success in joint warfighting, 
and 5 RaR has worked hard to 
build and maintain relationships 
in 2018 the will enable its success 
in the future� 

duty First!
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Welsh Guardsman Charles Saunders celebrated 
his 100th birthday on 23rd December 2017 at 

the Royal British Legion Maurice House Care Home 
in Broadstairs, Kent. 

Charles saunders’s  
100th Birthday celebrations
By Lance Sergeant S Laing 
Office Manager, Regimental Headquarters Welsh Guards

To help him celebrate reaching 
this remarkable age he was 
joined by Lt col Tony davies obE, 
Maj ollie Richardson and myself, 
Lsgt stuart Laing and I played 
Happy birthday on the bugle� 

Regimental Headquarters had 
pre-arranged a few gifts for 
charles and he was presented 
with a 100th birthday card 
from Her Majesty The Queen 
and a personal letter of 

congratulations from the colonel 
of The Regiment, His Royal 
Highness The Prince of Wales�

birmingham-born charles 
saunders was just 21 when he 
enlisted into the Welsh guards 
and he was part of the 2nd 
battalion in boulogne in May 
1940, was captured by the 
germans and spent some four 
years in Lamsdorf camp in 
Poland� 
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sid Elsbury’s   
100th Birthday celebrations
By Lance Sergeant S Laing 
Office Manager, Regimental Headquarters Welsh Guards

On Saturday 15th September, Gdsm Amadou 
Jallow and myself made the long journey 

from Regimental Headquarters in London to 
Haverfordwest for a very special occasion. Sid 
Elsbury (formerly 2734113 Gdsm Elsbury), a veteran 
of WW2, was celebrating his 100th birthday.  

sid was born in blaengarw 
and lived with his mother and 
brother, his father sadly passed 
away before he was born� He 
had a tough childhood, as so 
many did, moving around a bit 
and doing as much as he could 
to try and help his mother� It 
was after a move to oxfordshire 
that sid took up a job as a fitter’s 
mate in cowley and, after talking 
to a neighbour, sid was advised 
to “join the guards for four years 

and then move to the Police”� 
so, sid joined the Regiment on 
10 Feb 1936 – falsifying his age 
by a year as he would have 
not been allowed to join at the 
age of seventeen! He served in 
London first, on Public duties 
and it was here that he showed 
he was an accomplished boxer, 
putting to good use the skills 
he had been taught by the 
fitters at his previous job who 
decided that, as he was joining 
the guards, he should know 
how to box! He was posted 
to gibraltar in april 1939 in 
response to the spanish civil War 
and in protection of the island� 
In 1940 he served with the 2nd 
battalion in boulogne where 
he was lucky not be captured, 
as so many Welsh guardsmen 
were� Then, in July 1944, he was 
deployed to Normandy but 
was severely injured by a shell 
which subsequently saw him 
evacuated back to the Uk� He 
was discharged in 1945 because 
of these injuries� 

surrounded by his amazing and 
loving family, it was wonderful 
to speak to sid� He spoke to me 
about his time as a young boy 
and his time in the Welsh guards� 
His memory was sharp and his 
recollection of events was spot 
on, backed up by a fantastic 
book his family has composed 
from his memoires and kindly 
donated to RHQ�

sid was presented with a 
birthday card from RHQ, a 
signed centenary book, a copy 
of his service History and a letter 
from our colonel, The Prince 
of Wales� sid was extremely 
appreciative of these gifts and 
the family’s gratitude was clear 
to see as well� 

gdsm Jallow and I left sid’s house 
feeling humbled to have met a 
man who has seen and done so 
much in his life�
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In March 2016 I did not know what to think 
when I heard from the Commanding Officer 

at the time that I had come off the Number 
Five Captain’s Board with a directed posting to 
BATUS as the SO3 G2 G3 Ops O&D.

I did not know what baTUs was, 
or really, what the letters and 
numbers in the job title really 
meant� all I knew about it was 
that it was this huge training 
area that every year would 
trawl for officers and non-
commissioned officers for six to 
nine months of running ranges� 
after deliberating with friends, 
my wife, who was pregnant 
at the time with baby number 
two, and the incumbent officer 
already in baTUs, we decided to 
go with it with an equal sense of 
foreboding and excitement�

From Pirbright to Prairie –  
a Welsh guards Officer in Batus
By Captain D Luther-Davies
SO3 G3 Ops O&D British Army Training Unit Suffield 
(BATUS)

My time in the army by that 
point had been blessed with two 
sequential two-year rotations at 
regimental duty, commanding 
Number seven Platoon for the 
first two years and then the 
Reconnaissance platoon for 
the next two� all I knew was 
the battalion, the guardsmen, 
and being an infantry platoon 
commander� I knew and cared 
little for the big bad army 
outside� Imagine my surprise 
when I heard that baTUs, the 
british army Training Unit 
suffield, is on the largest training 

1
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3
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area in the commonwealth, 
annually uses 25% of the army’s 
entire ammunition allocation 
and 10% of its fuel� It has the 
largest vehicle fleet in the army, 
more bowman on its account 
than Task Force Helmand at its 
height in 2012 and is the only 
place where as90 (the really 
big british artillery piece) can 
move (manoeuvre) and fire on 
“full energy”� In other words, 
it is so massive on the Prairie 
of southern alberta, canada, 
we can shoot as far as we can 
without hitting any people or 
places on the ground, sky or 
electro-magnetic spectrum� 
baTUs is the only place the army 
has large enough to achieve 
integrated combined arms 
manoeuvre and live fire over 
doctrinal distances�

baTUs, a lodger unit in canadian 
Forces base (cFb) suffield, has 
220 permanent staff, with 
around 900 temporary staff 
every year supporting as many 
as 6,000 troops under training 
in a normal year� That being 
said, 2016, 2017 and 2018 has 
seen the number of exercises 
gradually reduce as austerity 
has plagued the army’s ability to 
train at scale�

daily life here, when not 
committed to the exercises 
or in the busy headquarters 
offices, is friendly, peaceful and 
sometimes windy� We are under 
a big blue sky, getting as warm 
as 35+ degrees in the summer 
and -45 degrees in the winter� 
The crown Village of Ralston, 
the main residential area in the 
cFb suffield garrison, has limited 
amenities compared to a british 
village� The nearest town is 
Medicine Hat, about a 45 minute 
drive away� calgary, the fourth 
largest city in canada with a 
world class children’s hospital 
and an international airport, is 
a three hour drive away� The 
canadian Rocky Mountains are 
four hours away� It can be rather 
isolating at times, occasionally 
I will be the only adult my wife 
speaks to in person the whole 

1. Aptly named “Team 127  
 Piccadilly” (because the other  
 two members are KRH officers 
 and members of the Cavalry  
 and Guards Club) competes  
 in the “Wild Cow Milking”  
 competition at the 2017  
 Ralston Rodeo. There was  
 something about this angry  
 cow, with her horns waving  
 everywhere and blasting yells,  
 that I could not convince her to 
 let me milk her.
2. Running for gold in the Rocky  
 Mountains. Somewhere  
 between Banff, the Columbia  
 Icefields and Jasper, I’m doing  
 my bit for the BATUS Running  
 Club. Great phys and great  
 views!
3. During the portage phase of  
 Ex MOUNTAIN MAN 17, only  
 the top athletes were able to  
 resist the temptation to park  
 their canoes on a tree branch  
 to give their shoulders a much  
 needed rest. In my case  
 however, here I am crucifying  
 myself to keep going having  
 rested mine for an agonising  
 moment.
4. As with any job, anywhere, the  
 most important thing is family.  
 Here we are on the shores of  
 Lake Louise.

day� When I do get home, it’s 
also nice that it is just us, no busy 
London craziness�

Michaela and I, with our son 
Fred and daughter Louisa, who 
is canadian by circumstance, 
have made the most of our time 
here by travelling to amazing 
places in North america, such 
as Vancouver Island, cancun 
and seattle� We have skied as 
much as possible, learned to 
skate and play ice hockey and 
enjoy family life, like anywhere 
else, but colder! as a beginner 
skater but very keen for team 
sports, I joined my hockey team 
intent on becoming a reliable 
player� Instead, I spent most of it 
horizontal and opting to rugby 
tackle the opposition to make 
up for not having any skill and 
ability to play the canadians 
(and some talented brits) at their 
game�

being a g3 staff officer in an 
all arms unit, I was able to 
gain exposure to other parts 
of the army and learned 
how the REME, RLc and Royal 
signals understood Equipment 
support, Logistics, Materiel, 
communications and delivery 
(and how little Royal armoured 
corps officers know about it!)� 
being in baTUs, which relies 
heavily on lots of temporary 
staff manpower, it was 
interesting to see how trawls 
would land in unit ops officers’ 
inboxes from the other side of 
the force generating process� 
I saw the lengths formations 
would go to identify or protect 
the right (or wrong) individuals 
through a nightmare scenario 
of penalty statements and 
JPa competency searches� as 
the o&d (organisation and 
deployments) lead for baTUs, I 
can see the effect of manning 
shortages across the army� 
There are simply not enough 
people to go around to satisfy 
the number of commitments�

once the temporary staff who 
have been trawled get here, 
we do what we can to make 
their experience as positive 

as possible, not only on the 
exercises, but through local 
leave, mid-tour flights home 
and adventure Training� The 
temporary troops undertake 
pre-deployment training 
before going on the ranges 
and have an opportunity to 
witness theatre and whole fleet 
activation, battle prep, orders 
and a battle group progress to 
collective Training competency 
to level four, which is to operate 
within a brigade context� Whilst 
it comes at pain to units to 
provide the manpower, the 
individuals return with a better 
understanding of expeditionary 
combined arms manoeuvre 
having seen it in real life�

The permanent staff do enjoy it, 
especially the armoured corps 
and cavalry types� Their eyes 
light up when talking about 
Mount anonymous, Five Mile 
circle, Lone Tree and stubbs 
Landing in the same way we 
would wax lyrical about b Range, 
dixie’s corner, Farm 3 and Pen-
y-Fan� 

The other part of the job 
involves working in EXcoN 
for the big final test exercise 

4
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1. When I’m not using my  
 body as a human ice mop, I  
 can sometimes kneel long  
 enough for a hockey team  
 photo.
2. After the time of writing the  
 article, in Sep 18 I revisited  
 the Ex MOUNTAIN MAN  
 challenge in Sep 18. We came  
 away with a silver in the minor 
 unit category. The BATUS team 
 are pictured having received  
 medals from the 1st Canadian  
 Mechanised Brigade Group  
 Commander, Col Bob Ritchie  
 and Bde Sgt Major, Chief  
 Warrant Officer Darren  
 Hessell.

at the end of each rotation� 
Meandering between EXcoN, 
LocoN, sIdEcoN and HIcoN, 
countless numbers staff from 
the exercising brigades, with 
regular VIP visitors, makes for an 
interesting place� It gets exciting 
when the visiting brigade staff, 
who are accommodated in a 
tented camp, are seen chasing 
their tents and belongings 
around the camp as another 
storm blows through� Even 
better when listening to the 
radio nets as troops on the 
ground lose themselves on 
the prairie, or lose vehicles, 
weapons and people, in some 

instances� The media wrap is 
always a delight as “in play” 
video journalists interview tired 
soldiers not having the greatest 
day� When the insurgents video 
the battlegroup to “catch them 
out” in various states of “clip”, 
is always a source of laughter� 
of course, the serious business 
of getting the battlegroups 
to readiness is of strategic 
importance� Whilst there are 
funny moments and difficult 
ones, the aim of baTUs is to 
get the reactive force ready to 
fight and win in the next war� 
Recently, most battlegroups 

have gone from baTUs to NaTo’s 
front line in Estonia�

outside of the office, as the 
captain of the baTUs running 
club, we achieved gold in the 
banff to Jasper relay, a 250 km 
foot race through the Rockies, 
and bronze, in Ex MoUNTaIN 
MaN, a canadian military event 
that involves a 32 km run, 3�2 
km canoe portage, a 11 km 
canoe paddle finished off with 
a 5�6 km run� all carrying a 15 
kg bergen, all at best speed, all 
in the spirit of making the most 
of being in canada and defence 
engagement! That was certainly 
the most horrendous physical 
event I have ever done� still, I 
hope to beat my time in the 
same competition a year later!

My advice to the subalterns and 
seniors reading this that may 
be looking at the jobs list for 
external postings is sometimes 
you may get what you want, 
sometimes you will not but 
you have to take it in your 
stride and make the best of it� 
If the thought of being an so3 
in a headquarters scares you, 
because you’ll be using Microsoft 
office all day, then you should go 
for selection right away� Never 
underestimate how gigantic the 
logistical and equipment support 
burden is for british armour� I 
thought g4 in the battalion was 
a nightmare to overcome, in the 
armoured space it is immensely 
complex�

More importantly, be thankful 
that the Foot guards have 
such talented senior and junior 
non-commissioned officers and 
warrant officers in the battalions 
that compel professionalism, 
excellence and bring out the best 
in you� There are parts of the 
army that do things differently 
(lower standards!) that may 
trouble you, do things your way� 
If and when you find yourself at 
an external staff appointment, 
be confident that the high 

standards you learned as an 
officer in battalion reflects well 
and means that people expect 
you, only because you are Welsh 
guards, to produce good work� 
The pressure is on to not let 
them think any differently (which 
for me is near impossible!) The 
leek and the blue-red-blue flash 
spur you on regardless of where 
you are� Lastly, I would highly 
recommend visiting canada� We 
all naturally and sensibly think 
that Pembrokeshire, snowdonia 
and the brecon beacons are the 
most beautiful places on earth, 
quite rightly� However, some 
of the sights in the canadian 
Rockies and on the Pacific coast 
of british columbia are truly 
breath-taking and I will never 
forget them� We still haven’t seen 
a bear (yet), my neighbour has 
seen nine over his time in baTUs� 
Naturally, being fond of wearing 
a bearskin on my head, I have 
no intention to advertise this to a 
bear when I eventually find one�

The experience of living 
overseas in a british garrison in 
canada has been memorable, 
challenging and has opened up 
some brilliant opportunities for 
me and my family� That said, 
when the time comes, we will be 
happy to be home� 
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Christmas is always a very special time of 
year for the Welsh Guards. Traditionally it 

has provided the one point when everyone 
completely stands down and leave is 
harmonised across most of the Army as well 
as some elements of the civilian world. 

Christmas in a day 2017
by Major E S Mathieson 
Second in Command 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

With 2017 proving extremely 
busy, this year was especially 
keenly looked forward to� as 
the majority of the battalion had 
spent the previous 2 weeks in 
germany for Exercise kabUL 
LIoN, the final week in camp 
before leave was always going 
to be hectic� despite that we still 
found time to celebrate properly�

The Regimental sergeant 
Major designed a programme 
to fit everything into one day 
and we made the most of it� 
We started with a parade in 
the beautiful, crisp Pirbright 
sunshine and then marched 
through the Training centre 
to the church� The highlights 
included the Padre explaining 
the nativity story through the 
medium of crisps, the Fijians 
singing a traditional song and 
an unusual rendition of “We 3 
kings”! after returning to camp 
the officers and seniors looked 

3. LSgt Okeke and others  
 enjoying the Family Party.
4. CSgt Scarf and Capt Ryan  
 serve lunch to the Boxing  
 Team.
5. Members of the Boxing Team  
 enjoying Christmas lunch and  
 their trophy.
6. The Church service.
7. The Battalion formed up to  
 march to Church.

after the junior ranks during the 
traditional guardsman’s lunch� 
Musical support throughout 
the morning was provided by 
a quintet from the Regimental 
band�

In the afternoon the families 
joined us to meet santa, eat 
mince pies and sing some songs 
with the Padre� The day was 
rounded off with a social event 
in the NaaFI and the officers 
and seniors conducting Mess 
exchanges�

5
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On 21 October 2017, 4 hardy members of the 
Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess took 

on the challenge of the Chepstow Stampede.  

The 10km course is designed 
to introduce the novice to the 
physical demands of cross 
country running, whilst also 
challenging the toughest elite 
runners�  It includes manmade 
horse hurdles and maximises 
the natural obstacles of the 
stunning surrounding landscape, 
including ditches and mud pits�

The runners were Wo2 (dsgt) 
cope, Wo2 (csM) Jefferies, 
Wo2 (csM) Lewis 29 and csgt 
Evans 31� They were supported 
by members of the Recruiting 
Team, including Wo2 davies 
96 (Recruiting Warrant officer) 

Chepstow stampede 2017
By Warrant Officer Class 2 D P Cope
Drill Sergeant 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

and Lsgt dwyer and Lcpl Lewis 
39 who were invited to provide 
the pre-race warm up for all 
runners!

The seniors mastered the course 
and emerged as the winning 
team�

1. WO2 (CSM) Jefferies, WO2  
 (DSgt) Cope, CSgt Evans 31  
 and WO2 (CSM) Lewis 29 with  
 their team trophy.
2. The runners with the  
 Recruiting Team.
3. WO2 (CSM) Jefferies, WO2  
 (DSgt) Cope, CSgt Evans 31  
 and WO2 (CSM) Lewis 29.
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Regimental Dinner to celebrate Field Marshal the Lord Guthrie’s 80th Birthday 
held in the Officers Mess, Wellington Barracks 13 November 2018
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Brig Humphrey, as Commander of British 
Forces & Kabul Security Force Designate, 

visited the Battalion in November 2017. 

visit of Commander of British Forces & Kabul 
security Force designate
by Major E S Mathieson 
Second in Command,1st Battalion Welsh Guards

during his time in Pirbright 
he met guardsmen, watched 
tactical training and gained 
an understanding of how the 
battalion was preparing to 
provide force protection in 
the city�

inDiViDual aRtiCles WELSH GUARDS REgIMENTaL MagaZINE

1. A 3 Coy lesson underway.
2. Brig Humphrey receiving his  
 passenger brief.
3. Capt Pollard, Lt Ross and Capt  
 Brown provide Brig Humphrey  
 with scintillating conversation.
4. Lt Lewis running the 3 Coy net  
 for the training serials.
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Just before midnight on the 10th March 
1973, after a private dinner party, Sir Richard 

Sharples, Governor of Bermuda, accompanied 
by his ADC, Captain Hugh Sayers, took his usual 
walk in the gardens of Government House. 

death in Paradise
the murder of sir richard sharples, formerly 
Welsh guards, and Captain Hugh sayers, 
Welsh guards
By Paul de Zulueta, formerly Welsh Guards, 
remembering a fateful night over 45 years ago

sir Richard’s dog, a great dane 
called Horsa, hurried about in 
front of them� There was a light 
north westerly breeze and the 
air was thick with scent from 
the garden’s cedar trees which 
had begun to flower� It was the 
night of the annual police ball 
and there was just one unarmed 
man on duty at the main 
entrance� 

given government House’s 
sparse protection that evening, 
captain sayers took the 
precaution of carrying his 9mm 
browning pistol� He was wearing 
a white dinner jacket which he 
had had made up shortly before 
he had left for bermuda� It had 
been tailored to look crisp and 
streamlined and carrying a 
shoulder holster and 9mm pistol 

had never been part of Hugh’s 
brief to airey and Wheeler, the 
tropical outfitters�

Horsa begun to growl at a 
cluster of hibiscus and oleander 
hedges which sheltered the 
tennis court� captain sayers 
immediately stepped forward in 
front of sir Richard to see what 
the great dane was fussing 
about� The unarmed policeman 
at the main entrance later 
recalled that he had heard just 
four shots and, on arriving at the 
tennis court, found the lifeless 
bodies of sir Richard, captain 
sayers and Horsa� 

We shall never know what really 
took place that sorrowful night� 
The newspapers of the day and 
subsequent inquiry suggest, 
however, that this description 
of the tragic train of events is 
close to the truth� 1973 was a 
year of ominous menace� The 
murders of sir Richard sharples 

5. On the near side of the gun  
 carriage:DSgt Morgan 16,  
 Sgt Malcolm & Gdsm Baglow.   
 On the far side: CSgt Tuffin.   
 In the background is HMS  
 Sirius which carried the party 
 round from Hamilton to  
 St George. 
6. Erskine Buck Burrows.

5
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and captain Hugh sayers were 
headline news but were soon 
forgotten in the gloom of the 
three day week, the Yom kippur 
war and opec’s oil embargo; the 
explosion of violence in Northern 
Ireland with over 500 people 
killed 1972-73, and the IRa 
bombings on the homeland� 

as an impressionable teenager 
who was toying with the idea 
of joining the Welsh guards, the 
death of Hugh sayers made 
a lasting impact on me� Few 
people join the army in peace 
time for rational reasons or out 
of a sense of duty� Most of us 
are guided by our emotions, 
be it a family tradition and its 
sense of unfinished business; or 
a visit by an old boy to school, in 
my case captain Robert Nairac, 
grenadier guards, a heroic 
captain of boxing at ampleforth 
and triple blue at oxford, later 
to be murdered by the IRa and 
awarded the george cross 

for bravery� Maybe it is just 
something which captures your 
imagination or a sense of who 
you’d like to become� The article 
by Hugh sayers in the guards 
Magazine, ‘An ADC’s recollections 
of the arrival of His Excellency 
the Governor in Bermuda‘ 
and the photograph of Hugh, 
resplendent in the governor’s 
Landau, promised a more 
glamorous future away from the 
bleak britain of the early 70s�

Hugh sayers was made of the 
right stuff� The phrase ‘ good in 
the field’ has shades of meaning, 
particularly in the Household 
division at that time, often used 
to excuse a likeable but rebellious 
guardsman or scruffy young 
officer who took up rather too 
much of the adjutant’s time� 
but in Hugh’s case it was a true 
description of his temperament 
and talent� The photograph of 
Hugh on the beach at arcachon 
in south West France was taken 

1
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1. Capt Hugh Sayers on Holiday.
2. Governor Sir Richard Sharples  
 & Lady Sharples.
3. The Governor Arriving at  
 Government House  
 accompanied by Capt Hugh  
 Sayers.

in the summer of 1971 by his 
close friend and brother officer, 
Peter cheney� Hugh built a 
driftwood shelter on the beach 
rather than stay in some drab 
guesthouse� Hugh is wearing 
his dog tags in the photograph, 
his steadfast gaze and firmness 
of purpose with no hint of self-
regard showing where his true 
heart lay� The shelter is orderly 
and unfussy� The bayonet stuck 
into the makeshift table next 
to his army mug adding just a 
touch of theatre� 

Hugh studied his profession, 
or at least those aspects he 
considered merited study� He 
became something of an expert 
on the French war in algeria 
because he felt he could apply 
some of the lessons learnt there 
to the ‘Troubles’ in Northern 
Ireland� If Hugh took care over 
his own personal development, 
he also took great care over the 
wellbeing and professionalism 
of the guardsmen under his 
command� 

To some senior officers, Hugh 
was a bit of a maverick� When 
the Major general inspected the 
battalion in Munster, Hugh led 
the demo platoon attack with his 
platoon wearing the uniform of 
the Waffen-ss and displaying all 
their fanaticism� Peter cheney 
remembered with delight the 
horror on certain faces when 
Hugh was seen cutting his toe 
nails with a reindeer skinning 
knife on the battalion’s tour of 
duty in belfast in 1971� To his 
contemporaries, however, Hugh 
was an officer of delightful 
contrast� Elegant, enlightened 
and efficient, Hugh was as much 
at ease in the opera as he was in 
an oP overlooking the Falls Road� 

Hugh had set his heart on 
sas selection, an endeavour 
and prize to which his brother 
officers felt he had a good claim� 
as the grandson, however, of 
admiral sir Ralph Leatham, 
governor of bermuda 1946-49 
and possessing all the attributes 
of a good adc, Hugh found his 
tour of duty in belfast cut short 

and told to prepare for a change 
of pace in the Tropics�

Life is full of ironies but none 
quite so tragic as the murders 
in bermuda of sir Richard 
sharples and Hugh sayers� sir 
Richard, who fought throughout 
the second World War with all 
three Welsh guards battalions, 
winning the Mc in the defence of 
boulogne, wounded in the Italian 
campaign, a blameless political 
career, and whose eventual 
reward was the governorship 
of bermuda� Hugh sayers, an 
officer of great promise, and 
whose appointment as adc to 
the governor was intended to 
smooth out his rough edges�

sir Richard sharples was 
fortunate in his friends and 
formidable wife� but it would be 
wrong to dismiss him as just a 
man lucky in friendship and his 
choice of companion� His war 
record spoke for itself� His Welsh 
guards contemporaries spoke 
of his quiet, purposeful manner� 
sir Richard took time and care 
in building his friendships but, 
once built, he kept them in fine 
repair� one such friendship 
was with Edward Heath, the 
conservative party leader and 
prime minister from 1970-1974� 
They shared a love of sailing� 
Heath made sir Richard minister 

of state at the Home office in 
his ill fated administration but 
resigned his position and his seat 
at sutton and cheam which he 
had held since 1954 when Heath 
recommended sharples for the 
governorship of bermuda� 

Lady sharples, now baroness 
sharples and still in full sail at 
95, remains a grande dame, 
the likes of which have steeled 
their menfolk to the business of 
Empire from the founding of the 
East India company in 1600� If 
you look at the photograph of 
the couple you could be forgiven 
for wondering who was the 
consort� In the aftermath of sir 
Richard’s assassination, she also 
showed herself to be a woman 
of great grace� she insisted he 
should be buried on the island� 
‘That is where his duty lay and 
so should he, Richard was doing 
such a good job, and so was 
Hugh. He was a very nice young 
man. And Horsa was a lovely 
dog. The children adored him’.

No such grace was afforded 
to her by the Inland Revenue 
who insisted she pay the full 
death duties on their house 
in Hampshire� In their weasel 
words, ‘After due consideration, 
it is deemed that Sir Richard 
Sharples did not lose his life in 
the line of duty’. Lady sharples 

had to sell her family home 
to pay death duties� she is 
nothing if not resilient and, in 
an interview with the daily Mail 
in 2014, described her life after 
bermuda as, ‘Killing off two 
further husbands, listening to 
crashing bores in the House of 
Lords, and handbagging errant 
cyclists running red-lights‘. she 
described her own approach to 
life as, ‘Well, you’ve just jolly well 
to get on with it’. once asked 
if she could pick one of her 
husband’s again she replied, ‘I 
think Richard would aspire to be 
top of the list’.

The sharples’s great dane, 
Horsa, was buried next to 
sir Richard� great danes did 
not have an easy time of it in 
those days� Just a year or so 
later, ‘Rinka’, a great dane and 
Norman scott’s only companion 
after his affair with Jeremy 
Thorpe had come to an end, 
took a bullet for his master on 
Exmoor�

3
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Lady sharples described the 
killings as, ‘Temporary madness, 
my husband was sympathetic to 
the idea of independence’. The 
years that passed proved her 
right� 

In the early 70s, the black Power 
movement under its svengali, 
Malcolm X, was at its peak� 
Erskine durrant ‘ buck’ burrows 
and his co- accused, Larry 
Tacklyn, were arrested in 1976 
after an exhaustive investigation 
carried out by commander 
Morrison from scotland Yard� In 
his statement of guilt, burrows 
said, ‘The motive for killing the 
Governor was to seek to make 
the people, particularly the black 
people, aware of the evilness 
and wickedness of the Colonialist 
system on this island’.

burrows and Tacklyn were also 
found guilty of the murder of 
george duckett, the british police 

chief in september 1972 and 
the murder of two shopkeepers 
in april 1973� They were both 
hanged on december 2nd 1977 
at casemates prison, bermuda� 
Tacklyn expected a reprieve as 
he had been acquitted of the 
murders of sir Richard sharples 
and Hugh sayers� He was 
found guilty, however, of the 
two shopkeepers� The appeal 
for clemency went to the Law 
Lords (now the supreme court) 
but was dismissed� a petition 
for mercy with 7000 signatures 
was presented to Her Majesty 
The Queen in whose gift it was 
to overturn the Law Lords� 
No doubt apocryphal, Her 
Majesty was heard to have said, 
‘Certainly not, they shot the dog 
as well’.

burrows and Tacklyn were the 
last people to be executed under 
british rule anywhere in the 
world�

sir Richard sharples, captain 
Hugh sayers, and Horsa are all 
buried at st Peter’s church in st 
george’s, bermuda� sir Richard’s 
coffin was carried by officers 
of the bermuda Regiment� The 
Welsh guards provided a bearer 
party under the command of 
Mickey senior, a brother officer 
and good friend of Hugh’s� 
charles bremner, another fellow 
officer and close friend to Hugh 
and his family, accompanied 
and looked after the family in 
the days that followed� The 
graves remain beautifully kept 
and Mickey senior, who visited 
bermuda again in 1995 on 
duty as a Queen’s Messenger, 
wrote of the peace and serenity 
surrounding their resting place�

bermuda, an extension of the 
colony of Virginia became a 
crown colony in 1601, self-
governing in 1620 and a british 
dependent Territory in 1981� The 

referendum on independence 
was held in august 1995� 73�6% 
voted against independence on 
a low turnout� Hurricane ‘ Felix’ 
had roared through the previous 
day� 

We often overlook Laurence 
binyon’s enduring words in his 
poem, ‘For the Fallen’, ‘Age shall 
not weary them nor the years 
condemn’ because we have 
heard them so often, but as I 
penned the last few words to 
this article, I glanced once again 
at the photographs of Hugh 
on the beach at arcachon and 
in the governor’s Landau� We 
can still envy his potential and 
the succession of green lights 
stretching ahead of him�

1. The Governor Sir Richard  
 Sharples and his ADC Capt  
 Hugh Sayers.

1
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Presentation of the drapers’ medal 
by Lieutenant SA Ward 
Officer Commanding Number Six Platoon  
Number Two Company 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

2. LSgt (now Sgt) Shapland  
 and CSgt Pheasey await the  
 Drapers’ decision.
3. LSgt (now Sgt) Shapland and  
 CSgt Pheasey.

On 7 June 2018 the Drapers’ Company 
welcomed a group from 1st Battalion 

Welsh Guards to Drapers’ Hall to present the 
annual Drapers’ Medal. The Medal recognises 
endeavour and overall achievement. 

The nominations were 
csgt Pheasey (Headquarter 
company) and Lsgt (now 
sgt) shapland (Number Two 
company)� both candidates 
have had very busy years and 
contributed enormously to 
battalion life� Lsgt (now sgt) 
shapland was the winner and his 
citation is included below:

Lsgt shapland has performed 
to a consistently high standard 
during a frenetically busy period� 
His unfaltering attitude, example 
to others, and leadership are 
worthy of special recognition� 

during this year Lsgt shapland 
has been the senior section 
commander within the Machine 
gun Platoon (Mg Pl)� The Pl has 
deployed on Ex WEssEX sToRM, 
a [collective Training] cT3/4 test 
exercise, and Ex saRMIs, a multi-
national exercise in Romania; 
conducted a Mg cadre to train 
new members of the Pl, and re-
roled to a Rifle company as part 
of preparations for op ToRaL 
6� Throughout Lsgt shapland 
has been the foundation upon 

which the Platoon’s strong 
performance has rested� The 
Pl comd has changed, and 
the Pl sgt, as a successful bn 
sportsman, has often been 
absent, meaning that Lsgt 
shapland has frequently acted 
as Pl sgt or comd� He has done 
so without a missed beat� 

Lsgt shapland has been an 
exemplar of junior leadership 
this year, successfully bridging 
the gap between whichever 
company HQ he is working to, 
and his men on the ground� 
When looking up the chain he 
is clear, precise and confident, 
when briefing down he 
combines empathy and 
emotional intelligence with 
grip when required� This is 
allied to a sharp military mind 
that that has a true soldier’s 
ability to navigate, maintain 
communications and outfox the 
enemy as second nature� 

Lsgt shapland’s leadership, 
example and performance 
during a busy and testing year is 
worthy of reward� 
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Since moving to 11 Infantry Brigade in early 
2016, 1st Battalion Welsh Guards have 

transitioned to Light Mechanised Infantry, 
been held at high readiness for NATO and UK 
led tasks, supported UK Civil Authorities and 
deployed on Op TORAL 6.

Equipment Care award 2017 
By Captain M Pollard 
Technical Quartermaster 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

Maintaining our equipment is 
vital to ensure we are ready 
for any operational role and 
so it was of great significance 
that the battalion’s efforts 
were recognised when we 
were presented with the 
winner’s trophy for the 2017 
british army’s Equipment care 
competition�
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1. QM(T) with the trophy.
2. The Bn Equipment Care leads  
 at the awards ceremony.
3. The QM(T) receives a  
 certificate from Craig Fennell  
 (Director of Future  
 Programmes & Technology,  
 BAE Systems Land UK).
4. The QM(T) receives the trophy  
 from Lt Gen Pope CBE, Deputy  
 Chief of the General Staff.
5. A close up of the trophy.
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Field Marshal the Lord Guthrie of Craigiebank 
GCB LVO OBE DL had a nasty fall from his 

horse while travelling back to Buckingham 
Palace during the Trooping the Colour on 
Saturday 9th June 2018 which prompted the 
writing of the following poem by David Burton.

A tragic incident, distressing of course 

The Gold Stick fall’s heavily from his horse 

Charles Guthrie now is in a serious way 

Trooping the Colour only yesterday

Thoughts and prayers for this man and his kin 

We served together when I was young and thin 

He rose to the top in his Military career 

A man of compassion, wisdom and no fear

A kindly, thoughtful type of man 

One you would follow in your Battle plan 

Generous, intelligent and human too 

His men love him, as soldiers do

Another battle to fight, when least expected 

Survival is an art which you have perfected 

God Bless you Charles, we pray for you 

All Welsh Guardsmen hope you pull through

aNOtHEr BattLE
By David R Burton (ex 23877270)
June 2018

6. Field Marshal the Lord Guthrie  
 of Craigiebank GCB LVO OBE DL  
 at the Household Division Yacht  
 Club Regatta, Cowes 2018.
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The Honourable Artillery Company (HAC) 
recruitment and community engagement 

day is an annual event held in the Company’s 
beautiful grounds at Finsbury Barracks.

the Honourable artillery Company Open day
By Second Lieutenant O A Clarke 
Officer Commanding Number Five Platoon 
Number Two Company 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

as part of ongoing efforts in 
support of the Foot guards 
branding and recruitment 
campaign 1st battalion Welsh 
guards provided a Foxhound 
display, run by 2Lt clarke and 
gdsm Parry 12�

It is unclear whether it was 
the spectacular surroundings, 
the promise of a parachute 
display or just generally a 
demonstration of London 
district’s military might – 
completely free of charge to 
the public – that was 

responsible, but the event was 
well attended� around 3,000 
people descended upon us� 
There was a broad range of 
attendees, including: city folk, 
families, military memorabilia 
specialist and, where the prize 
ultimately lies, a few fit young 
prospective guardsmen� In 
this we had some success - 
around 8 people signed up to 
the guards division roster�

The Welsh guards’ greatest 
success though was with 
young children� While the 
protective qualities of the 

1
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1. A member of the display  
 forward assists his rifle.
2. A LMG gunner emerges from  
 the smoke.
3. A view of the stands.
4. An Apache helicopter 
 on display.
5. Exercising troops LMG gunner.

FoXHoUNd vehicle are 
widely known, we had not 
anticipated its potential as a 
climbing frame and a source 
of unquenchable intrigue� The 
RWMIk+ (Revised Weapons 
Mounted Installation Kit) is 
a lightly-armoured, highly-
mobile fire support and 
force protection Land Rover, 
equipped with heavy machine 
gun and the sToRMER (The 
tracked Stormer vehicle 
provides a mobile platform for 
the Starstreak High Velocity 
Missile) both lay gathering 
dust while families queued up 
– some for a second time - to 
have a turn in our Protected 
Mobility� Their interest, 
though, was characterised by 
a lack of concern for technical 
details� There is only so often 
one can say “V-shaped hull” in 
any case!

as well as this the Hac had 
orchestrated an impressive 

programme to keep the public 
engaged� This included an 
apache helicopter, attack 
dogs and a display of some 
contact drills with the use of 
plenty of smoke screening� 
a commentator narrated 
the mock battles using a 
loudspeaker and videos were 
projected onto large screens� 
This presumably provided 
extra incentive for the 
exercising soldiers to check 
their pouches� a particular 
highlight was a 105mm Light 
gun run, an event in which the 
Hac considered their honour 
at stake�

The battalion’s contribution 
was positively noted, and the 
organising officer – an opera 
singer in his civilian life - was 
clear that the guards stand 
at the entrance to the event 
had been a boon to the wider 
effort� We look forward to 
supporting future open days�

4
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1st Battalion Welsh Guards is proud to have a 
formal Regimental affiliation with HMS Prince 

of Wales, one of the 2 new Queen Elizabeth Class 
aircraft carriers. 

Hms Prince of Wales affiliates’ day
By Lieutenant FFB Ruscombe-King 
Officer Commanding Number Four Platoon  
Number Two Company

These carriers are the biggest 
and most powerful surface 
warships ever constructed for 
the Royal Navy and represent 

1. HMS Prince of Wales’s sister  
 ship, HMS Queen Elizabeth  
 entering Portsmouth Harbour,  
 demonstrating the sheer size  
 of the class of aircraft carrier.
2. LSgt Morgan 14 and Lt  
 Ruscombe-King with HMS  
 Prince of Wales behind.
3. Col and Mrs Bonas.
4. Number Two Company  
 subalterns - 2Lt O Clarke and  
 Lts Ward, Ruscombe-King and  
 Elletson.
5. Col Bonas (Regt Adjt) and WO2  
 (RQMS) Davies 03 (RQMS RHQ).
6. CSgt (CQMS) Johnson and Sgts  
 Evans 07 and Brown with  
 wives.
7. Members of the Regimental  
 Family with Maj (Retd) Browne  
 (ARA), Maj Bowen, RQMS  
 Davies 03 and Maldwyn Jones,  
 WGA Sec Gen.
8. Sgt and Mrs Evans 07.

a step change in capability, 
enabling the delivery of 
increased strategic effect and 
influence around the world� 

They will ultimately be used 
by all 3 sectors of the armed 
Forces and will provide 8 acres 
of sovereign territory which 
can be deployed around 
the world� both ships will be 
versatile enough to be used 
for operations ranging from 
supporting war efforts to 
providing humanitarian aid 
and disaster relief�

as part of our ongoing 
relationship building with the 
ship, Lt Ruscombe-king and 
Lsgt Morgan 14 took part 
in the official HMs Prince of 
Wales affiliates’ day 16 May�

Weighing in at roughly 65,000 
tonnes HMs Prince of Wales 
towers above the docks 
she currently sits in – a true 
marvel to observe�

The kind reception on arrival 
culminated in a series of 
talks regarding the tactical 
capability of the ship, the 
actual construction, the 
specifications and the lessons 
learned from the build of HMs 
Queen Elizabeth, her sister 
ship� It was fascinating to be 
given insight into something 
that the army rarely sees� 

after the talks and 
presentations, we were split 
into groups to board the 
ship and take part in a full 
tour of the vessel� We were 
shown around the hanger 
and down into the mass of 
small walkways and rooms 
that make the ship herself 
capable of carrying the 
population of a small town� 
Proceeding up onto the deck 
the sheer size and magnitude 
of what we were witnessing 
became evident� at a length of 
almost 3 football fields and a 
width of 70 meters, the deck 
enhances operational capacity 
immensely�

We were subsequently 
taken to the operations 
Room� described by some 
as the heart of the ship, the 
operations Room is nothing 
short of a real-life star Trek 

command post� computer 
screens lined the walls, 
providing the situational 
awareness required to 
launch fighter jets, missiles 
and indeed control a fleet� 
Finally, we were taken to 
the bridge, the area used 
to control movement and 
navigation� again, this was 
a fascinating experience 
and not overshadowed 
by the surprisingly small 
wheel - no larger than that 
of a car steering wheel! We 
were hoping for an old style 
wooden Napoleonic wheel 
requiring immense strength 
to use�

The tour over, we were given 
the joy of watching a gun 
Run from the ship’s company� 
This required the crew to 
take apart and pull a cannon, 
performing various drills with 
it along the way� This highly 
competitive sport, something 
the ship’s company of the 
HMs Prince of Wales seemed 
highly adept at, concluded 
a thoroughly enjoyable and 
insightful day� The relationship 
the Welsh guards now have 
with HMs Prince of Wales is 
one that should be looked 
upon with the utmost pride 
and we look forward to future 
events together�

1
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The Prince of Wales hosted a Garden Party at 
Buckingham Palace to celebrate the work of 

his Charities and Military Associations.

HrH the Prince of Wales’s 70th Birthday 
Patronage Celebration
by Major ES Mathieson 
Second in Command

His Royal Highness, 
accompanied by The duchess 
of cornwall, met a number 
of the 6,000 people who 
were invited from 386 of 
his Patronages and 20 of 
his Military associations� 
a number of guests from 
the Police, Fire, ambulance, 
Mountain Rescue, and RNLI 
also attended�

With His Royal Highness The 
Prince of Wales being colonel 
of the Welsh guards we 

were of course invited and 
members of the battalion and 
their families attended along 
with several members of the 
association who had received 
invitations direct from the 
Lord chamberlains office�

The venue was faultless, 
the weather superb and 
the sandwiches and cakes 
delicious� suffice to say 
everyone had a wonderful 
day which they will remember 
forever�
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Welsh rugby union (Wru) debentures
By Major (Retired) M E Browne BEM 
Assistant Regimental Adjutant

once again, the generosity 
of the Regimental Trustees 
and the Welsh guards charity 
has enabled members of the 
battalion to attend six Nations 
and autumn International 
rugby matches totally free of 
charge using the Regiment’s 
two debentures:

Wales v Italy –  
11th march
gdsm Todd & gdsm Watson

Wales v France –  
18th march
gdsm brace & Lsgt Everett

Wales v scotland – 
3rd November
sgt Morgan 44 &  
gdsm Fitzgibbon

Wales v australia – 
10th November
Lcpl Tucker x 2 tickets
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Wales v tonga – 
17th November
dmr Thomas x 2 tickets

Wales v south africa – 
24th November
sgt Lucas & Lsgt Putty

The 2 tickets per match for 
the 2019 six Nations matches 
against England (23 Feb) and 
Ireland (16 Mar) have yet to be 
presented�

1. Gdsm Brace.
2. Gdsm Fitzgibbon.
3. Gdsm Todd.
4. Gdsm Watson.
5. LSgt Everett.
6. Sgt Morgan 44.
7. A Welsh Guards Band Stand  
 providing the backdrop for  
 a conversation between  
 Sam Warburton OBE and  
 Martin Bayfield.
8. Regimental representation at  
 the dinner night.
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On 1 May over 500 people gathered for a 
fund raising dinner at the Hurlingham 

Club in London in support of Sam Warburton’s 
Testimonial Year. It was a James Bond themed 
black tie event. 

sam Warburton OBE testimonial dinner
1 may 2018
by Major C H L Beare 
Officer Commanding, Number Two Company 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

It was an action packed 
evening with a variety of top 
singers performing, Question 
and answer sessions between 
Martin bayfield and a number 
of current English and Welsh 
Internationals including sam 
himself� There were over 
100 auction prizes and a 
considerable amount was 
raised during the course of 
the evening�

The band of the Welsh guards 
were intimately involved in 

playing music throughout the 
night in conjunction with the 
countess of Wessex band� 
all greatly appreciated their 
presence and support and this 
contributed significantly to the 
evening’s success�

The Regiment had also been 
allocated a table for 12 and 
the evening thoroughly 
enjoyed by those attending 
from across the Regiment�

all in all, a brilliant night�

7
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1. The Welsh Guards Band 
 on stage.
2. Sam Warburton OBE Gala  
 Dinner Poster featuring The  
 Jersey Boys.
3. WO2 (CMSiM) DT Hughes 39,  
 WO2 D Scarf, Sam Warburton  
 OBE, WO2 (RQMS) D Davies,  
 WO1 (AcSM) CA Taylor, LSgt S  
 Burrows-Jones.
4. WO2 D Scarf, George North,  
 WO1 (AcSM) CA Taylor.
5. WO2 D Scarf,Tom Shanklin,  
 WO1 (AcSM) CA Taylor.

1
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The Welsh Guards have been proud to support 
Sam Warburton’s Testimonial Year and 

another major event we were involved in was a 
gala dinner at City Hall Cardiff. 

sam Warburton OBE gala dinner 
23rd October 2018 – Cardiff City Hall
By Colonel T C S Bonas

over five hundred people 
attended a glittering night 
with guest speaker, John 
Inverdale who was the 
Master of ceremonies, sir Ian 
Mcgeechan obE and Martin 
Johnson cbE�

The evening kicked off with 
a musical performance by 
our Regimental band in 
conjunction with Lucie Jones, 
the singer, who has played 
cosette in the West End 
production of Les Miserable 
and currently is starring as 
Elle Woods in Legally blonde 
the Musical� such were their 

performances that it was 
difficult to move guests into 
dinner� The Regimental band 
again performed a variety of 
music once all were seated 
and were given a rapturous 
applause on completion� 

after the main course 
sam Warburton obE, 
Martin Johnson cbE, sir Ian 
Mcgeechan obE and John 
Inverdale shared some of 
their various experiences 
of the six Nations and Lions 
Tours� In his career, sam has 
only ever wanted to play for 
cardiff blues and of course 
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1. City Hall Cardiff Gala Dinner.
2. Band of the Welsh Guards take  
 to the stage.
3. After the service there  
 was time for the exchange of  
 snowballs.
4. The Padre.
5. The QM receives his leek from  
 the Commanding Officer.
6. Waiting for the Battalion  
 photograph.

he is Wales’ most capped 
captain and two-time british 
and Irish Lions captain� It was 
a fascinating glimpse into 
their professional lives and we 
were privileged to hear some 
personal moments from them 
as well�

both the silent and main 
auctions raised significant 
funds for sam’s chosen 
charities and Johnny gould, 
the auctioneer, did a sterling 
job in encouraging guests 
to part with their money� 
The evening ended with 
the Jersey boys who were 
enthusiastically welcomed 
by all�

sam’s Testimonial committee, 
chaired by Hywel Peterson, 
very kindly gave the Regiment 
a table as they did for the 
Hurlingham dinner in May 
and which was populated 
from across the Regiment� 
There can be no doubt the 
Regiment had high visibility 
that evening both from 
our Regimental band and 
our table in Mess dress� In 
addition, the battalion and RsT 
south under sergeant Jury 
provided a “staircase Party” in 
Home service clothing which 
inevitably added significant 
presence amongst those 
assembled for the evening, 
many who are key enablers 
in Wales� In sum, an excellent 
evening both for sam and the 
Regiment�

1
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The first of March is always special for the 
Welsh Guards and with deployment on Op 

TORAL 6 fast approaching 2018 was due to be 
especially so. 

st david’s day 2018
By Major E S Mathieson 
Second in Command 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

In order to emphasise the 
operational nature of the year, 
the decision was made to 
expand the scope of the day� 

The first stage was a battalion 
photograph on the square� 
after this everyone moved 
onto Pirbright Training area, 

where, in combat clothing and 
surrounded by our Foxhound 
vehicles, we combined the 
traditional presentation of 
leeks with a pre-deployment 
service� The huge dump of 
snow brought on us by the 
“beast from the East” provided 
the ideal backdrop�
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Every football fan will admit that when they were growing 
up they always dreamed of walking out onto their beloved 

team’s pitch in front of thousands of cheering fans. 

support to Cardiff City vs Bristol City
By Warrant Officer Class 2 
Drill Sergeant 1st Battalion Welsh Guards

as the years roll on and reality 
sets in most realise that this 
will never happen for them as 
a player! However, as cardiff 
city fans a number of Welsh 
guardsmen experienced a 
close second in February 2018�

as part of the battalion’s 
pre-deployment activities 
I got in touch with cardiff 
city to ask if we could be 
involved in a match day in 
some capacity prior to our 
time in afghanistan� as well 
as being massively retention 
positive, it would also allow 
our Recruiting Team to have 
access to an audience of over 
25,000 people in the capital� 
as soon as I mentioned the 

1. Members of HQ Coy with  
 their leeks.
2. The Padre leads the  
 Drumhead service.
3. Ready for kick-off.
4. The Recruiting Team set up  
 outside the stadium.
5. Our special mention in the  
 match day programme.

idea to the club they were 
totally upbeat and receptive 
and before we knew it we had 
gone from hopefully gaining 
some free tickets to marching 
the teams onto the pitch!

so on sunday 25 February 
2018, a few days after 
completing Ex kabUL daWN, 
15 members of the battalion 
(from guardsman up to 
warrant officer) headed to 
cardiff along with the 
complete Recruiting Team 
south to attend the severnside 
derby between cardiff city 
and bristol city who at the 
time were both pushing for 
automatic promotion to the 
Premier League� as soon as 
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we arrived at the stadium 
the club officials were there 
to meet us and really laid out 
the red carpet for us� Each 
member of the battalion 
received a free ticket plus 2 
complimentary tickets for 
family and friends� They 
also provided the boys with 
free drinks tokens to see 
them through the day and a 
match day programme with 
a special mention inside for 
the battalion� The Recruiting 
Team was given a prime spot 

outside the ground to set 
up their stand along with a 
Foxhound vehicle�

once inside the stadium we 
were taken straight into the 
tunnel area and onto the 
pitch in order to conduct a 
rehearsal� at the time the 
ground was closed and empty 
and everything seemed so 
small compared to when 
you sit up in the stands� 
after a quick rehearsal we 
were then allowed photo 
opportunities in the home 
dug out and on the pitch� but 
just when we thought that 
was it until the main event 
the club officials took us into 
the home dressing room as 
the team was arriving� once 
inside we got the opportunity 
to experience what it’s like 
on match day and the buzz 
surrounding it� We then met 
2 of the stars of the season: 
Joe Ralls and Junior Hoillett 
who signed autographs, took 
selfies and asked the lads 
about the upcoming tour� The 
players seemed as captivated 
by us as we were with them 
and wished us all the best 
and a safe return from 
afghanistan as we left�

We then returned to our 
families and friends in the 
VIP area and waited to be 
called back to the tunnel 
area prior to kick off� as 
1500 approached we made 
our way into the tunnel to 
form up, this still allowed 
the men time to get selfies 
with the players as they 
came off from the warm up� 
at approximately 7 minutes 
before, which I thought was 
Regimentally quite fitting, the 
stadium announcer began 
to brief the large crowd on 
our Regimental history and 
what we were about to take 
on in the next 8 months� 
as he finished we began to 
march onto the pitch and 

as we reached the edge 
of tunnel the noise hit us 
straight away and the 25,000 
strong crowd, including the 
away fans from bristol, rose 
to their feet and began to 
clap and cheer� The sound 
was deafening and really did 
make the hairs on the back 
of your neck stand up� We 
then halted in the centre circle 
and waited for the players 
to enter� as is customary for 
each game at the cardiff 
city stadium they began to 
play ‘Men of Harlech’ as the 
teams appeared� The sound 
this time went up a level and 
it was quite an experience to 
be centre stage of all of this� 
once the referee, mascots 
and captains had their photo 
it was our turn to march off� 
We marched towards the 
opposite end of the stadium 
this time and again the wall 
of sound from the fans was 
truly unbelievable� but as we 
marched off all the players 
began to clap and as we 
passed each one in turn they 
all said ‘thank you’ or ‘good 
luck lads’� as we left the pitch 
and returned to the tunnel 
areas you could see from our 
faces what that had meant 
to us�

We then returned to our seats 
and got to watch cardiff city 
win in style 1-0 against one of 
our closest rivals which was a 
fitting end to an unbelievable 
day and something none of us 
will ever forget�

I would like to give special 
thanks to cardiff city Football 
club for their continued 
support but in particular 
Wayne Nash who is head of 
operations at the club and 
adam gillatt the supporters’ 
liaison officer� It was down to 
them that this was possible 
and their treatment of 
members of the battalion was 
first class�
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1. WO2 (CSM) Jefferies leads  
 the group onto the pitch.
2. WO2 (CSM) Jefferies with  
 Junior Hoillett.
3. Outside Liberty Stadium.
4. The Gdsm enjoying the home  
 team’s success.
5. The view from the hospitality  
 box was spectacular.
6. Lining the tunnel.
7. The Sarn’t Major forming links  
 with his home council  
 (Councillor Robert Francis- 
 Davies).
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On 22 January 2018, 16 members of the Battalion were 
invited to provide support to the Swansea City FC versus 

Liverpool FC game. 

swansea vs Liverpool support
By Warrant Officer Class 1 DS Morgan 10 
Regimental Sergeant Major

We attended as guests of 
swansea city council and 
were hosted superbly in the 
executive box where the 
guardsmen enjoyed dinner and 
drinks prior to the game with a 
great view stretching out over 
the pitch� We were joined by 
councillor Robert Francis-davies 
who hosted us extremely well�

The evening started with us 
lining the tunnel as the players 
emerged� To be pitch side and 
listen to the Liberty roar was 
a great experience and to be 
so close to some world class 
footballers was phenomenal�

despite a barrage of Liverpool 
attacks the swans scored from 
a corner before the end of the 
first half via alfie Mawson� 
There were a few looks 

from other boxes when our 
guardsmen broke into song: 
“alfie Mawson is a Jack”! We 
were again hosted superbly 
with free drinks at halftime and 
had even more chance to take 
in the superb experience of 
being in such a fine hospitality 
box�

The second half kicked off 
and Liverpool threw all but 
the kitchen sink at the swans� 
However, the well drilled men 
in black and white proved to be 
too defensively organised for 
Jurgen klopp’s men and they 
hung on to claim all 3 points�

We were extremely grateful to 
swansea city Football club and 
swansea city council for giving 
us the opportunity to watch our 
club in luxury and be so close to 
the action�
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1. LCpl Moriarty and LSgt  
 Rowlands with the new Miss  
 England 2018 and runners up.
2. LSgt Rowlands and LCpl  
 Moriarty providing sentries  
 during the press conference.
3. Over 6,500 German Luftwaffe  
 Heinkel Medium Bombers  
 were built during WW2 and  
 were used extensively in the  
 Battle of Britain. Each aircraft  
 had a crew of 5 airmen.

On receiving a phone call from former Miss England and 
AGC Clerk Katrina Simpson we initially thought we were 

victim to a prank. A request for the Welsh Guards to support 
the 2018 Miss England Finals in Newark - surely not? 

Welsh guards support to miss England 2018
By Warrant Officer Class 2 DT Hughes 39 
Company Sergeant Major in Musketry Welsh Guards

certainly not an everyday request 
but one that received more than 
the usual number of volunteers�

The team put their heads 
together to discuss what 
was required and why they 
wanted military support� We 
soon got our answer� The Miss 
England pageant and year-long 
programme of events raises 
more than £150,000 for charity� 
Many military charities benefit, 
and the event organisers were 
keen for the armed forces to 
be represented� How could we 
refuse?

Lsgt Rowlands and Lcpl Moriarty 
offered their services� The Miss 
England Team wanted two 
guardsmen in Home service 
clothing and some support 
during the setup� When the 
question was posed during a 
parade everyone suspected 
that they were volunteering for 
something equally as fun, such 
as a weekend barrack guard or 
playing enemy on sennybridge 
Training area!

during the event the top 50 
candidates from 22,000 initial 
applicants were put through their

paces� The rounds included Miss 
Eco, an Eco-Friendly award for 
the best dress made from plastic; 
Miss Talent; Miss beautiful Hair as 
well as the evening dress round� 

during the crowning of the 2018 
Miss England the guardsmen 
took centre stage, with press 
from all over Europe including 
the daily Mail and The Times� 
It offered a great opportunity 
to display our expertise as 
ceremonial soldiers� Photos of 
Lsgt Rowlands and Lcpl Moriarty 
protecting the newly crowned 
Miss England went viral within 
minutes with 15,000 views on 
social media within the first hour 
and 23,000 views on YouTube� 
It proved to be a valuable PR 
opportunity for the Regiment�

as we prepare to transition 
from MTP (Multi-Terrain 
Pattern (combats to the reader 
with greater years!)) to Tunic, 
celebrity events form part of our 
ceremonial function along with 
the Queens guards and Trooping 
the colour� We will be looking to 
foster these sort of relationships 
as we re-role into London district 
in the new year�
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18 Welsh guards Killed at Caterham Barracks  
by Enemy action september 1940

World War 2 History uncovered
By Mr Nick Farr 
Welsh Guards Association London Branch Associate 
Member and Welsh Guards Reunited Site Historian

He was one of 97 casualties that 
day that were either kIa or WIa 
(Wounded in action)�

since then, I have been 
researching the men who served 
in the Regiment, particularly in 
WW1 and WW2�

I have in my own time and using 
my own resources, compiled 
databases on the information I 
have collated over the years� 693 
officers and men lost their lives 
in WW2, the 3rd bn� suffering the 
highest casualty rate�

I have had an active interest in the history of the Welsh Guards 
since my grandmother gave me, some 50 years ago, the 

medals of her brother, Cpl Stanley Kiernan who was Killed in 
Action (KIA) on 1st July 1916 during the raid on Mortaldje in 
the Ypres Salient. 

all three battalions of the 
Regiment suffered high casualty 
rates on single days and from 
my databases I have been able 
to detail those Welsh guardsmen 
who died during major actions�

•	 On	the	29th	May	1940	19	 
 guardsmen of the 1st bn died  
 at West cappel in France�

•	 28	Guardsmen	from	the	3rd	 
 bn died on the 9th april 1943  
 at Fondouk in North africa� 

•	 8th	May	1943	the	3rd	Bn	 
 suffered 17 deaths at  
 Hammam Lif�

•	 The	3rd	Bn	lost	20	men	at	 
 Monte cerasola, Italy on the  
 11th February 1944�

•	 17	Guardsmen	from	the	3rd	 
 bn on the 19th February 1944�

•	 The	3rd	Bn	lost	16	Guardsmen	 
 on the 27th May 1944 at  
 Piccolo & arce�

•	 30th	June	1944	a	V1,	Flying	 
 bomb caused the deaths of  
 16 Welsh guardsmen when it  
 exploded during the athletics  
 day at Imber court�

•	 29	Welsh	Guardsmen,	mainly	 
 from the 1st bn and some  
 from the 2nd bn died fighting  
 in the bocage in France  
 following d day�

•	 A	further	31	Welsh	 
 guardsmen died on the  
 11th august 1944 fighting in  
 the bocage�

•	 12	Welsh	Guardsmen	from	 
 the 1st bn died on the 12th  
 august 1944 from the  
 continuing action in the  
 bocage�

one database highlighted a 
high casualty rate on the 11th 
september 1940 and one other 
casualty on the 12th september 
1940� I was intrigued as on these 
dates both the 1st and 2nd 
battalions were not in an ‘active 
combat theatre abroad’ and were 
stationed at home�  I was further 
intrigued as there is no record in 
any of the history books of the 
Regiment about these casualties 
for these dates� 

The book ‘Welsh guards at 
War’ by Major L F Ellis cVo cbE 
dso Mc first published in 1946 
makes no reference to these 
casualties, however their names 
are recorded in the Roll of Honour 
(pages 293 to 299) of those Welsh 
guardsmen who died in WW2�

The recent book ‘bearskins, 
bayonets and body armour’, 
Welsh guards 1915-2015 by 
Trevor Royle also makes no 
reference to these casualties�

I concluded that these Welsh 
guardsman had been killed 
whilst on duty in the Uk� The 
information I hold shows that 
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all these men were buried 
in cemeteries in the Uk and 
therefore died here�

on this date, great britain and 
France had been at war with 
Nazi germany for just over a 
year following the Nazi invasion 
of Poland� The so called ‘Phoney 
War’ was soon to end, which had 
lasted from september 1939 to 
May 1940 when there was little 
action between the armies as 
each built up their forces for the 
forthcoming confrontation�

german forces soon over ran 
denmark, Norway, belgium 
the Netherlands, Luxemburg 
and finally France� The channel 
Islands were occupied on the 
30th June 1940

great britain now stood alone 
and was reeling from the loss 
of equipment and men that 
included the Welsh guards� both 
battalions of The Welsh guards 
had been in action in arras, West 
cappel and boulogne before their 
evacuation� However, 72 officers 
and men of the two battalions 
had been killed and only 88 of 
the wounded evacuated� 453 
including the rest of the wounded 
remained in enemy hands�   

The battle for France was over 
and the battle of britain began 
on 10th July 1940 and would last 
until 31st october 1940 when 
Hitler permanently postponed 
any plans for an invasion of 
britain and looked east to the 
invasion of Russia� The ‘blitz’ of 
great britain would continue until 
May 1941 which was primarily 
aimed at the cities, rather than 
the airfields and defence support 
facilities in the battle of britain�

To confirm that these men had 
died whilst stationed in the Uk, 
I checked the details from the 
War office, casualty Lists, other 
Ranks which reported daily those 
servicemen, who were killed in 
action, died, died of Wounds or 
accident, Wounded, reported as 
Missing or as a Prisoner of War�

They list the following Welsh 
guardsmen as having been 
killed in action on 11th 

september 1940�

guardsman 2732082 
JENkINs, JosHUa

guardsman 2736031 
RobERTs, JosEPH

guardsman 2737259 
baRTLETT, ERNEsT

guardsman 2737268  
bENNETT, cEcIL FRaNk

guardsman 2737269 
bENNETT, gEoRgE cHaRLEs

guardsman 2737271 
boULTER, WILLIaM JoHN

guardsman 2737277 
caMERoN, aRTHUR HENRY

guardsman 2737285 
doWLINg, JosEPH WILLIaM

guardsman 2737303 
kINg, FREdERIck JaMEs

guardsman 2737471 
FRaNcIs, TREVoR

guardsman 2737485 
daVIEs, sTaNLEY

guardsman 2737504 
sEaRE, EdMUNd

guardsman 2737516 
WILLIaMs, JoHN ERIc

guardsman 2737526 
WILLIaMs, REEs THoMas

guardsman 2737609 
dURRENT, WILLIaM gLYNMoRE

guardsman 2737712 
sPENcER, PERcY REgINaLd

guardsman 2737714 
PoWELL, FRaNk dILWYN 
RaYMoNd

guardsman 2737770 
HoWaRd, LEoNaRd

and one as having died of 
Wounds on 12th september 
1940�

guardsman 2737515 
WILLIaMs, HaRoLd

on enlistment into the Regiment 
recruits were issued with a 
service number which was 
entered into the 358 books� 
also included in these books are 
the dates of enlistment and the 
reason for their discharge� 
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1. The Guards and Caterham  
 book. Details events at the  
 Depot from 1877.
2. Photograph of the Memorial  
 Plaque on display at the WG  
 Museum at Oswestry.
3. Screen shot of the database  
 detailing the casualties on the  
 11th and 12th September  
 1940.

on viewing each entry of those 
who had lost their lives it became 
obvious that they were new 
recruits to the Regiment, apart 
from gdsm 2732082 Jenkins 
who had served previously with 
the Regiment and re-enlisted in 
october 1939�  The other men 
had enlisted in early august or 
at the beginning of september 
1940, so were still in training 
and had not been assigned to a 
battalion� The ages of these men 
range from 19 to 39� Five were 
married� The 358 books entry for 
their discharge is very significant 
in its wording and it states, ‘killed 
by Enemy action’�

The 358 books list that 
guardsman 2736031 Roberts, 
Joseph died at batleys War 
Hospital and I believe that 
his death was not due to any 
enemy action� They also show 
guardsmen 2737281 currie, 
Robert and 2737614 Williams, 
William Lloyd were wounded and 
later discharged as Permanently 
Unfit for any form of Military 
service� 

I soon came to the conclusion 
that the Welsh guards recruits 
were killed by enemy action due 
to a Luftwaffe bomb or bombs 
landing on caterham barracks on 
11th september 1940�

It should be remembered that 
caterham barracks was close 
to the RaF fighter stations at 
kenley and biggin Hill who were 
defending London� The Luftwaffe 
had targeted airfields, docks and 
other military installations in an 
attempt to gain undisputed air 
superiority before any invasion 
could take place�

The RaF battle of britain 
campaign diary and the battle of 
britain Historical society chronicle 
make no mention of any 
Luftwaffe bombing of caterham 
barracks�  both report in detail the 
events on this day which includes 
the actual combat sorties, enemy 
actions and combat loses, both 
british and german that were 
claimed and the actual losses�

To start my research I searched 
for any relevant posts on WgR� 
I remembered an eye witness 
report that was posted on the 
site on the 11th september 2010 
by the son of recruit guardsman 
Frederick burman (2737275)�  He 
enlisted on 1st august1940 and 
was discharged to army Reserve 
on 9th september 1946� 

I had even replied giving details 
of some of those who were 
killed that day without releasing 
at the time the relevance of the 
post as my databases were not 
complete!

‘My father (2737275) recounted 
this incident to me in 1996 just 
2 months before he died. It was 
late afternoon/early evening on 
a hot day spent tracking German 
aircraft. A single bomb came 
through the roof of the hut before 
exploding. He did not have a 
number of how many had died, 
but it was ‘a lot’.

My father escaped the carnage, 
but after this he did not rate 
highly his odds of surviving the 
war’.

I then consulted the book ‘The 
guards and caterham’ The 
soldiers story, edited by Ronald 
Melvin which was first published 
in 1999� The book is a wealth 
of history detailing the events 
that happened at the depot 
since 1877� There are various 

eye witness accounts of enemy 
bombing of caterham barracks in 
the book during WW2�

The following incident is recorded 
on page 112 to 115 by 4034108 
Recruit guardsman William butler, 
entitled ‘The guardsman who 
sparkled’� Whilst no date is given 
on page 115’ I believe this to be 
relevant evidence of the Welsh 
guard recruits death through 
Luftwaffe bombing� 4034108 
Recruit guardsman William butler 
enlisted 5th June 1939 and was 
discharged to the army Reserves 
on the 5th June 1951 after 12 
years service� 

He states that ‘A few nights after 
our return from Kenley (airfield) 
the depot was bombed again 
and there was a direct hit on a 
building occupied by men of No 9 
Company, Welsh Guards. ‘Foggy’ 
Farr’s squad was wiped out. 
Seeing its members, or rather 
parts of their bodies blown into 
trees, roof trusses and adjacent 
fields aged him markedly’.

Footnote: ‘Foggy’ Farr is not 
related to me! 2733004 Farr, 
Frederick charles enlisted in 
Newport on 30th december 
1929 aged 18 and 3 months� He 
completed 3 years service and 
was discharged 29th december 
1932� He was recalled to the 
colours and was released from 
service on 6th august 1945�

grenadier guardsman 261112 
kenneth Timmis describes his 
time as a recruit at caterham on 
pages 184 to 185�

He states, ‘That almost every 
night he heard the drone of 
German Bombers on their way 
to attack London. Once, when we 
were doing our shining parade 
by candlelight and listening to 
the squadrons passing overhead, 
we heard the whistle of a bomb 
coming down were and quickly 
on the floor. We waited for the 
explosion but heard nothing. An 
unexploded bomb, we thought, 
and got on with our tasks’.

‘Daylight, however, exposed the 
full horror of the situation. On 
our way to the messroom for 
breakfast, armed with our mess 
tins and cutlery, we saw that 
Victoria Block had been practically 
destroyed. Bodies of dead 
Guardsman had been laid out 
on the grass nearby. I remember 
the body of one poor chap still 
hanging in the ruined building’.
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conscript grenadier recruit 
2619944 Whittle� F describes 
his time at caterham� ‘one raid 
succeeded in destroying one of 
the smaller barrack blocks and a 
number of Welsh guards recruits 
were killed or injured� 

captain L E (Les) burrell QM 
MbE was a grenadier instructor 
in charge of a boys’ squad at 
caterham� 

‘He remembers the Irish Guards’ 
Roberts Block was damaged by 
a bomb one Sunday afternoon 
during one of the many raids on 
RAF’s fighter station at nearby 

Kenley. Later, during the blitz, 
Victoria Block sustained damage 
and a bomb on the shelters in 
the cricket ground area caused 
a number of casualties. There 
were many raids on the Depot 
while I was there and before my 
battalion left to join 201 Guards 
Brigade in the Middle East’.

another witness account is 
recorded on the bbc’s web 
site, WW2 People’s War� The 
contributor was a civilian who 
lived near the caterham barracks 
during the 2nd World War and 
details his experience through 
various articles as a teenager who 
eventually served with the 6th 
airborne division�  

one posting details an attack on 
caterham barracks� 

‘A sole bomb from a single raiding 
bomber quite literally found a 
barrack room full of soldiers 
laying down to rest after several 
hours of air raid watch and 
precaution duty. We at home a 
mile away heard the long drawn 
out whistle of the bomb as the 
‘stray’ raider returned from the 
London direction, but because 
the explosion was dull, muffled, 
and distant sounding noise we 
decided it was a few miles away. 
We learned of the tragedy the 
next day, for of the forty men 
about to start their earned night’s 
rest only four survived and they of 
course were wounded to varying 
degrees’.

The caterham barracks 
community Trust web site have a 
chorology of the buildings (from 
1875-1958) complied by the late 
Major Peter Lewis, archivist of the 
grenadier guards� Here are his 
entries for 1940�

‘8 Palestine Huts were erected 
in the Camp area as extra 
accommodation for 160 men. 
Two thirds of “Roberts” Block, 

two Musketry Huts and two 
huts on the Soccer Field were 
destroyed by enemy action on 
the 18th August’. ‘Drill Shed No.1 
destroyed and “A”. Block Married 
Quarters and the Sergeants’ Mess 
damaged by enemy action on the 
1st September. Part of “Victoria” 
Block, ‘Nursing Sisters Quarters’, 
Dining Room No. 6, Serveries, No. 
1 and 2 destroyed, and Dining 
Rooms No. 1 and 2 with Wash-ups 
badly damaged by enemy action 
on the 11th September. Two 
Dining huts and a Preparation hut 
were erected as an addition to 
No.1 Cookhouse’.

as to why this high casualty 
rate has been missed from 
the Welsh guards history is 
a mystery� as mentioned, 
september 1940 was a very 
difficult time for the country 
and the Ministry of Information 
had strict restrictions on the 
press releasing information 
about enemy raids� This was of 
course to deter any defeatism 
amongst the population with 
a possible impending invasion� 
also, it is possible that amongst 
all this confusion and the fact the 
recruits were still in basic training 
the Regiment did not record the 
events on the 11th september 
1940�

Many thousands of men and 
women answered the call to 
arms when this country was in 
dire need� The Welsh guards 
recruits made the ultimate 
sacrifice for freedom� We will 
remember them�

a Memorial Plaque has been 
produced to honour and 
remember these men’s short 
service with the Regiment and is 
on display at the Welsh guards 
Museum at oswestry�

The views expressed are those 
of the author and may not 
represent those of the Regiment� 
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1. War Office Casualty lists for  
 Other Ranks for the 11th and  
 12th September 1940.
2. Capt Ian Groom MBE RN (left)  
 handing over to Capt Stephen  
 Moorhouse OBE RN.
3. HMS Prince of Wales afloat.
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Hms PrINCE OF WaLEs afloat
By HMS Prince of Wales Media

The aircraft carrier then 
moved from the dock, her 
home for the past three years, 
to the neighbouring basin 
and J and k berths, where she 
will complete final fitting out 
fitting out before departing on 
sea trials during the in 2019�

Minister for defence 
Procurement Harriett baldwin 
said: “This is an important 

HMS Prince of Wales has been floated and moved to 
her fitting-out berth at Rosyth. In a delicate overnight 

operation, sluices were opened and water gradually filled the 
dry dock, specially enlarged for the 65,000-tonne warship.

moment in the monumental 
programme to build these two 
magnificent ships� I would like 
to thank the 10,000 people 
from across the Uk who have 
helped us make such progress 
during 2017 on both HMs 
Queen Elizabeth and HMs 
Prince of Wales�”

crew and engineers from 
the aircraft carrier alliance 

monitored the process 
throughout, while a flotilla 
of tugs moved the leviathan 
the short distance to her new 
berth�

“For me, seeing water 
surround the ship has really 
made it transform from 
being a ship in build to a 
ship preparing to go to sea,” 
said sub Lieutenant Freddie 
spreckley, who recently 
joined the ship as a marine 
engineer after completing his 
professional training at HMs 
sultan in gosport�

captain Ian groom, the 
carrier’s senior Naval officer, 
said that the effort made 
by teams from industry, the 
Ministry of defence and the 
ship’s company to reach 
this milestone had been 
“immense”�

He continued: “It has been 
a massive team effort and I 
am proud of every individual 
contribution� as the second of 
her class, HMs Prince of Wales 
is of strategic significance 
ensuring continuous carrier 
strike capability� Working as 
one team we are delivering 
an unmistakable sign of 
commitment to the defence 
of our great nation and that of 
our allies�”

Prince of Wales is 3,000 
tonnes heavier than her sister 
was at the same stage - as 
the second ship in the class, 
construction and fitting out 
has moved more swiftly 
thanks to the lessons learned 
building HMs Queen Elizabeth� 
The successful ‘undocking’ of 
the carrier 6 months ahead of 
schedule serves as a pertinent 
example of this progress�

the First sea going Captain 
joins

cdre steve Moorhouse 
obE RN joined the ship on 
11 september 2018� It is 
Royal Navy Tradition that 
despite being a commodore 
(equivalent to brigadier) 
he will be a local captain 
(equivalent to colonel)� 
The only exception to this 
tradition was the Royal Yacht 
whose co was a substantive 
commodore�   

capt Moorhouse joined the 
Royal Navy as an aviator, 
he has previously been in 
command of HMs LaNcasTER 
and HMs ocEaN� He joins 
the ship from an operational 
tour in the gulf and he has 
the privilege of being the first 
captain to take PRINcE oF 
WaLEs to sea in 2019�
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Welsh guards at the  
royal military academy sandhurst
By Warrant Officer Class 1 M Ridgeway-Buckley 
New College Regimental Sergeant Major (NCRSM)

Lt col aF bowen – deputy 
chief of staff

acsM Taylor – academy 
sergeant Major

NcRsM Ridgeway-buckley – 
Regimental sergeant Major 
New college

csM Peters – company 
sergeant Major

csgt cunningham- - colour 
sergeant Instructor

csgt McEvoy – colour 
sergeant Instructor

csgt Hedges – colour 
sergeant Instructor

csgt Thomas 90 – company 
Quartermaster sergeant old 
college

Lcpl dimmock Rds – 
Regimental duty staff (Rds)

gdsm Harty – acsM assistant

Following another packed year within the Royal Military 
Academy Sandhurst (RMAS) the Regiment is well 

represented with 10 personnel currently employed here.

acsM Taylor has had 
several high-profile visits 
to orchestrate during this 
year, from the anglo-French 
summit where, during the 
rehearsal, two ocdts acted 
as the Prime Ministers of 
both nations inspecting the 
coldstream guards guard of 
Honour – a surreal experience 
for them! and another event 
was President Trump’s arrival 
during his two-day working 
visit of the Uk, but what best 
epitomised the “sandhurst 
normal” was the unexpected 

arrival one saturday afternoon 
of king abdullah II of Jordan, 
himself an academy alumni, so 
for NcRsM Ridgeway-buckley 
and csM Peters to have Prime 
Minister al-Hariri attending a 
dinner night was just another 
day at the office!

In addition to the everyday 
rigors of day to day life, 
many members of staff have 
represented the academy with 
distinction in a wide array of 
events� This, again, showing 
not only the versatility and 

selfless commitment of 
these individuals, but also 
that there is always Welsh 
guards involvement� The 
NcRsM attended the hockey 
tour to australia, csM Peters 
achieved an incredible 2nd 
Place in the Leviathan Phoenix 
50-mile Ultra Marathon in a 
time of 7hr 54mins and csgt 
cunningham (still refusing 
to retire from football) is an 
ever-present member of the 
RMas staff team, getting to the 
semi Finals of the army Minor 
Units’ cup� These achievements 
sandwiched csgt McEvoy 
winning the coveted award 
of best sticker at both the 
Inter company and World 
championships, becoming 
World champion being no 
small feat with the high calibre 
of participants from across six 
nations

Making sure that we keep 
true to our roots, st david’s 
day was celebrated albeit in 
a more low-key way than it 
would be in battalion� Lcpl 
dimmock and gdsm Harty 
running around ensuring 
everything was in order, while 
others were running around 
during the snowy weather 
for a march and shoot� The 
celebration, with all the other 
Welsh Regiment staff from 
across sandhurst, was a well 
received affair and the bonus 

of a Thursday midday finish 
for many, due to the beast 
from the East, allowed many to 
then be able to celebrate with 
families� 

In august, we said farewell to 
Maj k dawson MbE, who is no 
stranger to the RMas� This was 
Major dawson’s fourth tour, 
this time as the chief Instructor 
of LEoc (Late Entry officers 
course) and as ever he was 
a great ambassador for, and 
mentor to, our instructors here; 
he will be missed as he moves 
onto the Infantry battle school 
in brecon� In september, csgt 
Hedges and the remainder of 
cadre 18 began their journey 
and there is no doubt that 
he will continue in the fine 
tradition of his predecessors� 
Lt col aF bowen has arrived 
to work in the new look 
sandhurst group Headquarters 
as the dcos, is looking forward 
to the challenges ahead and 
will, I am sure, make an impact 
in his new role� Finally, we 
welcome csgt Thomas 90 as 
old college cQMs, this being 
his first time posted away from 
the battalion, he has already 
got a new perspective on 
RMas and the motivation of 
these young officers and what 
they go through�

2018 also saw the 
commissioning of five high 
quality young officers, 2Lt 
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Wilkinson who will have 
arrived in battalion in august, 
2Lt Leonard and 2Lt Powell 
who, after being selected 
as the ensigns for both the 
Queen’s and Regimental 
colours during their sovereigns 
Parade, are now, as this is 
being written, enjoying the 
delights of a winter course in 
brecon! 2Lt anscombe-bell 
and 2Lt Haines-Henderson, 
with only a few weeks left of 
the commissioning course, 
are both being worked hard 
in preparation for what lies 
ahead of them� 

Exercise Kookaburra Cadet

soon after joining the army 
I had been told on many 
occasions never to volunteer 
for anything, this was the 
unwritten rule, as with all rules 
there must be an exception Ex 
kookaburra cadet is one such 
occasion� The opportunity 
arose to support wider Uk 
defence Engagement in 
australia, through hockey 
and leading the combined 
british armed Forces on the 
centenary aNZac parade 
in sydney� When asked of 
my hockey experience my 
comment of “I watched sean 
curley win gold in the 88 
olympics in seoul”, this was 
met with laughter yet never 
questioned� 

My initial thoughts that hockey 
would be easy to pick up were 
quickly dispelled, during my 
first training session when 
having been comfortably 
turned inside out by a young 
officer cadet (ocdt) I lost 
my balance and took a stick 
to the head� Three training 
session later 19 ocdts and 3 
permanent staff deployed 
to brisbane� The first thing I 
noticed once arriving was that 
the culture of sport in australia 
is so drastically different to 
the Uk, every pitch and court 
full of people playing sports, 
as we waited for our allotted 
time in the Queensland state 
pitch� a good training session 

later it was decided that as we 
would have had limited time to 
acclimatise rolling substitutions 
was going to be a must� 

Match day 1 buoyed with the 
hope that fate was on our side 
as the temperature cooled 
and the heavens opened the 
reality of playing as a team in 
a competitive game for the 
first time� during the second 
half, the game had to be put on 
hold due to the waterlogged 
pitch, this was not the glorious 
sunshine that wed been 
expecting in australia� against 
a well drilled Queensland 
australian defence Force (adF) 
side scuppered the chances of 
a debut victory resulting in a 
spirited 5-2 defeat� 

Match day 2 onto sydney 
playing the University of 
New south Wales� stretching 
and warming up the idea of 
playing students at 0930 on a 
sunday morning was a stroke 
of genius although not as 
many hung over opposition 
players as we were expecting� 
driven on by an early goal the 
academy team continued in its 
ascendancy cruising to a 5-1 
victory�

What better way to celebrate 
a maiden victory than 
sightseeing around sydney, 
after seeing The opera House 
and Harbour bridge it was 
onto bondi beach� all three 
of these sights surpassed all 
expectations having fallen foul 
of the tourist traps all over the 
world in the past� 

Match day 3 Playing in now the 
third competitive match of the 
tour, against the New south 
Wales adF many of whom are 
in the current adF first team, 
what better place to be the 
olympic stadium� 

2

3

1. All World Pace Stick Teams.
2. At ANZAC day Sydney NCRSM  
 with head of the New Souith  
 Wales Household Division  
 Association.
3. CSM Peters Ultra Marathon.
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The facilities and playing 
surface were what you’d 
expect from such a grand 
arena� With great pride the 
team took to the pitch fully 
expecting a hard game, 
coming in at half time 1-1 
because of some valiant saves 
from their keeper spirits were 
high� Unfortunately, during 
the last ten minutes a goal 
was then conceded, pushing 
forward for an equaliser 
throwing caution to the wing 
a third and fourth goals were 
then conceded� This score line 
didn’t do justice to the close 
end to end game that was 
played� 

Match day 4 Royal Military 
academy sandhurst v 
duntroon officer academy, 
this was the crunch match 
following our visit and tour 
of the academy in canberra, 
it was abundantly evident 
how seriously this match was 
being taken as the posters of 
beat the british and Pummel 
the Pommies were displayed 
all over camp� The stands full 
the game began in earnest 
with pride at stake, both 
teams played their part in a 
competitive and hard fought 
match� Having taken the lead, 
it was all one way traffic with 
RMas unable to kill off the 

game� a silly mistake leading 
to an equaliser left RMas to 
become rather nervous as the 
game continued� as duntroon 
again found the net once 
more heads dropped until the 
realisation that the referee had 
disallowed the goal, with the 
score tied at 1-1 the match was 
decided on penalty strokes� 
Under immense pressure with 
the crowd firmly behind their 
team RMas prevailing 4-2� The 
commandant from duntroon 
academy delivered some 
inspirational final world during 
the prize giving, finishing the 
sports phase of this tour on 
a high was fitting for all the 
hard work that the team had 
displayed throughout� 

a visit to the Imperial War 
Museum in canberra as a 
great experience for all, we 
were lucky to be privy to the 
rehearsals that were being 
conducted for the following 
day with the changing of 
the ceremonial guard at the 
monument� What I found 
interesting at the walls of 
remembrance for all those lost 
during WW1 and WW2 were 
the small poppy’s that were 
placed by the names, this was 
very respectful and fitting 
build up to the aNZac day that 
was to follow� I was given a 

great insight into battle I had 
little prior knowledge to with 
the like of gallipoli and kokoda 
have some amazing stories� 

aNZac day began at 0530 with 
the dawn service at coogee 
beach, the service includes 
a catafalque contingent, an 
ode of Remembrance, Last 
Post bugle call, a minute’s 
silence, followed by Reveille 
sounded on the bugle, wreath 
is laid similar to Remembrance 
day, this ceremony was 
attended by almost 20,000 
people paying their respects� 
Following breakfast, we 
changed and made our way 
into central sydney with the 
magnitude of being a part of 
the centenary aNZac parade 
beginning to dawn on the 
ocdts with thousands of 
veterans marching and tens 
of thousands watching and 
cheering along the route� We 
were fortunate to lead the 
british combined armed forces 
meeting veterans of all ages 
across the three services� 
as always at events like this 
I was greeted warmly by all 
in attendance I had the great 
welcome form the head of the 
New south Wales branch of the 
Household division� 

Following a very humbling 
march through the city I 

discovered another time-
honoured aNZac day tradition 
“Two Up”, from its wartime 
beginnings this gambling 
event is only legal in australia 
to play in pubs during aNZac� 
The tradition involves a 
designated “spinner” throwing 
two coins or pennies into the 
air, and players making bets 
on whether the coins will fall 
with one coin landing heads 
and one coin landing tails 
(known as odds), or whether 
the coins will fall with both 
heads (obverse) up� never 
did I believe that something 
so simple would have such a 
following or excitement for the 
observing crowd�

The whole sports tour was a 
resounding success, ocdts 
impeccably represented the 
academy� The one thing that 
I hope that they all will take 
from this is that with a bit of 
extra effort something like 
this can be organised and 
that they’ll take this forward 
onto their time at Rd making 
life long memories for their 
soldiers�

1. President Trump visit to  
 RMAS, with Prime Minister  
 Theresa May.

1
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Regimental ChaRity FunDRaising,  
WelFaRe anD Regimental VeteRans
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During the period covered in this article, 
the Welsh Guards Charity has received 

77 requests for financial assistance and over 
£19,000 has been paid out in individual grants 
to directly support our serving Soldiers, Veterans 
and their families. 

the Welsh guards Charity 
and regimental veterans Officer 
By Jiffy Myers MBE

2. The RVO meeting Bob Williams  
 32 during an employment fair.
3. The RVO giving a presentation  
 to Welsh GPs about Veteran’s  
 needs.
4. LCpl Geraint Hillard being  
 hosted by the RVO at HRH  
 Prince of Wales 70th Birthday  
 Patronage Celebration at  
 Buckingham Palace.

the Welsh guards Charity

some examples of how the 
Welsh guards charity has 
provided support are as 
follows:

•	 The	payment	of	a	home	 
 rental deposit for a spouse  
 under financial hardship�

•	 Various	grants	to	purchase	 
 brown and white goods for  
 our Veterans and their  
 families in financial need� 

•	 A	grant	was	made	to	 
 fund home repairs for a  
 terminally ill Wg Veteran� 

•	 We	funded	the	purchase	 
 a riser chair for an elderly  
 and disabled Veteran� 

•	 Various	grants	have	been	 
 made to assist with paying  
 priority debts�

•	 A	grant	was	made	to	 
 purchase basic clothing for  
 a Veteran on his release  
 from prison�

•	 School	uniforms	for	 
 children in need were  
 purchased with a grant� 

•	 A	grant	to	provide	an	 
 adaptation to a bicycle  
 for an injured Wg Veteran  
 enabling him to take part in 
 a charity bicycle ride� 

•	 An	elderly	Veteran’s	rent	 
 arrears were cleared with  
 the help of a grant�

•	 We	have	funded	several	 

 training courses for  
 Welsh guardsmen injured  
 on operational service in  
 afghanistan and  
 subsequently medically  
 discharged�

•	 Some	basic	IT	equipment	 
 was purchased for a  
 Veteran to re-train after  
 losing his job�

•	 Grants	to	purchase	 
 furniture and essential  
 household items for Welsh  
 guardsmen moving into  
 new homes after a period  
 of being homeless�

•	 Emergency	grants	to	 
 purchase heating oil for  
 an elderly Veteran in  
 financial hardship� 

The above are just a few 
examples of the cases that are 
dealt with “behind the scenes” 
and all are treated with 
the strictest of confidence� 
Independent assessments 
are carried out, in most cases, 
by ssaFa the armed Forces 
charity (formerly known 
as soldiers, sailors, airmen 
and Families association), 

2
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1. Falklands Veteran Steve  
 Hammond (20) with the WG  
 Charity funded Pulse Swing  
 Arm Crank adaption fitted  
 to his bike (used when one  
 knee doesn’t bend as much  
 as it should. This adaptor will  
 let you generate as much  
 power as possible without the  
 foot and knee being lifted so  
 high). This will enable him  
 to ride and take part in the  
 Centenary Cycle Challenge to  
 Ypres in Belgium on 8-9 Jun 18.
2. Free WG Charity Tee Shirt  
 for all fundraisers, see  
 www.welshguardscharity. 
 co.uk for details.

guardsmen, both serving 
and Veterans, and/or family 
members who are concerned� 
all visits are arranged at the 
convenience of the individual� 
some visits are just a friendly 
chat and update on events 
etc, whilst others may require 
me to refer individuals for 
special medical treatment or 
counselling (I will only ever 
refer if the individual wants 
me too)� The service is totally 
confidential and as I am now 
a veteran and no longer a 
serving soldier, I am able to 
work outside of the chain of 
command� 

Most of the Welsh guardsmen 
that I visit do not have physical 
injuries, they mainly suffer 
with mental health problems 
that can be addressed in a 
number of ways, depending 
on the situation� an important 
point to note is that very 
few who I visit suffer from 
Post-Traumatic stress disorder 
(PTsd), but are suffering with 
other mental illnesses such as 
depression, anxiety or stress�

the most important thing 
to do is to talk to someone

I am here at the end of a 
phone, Facebook or Whatsapp 
message even Twitter if you 
need to speak to a fellow 
Welsh guardsmen� I won’t 
discuss your problems with 
anyone unless you want me to 
and everything we discuss is 
confidential�

If you know of someone who 
might be in need of some 
form of support, please let 
me know� There are fellow 
Welsh guardsmen alive today 
because someone spoke up 
for them� 

You can contact me on 
mobile: 07456 985729

Facebook: Welsh guards 
regimental veterans 
Officer or jiffy myers

twitter: @jiffymyers90

Whatsapp: 07456 985729

caseworkers and the Welsh 
guards charity provides 
support alongside other 
service charities including the 
army benevolent Fund (abF), 
The Royal british Legion (RbL) 
and Help for Heroes (H4H)� 

The Welsh guards charity 
website provides up to date 
information on the various 
aspects of the charity’s work, 
including; how support is 
provided to the battalion, 
band, association and 
museum, the work of the 
Regimental Veterans officer 
and details on how money 
is and can be raised is also 
provided� 

The Welsh guards charity 
is indebted to those 
serving Welsh guards who 
“voluntarily” contribute a day’s 
pay a year under the service 
days Pay giving scheme and 
we are particularly proud to 
be at almost 100% of serving 
Welsh guardsmen joining 
the scheme� as those before 
them, they prove that Welsh 
guardsmen and their families 
continue to look after Welsh 
guardsmen and their families 
regardless of generation or 
years of service� The scheme 
is explained in full on the 
charity website� 

Each year a charity Impact 
statement is compiled and 
published on the website for 
all to read� It is imperative 
to us that the Welsh guards 
charity is totally transparent, 
and this report provides an in-
depth review on the charity’s 
support throughout the year� 

the regimental veterans 
Officer 

over the past 12 months, I 
have conducted over 100 
home or hospital visits and 
meetings in support of Welsh 
guardsmen and our bereaved 
families with ages ranging 
from 19 to 94!

Most of the referrals received 
are from fellow Welsh 

1
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A great evening was had by all at the South 
Wales Police Charity Boxing Event held at the 

Vale Hotel, Cardiff on Saturday 18 November 2017. 
over the past 8 years stuart 
Elson has competed at the 
annual event and at 58 years 
young he is to be commended 
for keeping the pressure on 
his opponent right to the final 
bell� 

Each year the Elson family and 
extended Police community 
help raise money for the 
Welsh guards charity and as 
this year was stuart’s last as a 
competitor� It was very fitting 
that he was the well-deserved 
recipient of the Elson Trophy 
which is awarded to the boxer 
who has demonstrated the 

south Wales Police Charity Boxing
By Major M I Butler IG 
Quartermaster 
1st Battalion Welsh Guards

most heart and courage on 
the night�

The trophy is in memory of his 
son Lcpl dane Elson who lost 
his life on 5 July 2009 whilst in 
afghanistan serving as a Team 
commander� The battalion 
boxing officer will aim to have 
a Welsh guardsman compete 
on behalf of the Elson family 
at future events� We would 
like to thank stuart and alison 
for their continued support to 
the Welsh guards charity and 
thank them wholeheartedly 
for the generous donation this 
year of £1500�
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After a full and varied 34 years career in the 
Welsh Guards followed by 10 exciting and 

demanding years as the Castle Superintendent 
Windsor Castle it came time to seriously think 
about retirement.

Like many others I found it a 
very confusing and stressful 
time but, I was determined 
to find interesting things to 
keep me occupied and more 
importantly not to get under 
the wife’s feet!

Not long after retirement the 
Regimental adjutant was in 
touch asking me to take over 
as chairman of the ogmore 
branch� I was of course 
delighted to do so, and it was 
a real pleasure to meet up 
with old friends and of course 
meet new ones at branch 
meetings� Like most branches, 
ogmore, finds it hard to 
recruit younger members 
but it is a fairly active branch 
who hold monthly meetings 
as well as an annual dinner� 

the soldiers, sailors, airmen and Families 
association (ssaFa)
By Major (Retd) Alan Denman MVO MBE

It was obvious that branch 
business would not keep me 
fully occupied and I needed 
something more in order to 
learn new skills and fill my 
time�

It was while walking through 
my local town, Risca, that I 
came across John blackburn� 
Many of you will remember 
that John was the battalion 
Padre during the battalion’s 
tour in Hohne� John eventually 
went on to become chaplain 
general before retiring from 
the army and moving back to 
Risca where he had started 
his career in the church as a 
young curate� Whilst talking 
to John he mentioned that 
he was chariman of the 
gwent division of ssaFa 
(sailors, soldiers, airmen 
and Families association)�  
More importantly he asked 
if I would consider being a 
volunteer case worker at the 
Newport office� To cut a long 
story short, and despite being 

told to never to volunteer, I 
soon found myself on a four 
day case worker course at 
ssaFa HQ in London� The 
course, travel, food and 
accommodation (Union Jack 
club) were all paid for by 
ssaFa� The course was most 
interesting and went into 
great depth explaining how 
ssaFa works to support all 
service personnel and their 
dependents through its vast 
number of local branches 
and volunteers� I was really 
shocked and saddened to 
hear the many problems our 
servicemen and women face 
during and after their service� 
It was heartbreaking to hear 
so many cases involved PTsd, 
debts, substance abuse and 
relationship breakdowns� 
It was however equally 
heartening to learn how 
ssaFa and other organizations 
are stepping up to the mark 
and offering tremendous 
support to the armed Forces 
Family�

It was not long before I 
was back in the Newport 
office and after a short 
period of mentoring with an 
experienced case worker I was 
allocated my first case� Most 
cases are referred from other 
welfare agencies, but we do 
often get those who self refer 
or the office is notified by a 
concerned friend, neighbour 
or work colleague�

obviously, all dealings with 
clients are confidential but 
it is fair to say I often come 
across former members 
of the Household division 
who are in need of help and 
support� When dealing with 
Welsh guards related cases I 
am glad to say that the whole 
of ssaFa Wales have been 
lucky to have contact with the 
Regimental Veterans officer, 
Jiffy Meyers� Jiffy is always 
able to offer help support or 
give much needed advice� It 
is a great source of pride for 
me to be able to point out to 

my office colleagues that the 
Welsh guards are one of very 
few Regiments who have a full 
time Veterans officer�

The beauty about 
volunteering with ssaFa is 
that you can control your 
work load and you always 
have great case support 
through the local or national 
office� I normally average 
about two to three cases per 
month but this can always 
be adjusted during holiday 
periods� although purely 
voluntary ssaFa do pay 
traveling and admin expenses� 
There is great camaraderie 
in the office – the Newport 
office is made up of myself, ex 
members of the RLc and RaF 
as well as three volunteers 
who have no service 
background� all are fully 
committed volunteers with 
some extensive life skills and a 
real desire to give something 
back to the armed Forces 
community� I would highly 
recommend ssaFa to all 
those who wish to make a real 
difference to people’s lives 
and at the same time learn 
new and interesting skills�

Please ring your local 
ssaFa office or give me a 
call if you are interested 
in becoming part of an 
amazing organization� More 
importantly if you are aware 
of an ex member of the 
services, or their dependents, 
who are in need of help 
or assistance then please 
get them to make contact 
with ssaFa at the earliest 
opportunity�

ssaFa Newport and torfaen 
raglan Barracks 
allt-yr-Yn view 
Newport 
NP20 5XE

tel. 01633 264530

ssafa.newport@btconnect.
com

ssaFa National Help Line is 
0800 731 4880
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Considering leaving a legacy to the Regiment?
It’s as straightforward as including a simple sentence in your will or adding a codicil.

In most cases, the first priority of members of 
the Regimental family will be close relatives 
and friends. However, many people also leave 
gifts to charities, known as legacies, in their 
wills.

Having recently been recognised and registered 
as a Charity (The Welsh Guards Charity, Reg 
No: 1152766), the Regiment can now accept 
legacies into the Welsh Guards Charity.

There are three types of legacy you can leave.

• A fixed sum of Money [Pecuniary] -  
 This is the simplest option.

• A percentage of the net value of your estate  
 [Residuary] – A residuary legacy means you  
 can leave a set proportion of your estate to  
 the Regiment after all the other beneficiaries  
 are taken care of.

• Individual Possessions [Specific] –  
 This could be typically land, property or  
 shares.

If you’re not sure about what kind of legacy 
you might like to leave to the Regiment, please 
talk to your solicitor who will be able to advise 
you further, or alternatively contact Regimental 
Headquarters.

If you have already made a will but now want 
to leave a legacy to the Regiment, you can make 
an addition or change it without rewriting your 
current will. This addition is called a codicil and 
either we or your solicitor can provide you with 
a form of words.

Tax Benefits
If you leave a legacy to the Regiment, its 
value will be deducted from your estate before 
inheritance tax (IHT) is worked out. In some 
case’s leaving a legacy may help bring the total 
value of your estate below the taxable threshold 
(£325,000 for 2016/17). Gifts to the Regiment 
made up to seven years before your death may 
also qualify for exemption.

The Regiment is very proud of its tradition 
of taking care of the extended Regimental 
family. The two world wars of the last 
century made great demands on Regimental 
charitable funds and the operational 
deployments since, most recently in 
Afghanistan, has exacerbated the situation. 
The future, as always, is uncertain and the 
need to care for the welfare of members of 
the Regiment and their families will remain 
as important as ever.

Beneficiary details 
Welsh Guards Charity – Registered Charity Number 1152766

Regimental Headquarters Welsh Guards, Wellington Barracks, Birdcage Walk,  London SW1E 6HQ
Tel:  020 7414 3291 · e-mail:  welshguardsara@gmail.com
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If my memory serves me right, 
there were 5 of us getting on 
at bangor; 71 griff (RIP), 73 
Evans, 90 Evans, 91 griffiths 
and myself 92� shortly before 
the train was due in, “98” 
gathered us all into a small 
group away from the ‘chippies’ 
for a “chat fatherly” - we had 
all got to know Eifion through 
the recruitment and selection 
process and he already had 
our greatest respect� 

Having called us together 
he proceeded (and this was 
the first time we had heard 
the full authority in a Welsh 
guards sergeants voice) as 
we all listened carefully� He 
addressed us as men and I 
still recall his words whilst 
looking each one of us in the 
eye: “Remember” he said, “Not 
only are you joining the finest 
regiment in the british army, 
you are joining a family�”

at the time those words in all 
honesty did not really register 

secretary general’s Foreword

as we were about to begin our 
journey in the Welsh guards, 
but the truth is, that those 
words are still with me now 
and it is advice I find myself 
passing on to new Trainee 
guardsmen as they embark on 
their careers�

Those words are the bond 
that keep the association 
alive� Just prior to me taking 
up appointment, very sadly 
the West Midlands branch and 
the Pembrokeshire branch fell 
by the wayside� In all honesty, 
West Midlands did not come 
as a surprise as there has 
been very little recruiting 
activity in that area over the 
years and so numbers were 
always expected to dwindle 
- unfortunately not enough 
Wg live in the area to make 
the branch feasible and so 
it has been amalgamated 
and taken under the wing 
of the Montgomeryshire 
and shropshire branch� 
Pembrokeshire branch has 

been amalgamated with 
Llanelli & cardiganshire 
branch, which has always been 
one of the strongest branches, 
with alan cunningham at the 
helm� However, who knows 
maybe in the future the 
phoenix will be resurrected 
from the ashes (as I know 
that the former secretary Rob 
davies is keen to get things up 
and running again)�

branch membership has 
always been an issue and as 
the former North Wales branch 
secretary I am only too aware 
of this, but it is nothing new� 
When Neil and I took on our 
respective posts, we spent a 
day in the Maindy barracks 
association office going 
through old files and minutes, 
to get a feel of where we are 
at� I happened on a set of 
minutes dating back to 1934 
for the cardiff branch, there 
was rumblings of dwindling 
membership and attendance 
at meetings even back then�

Today, numbers are still 
healthy, we are up to 
date on our membership 
list, individuals may not 
physically attend monthly 
meeting, which incidentally 
are becoming less formal 
evenings, with many branches 
deciding to have a much 
more relaxed approach and 
casual dress code, with the 
meetings conducted quickly, 
smoothly and in an open 
forum� Though they are still a 
popular social gathering (see 
branch reports for dates and 
locations) the numbers using 
social media increases and 
thus our online membership 
continues to grow� branches 
have been encouraged to 
have a social media presence 
to keep the younger element 
informed of what is happening 
in their respective areas 
and to date, North Wales 

branch, Montgomeryshire, 
shropshire & Midlands branch, 
Llanelli, cardiganshire and 
Pembrokeshire branch and the 
Welsh guards Reunited branch 
all have active Facebook 
groups� Hopefully more 
branches will be picking up the 
mantle and joining them in the 
not too distant future - so keep 
an eye out for your local branch 
page and whether serving or 
veteran, please sign up�

one thing I do stress about 
social media, please be mindful 
that some comments can 
cause upset and can divide 
opinions� The world is a much 
smaller place, everyone is 
suddenly a news reporter and 
any mishap in dress or drill or 
anything else for that matter 
can be recorded and circulated 
online like wildfire� Remember 
when we served ‘many moons 
ago’, before social media and 
before everyone had a mobile 
phone and camera in their 
hands 24/7, it was only the 
legions of Japanese tourists 
that caught our mishaps on 
camera? Thankfully we did not 
receive ‘social media’ notoriety 
and the footage is [hopefully] 
gathering dust somewhere 
in Japan - we got off lightly� 
and finally, there really are no 
plans to bring back the sLR or 
�303 in that matter for drill! The 
current rifle, the sa80 a3 is the 
rifle carried for both combat 
and ceremonial alike and is a 
reflection on today’s modern 
guardsman, with modern 
equipment able to maintain 
our ceremonial traditions to 
the highest standards that 
have always been achieved�

as an association it was 
recognized some time ago 
that an online presence was 
important and necessary� 
www�welshguardsreunited�
co�uk has been around for 
some time and now has 

Casting my mind back to Tuesday 9th 
September 1975, along with many others 

waiting patiently at Bangor Railway station for 
the 09:10 to London Euston, that day only really 
mattered to a slack handful of ‘Gogs,’ recruited 
by Sgt Eifion Jones 98 into the Welsh Guards. 

Welsh guards association
President: Colonel T C S Bonas
Vice President: Brigadier J F Rickett CBE
Vice President: Captain (Retired) A C Hopkins
Treasurer:  Major (Retired) M E Browne BEM
Secretary General: Mr Maldwyn Jones 
E-Mail :  secretary.general.wga@gmail.com
Assistant  
Secretary General: Mr Neil Rice
E-Mail:  ass.sec.general.wga@gmail.com 
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several thousand members, 
the natural progression was 
for it to become and official 
branch of the association, 
which it now is� The site is an 
excellent way to be kept in the 
loop for the many overseas 
and housebound members 
who communicate via the site 
on a daily basis� Furthermore, 
probably the only online 
branch in existence, forward 
thinking at its best�

From the Regiments online 
presence, more and more 
Welsh guardsmen are “pulling 
up sandbags” and meeting 
up than ever before� I am 
aware that a handful of 2 coy 
(6 Pl) meet up on an annual 
basis and rotate between 
North, south Wales and 
various locations in England� 
The creme de la creme of 
the bn (corps of drums in 
case you need a reminder!) 
have regular reunions� The 
sharjha boys have done it, 
and more recently a good 
selection of the old and bold 
Recce boys managed to find 
shrewsbury! I am aware that 
a MILaN Pl reunion is on the 
cards, possibly in shrewsbury 
(thankfully we all have friends 
in the Recce for directions) and 
that another berlin reunion is 
being planned for next year� 
Must not forget the excellent 
night former sp coy members 
had in chester, which I must 
thank keith Lewis 80 & Will 
Howarth for walking me back 
to my hotel - They were at the 
wrong one!!

It wasn’t that long ago that 
the general secretary’s 
job was carried out by the 
superintending clerk (sc) 
in RHQ, with a staff to assist 
with the administration� He 
was not as fortunate as us to 
have the worldwide web and 
without the speed of suitable 
Information Technology (IT), 
everything was done at a 
much more routine pace� With 
options for change cutting 
the superintending clerk 

and other posts, the general 
secretaries post was filled 
by Major kd Lewis MbE from 
1989 until 1992 when the 
first Welsh guards Veteran, 
general secretary appointment 
was made and Welsh guards 
association member Mr Roy 
Lewis stepped up to the plate� 
Roy was succeeded by Mr brian 
keane in 2001 who served as 
secretary general for 17 years� 
brian saw the association 
through some busy times 
including the centenary 
celebrations in cardiff and 
organised several association 
battlefield tours, making him 
a very hard act to follow and 
some big shoes to fill, we wish 
him a happy retirement�

In september 2017 a meeting 
was called at the collection 
in oswestry, where the 
newly appointed assistant 
Regimental adjutant (Major 
(Retired) Martin browne bEM), 
myself and Neil Rice met to 
discuss our new roles (that 
of secretary general and 
assistant secretary general 
respectively)� It was a very 
positive and productive 
meeting, helped hugely by 
us not being strangers as the 
three of us served together, 
had remained friends and 
had always got on very well - 
which is still the position today�   

With thanks to social media 
and the www, Neil and I can 
generally work from home� 
any mail of importance is 
quickly scanned and sent 
to us electronically and this 
allows us to crack on with 
our busy personal lives, 
Neil as a Photographer and 
gamekeeper, whilst I get 
people drunk, sorry run a busy 
Pub & Hotel� We both do what 
we do for everyone as we are 
proud Welsh guardsmen and 
get a great deal of satisfaction 
and pleasure from supporting 
our extended family, including 
all those that continue to serve 
and those that will serve in the 
future� 
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There is still very much a 
need for the association - 
we do a lot more than just 
organise events in bars� 
First and most importantly 
we maintain the link with 
the battalion and support 
them at every opportunity� 
We represent the Regiment 
and association at official 
functions (such as HRH’s 
70th birthday celebrations at 
buckingham Palace, The Ride 
To The Wall (RTTW) and many 
more throughout Wales)� In 
the past we would also have 
helped with the many welfare 
issues in Wales, but since the 
appointment of Jiffy Myers 
as the Regimental Veterans 
officer, he now has a firm 
grasp of that portfolio and 
does an excellent job on behalf 
of everyone�

all members are welcome 
and encouraged to attend the 
association annual general 
Meeting, which is held in 
Maindy barracks, cardiff 
during the month of May (see 
forecast of events)� Have your 
say on the direction you feel 
the association should take, 
view the association accounts 
and make your voice heard�

The association would not 
work or survive without 
the efforts of all the branch 
secretaries, I can say hand 
on heart that these fine 
gentlemen give up their time 
with organising events locally, 
passing information to their 
members and feeding back 
through the system, often with 
very little thanks but a lot of 
grief, gentlemen thank you�
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November 2017 and the Branch was 
represented by Mr Philip Edwards as 

Standard Bearer at the Festival of Remembrance 
at St David’s Hall and St John’s Church Cardiff at 
the dedication of the Garden of Remembrance.

Cardiff Branch
(Formed 1919)

President: Colonel CJ Dawnay
Chairman: David W Parry (22831847)
Treasurer: Bill Morris (22217619)
Secretary: Terry O’Shea (24047142)
 43 Pwll-Evan-Ddu
 Coity
 Bridgend  CF35 6AY
Telephone: 01656 655889 or 07973 255527
Email: terenceoshea8@gmail.com

on Remembrance sunday 
members of the battalion 
paraded in cardiff and 
joined the branch prior to 
the service at the National 
Memorial to lay our wreath at 
the Falklands Memorial� The 
officer commanding laid the 
wreath for us and he and his 
men did us proud, we all very 
much appreciate all they do to 
support us as a branch and the 
Welsh guards association in 
general�

In december we held our 
christmas Lunch in cardiff 
and our branch President, 
colonel charles dawnay and 
Mrs dawnay joined us for an 
occasion which was enjoyed 
by everyone�

The st� david’s day Parade was 
planned and organized and 
was to be held in brecon but as 
everyone was aware we were 
defeated by the weather and 
were forced to cancel the event 
at the eleventh hour�

In late april, with a complete 
change of weather, members 
attended the association 
Lunch at the brangwyn Hall in 
swansea� 

our thanks to the organizers 
for all their efforts�

The darts and shooting 
competition was held, as is 
now traditional, at Maindy 
barracks

and was enjoyed by all 
those attending - a very 
enjoyable social event� our 
members would like to thank 
the recruiting team and all 
involved in organizing such a 
good day�

as I am writing this in october 
2018, I am reflecting on the 
100th anniversary of the 
armistice and preparing for the 
Remembrance events in cardiff 
which will shortly take place 
with the involvement of branch 
members�

In december the branch hopes 
to hold a christmas Lunch as 
our final event of the year�

during 2018 we have been 
kept in the picture as much as 
possible with the operational 
deployment of the battalion 
and send them our best Wishes 
for christmas and the New 
Year - we are looking forward 
welcoming them back home 
safe and well�

It has been a very busy year for 
the association, with some very 
notable high points and one 
significant disappointment� 
We had a wonderful st david’s 
day planned for brecon, the 
Regimental adjutant and the 
RQMs had pulled an exciting 
and extensive plan together 
and with support from the 
local authority and the Theatr 
brycheiniog an exceptional day 
was guaranteed, what we did 
not see coming was the “beast 
from the East”� Regrettably the 
truly atrocious weather would 
have made the trip to brecon 
very difficult if not extremely 
dangerous, so the decision was 
made to cancel the parade, 
subsequently the weather and 
road conditions on the day 
proved that to be the correct 
decision� Plans are now well 
underway to hold our 2019 st 
david’s day in brecon, where 
I am sure we will have an 
excellent day�

on the positive side we held 
the first association biennial 
Lunch for many years, this was 
a great success and we were 
well looked after by all at the 
brangwyn Hall in swansea, 
The meal was first class, the 
atmosphere and ambiance 
delightful and the cabaret 
provided by “The Forces 
sweetheart” kirsten orsborn 
was so good it had many of the 
“old and bold” up on their feet 
and “Rollin’ down the river” like 
they did in their youth�

We held a very productive 
secretaries meeting in cardiff 
and it was great to see the 
commitment and hard work 
of all the branch secretaries as 
we worked our way through a 
very full agenda, Likewise the 
agM was a great 

success and well attended not 
only by the branch officers 
but also by quite a few branch 
members as well�

The Falklands Memorial service 
and Reunion in Wrexham 
again gave us the opportunity 
to remember those we lost in 
the Falklands War and to be 
thankful for the safe return 
of those who came home� a 
huge vote of thanks must be 
given to captain chris Hopkins 
who organises this wonderful 
event every year, it really is a 
remarkable day followed by 
an enjoyable evening and I 
strongly recommend anyone 
who has not been to one to get 
the date in their diary for next 
year�

The association darts and 
shooting competition was, 
as ever, a great day in cardiff, 
Montgomeryshire branch 
walked away with much of the 
silverware this year but all the 
teams had a great time and we 
are all looking forward to next 
year’s competition�

and finally, the association 
battlefield tour to Hechtel and 
cambrai was a great success, 
captain Lyndon davies and 
andrew Morgan did a terrific 
job organising a first class 
tour, everything worked well, 
the battle Field guide, allan 
Wood, had made a great effort 
to research the details of the 
Welsh guards Involvement in 
all the areas we visited and 
this really made the history 
come to life for us� Planning 
for next year’s tour is well 
under way and given that it 
will mark the 75th anniversary 
of the liberation of Hechtel 
it promises to be something 
special�

assistant secretary general’s roundup
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East glamorgan Branch
(Formed 1920)
President: Captain TC Macdonald-Milner
Chairman: D Gaule (24141887)
Treasurer: W J Hooper (24364279)
Secretary Ken Haines (23523287) 
 Trevone, Duffryn Road 
 Rhydfelin 
 Pontypridd CF39 5RU
Telephone: 01443 492316

A very difficult time for the Branch this year 
but we came through it ok. Once again we 

tried for a lottery grant, it was unusual to be 
turned down, but we will keep trying.  
Big thanks to Bob Kenney.

christmas lunch in the 
gelliwasted club was a big 
success and the talk by an ex 
museum curator the Friday 
prior was well attended also� 
a big thanks to all those 

who turned up for both� The 
parade to have the name of 
guardsman Mark gibby put 
onto the Falklands monument 
in the park was well attended 
and, having 2 guardsmen 

1. Branch Secretary Mr Ken  
 Haines (middle row, second  
 left) in the 1962/63 Battalion  
 Rugby Team.

in tunic order present, drew 
much attention and favourable 
comments� our grateful 
thanks to sgt kevin Jury of the 
Regimental support Team�  

The darts and shoot wasn’t 
kind to us this year as we came 
home with nothing until Terry 
(Wyatt Earp) Thomas came 
home with the best shot for 
the over 70’s� We will pay for 
that until next year? In future, 
Imber court will be visited 
every other year and as you 
are all aware, st david’s day in 
brecon was cancelled this year 
due to particularly adverse 
weather conditions� Fingers 
crossed that the weather in 
brecon for next year is kinder 
to us� 

Rob Hambly’s accident was 
a particularly bad one and 
he had to spent a fair time in 
hospital, but glad to report that 
he is nearly back to normal� 
We lost a particularly good 

associate Member this year 
in the form of Mr Norman 
Hubbard who will be sadly 
missed by the branch� a very 
thoughtful gentleman, first 
class� 

Jon geen is also in the wars 
with a nasty break to his ankle 
and I am sure you will all join 
with me in wishing him a 
speedy and full recovery� 

We are in the process of 
organising our branch 
christmas meal, whether a 
sit down dinner or a buffet is 
yet to be decided� a special 
mention to Joe, from the 
Princes café in the middle of 
town for his support to the 
branch throughout the year� 

1
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The Remembrance day service 
at Llanelli was attended by the 
Lord Lieutenant of dyfed; sara 
Edwards, supported by a host 
of local dignitaries and a large 
local turnout despite persistent 
rain and sleet� Immediately 
after the main service, 
branch members and their 
families took part in our short, 
traditional Remembrance 
service at the Welsh guards 
Memorial, which will shortly be 
undergoing some necessary 
restoration�

Events over the past year 
have included the darts and 
shoot day at Maindy barracks, 
where the branch was well 
represented but not in such 
prize-winning form as last 
year� a busload of members 
and their families attended 
the highly successful and 
enjoyable british Legion’s 
First World War centenary 
commemoration at Hay on 
Wye on 5th august and some 
twenty branch members and 
their partners attended the 
association bi-annual lunch at 
the brangwyn Hall, swansea� 

our annual fund-raising 
barbeque, seamlessly 
organised by our Treasurer Rob 
Rees and family, was held at 
the Royal Naval club, Llanelli 
assisted by members of our 

Very pleased to report that Llanelli Branch 
has had another good year and has seen an 

influx of new members.

Llanelli, Cardiganshire & 
Pembrokeshire Branch
(formed 1974)
President: Mr John Harding
Chairman: Mr Keith Horrell (24838137)
Treasurer: Mr Vernon Jones (22217890)
Secretary: Mr Alan Cunningham (24125105)
 19 Alden Drive
 Cockett
 Swansea  SA2 0FH
Telephone: 01792 554151
Email: alan.cunningham1@ntlworld.com

local gurkha community (one 
of the largest in Wales), who 
kindly did much of the cooking�  
We continue to foster a close 
relationship with Llanelli’s 
gurkhas and are always invited 
to attend their social events� 
This year’s bbQ was such a 
success that we may have 
to hold it at a larger venue in 
future� our annual christmas 
lunch, always a popular event, 
was held on 24th November 
at Norton House, Mumbles 
where, earlier in the year, brian 
keane, our former secretary 
general, hosted a farewell 
party� 

We take this opportunity of 
thanking the Management 
committee of the Royal Naval 
club for giving us the use of 
the club’s premises not only 
for the annual barbecue, but 
also for out bi-monthly branch 
meetings� Following the Laying 
Up ceremony of the branch’s 
new standard at Llanelli’s 
Parish church in 2017, we shall 
be Laying Up the old standard 
at the same Parish church� 
several members attended 
a memorial service to mark 
the end of the First World War 
at the dafen Parish church, 
Llanelli on 4th November at 
the invitation of councillor Rob 
Evans�

1

2

3
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1. Hay-on-Wye parade
2. A packed house at the  
 BBQ with a Welsh Guards  
 mannequin overlooking  
 proceedings.
3. Llanelli branch took 13  
 members to this years darts  
 and shoot.
4. Hay-on-Wye trip –  
 relaxing after the parade.
5. Dai Thomas, Howard Davies  
 and Rob Rees cooking at the  
 August 2018 BBQ

sadly, we have to report the 
death of graham Evans (07)� 
Henry kleinberg, godfrey 
duncan Jones� 

old stagers (sick List) such 
as John bowen (11), our 
chairman keith Horrell (37), 
ken Fredrickson and clive 
Morris (aM), Roy burgess (88), 
Mike davies (91), keith Evans 
(68), Wilf Martin (73), John 
Woodham (08) soldier on�

can I as secretary put on 
record my sincere thanks to all 
that continue to support the 
branch Financially and socially�

We welcome new members 
to our 2019 Meetings held at 
The Royal Naval club swansea 
Road Llanelli� bi Monthly dates 
on second Wednesdays are 
as follows;  13 Feb19 ( agM 
Meeting (subs due)), 10 apr, 5 
Jun, 14 aug,9 oct, 11 dec

4

5
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our annual yearly party at 
time of writing is being held 
on saturday 24th November 
2018 in the garrison sergeant’s 
Mess, Wellington barracks 
by kind permission of the 
garrison sergeant Major, 
Warrant officer class 1 a stokes 
coLdM gds�

We found that having our 
party away from december 
enables us to get away from 
the christmas Rush! The 
entertainment this year will be 
Miss Jayne darling, who is a 
well established 1940s singer 
and entertainer who has 
performed across the Uk and 
Europe� Prior to our party we 
will have our annual general 
Meeting�

our chairman Richard doughty 
and our Treasurer doug Wilcox 
have not been 100% well over 
the year, but still soldier on� We 
need the support of younger 
members to become involved 
in the running of the branch�

Living in Harrogate I am within 
shouting distance of the army 
Foundation college (aFc), I 
was hoping to contact Trainee 
Welsh guardsmen to introduce 
them to the association, 
wherever they might live, but 
so far have been unable to 
make contact with them�

on the 27th august we were 
invited to the National army 
Museum, Royal Hospital 
Road, London sW3 4HT� It is 

Another quiet year for London Branch. We 
were not able to support our annual visit to 

Imber Court in 2018, but plan to attend in 2019.

London Branch
(Formed 1926)
President: Lieutenant Colonel C F B Stephens
Chairman: Richard Doughty BEM (2741552)
Treasurer: Douglas Wilcox (2739697)
Secretary: Jeff Heenan (23523251)

1. Field Marshal The Lord Guthrie  
 of Craigiebank GCB LVO OBE DL
2. Lieutenant Colonel Charles  
 Stephens President London  
 Branch.
3. Branch Chairman –  
 Richard Doughty BEM.
4. One of our most memorable  
 photographs is of Princess  
 Diana receiving the  
 Remembrance wreath from the  
 Jeff Heenan, Branch Secretary  
 on Remembrance Day in London.
5. Branch Treasurer –  
 Douglas Wilcox.
6. And finally it is goodnight from  
 him and goodnight to you!

a fantastic museum, with so 
much to see you would have to 
revisit time and time again to 
see it all – and entry is free�

our many thanks to 
Regimental Headquarters, 
RQMs James davies, Lsgt 
stuart Laing and not forgetting 
Yvonne, kim and christopher 
for all their assistance and 
advice over the past year�

dear members, yearly subs of 
£5 would be appreciated along 
with your current address 
and contact details� Email if 
you have one, if not pen and 
ink would do, a stamped self-
addressed envelope would 
also be appreciated so we can 
keep you up to date� Many 
thanks

1

2
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We ended the year with the sad 
passing of our oldest and most 
dapper Member, Mr Eric Jones� 
The stories that Eric recited are 
remarkable to say the least�

Early this year we were 
all looking forward to st 
david’s day in brecon, but 
unavoidably, as we all know, 
this had to be cancelled due 
to the weather conditions� We 
had a few local dignitaries 
attending and hopefully we 
can extend the invitation again 
for this coming year (weather 
permitting)� sadly, at that time, 
another stalwart of the branch, 
Mr Ieaun Evans passed - his 
enthusiasm for the branch was 
unequalled� 

In May, branch Members and 
their families attended our 
Presidents annual summer 
Fayre� We have been going 
there for the last few years 
and it is always a fantastic and 
informative day out which we 

Well we finished off last year with many 
Branch Members attending various 

Parades throughout the Valley and these 
Remembrance Parades seem to go from 
strength to strength and are getting bigger  
and bigger from year to year.
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merthyr tydfil Branch
(formed 1953)
President; Captain Harry Legge-Bourke.
Chairman Tom Peters (23523035)
Treasurer/ 
Secretary Errold Jones (24581438)
 18 Marshall Crescent,
 Penydarren,
 Merthyr Tydfil CF47 9JA.
Telephone: 07903417048
e-mail: errold438@yahoo.co.uk

always enjoy and hope to do 
so for years to come�

We also had a Member of the 
branch over in belgium as a 
standard-bearer and have 
received wonderful reports 
back from him�

Yet again another branch 
original Passed away, Mr John 
Quinlan (one button) as we 
all knew him was a grenadier 
guard but dearly loved the 
Welsh guards and especially 
Merthyr Tydfil branch� another 
gentleman in all respects and 
his stories again will be sorely 
missed�

We could not field a team 
this year for The darts and 
shoot which is very sad and 
disappointing for the branch� 
I myself was away from home 
for a few weeks but that is no 
excuse we shall endeavour to 
do better next year� Hopefully 
with a few of the younger 
element attending our 

meetings lately we should be 
able to do so� 

In september the chairman, 
Myself and Pat Reed (standard 
bearer for Legion) attended the 
re-dedication of a Headstone 
for Pte david Lloyd� Pte Lloyd 
had lived in Merthyr before 
joining b company 2nd 
battalion 24th Regiment who 
defended the supply depot 
and Hospital known as Rorke’s 
drift� It was a moving service 
with some Family Members 
as well as a choir, south Wales 
borderers Mascot a really good 
bugler, standard bearers and a 
few hundred onlookers� 

Then here we are again with 
Remembrance Parades upon 
us which I know will be well 
attended� also concerts to 
commemorate the anniversary 
of the ending of The great 
War which promises to be a 
monumental event�

also this year we are 
attempting a christmas get 
together for branch Members 
and Partners� Numbers so far 
look good but as we all know 
that can all change�

In the past years we have lost 
a few of our Elder statesmen 
and these Members will be 
sadly missed� our thoughts 
and condolences go out to 
their family and friends and 
we also send our best wishes 
to those who are not in the 
best of health and wish them a 
speedy recovery�

our Monthly meetings are 
still held at The Merthyr Tydfil 
Ex-servicemen’s club, on the 
first Monday of each month 
at 20-00hrs (mostly)� old and 
New Members are made very 
welcome�



A display of silverware by Monmouthshire Branch at the annual Association Darts and Shoot competition.

monmouthshire Branch
(Formed 1920)
President: Captain D M Davies
Chairman: Mervyn Delve (22831721)
Treasurer/ 
Secretary: Steve Liversage BEM (24141822)
 7 Shaw Close
 Ebbw Vale NP23 6QQ
Telephone: 01495 302567
E Mail: vicar54@outlook.com
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There will be a celebration in 2019 to mark 
the centenary of the Association which was 

created at a meeting four years after the Great 
War, a ‘Comrades’ Association comprising of 
Branches nationwide with Cardiff the first.

captain geoffrey crawshay of 
Llanfair grange, abergavenny 
who had been wounded in the 
first battle the Regiment fought 
at Loos was at the meeting 
and it was on his suggestion 
that a Monmouthshire branch 
was formed in 1920� He was 
our first President and served 
in that position for thirty-five 
years� In that period there have 
been six branch Presidents 
and they have been supported 
over the years by several Vice 
Presidents�

In 2018 captain Marcus 
scriven was invited to be our 
Vice President and we were 
delighted when he accepted� 
We have got to know him in 

recent years at the Reunion 
dinner and also when he 
interviewed members who 
had fought in the second 
World War and the conflicts 
that followed� We have also 
benefited from his research 
and thanks to him have 
been re-united with Welsh 
guardsmen we had not been 
in contact with for some 
time� Interviews with Welsh 
guardsmen will feature in 
a film about the Regiment 
entitled Heart of the dragon 
which he is producing, a 
project we support and look 
forward to viewing� 

When our branch was re-
activated in the early sixties it 
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attracted hundreds of Welsh 
guardsmen who had served 
in the 20s, 30s and the First 
and second World Wars and 
the years that followed which 
were not peaceful at all� 
one of the most loyal of our 
branch members was 1356 
Len Edwards of Tredegar who 
joined the Monmouthshire 
Regiment in 1914 and 
transferred to the newly 
formed Fifth Regiment of Foot 
guards in 1915 and fought 
at Loos� Len served on the 
branch committee well into his 
Eighties and was also Treasurer 
of the Rhymney sub-branch� 

Those who served in the 3rd 
battalion formed a rather 
special group and could claim 
that although the 3rd was 
the youngest of the three 
battalions it served overseas 
longer than the 1st and 2nd� 
one who still remembers 
every moment of the Italian 
campaign is 2739251 bill 

Powell of cwmbran who 
went to the 2nd after the war 
and finished his service as a 
physical training instructor in 
the guards depot�

In august 2018 we were 
saddened at the passing of 
2738638 ken Pritchard who 
was with the 3rd battalion in 
Tunisia and Italy� He too joined 
the 2nd in germany and as a 
driver was sent to Nuremberg 
where he drove the judges to 
the court where the leading 
Nazis were under trial by the 
War crimes commission� When 
he returned to civilian life he 
joined the police and retired 
from the gwent constabulary 
as a chief Inspector� 

active service did not end with 
the war, the 1st battalion which 
had been destined to go to the 
Usa to train for the invasion 
of Japan, went to Palestine for 
two and half years returning 
in 1948� They served in Egypt 
from october 1953 to March 

1956 and among them was 
22831389 Tom Edwards of 
Ebbw Vale whose service 
was typical of those times, 
in the heat of Egypt and the 
fog of London when doing 
Public duties� Then followed 
many years in the Ebbw Vale 
steelworks where he says he 
found the same comradeship 
he had enjoyed in the 
Regiment� 

We have a new venue for the 
pre-christmas and spring 
lunches� bedwellty House in 
Tredegar is set in a lovely park 
and we are very much at home 
there� another popular place is 
the Port of bristol social club, 
the HQ of the local branch 
of the grenadier guards 
association� at one of our 
Reunions they challenged us to 
an annual skittles match on st� 
george’s day� We were gallant 
losers until this year when 
the dragon turned tables on 
st� george and we won the 
very impressive cup which we 
brought back over the severn� 
In 2019 we will defend it on 
this side of the bridge, another 
excuse for re-uniting and 
enjoying good company�

In the 60s branches arranged 
their darts and shooting 
competitions locally and 
submitted the results by 
post to the association’s 
general secretary, who was 
the superintending clerk at 
Regimental Headquarters� 
Not every branch had the 
use of a shooting range, but 
we used one at a Ta centre 
and were supervised by a 
commonwealth games bronze 
medal winner in the sport� 

The postal competition 
was later replaced by the 
tournament we now have, a 
gathering of Welsh guardsmen 
who throw darts, fire the 
modern way on the dccT 
(dismounted close combat 
Trainer) and have a party as 
well� The ‘darts & shoot’ 2018 
found our super-fit athletes 
in top form, they defended 

the Welsh guards association 
darts cup and retained it in 
style which was a reward for 
the time they spent practising 
in pubs and clubs� They got 
the double by also winning 
the Leatham Trophy for 
shooting and came home with 
individual prizes too� 

Meetings of the branch are 
important, plans for future 
events are decided but we 
regard them as an opportunity 
to meet and enjoy a few hours 
together� We have a huge area 
and understand the time it 
takes for members to get to 
meetings which is one reason 
we now meet six times a year 
as follows:- February 14th at 8 
pm in abergavenny Town Hall 
(the agM); april 11th at 7pm in 
Ebbw Vale conservative club; 
June 13th at 8 pm in the angel 
Hotel, abergavenny; august 
8th at 7 pm in Ebbw Vale 
conservative club; october 
10th at 8pm in the angel Hotel, 
abergavenny; december 12th 
at 8pm in the angel Hotel, 
abergavenny� 

The 39th successive annual 
Reunion dinner at The angel 
Hotel was greatly enjoyed and 
the highlight as usual was the 
award of the Monmouthshire 
branch Trophy to the Welsh 
guards sportsman of the Year� 
The 2018 winner was captain 
Tom Evans of the 1st battalion 
for his achievements in Ultra 
Running which makes the 
cross country runs many of us 
endured when in caterham 
or Pirbright mere trots in the 
park� 

We welcomed the Mayor and 
deputy Mayor of abergavenny, 
one of our most devoted 
branch supporters Mrs stella 
clarke cbE whose husband was 
once our President and Warren 
Williams who when RQMs 
at Regimental Headquarters 
gave us a lot of help� It was a 
reunion in every sense of the 
word, a tradition we will keep 
in 2019 with our centenary a 
year later in mind�

1
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The first Welsh Guardsman to receive the 
Monmouthshire Branch Trophy for Sportsman 

of the Year was David Bowen a prop forward who 
played for the Army.
That was in 1968 and many 
of those who followed him 
were also rugby players but 
there have been footballers, 
athletes, boxers and on one 
occasion a tennis player� 

The 2018 Welsh guards 
sportsman of the Year 
however is quite different�  
captain Tom Evans of the 1st 
battalion is an Ultra Runner 
and, having finished third 
in the famous Marathon 
des sables (Mds), widely 
regarded as “the toughest 
footrace on earth”, as the 
highest placed british runner 
ever, he was “propelled” into 
the competitive world of 
Ultra Running�  His efforts in 
the Mds raised over £8k for 
the Wg charity and Just 18 

monmouthshire Branch trophy 
sportsmen Past and Present
By Roy Lewis

months later he went one 
better at the Ultra Trail du 
Mont blanc as he stormed past 
china’s Min Qi with less than 
10km of the 101km ccc race 
to go, to take the podium top 
spot and cement his place as 
one of the Uk and the world’s 
top ultra-runners� 

He was presented with the 
Monmouthshire branch 
Trophy at the branch Reunion 
dinner in abergavenny on 
27th october where he was an 
honoured guest� 

The Regiment is known 
for its rugby, boxing and 
other sports but not for 
cricket although one Welsh 
guardsman played for the 
Regiment, the army and 
combined services and 

went on to play for England� 
22064451 alan oakman, well 
over six feet tall, had begun 
his cricket career with sussex 
when he was called up in 
september 1948 and after 
eighteen months National 
service continued his cricket 
career with sussex making 
over 500 appearances for 
them� 

In 1956 he was capped by 
England and played in two 
Test matches against australia� 
The first at Headingley created 
history, England spin bowler 
Jim Laker returned figures of 

9-37 and australia were all out 
for 88� alan oakman took five 
catches in the innings� Had 
there been a sportsman of the 
Year award in the Forties alan 
oakman would surely have 
won it�

1. Steve and Gareth Liversage  
 bring the skittles Cup home to  
 Wales.
2. Captain Tom Evans with the  
 President and Branch officers.
3. Alan Oakman (right, with  
 fellow Sussex opener Richard  
 Langridge).

2
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The branch would like to 
take this opportunity to 
thank Roger and his wife 
Helen for their support to the 
branch throughout his entire 
Presidency� 

captain branston has kindly 
taken up the challenge and has 
hit the ground running so to 
speak� With the assistance of 
Major Martin browne bEM, the 
assistant Regimental adjutant, 
a branch Facebook group 
has been established and 
membership is growing daily� 
There is no doubt it will help 
aid communication among 
our membership which covers 
such a large geographical area�

In July of this year Mr Roger Plowden the Branch 
President regrettably decided to stand down 

after 10 years. 

montgomery-shropshire & 
midlands Branch
(Formed 1950)
President: Captain B M H Branston
Chairman: Mr B John (23523171)
Treasurer/
Secretary:  Mr J O Williams (23860183)
 83 Balmoral Crescent , Oswestry
 Shropshire SY11 2XH
Telephone: 01691 653244. Mobile:- 07860 829206
e-mail: mont-shrops-mid.br.wga@mail.com

st david’s day Lunch. 
on the 25th February the 
branch held its annual st 
david’s luncheon at the 
Henllan, Nr Welshpool – with 
first class food enjoyed by all� 
This is a popular venue with 
the members and friends of 
the association and we had a 
good turn out with around 60 
turning up�

Branch amalgamations.
at the last Presidents 
Meeting in June 2017, it 
was decided that due to a 
decline in membership, that 
the Midlands branch was to 
join the Montgomery and 
shropshire branch� Letters 

1
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1. Roger and Helen Plowden with  
 guests Col TCS Bonas, Mrs  
 Vivien Bonas and Mrs Di Parry.
2. Branch President Roger  
 Plowden and Col TCS Bonas,  
 Regimental Adjutant 
3. Branch Chairman Mr Brian  
 John presenting Mick Astley 
4. Branch and Family Members  
 at the Wroxeter Hotel luncheon
5. Branch Members and guests  
 at the Wroxeter Hotel luncheon
6. The youngest guest to the  
 Luncheon was Lily-May the  
 Branch Secretary’s granddaughter, 
 who enjoyed the day.

were sent out in January 
2018 to inform members of 
the amalgamation and to 
welcome their members to the 
branch�

general data Protection 
regulation (gdPr). 
due to a new EU directive, one 
of the biggest changes to the 
Uk data privacy laws came into 
effect on the 25th May 2018�

It was a positive step towards 
having better protection of 
your personal data� 

all branch members had 
to be contacted requesting 
their permission to hold 
their personnel data on file� 
a number of gdPR consent 
forms were sent out but the 
response was lower than had 
been hoped (and expected)� 
This was disappointing to say 
the least and is regrettable that 
those not responding, have 
made the decision to no longer 
be contacted by the branch - a 
great shame�

Branch summer Lunch 
held at the Wroxeter Hotel.
The annual summer Lunch 
was once again held at the 
Wroxeter Hotel, atcham, Nr 
shrewsbury on sunday 7th July 
2018 and this year’s guest of 
Honour was the Regimental 
adjutant; colonel Tcs bonas 
accompanied by his wife 
Mrs Vivien bonas� colonel 
bonas gave an update on the 
battalion and how well the 
officers of the Regiment were 
doing achieving the ranks of Lt 
colonels and generals� He also 
remarked on his recent visit 
to the Royal Military academy 
sandhurst, where the number 
of high quality Welsh guards 
Warrant officers and colour 
sergeant Instructors was 
particularly impressive�

The Wroxeter food menu 
gave a good selection and 
choices for each course and 
was enjoyed by all and the 
raffle enabled us to raise 
£134 for the branch� We took 

the opportunity to welcome 
the appointment of a new 
branch standard bearer Mr 
Michael astely who has taken 
over from the long-standing 
standard bearer, Norman 
Edwards, who sadly died 
in 2014� Michael, who was 
originally from Welshpool, now 
lives in stafford and is quite 
keen to travel in the area to 
represent the branch� 

BraNCH EvENts 2019
Branch meetings for 2019
Held at the shrewsbury 
beaconsfield club every three 
months, meetings start at 
14:30 until 16:00� Members 
and associate members are 
always welcome� If you cannot 
attend a meeting due to work 
or distance and you would like 
to contribute any information, 
please write to the secretary, 
your letter and thoughts will 
be read out at the meeting and 
the committees’ response will 
be passed on to you 

dates of meetings for 2019
9th January, 6th March, 8th 
May, 10th July, 9th october, 
and the 11th december�

Christmas Lunch
sunday 9th december, 
Four crosses Inn, bicton, 
shrewsbury�

st david’s day Luncheon
sunday 24th February 2019 at 
the Henllan Nr Welshpool�

annual summer Luncheon
sunday14th July, 2019 at the 
Wroxeter Hotel Nr shrewsbury�

4
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our branch loss was the 
wider associations gain when 
Maldwyn was appointed as 
secretary general for the 
Welsh guards associations 
and I know we all wish him 

This year has seen many changes within 
North Wales Branch resulting in a loss of 

momentum in Branch activity that had been 
built up by Maldwyn Jones (92), the previous 
Branch Secretary.

North Wales Branch 
(Formed: 1936) 
President: Captain A C Hopkins
Chairman: Graham “The Bear” Binnie (24060777)
Treasurer: Captain A C Hopkins
Secretary: Paul Wilkinson (24472203
 Fieldside Cottage
 Kew Lane
 Great Holland
 Essex CO13 0JF
Telephone: 07749 121926
Email: north.wales.secretary@gmail.com

every success in his post 
and ambitions to grow the 
association and encourage the 
use of information technology 
to improve communication 
and the sharing of information�1

2
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1. North Wales Branch President  
 Captain Chris Hopkins.
2. Standards on Parade during the  
 Association Battlefield Tour.
3. Falklands Reunion Wrexham  
 – although no North Wales  
 Branch Standard on parade due  
 to illness, the event is supported  
 by other non-Welsh Guard  
 organizations.

North of England Branch 
(formed 1946)
President: Post Vacant
Chairman: Post Vacant
Treasurer: Arnold Brassey (24125038)
Secretary: Stephen Ollerhead (23929723)
 10 Penfold Way
 Dodleston
 Chester  CH4 9NL
Telephone: 01244 661091

Although the Branch has recently relocated 
we continue to hold our regular monthly 

meetings on the final Sunday of each month at 
The Tudor Rose Hotel, Parkgate Road, Ledsham, 
Ellesmere Port CH66 9PD. 
We have a regular attendance 
of about a dozen or so 
members plus their ladies 
and the meetings are totally 
informal and relaxed� The food 
from the Hotel carvery (or 
regular menu) is excellent� our 

members all seem to know of 
other Welsh guardsmen who 
live on or near the Wirral and 
it would be wonderful to see 
them attend – I can guarantee 
they will be welcomed with 
open arms (if not wallets!)

We have also seen david 
”spider” Webb, who is an 
equally superb advocate of 
the association and Regiment, 
sadly not be able to take a full 
and active part in events due 
to ill-health� spider has always 
relished fulfilling his duties 
and loved to attend any Wg 
occasion, representing the 
branch and association and I 
know you will all join with me in 
wishing him a full and speedy 
recovery� 

st david’s day. 

sadly, as you are all more than 
aware of, the 2018 st david’s 
day event in brecon was 
cancelled due to snow� It was 
a double shame for us as the 
Wga had offered to cover the 
cost of transport for the North 
Wales branch and we very 
much hope that this offer will 
be repeated for st david’s day 
2019, once again to be held in 
brecon� details once known will 
of course be shared�

Welsh guards Falklands 
reunion Wrexham 2018.

This continues to be a well-
attended Memorial event when 
we remember and pay our 
respects to our fallen from the 
Falklands conflict� 

This year sadly the branch 
standard was not on parade 

due to illness of our standard 
bearer, which highlighted 
the fact that as a branch we 
need more trained standard 
bearers available� Maldwyn 
and myself will be trained soon 
and if anyone else in the branch 
wants to put themselves 
forward then please just let me 
know�

chris Hopkins, our branch 
President, continues to 
superbly organize the reunion 
and it seems to go from 
strength to strength each year� 
It has become a wonderful 
Welsh guards occasion, not 
only for the class of 1982, 
but for all Welsh guardsmen 
regardless of when they 
served, and it is always good 
to welcome those currently 
serving� after the formalities 
of the church service, 
wreath laying and afternoon 
refreshments, the evening is 
a much more informal affair, 
with the “entertainment” 
most often provided by Mike 
Hermanis as only he knows 
how and I think it is fair to say 
that he has not changed one 
bit over the years and still has it 
(whatever “it” might be!) – that 
his dignity can be contained in 
one sock is a sight to behold!

Battle Fields tours (Wga).
although the subject of a 

separate article in the magazine, 
this year saw the association 
battlefield Tour attended by 
most branches and North Wales 
branch was delighted to be 
represented by the secretary 
general, Maldwyn Jones (92) – 
thank you Maldwyn on behalf of 
the branch� 

the future of the Branch. 
The branch is very strong 
thanks to our staunch and 
ever-present supporters and 
I would like to thank each and 
every one of you for all that 
you do� It is my intention to 
take up the reins this year and 
gather as much information 
as possible to enable me to 
email you or text message 
you information on events 
or seeking ideas from you on 
how we can engage more 
often whilst remaining within 
gdPR (general data Protection 
regulations) that governs 
data protection in this strange 
age in which we now find 
ourselves!3
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Our thoughts at this time of year as 
Remembrance Day approaches and with this 

year being a very poignant year - 100 years ago 
at 11am on 11th November the Great War ended.

swansea and 
West glamorgan Branch 
(formed 1927)
President:  Major (Retd) CGH Carty MBE TD
Chairman:  Mr Bryn Pennock (23877288)
Treasurer: Major (Retd) CGH Carty MBE TD
Secretary: Mr Peter Williams (23877300) 
 12 St Peters Avenue 
 Cockett 
 Swansea SA5 5 BX
Tel:  01792 416010 
Email:  peterwilliams300@googlemail.com
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Ogmore Branch
(formed 1932)
President: Maj A Denman MVO MBE
Chairman: Mr Paul Mockett MBE (22217125)
Secretary/ 
Treasurer: Mr Mike Jones (23523201)
 40 Garfield Avenue
 Bridgend CF31 1QA
Telephone: 01656 650367
Email: mike_jones928@gmail.com

We started the year with the Committee 
all in situ under the Chairmanship of 

Mr (22217125) Paul Mockett MBE and we all 
wished him all the very best on succeeding 
Mr (23877398) Richard Morgan, our former 
Chairman who had sadly suffered a severe and 
debilitating illness which precluded him from 
continuing as Chairman and meant he had to 
stand down permanently.
Richard of course had held the 
post of Vice chairman for many 
years prior to his short tenure 
as chairman�

The secretary attended the 
branch secretaries meeting in 
Maindy barracks on Tuesday 
16th January 2018 and as 
always, it was an informative 
meeting with much 
discussion between branch 
representatives� Regrettably 
our branch secretary suffered 
a mild stroke at the end of 
the month from which he is 
slowly recovering� Thankfully 
his mobility has not been too 
badly impaired, his memory 
however has been scrambled! 
What day is it?

on 23rd March we held 
another “Quiz Night” in the 
community centre, Wildmill, 
bridgend with the proceeds 
going to the Mayor’s charity� 
This is now a twice-yearly 
event between the bridgend 
Town Twinning committee 
and the ogmore branch� The 
Question “setter” is our own 
Mr (22831222) Roy Poland with 
assistance from the secretary� 
It’s a really good fun night and 

ends with the now customary 
Fish and chip supper�

From Thursday 26th to 
Monday 30th april 2018 in 
conjunction with the bridgend 
Town Twinning committee 
we hosted a party of Town 
councillors from Hechtel who 
had come over from belgium at 
the invitation of the bridgend 
Mayor and council� The visit 
culminated with an evening 
meal in the Heronstone Hotel, 
bridgend with exchange of 
gifts between dignitaries� 
both towns are “Twinned” and 
many other events are taking 
place during the year between 
schools, choirs etc� It is very 
pleasing to be part of these 
celebrations as members of 
the ogmore branch Welsh 
guards association and 
“Freemen” of the borough� 
We ensured they had a fond 
farewell at the hotel on their 
departure and look forward to 
meeting up with them again in 
the future�

In July we kicked off the month 
with a meeting followed 
by a “Pub grub” evening on 
Monday 9th July, all work and 

no play, it broke the monotony! 
on Friday 13th the “Town 
Twinning” committee held a 
“call my bluff” night, again 
in the Heronstone Hotel, to 
which we were invited� a very 
entertaining evening especially 
with the participants being 
very talented presenters�

We have sadly said goodbye 
to some of our members who 
have passed on since our last 
publication, namely; 22831584 
John akers, died 27 aug 17, 
23877388 Richard Morgan, 

died 9 Nov 17 and 23908677 
Teifi Enoch Edwards, died 11 
Jun 18�

god bless them all�

a reminder that we hold 
our monthly meetings on 
the second Monday of the 
month at the caefatri Public 
House, bridgend� all Welsh 
guardsmen will be made 
extremely welcome�

seasons greetings for the 
end of the year and a Happy, 
Prosperous New year�

1
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at the front it was a time for 
celebration for those who 
survived the greatest conflict 
known to man, also a time of 
grief, reflection and respect 
for those who made the 
ultimate sacrifice and a time 
of mourning for those of the 
families of the men who would 
not be returning home�

It was also the beginning 
of the greatest Pandemic in 
Medical history, where men 
who had survived four years 
in the trenches died of spanish 
Flu, named because the king 
of spain alfonse died of it, but 
it started in a small farm in 
arkansas, where a young man 
caught bird Flu just before he 
joined the army and was posted 
to a training camp with 56,000 
other young recruits, who were 
training to go to France - the 
rest is history as between 
50 & 100 Million people died 
worldwide�

swansea branch has had a 
quiet year this year, branch 
lunches have been a success 
and been well attended�

We also lost our meeting place 
as the st James club in the 
Uplands closed, but the good 
news is that we have a new 
meeting venue at one of the 
most popular social clubs in 
swansea, the cwmfelin social 
club, and we would like to invite 
any Ex guardsman to join us, it 
has also been a solemn year as 
we have lost many members 
during the course of the year�
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1. Brian Keane receiving his  
 award from Brigadier Rickett at 
 his lunch.
2. Swansea Branch Chairman  
 Bryn Pennock with Brian Keane.
3. Derick Williams with his wife  
 Christine and Olive Bennett.
4.  My Grandson Charlie at  
 Remembrance Parade.
5. 82 Davies and Myself at the  
 Menim Gate
6. Brigadier Rickett with his Lady  
 Wife, along with Brian and  
 Sandra Keane after the  
 presentation of flowers.

one being our oldest member 
Mr bill dyer, 2nd battalion who 
was 95 years old�

We were delighted and very 
proud to host a presentation 
lunch for brian keane and 
his good lady sandra, where 
he was presented with a 
gift on behalf of the whole 
association for his 17 years’ 
service as secretary general� 
brigadier Rickett cbE made 
the presentation to brian (and 
sandra) which was a proud 
moment for all who attended� 
Thank you so much brian for 
all the help and advice you 
have given me and for your 
friendship over the last 55 years�

Lastly but not Least I would 
like to thank all the member 
and officers for their help and 
support given to me, to my 
Wonderful Wife Pauline and 
my daughter Nicky for all their 
continued help and effort they 
give to me and the branch�

2 3
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WgR site Members 3,724 

(44,980 Total Topics, 233,339 
Total Posts, 17,404 Images, 
Most members online at one 
time 286)

WgR Facebook Members 1,612

Here we are again, rapidly 
approaching the end of 
another year in the life of Welsh 
guards Reunited (WgR), with 
christmas upon us before we 
know it�

Nothing is ever simple on WgR, 
as having gotten over the loss 
of our staunch chairman; 
Major (Retd) Martin browne 
to the inner sanctums of 
Maindy barracks assuming the 
role of assistant Regimental 
adjutant, we then lose our 
replacement chairman, Mr Neil 

Welsh guards reunited Branch
(Formed 2006)
President: Lieutenant Colonel (Retd) Tony Davies OBE
Chairman:  Keith Smith (24283390)
Secretary:  Dennis (Knocker) Knowles (24122474) 
 69 Bryntiron 
 Matthewstown 
 Mountain Ash 
 Rhondda Cynon Taff CF45 4EX
Treasurer & Tech Support:
 Mike Cummins (24472964)
Webmaster: Post Currently Vacant
Vice Presidents:
 Alan Parry-Booth (22326094)
 Served 1WG 1950-1952 
 Ray Skinner (22329571) 
 Served 1WG 1950-1952 
 Mike Wakely (24076183) 
 Served 1WG 1968-1977 
 Larry John (24141857) 
 Served 1WG 1969-1982 
 David Woods (23879346) 
 Served 1WG 1962-1977 
 Served AAC 1977-2003 
 Gwynfor Pritchard (22831515) 
 Served 1WG 1956-1963 
 William (Bill) Franklin (22831429)
 Served 1WG 1955-1970
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Rice, who has been “poached” 
to assist the secretary general 
Mr Maldwyn Jones� Neil is a 
great loss, particularly with his 
computing and photographic 
skills� but our loss is 
undoubtedly the Welsh guards 
association’s (Wga) gain and 
reflects the quality within WgR� 
We wish him well in his new 
role and know he is always at 
the end of his computer should 
we need to tap into his huge 
wealth of information�

so what do we get up to on 
WgR daily? surely there can’t 
be stories to be told each and 
every day? You’d be surprised 
at the questions we get asked� 

a frequent topic is of a Family 
member wanting to know 
more about their dad, Uncle 

1
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1. Steve Gelly with the WGR  
 Standard at the memorial  
 service in Hechtel.
2. Maldwyn Jones & Neil Rice at  
 the Ride to the Wall.
3. WGR Members and Household  
 Division Veterans at the  
 Household Division Memorial  
 at the NMA Ride to the Wall.
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or brother’s service in the 
Welsh guards� We don’t have 
all the answers, but piece 
by piece, information will 
come from members who 
may have served with them 
and quite often, we come up 
with a photo of whom they 
are looking for� Just recently, 
we had a query from allan 
Lumby’s daughter wanting 
to know more about his time 
in the Regiment� For those of 
us who knew him, we posted 
replies and she was over the 
moon at just how many people 
remembered him - then again, 
if you served with him, you’d 
never forget him�

Quite often, we are asked of 
details of guardsmen who 
are no longer with us and 
have marched off to that 
great Reorg in the sky� Many 
are WW2 War Veterans, and 
so details and input from 
our members is then more 
unusual� but we have a man, 
who can help - Nick Farr has 

studied the Welsh guards 
for a number of years and 
approached us to help with 
his “hobby�” He is now the site 
Historian and his depth of Wg 
knowledge is immense and he 
continues to help (within the 
constraints of confidentiality) 
family’s piece together the 
service (particularly of those 
who die in service) from date 
of enlistment to stepping off, 
medals awarded, etc� This 
often enables closure of a loved 
one who has died whilst still 
serving� For this Nick, we thank 
you gratefully�

aside from that, Nick’s “day job” 
is in the retail trade� If it’s glass, 
or polo shirts, Nick is your man! 
He has supplied many a varied 
item for WgR and is generous to 
a fault� He donates the prize for 
the stanley kiernan award twice 
a year to a member, as selected 
by the branch President, who 
contributes most to the site and 
again, for this, we thank him�

st. david’s day. 

Undoubtedly, st david’s day is 
one of the special days of the 
year for us, where serving and 
veteran members get together� 
This year unfortunately, we 
couldn’t spend it with the 
boys, as they were training 
for the forthcoming tour of 
afghanistan, (op ToRaL) but 
regardless of this, a regimental 
event was planned in brecon, 
with a marching party from 
1Wg, the Regimental band and 
Wga in attendance� With all 
branch administration carried 
out by me, the issuing of tickets 
etc� from my office (my office 
at the time being cubicle 6 of 
Ward 9 Prince charles hospital 
where I was bedded down 
with a severe case of sepsis)� 
No problem, dai’s day must 
go on - but it didn’t! some 
eager members actually got 
to brecon and the band gave 
a concert to the public the 
evening prior to the big day, 
before severe blizzards hit the 

country and the event had to 
be cancelled the day prior�

Many of us would have got 
to brecon, but the severity of 
the snow that came down 
would have caused us to dig 
in until it cleared� a great 
disappointment to all, but the 
decision to cancel at the last 
moment, was undoubtedly 
the right one� ah well, there’s 
always next year, which is the 
same venue, but hopefully less 
the snow blizzards!

darts and shoot 
Competition.

again, this year we sharpened 
our skills for the big day at 
Maindy barracks� We turned 
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up in numbers, some 20+ to 
shoot and throw our way to 
silverware and bragging rights 
for the next twelve months� 
Things didn’t go quite to plan 
though, when our b team 
succumbed to the might of 
the Monmouthshire branch in 
the final of the darts� double 
1, the Mad House, will haunt 
us for the next twelve months� 
No silverware here, but still, a 
runners-up trophy was better 
than a kick in the teeth! We 
were delighted this year to 
have a new member amongst 
our ranks� None other than 
Jack Prosser of the Munster 
“beer-bar” fame� great to see 
you Jack! 

at the shooting we did no 
better� but two members 
competed in the shoot off of 
four to decide the winner� a 
great effort boys and thank 
you very much for the branch 
support� a great day enjoyed 
by all� I take my hat off to 
Maldwyn and Neil for putting 
on a great day and of course, 
congratulate the Monmouth 
branch (through gritted 
teeth) under the captaincy of 
their branch secretary, steve 
Liversage for a job well done�

Reunions� again, WgR did not 
hold a main reunion as this 
can prove particularly difficult 
owing to the widespread 
geographical locations of our 
members, but hopefully this is 
one for the future� There have 
been numerous mini reunions 
posted on our Facebook page 
up and down the length 
and breadth of Wales (and 
shropshire!) so it is good to 
join the group and keep an eye 
on what’s happening in your 
area� It is invariably always an 
ideal time to pull up a sandbag 
and swing the lamp over a few 
beers with good mates�

as is now traditional, a 
great weekend was had 
by all who attended the 

Falklands memorial weekend 
in Wrexham� This is always 
excellently managed and 
organised by chris Hopkins 
and runs like clockwork� 
church service, Wreath laying 
at the Falklands Memorial, 
then speeches, raffles, beer, 
scoff, auction, beer, disco and 
karaoke and more beer – what 
more could you want� a great 
day and night is guaranteed 
with old and new friends 
alike� You don’t have to be 
a Falklands Veteran, just an 
affiliation with the Welsh 
guards and the will to enjoy 
yourself� Thank you, chris 
and his merry gang, you do a 
tremendous job and it really is 
appreciated� 

are you a biker� I’m certainly 
not, but why not join the 
thousands that do the “Ride 
to the Wall (RTTW)”? This is a 
ride by bikers from all over the 
armed services who ride to the 
National Memorial arboretum 
(NMa) in staffordshire� This 
year it was held on saturday 
6th october with a huge 
motorcycle procession riding 
to the NMa (in atrocious 
weather) to pay their respects 
to all those who gave their lives 
in all conflicts� WgR have riders 
who attend annually and one 
of our branch wreaths is laid� If 
you are interested in attending 
just get in touch�

do you have any interesting 
photos you wish to share� The 
galleries on WgR contain over 
17,000 images covering all 
generations, ranks, companies 
and locations� To locate 
someone is relatively simple, 
if they served in Iraq look in 
the Iraq album, Falklands – 
Falklands album – you get the 
idea?

Not being satisfied on what we 
have, we look to increase it, so 
if you have any photographs 
you wish to share, then please 
upload to the site� If you are 

1
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1. WGR Wreath at the Household  
 Division Memorial RTTW.
2. Larry John placing the WGR  
 Wreath at the Falklands  
 Memorial Wrexham.
3. WGR Members at the D&S.
4. Runners up in the Darts Comp.  
 L2R Richard Taylor, Dai Reed,  
 Colin Thomas, Knocker, Jeff  
 Bishop, Maldwyn, Pat Reed.
5. The Welsh Guards Centenary  
 Coin (aka Golden Billy).
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not sure how to do this, then 
simply ask for help – it will 
certainly be given� We are 
rightly proud of our galleries�

Welsh guards Centenary 
Coin (aka the golden Billy). 

Mr alan Parry-booth, a WgR 
Vice President, came up with 
the idea of a centenary coin 
early in 2014 and after working 
on costings decided that it 
could be a goer� after The 
Troop that year, he discussed 
the idea with david Webb and 
stan Evans, both of whom 
were very enthusiastic� Later, in 
the mess, he spoke to bill Mott 
and he supported the idea also 
(although at that stage there 
was no suggestion of featuring 
our famous gsM on the coin)� 
Later, when he returned 
home, he sent a message to 
bill, asking him if I could use 
his image, but never received 
a reply as the message had 
been sent to a website he 
rarely used - so the project was 
shelved�

some months later andy 
brinkworth met up with bill 
Mott somewhere in america 
and this resulted in bill 
contacting alan and agreeing 
that the minting could go 
ahead

To cut a long story 
sideways,100 coins were 
produced, and special 
presentation cases were made 
for the first two coins which 
were destined for FM Lord 
guthrie and gsM billy Mott and 
the rest of the production run 
was offered to our members 
and snapped up promptly� 
alan managed to make a 
profit overall and has donated 
£250�00 to the Welsh guards 
charity� I am sure you will all 
join me in congratulating him 
on his achievement in raising 
this money and producing a 
quality item to be treasured in 
the future – Who knows, 

maybe there is a Wg coin 
series in the making?

Why are we so into social 
Media? We are, because of 
the geographical spread of 
our members� We have our 
furthest member south in New 
Zealand and australia, with 
others in canada, the Usa and 
many in Europe� The only way 
to keep these guys in the loop 
is through the internet� 

Unfortunately, far too often 
we get notified of deaths of 
veterans and so we liaise with 
the family, funeral directors 
and of course other branch 
secretaries to publicise the 
funeral and hope to give 
the send-off a touch of Wg 
panache if requested� The 
family members are always 
grateful and complimentary 
over a job well done�

The job of branch secretary 
is not an easy one but is 
made easier for me with the 
help of my fellow committee 
members, colonel Tony davies 
(aka 22) our President, our 
newly appointed chairman 
keith smith, allan Rogers (who 
has sadly recently stepped 
down as Web-Master), Mike 
cummins and Neil Rice, 
who both keep the website 
running, and Jack Jones who 
looks after (very well indeed) 
our Facebook presence� Not 
forgetting of course, Maldwyn 
also from the Wga and all the 
staff at RHQ�

3
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a few days in the Life of a WW1 guardsman

In the Belgian town of “Wipers” 
We were all held down by snipers 

The Germans were dug in along the road 
A bullet then hit Ivor 

Our leading lorry driver 
And the truck had overturned and lost its load.

 Right away our Q.M.S. 
Sent a squad to clear the mess 

And organised a section strength patrol 
A sergeant at the head 

With me and Joe and Ted 
And a runner, who was my pal Emrys Cole.

 Sergeant Roberts took the flank 
And sent me up the bank 

To see if I could spot the German guns 
When I’d crawled up to the top 

My eyes began to pop 
I’d never seen so many bleeding Huns.

 There were Germans by the score 
With officers galore 

Their boss looked though he’d just come from the Ritz 
I chose a number nine 

And lobbed it down their line 
A group of them were blown to bloody bits.

Their guns then turned my way 
And I thought it daft to stay 

So I scrambled quickly down my little hill 
Then our Sergeant quarter bloke 
Smiled and offered me a smoke 

He thought that I’d put paid to Kaiser Bill.

We spent that night “Stood To” 
Overhead the shrapnel flew 

Our rations were sent up along the line 
I put on my comfort woolly 

And as we scoffed our tin of bully 
Sergeant Roberts shared his flask of Belgian wine.

Then the night was torn asunder 
By a noise like mighty thunder 

Fire shells lit up the darkened sky 
A shard of red hot steel 

Hit Dai Thomas in the heel 
All Ypres would have heard his dreadful cry.

before closing it would not be the WgR branch notes without the 
traditional poem from one of our branch Vice-Presidents Mr alan 
Parry-booth, the bard of Welsh guards Reunited� 

 Our C.O. Major French 
Made his way along the trench 

He ordered everyone to “Fix their spikes” 
And gather at the stairs 

Which we were to climb in pairs 
The next command would come from Captain Sykes.

 When at last the whistle blew 
I raced up with “13” Pugh 

Who grinned and said “Let’s go and get them Taff” 
The Jerries held their fire 

‘Til we reached the bloody wire 
Then the bullets flew around us just like chaff.

There were bodies in the mud 
Boots and puttees soaked in blood 

I’d never witnessed anything so violent 
But Sergeant Major Dade 

Launched a sodding great grenade 
And all at once the German gun fell silent.

 We went forward then apace 
And soon we reached the place 

Where the ruddy boche had held our mob to ransom 
The gunners who had fired

Were very much expired

Believe you me they didn’t look too handsome.

The advance was going well 
So we marched to Peelcapelle 

Which stands a few miles west of Passchendaele 
The battalion was stood down 
On the outskirts of the town 

That night we had a glass of Belgian ale.

 alan Parry-Booth 
“We Will Remember Them”
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As has become the tradition over the last 19 
years, 42 members of the Welsh Guards 

Association attended the Ludlow Race Club on 
Sunday 13th May 2018 to support the Welsh 
Guards Association Handicap Hurdle.
superbly organised each 
year by captain (Retired) dai 
davies (aka 21), we have a 
prime place in the Jubilee 
stand where there is a clear 
view of the entire race track 
from the terrace and we are 
able to dine in the comfort of 
a private dining room� superb 
food, wonderful company and 
the odd flutter (nothing too 
serious) combine to make this 
a most enjoyable day�

Welsh guards association
Handicap Hurdle race, Ludlow race Club
By Major (Retired) M E Browne BEM 
Assistant Regimental Adjutant

The Welsh guards association 
Handicap Hurdle race (about 
miles, 5 furlongs) was the 
third race of the day and 
started at 3�05pm� There 
was a notable amount 
of chatter and tips being 
exchanged amongst the more 
knowledgeable racegoers, 
but fortunately [for us] we 
decided to go against the 
advice of Major “lucky” alan 
denman and managed to back 

the first and second horse in 
the race� If there is one thing I 
learnt that day it is to not take 
a horse racing tip from Major 
alan denman, he backed 2 
horses in a four-horse race 
and still lost (one of his coming 
in last and the other unseating 
his jockey!) – safe to say alan 
did not back a winner all day 
in 7 races! 

We proceeded to the winner’s 
enclosure to applaud the 
winner of our race; “Just a 
Feeling” ridden by Harry 
skelton and witness the 
Welsh guards Trophy being 
presented to the winning 
owner by captain dai davies 
and there is no doubt 
whatsoever that this event 
brings the Welsh guards 
association into the publics 
attention in a surprisingly 
novel way�

It was my first time there, 
but it will not be my last� 
a wonderful day out, with 
perfect weather, good racing, 
good food, outstanding 
company all perfectly 
organised by captain dai 
davies – thank you� 

1
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1. Captain Dai Davies presenting  
 the WGA Trophy to the winning  
 owner.
2. Race Day Badge.
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The National Certificate of Appreciation is the 
highest honour the Royal British Legion (RBL) 

can bestow on a member. 

It may be awarded to a 
member who has made a 
conspicuous contribution to 
the Legion at any level for 
a period of at least twelve 
(12) years� certificates 
are presented at annual 
conference and are 
accompanied by a special gold 
lapel badge inscribed ‘For 
Merit’� 

Roy Hill joined the Royal british 
Legion branch in Rumney 
cardiff in 1963 and when he 
and his family (Valerie, Nichola 
and Jonathan) subsequently 
moved to Formby Merseyside 
with his work, he transferred 
his membership to the 
Formby Legion�  He quickly 
became their branch standard 
bearer and won the West 
Lancs county standard 
bearer’s competition on four 
occasions and has had the 
honour of judging the National 
competition for the RbL on 
four occasions also�  

on moving to Norwich 
in 1988, Roy once again 
transferred branches, this 
time to sprowston branch 
and, as he had done in the 
past, immediately threw 
himself into branch activities 
becoming the branch 
standard bearer, assisting 
with the Poppy appeal each 
year as well as visiting unwell 
Veterans� 

He entered the Norfolk county 
standard bearer’s competition 
and won on six separate 
occasions and became the 
Norfolk county standard 

royal British Legion National 
Certificate of appreciation
Presented to royston Hill (23294675)
Welsh guards 1956 to 1958
By Major (Retired) M E Browne BEM 
Assistant Regimental Adjutant

bearer twenty-three years 
ago when he won the Eastern 
area competition�  He only 
relinquished this position to 
take up the role of Norfolk 
county Parade Marshal and 
ceremonial officer, a post 
which he is still filling�

 He has trained standard 
bearers and cadets for eight 
years in Norfolk, attends 
monthly meetings and (quite 
rightly) gets a great deal of 
satisfaction and feeling of 
pride when he sees people 
progress, improve and 
watches them on the many 
parades� 

 Roy was requested to attend 
the RbL National conference 
this year which was being 
held in the belfast Waterfront 
Hall from 18 – 20 May�  
accompanied and witnessed 
by his proud family Roy was 
presented (by the National 
President air Marshal david 
Walker cb cbE aFc Ma RaF 
(Retd)) with the highest award 
the RbL can give, the National 
certificate of appreciation and 
gold “For Merit” badge�

It is often said of Roy that if 
he was to be snapped in half, 
three-quarters would be 

Welsh guards and the 
remaining quarter Royal 
british Legion!

We are immensely proud of 
Roy and all he has achieved, 
flying the Welsh guards flag 
in Norfolk and maintaining 
the standards as only a Welsh 
guardsman can – thank you 
Roy�
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The Brangwyn Hall in Swansea proved to be 
a wonderful venue for the Welsh Guards 

Association’s Biennial lunch. 
around 100 members of the 
association were joined for 
an excellent meal (surpassed 
only by the quality of the 
company) by councillor Philip 
downing, The Lord Mayor of 
the city & county of swansea, 
the Lady Mayoress, Mrs Lilian 
dowling and the swansea 
council champion for the 
armed Forces, councillor June 
burtonshaw�  

Following the meal, the 
Regimental adjutant and 
President of the Welsh guards 
association, colonel Tcs 
bonas proposed the toast 
to The Regiment and gave 
a short state of the nation 
address bringing everyone 
up to speed with how the 
battalion are settling in to 
their operational duties, the 
tempo and life in kabul and, 
to a resounding round of 
applause, wished them well 

Welsh guards association Biennial Lunch
swansea 2018
By Neil Rice, Assistant Secretary General 
Welsh Guards Association

during their deployment�  

after the meal everyone 
moved into the bar where 
many sandbags were drawn 
up, lamps swung, and stories 
told�  There was an excellent 
cabaret from kirsten orsborn, 
a wonderfully talented 
singer who works tirelessly 
to support several military 
charities, her mixed repertoire 
of standards and rock classics 
soon had everyone on their 
feet proving that even some 
of the “older” guardsmen still 
have all the moves�

Undoubtedly a tremendous 
success and really enjoyed 
by all that attended the lunch 
can only go from strength to 
the strength with the support 
of association members 
who attended this year by 
spreading the word and 
encouraging others to attend 
future such events� 
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The “Ups” have been the 
number of “old comrades” 
who have come great 
distances to see our display 
and reminisce� I know in 
some sectors the term “old 
comrades” is looked down 
upon, whereas I think of the 
times we may have referred 
to ourselves as old dogs when 
we were barely out of our 
twenties! come on now let`s 
be honest� The most significant 
thing to happen in the past 
year as far as I`m concerned 
was the joining of our staff by 
alan simcox� alan who lives in 
Welshpool and travels the 50 
mile round trip to cover duties 
at the museum and working 
with the public which he seems 
to enjoy� alan and I served in 
the same platoon in aden� I 
was attached to 8 platoon as 
an assault pioneer Nco each 
time we went “up country”� 
of course� other “ups” are the 
visits of young serving Welsh 
guardsmen along with longer 
serving more senior members 
of the Regiment� We were 
very pleased and grateful 
to welcome the present 
sandhurst academy sergeant 
Major carl Taylor who took the 

How times flies when you are busy?  
Here we are closing in on the end of another 

successful season at the Museum in Park Hall. 
This our 18th year has been a year of “ups and 
downs”. 

the Welsh guards Collection
(Established 1995)
President:  Brigadier J F Rickett CBE
Chairman: Colonel TCS Bonas
Treasurer: Major (Retd) M E Browne BEM
Secretary: RQMS D Davies 03
Curator: Mr S T Evans
 Cartref ni
 44 Crossfield Avenue
 Winsford
 Cheshire  CW7 1EG
Telephone: 01606 593953
Email: stanevans67@hotmail.com

time to drop in with a friend 
and donate some artefacts of 
his to the collection� It`s like a 
shot in the arm for us when 
that happens� 

of course there are the 
downs as with any long term 
associations and this year 
unfortunately we have lost the 
services of our longest serving 
members graham binnie our 
building services Manager who 
has virtually built the place 
over 17 years and our trusted 
Treasurer John Williams who 
has decided to devote more 
time to his grand children� 
It goes without saying they 
will be sorely missed and we 
all wish them every success 
and enjoyment with their 
new pastimes� one of biggest 
supporters of knowledge and 
equipment ken Hughes had 
sadly passed away leaving 
a great void in the search 
for all our lost and treasured 
badges, medals and artefacts� 
ken joined the battalion as a 
drummer boy in Egypt and 
served through suez, germany 
and everywhere the Regiment 
were deployed in the 1950`s 
and 60`s� spike (as he was 
lovingly known) was one of the 

1
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1. Photo 1 – Visit of the AcRSM Carl 
 Taylor on 23rd August 2018.
2. The Finished article.
3. 2 Ex Drum Sergeants; Steve  
 Ollerhead and Paul Liddy.  
 North of England Branch WGA.
4. Bangor Sub Section of  
 N Wales Branch WGA visit - 
 13th September 2018.

very last Welsh guardsmen to 
hold the rank of “boy” which 
changed in 1957-58� as a point 
of interest ken`s brother also 
served in the Welsh guards 
and most interestingly their 
Father was Pioneer sergeant 
throughout the 2nd world 
war with our newly formed 
3rd battalion� We have some 
artefacts of sergeant Hughes’ 
on display to this day�

some time ago I wrote about 
the first drum Majors apron 
badge had gone missing 
during WW2� once we were 
issued Home service clothing 
(Hsc) to perform the 1949 
trooping of The colour, the 
drum Major then 2733382 
F Tomlin was issued with a 
much smaller brooch� This 
was one of two made at the 
time and was used until quite 
recently when the present 
brooch was introduced� This 
was the same size but had 
a large brass backing plate� 
during the 1965 troop drum 
Major Wally Walker marched 
the Regimental band to horse 
guards to commemorate our 
50th anniversary and the 
trooping of our New colour� 
after the parade Wally realised 
the brooch was missing� The 
clasp pin at the rear had been 
repaired locally a few times 
before by the REME armourer� 
The procedure of a single 
line of guardsmen covering 
all of horse guards looking 
for dropped medals didn`t 
happen in those days because 
except for a few war medals 
to some of the seniors and 
the occasional service medals 
which some guards para`s 
wore (borneo and Malaya for 
example) there were very few 
medals on display� Later that 
evening in the sergeants mess 
Wally Walker was called to the 
sergeant Major 2741094 david 
Williams to be told the brooch 
had been found in the hoof of 
one of the drum horses whilst 
it was being cleaned that 
evening� I don`t know which 
horse it was but I can tell you 

they were named Hannibal 
and Hercules� at that time the 
senior Farrier was a person 
I came to know very well, a 
huge man who went by the 
name of Pablo king� Legend 
has it that horses feared Pablo 
while they were being shod by 
him and any misbehaving was 
cured by his famous “gERcHa”, 
but I digress, back to the 
damaged brooch�

I decided we should try to get 
it back to its former glory and 
contacted a dear friend of mine 
Mr Tony kelly sales director 
of Firmins and co� If this was 
going to be renovated then 
it was going to be done by 
the very best in the business� 
after hours of tireless work 
what you see now is a perfect 
brooch as good as when it was 
issued to drum Major Tomlin 
back in the day 

Very many thanks Tony you 
have done us proud�

The Welsh guards associations 
branch secretaries really have 
got their work cut out when it 
comes to organising branch 
events� However it is always a 
thrill when a secretary rings 
me up to say he has organised 
a branch visit to the Museum 
and eventually we are treated 
to seeing upwards of 16 
members who have made the 
effort and shown their support 
to branch events� I`d like to 
mention a couple of guys who 
work tirelessly to this end� 
alan cunningham from Llanelli 
turned up with a full coach of 
members all eager to see the 
Museum� dai “Moggs” Morgan 
from the bangor sub branch 
who always brings along so 
much support and I would 
like to think everyone enjoyed 
themselves� so my hat goes 
off to all branch secretaries 
for their enthusiasm and hard 
work� keep bringing them 
boys�

during these last few months I 
haven`t been able to attend as 
often as I always had because 

of my wife sandra`s recent 
illness� sandra suffers from 
virtigo and unfortunately has 
had quite a few falls recently, 
the last of which was very 
serious causing massive head 
wounds which I am glad to 
say is healing nicely now but 
her fear of falling is there all 
the time� so we go everywhere 
and do everything together, 
I am at her side all the time 
which means when I cover a 
duty at the Museum sandra 
comes with me� amazingly 
she seems to really enjoy 
it and deals wih the public 
enthusiastically, she has 
quite a large knowledge of 
Welsh guards history which is 
understandable being married 
to this anorak for more than 
51 years� during these absent 
times I have been amazed 
how the team has coped 
with covering the duties and 
so far only once when we 
couldn`t open through lack of 
manpower�

This brings me back to the 
proverbial problem I think we 
will always have and once 
again may I ask if you or a 
friend would like to spend one 
day a week helping out with 
our visitors please give me a 
bell� We are now able to cover 
travel expenses which makes 
things that little bit easier� our 

visiting school children on 
organised trips have increased 
hugely� Numbers of 60 to a 
hundred are quite common 
and we can devide these 
numbers between ourselves, 
the trenches and the Victorian 
school and our feedback from 
the head teachers have been 
most encouraging�

This November sees the 100 
years anniversary of the end 
of the 1st World War and 
with that comes so many 
enquiries about service record 
photographs and the like and 
its quite fullfilling although 
hectic to be able to re acquaint 
families with their forebares 
history�

We look forward to 2019 with 
as much enthusiasm as ever 
we know its not going to be 
an easy task but one I`m sure 
we can succeed in doing as we 
always have�

4
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On Saturday the 15th September the Sergeants Mess 
at Maindy Barracks again played host to the annual 

Association Darts & Shooting competition, the numbers were 
looking excellent prior to the event but at the last minute 
the overnight accommodation at Maindy was required for 
operational reasons and so we lost the North Wales teams 
and a few other individuals who were planning on staying 
overnight.

This was a disappointment 
but, on the day, we still had six 
teams of eight for the darts 
and eight teams of four for 
the shooting competition� 
The competitive spirit and 
rivalry was intense as was 
the banter and trade over the 
bar! as ever sergeant Jury 
and the Regimental support 
Team south (RsT) did an 
excellent job keeping the 
shooting teams organised and 
on time, a task that can be 
likened to herding cats whilst 
juggling jelly� Luckily, he had 
the intimidating presence of 
guardsman gavin “The bull” 
bilton to help keep order� 

Monmouthshire branch 
had an exceptionally good 
day taking a clean sweep 
in team prizes and daren 

Liversage winning the best 
Individual shot trophy� a truly 
remarkable result for the 
Monmouthshire branch which 
I am sure the Vicar will not let 
us forget in a hurry!

as ever the darts and shoot 
competitions provided the 
backdrop for a wonderfully 
enjoyable day where old 
friendships and rivalries were 
rekindled and renewed, war 
stories swapped and copious 
amounts of cwrw consumed� 
The bar was expertly manned 
as ever by kev and simone 
who did a great job of keeping 
everyone well lubricated� If 
you have never been to an 
association darts & shoot I 
can heartily recommend it, an 
excellent day is guaranteed�
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By Neil Rice, Assistant Secretary General 
Welsh Guards Association
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rEsuLts
darts
Winners of the Welsh Guards Association Cup:  
monmouthshire Branch
Winners of the Abertawe Shield: 
Welsh guards reunited Branch (B)
Highest Individual Score: 
Phil “Nag” Edwards 117

sHOOtINg
Winners of the Leatham Trophy:  
monmouthshire Branch (a)
Runners Up: 
monmouthshire Branch (B)
Winner of the Aberdare Cup: (Best Shot) 
darren Liversage (Monmouthshire Branch) 

Winner of the Gerry Greenstock Cup: 
(Best shot over 70 years of age) terry thomas

1. Mr Terry Thomas receiving the  
 Gerry Greenstock Cup for the best  
 shot over 70 years of age.
2. Mr Darren Liversage receiving  
 the Aberdare Cup as the  Best  
 Individual Shot .
3. Phil “Nag” Edwards being  
 awarded the trophy for the  
 highest individual darts score.
4. Winners of the Association  
 Cup, the winning darts Team  
 from Monmouthshire Brach,  
 from L-R; Steve Liversage,  
 Gareth Liversage, Jamie Chadd,  
 Darren Liversage, Will Hughes,  
 Ray Clayton, Terry Gauden 

5. Monmouthshire Branch (A)  
 team being awarded the Leatham 
 Trophy as the winning shooting  
 team. From L-R; Darren Liversage,  
 Steve Liversage, Ray Clayton,  
 Gareth Liversage
6. Being presented with the  
 Abertawe Shield as the Darts  
 competition Runners Up is the  
 Welsh Guards Reunited Branch;  
 L-R; Richard Taylor, Dai Reed,  
 Colin Thomas, Knocker, Jeff Bishop,  
 Maldwyn, Pat Reed.
7. Monmouthshire Branch (B)  
 team being awarded the shooting  
 competition Runners Up award.
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minutes of the annual 
general meeting of the  
Welsh guards association
Held at maindy Barracks Cardiff at 11:00 hrs  
tuesday may 15th 2018
President:  Colonel T S Bonas
Vice President:  Brigadier J F Rickett CBE
Vice President:  Captain ACD Hopkins
Treasurer:  Major M E Browne BEM
Secretary General:  Maldwyn Jones (92)
Assistant Secretary General:  Neil Rice

those present:-

colonel T s bonas (President), 
Major (Retired) Martin browne 
(assistant Regimental adjutant 
and Treasurer), Maldwyn 
Jones (secretary general), 
Neil Rice (assistant secretary 
general) The following branch 
secretaries:

alan cunningham 
(Llanelli, cardiganshire 
& Pembrokeshire), steve 
Liversage (Monmouthshire), 
Peter Williams (swansea & 
West glamorgan), Mike Jones 
(ogmore), Terry o’shea 
(cardiff), John Williams 
(Montgomeryshire, shropshire 
& Midlands), Jeff Heenan 
(London), dennis knowles 
(Welsh guards Reunited), 
Errold Jones (Merthyr Tydfil & 
aberdare), 

Other branch officers and 
members:

alan denman (President 
ogmore branch), david davies 
(President Monmouthshire 
branch), Larry John (Vice 
President WgR) douglas 
Perkins (London), Terry Evans 
(cardiff), conrad Price (WgR)

In attendance:

Jiffy Myers (Regimental 
Veterans officer) Major Howell 
Ig (oc HQ coy (oc Rog)), csM 
Parry 95 (company sergeant 
Major HQ company (Rog 
sergeant Major))

apologies for absence:

Lt colonel Tony davies 
(President WgR) colonel cJ 
dawnay (President cardiff) 
capt Tc Macdonald-Milner 
(President East glamorgan) 
Mr J Harding (President 
Llanelli, cardiganshire & 
Pembrokeshire) Lt col cFb 
stephens (President London) 
captain H Legge-bourke 
(President Merthyr Tydfil) 
Mr RgP Plowden (President 
Montgomeryshire & shropshire 
& Midlands)capt ac Hopkins 
(President North Wales) Major 
cgH carty (President swansea 
& West glamorgan) Paul 
Wilkinson (secretary North 
Wales)�

Chairman’s welcome

The chairman welcomed 
everyone and thanked them 
for attending and their hard 

work throughout the year, 
he was pleased that the 
association was in a good 
place and appreciated that this 
was due to the hard work and 
efforts of all those attending, 
he also stressed that a big vote 
of thanks was due to Major 
(Retired) Martin browne who 
is doing an excellent job as 
assistant Regimental adjutant; 
looking after the finances, 
managing the Welsh guards 
charity Website, producing the 
charity Impact statement and 
for carrying out many other 
important jobs for the benefit 
of both the Regiment and the 
association� 

He was both pleased and 
grateful to the secretary 
general and assistant 
secretary general in their 
first year and thanked them 
wholeheartedly for the effort 
and time they both put in to 
ensuring the association is 
in a good place and moving 
forward in the right direction�

The chairman also thanked the 
swansea branch for facilitating 
the presentation of the silver 
dragon to brian & sandra 
keane at their annual lunch, a 
well-deserved presentation 
to mark the many years of 
great service that they have 
given to the association� He 
also thanked stan Evans and 
all the volunteers for the great 
work that they are doing at 
the Welsh guards collection at 
oswestry and the many other 
things they do to support the 
Regiment�

Looking ahead the chairman 
said that both the association 
and the battalion have a lot 
to look forward to, there will 

be a Homecoming Parade for 
the battalion in cardiff on 20 
February 2019, st david’s day 
in brecon on 1 March 2019, 
followed by their proposed 
move to Windsor, and the 
centenary of the founding of 
the Welsh guards association 
will be celebrated at a date yet 
to be decided in 2019�

minutes of the previous 
meeting

The minutes of annual general 
Meeting held on the 16th May 
2017 had been circulated prior 
to the meeting� confirmation 
of the minutes was proposed 
by steve Liversage (secretary, 
Monmouthshire) and 
seconded by Larry John (Vice 
President WgR) they were 
confirmed with no matters 
arising or comments� 

1st Battalion Welsh guards 
update

Major Howell Ig (oc HQ coy 
(oc Rog)) introduced himself 
to the meeting and explained 
that whilst he is a member 
of the Irish guards he has 
been with 1Wg for 2 years 
and is thoroughly enjoying 
his time with 1Wg and that 
we can expect to see greater 
movement of LE officers within 
the Household division moving 
forward�

a significant percentage of 
the battalion is currently 
deployed in and around 
kabul on op ToRaL 6 as the 
kPU (kabul Protection Unit), 
responsible for providing 
advisor force protection, 
movement coordination of 
all coalition forces across the 
city, and incident response 
in kabul where it affects 
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coalition forces anywhere in 
the world� He could not go 
into any operational details, 
but he said that moral is high 
and that the facilities for the 
troops are excellent, most 
are in well-appointed two 
man rooms with all the home 
comforts including Wi-Fi, 
there are excellent gym and 
recreational facilities and when 
it comes to “scoff” they have 
the choice of either Turkish or 
american dining facilities, he 
also pointed out that whilst 
there they are receiving the 
operational allowance and on 
their return will be awarded 
the operational service Medal 
(afghanistan)�

csM Parry gave an overview 
of the current recruiting 
situation� The battalion is 
under strength and there 
is a big push to attract new 
people into the Regiment, 
there are currently 71 potential 
recruits in the pipeline, that 
is they have had their initial 
interview and it is now in the 
hands of the civilian recruiting 
organisation to complete the 
medical checks and the rest 
of the process� There are 10 
Wg recruits in training with 
the guards company ITc 
catterick and a further 10 at 
the army Foundation college 
in Harrogate�

both the North and south 
recruitment teams are working 
flat out throughout Wales to 
promote the Regiment and 
there is a lot of activity with 
the cadet Forces� This years 
armed Forces day celebration 
in Llandudno will have a 
significant Welsh guards 
input� Major Howell asked 
that we as individuals and as 
the association do all that we 
can to help with the recruiting 
process from one on one 
conversations with people 
thinking of joining the military 
to simply making people 
aware of the regiment and the 
benefits of being a member 
of it�

Welfare support

Jiffy Myers the Regimental 
Veterans officer (RVo) gave 
an overview of his role, he 
explained why and how his 
role came about and gave 
details of how it is funded� He 
gave an overview of the types 
of activities that he carries 
out which include, but are not 
limited to:

•	 Receiving	applications	for	 
 welfare / support grants  
 (83 requests for assistance  
 last year)�

•	 Visits	throughout	the	UK	to	 
 give advice and support�

•	 Referrals	for	mental	health	 
 issues�

•	 Help,	advice	and	support	 
 on many issues including  
 debt, housing and  
 benefits�

•	 Managing	a	Facebook	 
 page dedicated to securing  
 employment for ex 1Wg  
 people�

•	 Managing	the	welfare	 
 issues for the injured or  
 those with disabilities�

•	 Support	for	bereaved	 
 family members

•	 Attending	many	external	 
 armed forces forums

He informed us that the 
majority of contacts and 
requests for help that he 
receives come from concerned 
relatives or friends and that it 
is uncommon for those actually 
affected with issues to contact 
him directly� 

He does not get involved with 
funerals but he may well be 
the first port of call for the 
bereaved friends or relatives, 
in which case he will pass all 
information over to the Wga�

at the end of his presentation 
colonel bonas thanked Jiffy for 
the great work he is doing and 
that everyone is very aware 
that what he does makes a 
very tangible difference to the 
lives of everyone he works 
with�

Wga Biennial Lunch, 
Brangwyn Hall

The President said that he 
was delighted that the Lunch 
went ahead this year after 
being cancelled on previous 
occasions, there were around 
100 association members 
and their guests present at 
what was described as “a 
very special event�” also in 
attendance were councillor 
Philip downing, The Lord 
Mayor of the city & county of 
swansea, the Lady Mayoress, 
Mrs Lilian dowling and the 
swansea council champion for 
the armed Forces, councillor 
June burtonshaw� both the 
meal and the entertainment 
were excellent� The President 
thanked Maldwyn the 
secretary general and Neil the 
assistant secretary general 
for pulling together and 
organising such a first-class 
event�

queens’ Birthday Parade 
tickets:

The secretary general 
informed the meeting that 
the tickets for this year’s QbP 
had been dispatched from 
RHQ and that they should be 
at his home address when 
he returns from the agM, he 
understands that everyone 
who applied for tickets 
has them� Historically the 
allocation of tickets has rotated 
through the branches every 
year� Unfortunately, there is 
no reliable record of this ticket 
distribution so it was proposed 
to restart this process with 
the following methodology� 
Each year three branches will 
receive 4 free tickets nominally 
for the secretary and President� 
branches will then bid for 
tickets through the secretary 
general, if the requirement 
does not exceed 1/3 of the 
total regimental allocation 
then there should be no 
problem, if it exceeds 1/3 then 
some form of ballot will need 
to be implemented�

Imber Court

The Wga ceremony at Imber 
court will move from an 
annual to a biennial event 
with the regiment being 
represented by RHQ staff 
on the years that there is no 
official Wga presence but 
where Wga members will be 
more than welcome to attend� 
The next official Wga event will 
be in 2019�

regimental sympathy Card

The current card, whilst being 
an excellent card, is not fit for 
purpose as a sympathy card� 
at the Trustees Meeting the 
secretary general proposed 
that we look to produce a very 
specific card with a suitable 
set of words in both Welsh and 
English� a prototype card was 
circuited for comment and we 
shall now finalise the design 
for approval� Each branch will 
then purchase 25 cards�

The investment in the existing 
cards will not be lost as they 
are very suitable for the 
President to use for other 
regimental purposes�

general data Protection 
regulation (gdPr)

The assistant secretary general 
thanked those branches that 
had returned their completed 
consent proformas and 
urged those yet to submit 
them to do so� Whilst we are 
undertaking this exercise to 
remain compliant with the new 
legislation the exercise will also 
help us to build an accurate 
members database with 
correct and up to date contact 
information including email 
addresses, this can only be a 
help to the association going 
forward�

state of contact with 1Wg

The President started by saying 
that whenever we request 
help or assistance from the 
battalion we are pushing at 
an open door, the battalion 
has always supported us well 
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particularly at events like st 
david’s day and Remembrance 
sunday� With the battalion 
being away on deployment the 
officers and Warrant officers 
affiliation Lists are currently 
being rewritten and they will 
be sent to branches in the 
very near future� It is very 
important that we maintain 
a strong association with the 
battalion so once these new 
lists are distributed It is hoped 
that the branches strengthen 
their links with their affiliated 
officers and Warrant officers� 
should any branch wish to 
have a battalion presence 
at an event, rather than 
approach the battalion via 
the Regimental adjutant the 
branch secretary or President 
should contact the adjutant 
or Regimental sergeant Major 
directly to make a request 
for their affiliated officer or 
Warrant officers to attend, of 
course if there are any issues 
or difficulties the Regimental 
adjutant will be more than 
happy to assist�

association actions for 
people leaving the regiment

currently when anyone leaves 
the regiment they receive an 
association Lapel badge and 
a letter from the President 
giving information about the 
association and details of 
all the branches� This letter 
has not been updated for 
some time and is in need of 
an update� a new letter has 
been produced combining 
both words and pictures that 
give an overview of both the 
fun and formal aspects of the 
association, this letter was 
circulated for comment and 
will now go to the battalion for 
presentation to anyone leaving 
the Regiment�

remembrance sunday

The main efforts for 
Remembrance sunday 
2018 will be in London with 
a significant regimental 
presence� We do need to 

coordinate what the battalion 
presence will be in the 
branches in Wales� There will 
only be a limited number of 
battalion personnel available 
to support the branches so 
initially they will support 
cardiff and Llanelli other 
branches will be decided 
later� any branch requiring 
uniformed support from 1Wg 
is to give their requirement 
to the sec gen who will 
coordinate with the 1Wg Rog 
csM� 

st david’s day 2018

The President said that it was 
extremely regrettable that 
it had to be cancelled but 
the weather on the day and 
following days proved that it 
was the correct decision� The 
Theatre, Local authority, Hotels 
and coach companies have 
all been very understanding 
and have helped us absorb 
the costs so financially the 
cancelation has not had a huge 
impact on our finances� What is 
particularly upsetting is that a 
large number of people put in 
a great deal of time and effort 
to deliver what would have 
been an excellent parade and 
reception with over 400 people 
expected�

st david’s day 2019

The Local authority in brecon 
is very happy for us to hold our 
2019 celebration of st david’s 
day in brecon, given the 
unfortunate events of this year 
brecon is the obvious choice so 
the 2019 st david’s day parade 
and celebration will be held in 
brecon with a very similar set 
up to that which was planned 
for 2018�

Wrexham 36th anniversary 
memorial service 23rd june 
2018

The secretary general gave 
an update on the event, he 
stressed that whilst it is called 
the Falklands anniversary 
Memorial service it is not 
restricted to Falklands Veterans 

and that it serves as a service 
of remembrance for all those 
lost in any conflict� once 
the service is over and the 
wreathes have been placed 
there follows a fantastic social 
gathering that has been 
universally enjoyed� chris 
Hopkins needs names and 
numbers asaP for admin and 
catering�

Welsh guards association 
Centenary 2019

The first general Meeting of 
the Welsh guards association 
was held in cardiff on saturday 
29th November 1919� The 
President said that this is a 
huge occasion that needs to be 
marked and marked big!

It is still very much in the 
planning stages but some of 
the ideas that are on the table 
are:

•	 Hold	the	Celebration	in	 
 cardiff possibly city Hall,  
 The castle or Insole court�

•	 Large	Association	presence	 
 including all branch  
 standards�

•	 Regimental	Band.

•	 Large	Battalion	presence.

•	 Church	service

•	 Static	Parade

a celebration of this size will 
be expensive but monies 
will be taken out of the 
portfolio to help pay for it�  
More information will be 
disseminated as the plans start 
to take shape�

regimental magazine

There is a wide consensus that 
this year’s bumper edition 
was an excellent publication 
and we want to build on that 
next year by having the same 
high-quality input from all 
the branches� The assistant 
Regimental adjutant will be 
writing out to branches in June 
(via the secretary general) 
setting out the timetable for 
submissions, these dates are 
not flexible as they reflect 
the minimum time that the 

printers need to produce the 
magazine therefor it is most 
important that branches have 
their copy ready to submit 
on, or preferably before the 
deadline date� 

The provision of free copies 
of the Magazine to branches 
was discussed and it was 
proposed that to bring us 
into line with the practices 
of other regiments and as a 
reflection of the quality of the 
magazine we would no longer 
supply free copies to branches 
but will supply each branch 
with 25 subsidised copies 
at £2�50 with any additional 
copies ordered at full price� 
Each branch will therefore 
be required to purchase 
25 magazines at a cost of 
£62�50� Proposed by steve 
Liversage (Monmouthshire) 
seconded by John Williams 
(Montgomeryshire, shropshire 
& Midlands)� The proposal was 
carried�

darts & shoot

The 2018 darts and shoot 
competition will take place 
in the sergeants Mess, 
Maindy barracks on saturday 
15th september� overnight 
accommodation will be 
available at Maindy at a cost of 
£14 for the night (there is an 
additional insurance surcharge 
of £36 which the association 
will pick up)

Please will all branches get 
their names and numbers 
to the secretary general as 
soon as they are requested so 
we can arrange admin and 
catering, we will also need car 
details and registrations for 
anyone wishing to park at the 
barracks�

social media

The secretary general 
emphasised what an effective 
communications platform 
social Media provided, the 
Regiment is maximising their 
social media presence and 
now employs a professional 
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social media communications 
manager, the WgR website 
continues to be an excellent 
platform and meeting place 
for those that cannot or do 
not want to be part of a 
geographical branch� The 
secretary general urged all 
branches that do not yet have 
a branch Facebook page to 
investigate if there is anyone in 
their branch who is able to take 
on the role of setting one up, 
to date WgR, North Wales and 
Llanelli are the only branches 
with their own closed groups 
on Facebook� 

Wreaths

The Royal british Legion Wg 
Wreaths have arrived and will 
be distributed, two per branch, 
at the secretary’s meeting or 
the darts & shoot�

Welsh guards Charity 
Impact report

a copy of the Welsh guards 
charity Impact Report 2017-18 
was given to each secretary 
along with a picture of the 
2018 Regimental christmas 
card� The secretary general will 
e-mail all secretaries with an 
electronic copy of the Impact 
report for them to disseminate 
to their branch members as 
appropriate

accounts

Everyone was given a copy 
of the bank Reconciliation as 
at 15 May 18 which showed 
the Wga account to hold the 
following amounts:

current account - £980�00

deposit account - £7,729

Total = £8,709

but taking into account un-
presented credits and debits 
the actual amount is £8,757 
with £5,488 of that amount 
paid in by individuals to attend 
the Wga battlefield Tour and 
Ludlow Race day leaving 
the Wga Fund actual cash 
available as £3,269�

The assistant Regimental 
adjutant explained that 
approximately £2,500 income 
from investments is due 
at the end of May and that 
will be used to pay towards 
the branch secretaries 
Honorariums (£250 each x 13) 
in early June�

He further explained that the 
annual income for the Wga 
account is normally around 
£12,000 and with £14,000 
anticipated expenditure (darts 
& shoot, golf, donations, 
Printing, governance etc), the 
excess of expenditure over 
income should be manageable 
within the balance of cash 
at the bank and, fortunately, 
due to the generosity of the 
Regimental Trustees, the 
Lieutenant colonels central 
Fund had made a grant to 
cover half the cost of the Wga 
biennial Lunch and will cover 
the cost of st david’s day 2019�

aOB

alan cunningham 
(Llanelli, cardiganshire & 
Pembrokeshire) raised his 
concerns about the pending 
prosecutions arising out 
of legacy issues from op 
banner and asked if there 
was anything the Regiment 
or the association could do 
to mark our disapproval� 
The President explained that 
there are negotiations taking 
place at the highest levels 
within the Military, the Mod 
and government to try and 
resolve these issues and that 
we all hoped for a satisfactory 
resolution�

John Williams 
(Montgomeryshire & 
shropshire & Midlands) 
Highlighted the excellent work 
that Lt col carl Meyer is doing 
with the Veterans’ orthopaedic 
service at oswestry and 
asked if it would be possible 
for the association to make a 
donation to the service� The 
President explained that it 
would be very difficult for the 

association to do so, but if any 
individual branches wanted to 
that would not be a problem� 
For more information on the 
Veterans’ orthopaedic service 
see their website:

www.rjah.nhs.uk/ 
Our-Services/Orthopaedic-
Surgery/veterans.asp

date of next meeting

annual general Meeting 14th 
May 2019

Future secretaries Meetings 
will be held on the first Tuesday 
in November
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JANUARy Wed 9th  Montgomeryshire, Shropshire & Midlands Branch Meeting

FEBRUARy Wed 13th  Llanelli Branch AGM

  Thu 14th  Monmouthshire Branch AGM, Abergavenny Town Hall

  Wed 20th  Battalion Homecoming Parade Cardiff

  Sun 24th  Montgomeryshire, Shropshire & Midlands Branch St David’s Day Lunch

  Wed 27th  Welsh Guards Band Concert Carmarthen (loc tbc)

MARCH  Fri 1st   Association St David’s Day Parade, Brecon

  Wed 6th  Montgomeryshire, Shropshire & Midlands Branch Meeting

  Wed 13th  Major General’s Inspection of 1st Battalion Welsh Guards

  Sun 17th  Battalion mounts first Queen’s Guard

ApRiL  Wed 10th  Llanelli Branch Meeting

  Thu 11th  Monmouthshire Branch meeting, Ebbw Vale Conservative Club

  Wed 24th  Household Division Golf Championships

MAy  Thu 2nd  Preliminary rounds of the Colonel in Chief’s Golf Cup

  Wed 8th  Montgomeryshire, Shropshire & Midlands Branch Meeting

  Sun 12th  Welsh Guards Association Handicap (A Day at the Races) Ludlow

  Tue 14th  Association Annual General Meeting, Maindy Barracks, Cardiff

  Thu 23rd  Welsh Guards Club Centenary Dinner, Cavalry & Guards Club

  Sat 25th  Queen’s Birthday Parade -Major General’s Review 

JUNE  Sat 1st  Queen’s Birthday Parade – Colonel’s Review

  Wed 5th  Beating Retreat

  Wed 5th  Llanelli Branch Meeting

  Thu 6th  Beating Retreat

  Sat 8th  Queen’s Birthday Parade – Trooping The Colour

  Thu 13th  Monmouthshire Branch Meeting, Angel Hotel, Abergavenny

  Sat 22nd   37th Falklands Memorial Service and Reunion - Wrexham 

JULy  Wed 10th  Montgomeryshire, Shropshire & Midlands Branch Meeting

  Sun 14th   Montgomeryshire, Shropshire & Midlands Branch Annual Summer Luncheon

AUGUSt  Thu 8th  Monmouthshire Branch Meeting, Ebbw Vale Conservative Club

  Wed 14th  Llanelli Branch Meeting

SEptEMBER Fri 6th – Sun 8th Autumn Golf Meeting Sandwich

  Sat 7th – Wed 11th Association Battlefield Tour – (tbc)

  Sat 14th  Association Darts & Shoot Competition, Maindy Barracks (tbc)

  Wed 25th  Finals of the Colonel in Chief’s Golf Cup
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OCtOBER Wed 9th  Llanelli Branch Meeting

    Montgomeryshire, Shropshire & Midlands Branch Meeting

  Thu 10th  Monmouthshire Branch Meeting, Angel Hotel, Abergavenny

NOvEMBER Tue 5th  Association Secretaries Meeting Cardiff (tbc)

  Sun 10th  Regimental Remembrance Parade London

  Fri 29th  This date in 1918 that the Welsh Guards Association was formed

DECEMBER Wed 11th  Llanelli Branch Meeting

    Montgomeryshire, Shropshire & Midlands Branch Meeting

  Thu 12th  Monmouthshire Branch Meeting, Angel Hotel Abergavenny



In Memoriam - ÊR CôF
We regret to announce that notification has been received 

of the deaths of the following Welsh guardsmen:

234 in memoRiam

22831584 tj akers 
Died: 27th August 2017, Aged: 79 

Served: August 1956 to August 1959 

22831144 sgt rO ankers 
Died: 30th March 2018, Aged: 80 

Served: 1955 to 1982

22022491 gdsm j Bradley 
Died: 10th March 2018, Aged: 88 

Served: 1948 to 1950 then RAOC from 1951

24645276 LCpl j Berbillion 
Died: 1st January 2018, Aged: 53 

Served: 1982 to 1989

24141865 gdsm g Bigwood 
Died: 27th September 2018, Aged: 70 
Served: November 1969 to July 1971

22831043 gdsm K Bonehill 
Died: 7th February 2018, Aged: 81 

Served: 1954 to 1957

2741784 gdsm W Brown 
Died: 11th March 2018, Aged: 89 

Served: February 1947 to October 1952

24336412 gdsm EO Browning 
Died: 13th May 2018, Aged: 63 

Served: January 1974 to March 1977

Captain Pa Carr 
Died: 6th February 2015, Aged: 89 

Served: 1944 to 1947

21019924 musn am Clarke 
Died: 3rd October 2018, Aged: 88 

Served: 1947 to 1953

*24383500 jj Coombs 
Died: 16th November 2018, Aged: 62 

Served: 1975 to 1979

Lieutenant m Corkery qC 
Died; 20th June 2018, Aged: 92 

Served: November 1945 to March 1948

23556522 gdsm Bj Cornelius 
Died: 24th December 2017, Aged: 80 

Served: 1958 to 1960

22831818 gdsm vC Cox 
Died: 13th March 2018, Aged: 79 

Served: 1957 to 1964

22497784 gdsm m Courtney 
Died: 4th July 2018, Aged: 85 

Served: June 1951 to July 1953

2740995 gdsm r Crump 
Died: 19th March 2018, Aged: 90 

Served: July 1945 to 1948

23413342 gdsm jBW Cunningham 
Died: 25th May 2018, Aged: 81 

Served: August 1957 to September 1959

23302345 LCpl P daw 
Died: 14th December 2017, Aged: 80 

Served: 1956 to 1958

22831639 gdsm Bj Edwards 
Died: 2nd October 2018, Aged: 80 

Served: October 1956 to September 1959

23908677 tE Edwards 
Died: 31st May 2018, Aged: 74 

Served: 1964 to 1967

23523507 g Evans 
Died: 24th June 2018, Aged: 77 

Served: 1960 to 1967 and 1969 to 1975

24805019 aC Fennell 
Died: 5th November 2018, Aged 48 

Served: May 1987 to June 1991

24447845 gdsm Ij Ford 
Died: 12th September 2018, Aged: 60 
Served: January 1977 to January 1980

22831366 gdsm jW griffiths 
Died: 21st October 2018, Aged: 81 

Served: August 1955 to August 1958

2737108 gdsm gg Hale and later P180631 Lt gg Hale, 
Died: 8th January 2018, Aged: 97 

Served: 1940 to 1943 

*22331707 r Harvey 
Died: 5th December 2017, Aged: 76 

Served: 1959 to 1963

30061108 gdsm md Hawker 
Died: 9th January 2018, Aged: 33 

Served: June 2008 to November 2010

*2739289 tj Homan 
Died 29th April 2018, Aged: 92 

Served: February 1944 to December 1947

22831433 LCpl a Howells 
Died: 6th April 2018, Aged: 79 

Served: January 1956 to January 1959

22831407 gdsm K Hughes 
Died: 11th March 2018, Aged: 78 

Served: 1955 to 1964

major dL greenacre jP 
Died: 9th December 2017, Aged: 88 

Served: 1947 to 1949 and 1953 to 1969

2740954 gdsm tjj Hurley 
Died: 6th January 2018, Aged: 90 
Served: March 1945 to April 1948

22022507 gdsm Pja jenkins 
Died; 7th June 2018, Aged: 88 

Served: April 1948 to February 1950
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2741616 sgt gd jones 
Died: 14th January 2018, Aged: 89 

Served: 1946 to 1958

2733754 sgt Ea jones 
Died: 10th December 2017, Aged:103 

Served:1934 to 1938 and 1939 to 1945

*24281552 Bt jones 
Died: 11th April 2018, Aged: 63 

Served: 1972 to 1976

23877318 gdsm Wj jones 
Died: 19th June 2018, Aged: 76 

Served: March 1961 to May 1977

24468736 gdsm N Kaye 
Died: 4th December 2017, Aged: 57 

Served: 1977 to 1984

24417833 gdsm gW Kleinberg 
Died: 30th August 2018, Aged: 62 

Served: March 1976 to January 1986

*2739347 j H Lake 
Died; 12th May 2018, Aged: 95 

Served: March 1944 to October 1947

2734015 gdsm F Llewellyn 
Died: 19th January 2018, Aged: 99 

Served: 1935 to 1939

2740794 gdsm EFj marsh 
Died: 6th October 2017, Aged: 90 

Served: 1945 to 1948

22831021 gdsm C mathias 
Died: 20th April 2018, Aged: 80 
Served: April 1954 to April 1958

2740135 sgt K mordecai 
Died 27th January 2018, Aged: 91 

Served:  1944 to 1948

23523089 musn t moran 
Died: 24th January 2018, Aged: 77 

Served: September 1958 to June 1960

23523072 gdsm WP morgan 
Died: 20th August 2018, Aged: 78 

Served: 1958 to 1965

24076147 gdsm KH Owens 
Died: 25th December 2017, Aged: 66 

Served: 1970 to 1974

22948957 gdsm mE Paget 
Died: 20th November 2017, Aged: 84 
Served: January 1954 to January 1956

22831274 gdsm Ed Parry 
Died: 16th September 2018, Aged: 80 

Served: 1955 to May 1965

*2740242 LW Peach 
Died: 6th August 2018, Aged: 92 

Served: October 1944 to February 1947

24425014 mj Price 
Died: 19th October 2018, Aged: 59 

Served: June 1976 to 1989

2738638 KtW Pritchard 
Died: 10th August 2018, Aged: 93 

Served: 1943 to 1947

*22213354 j quinlan 
Died: 27th July 2018, Aged: 87 

Merthyr Tydfil Branch Associate Member 
Served in The Grenadier Guards: 

from March 1949 to March 195122217347 

gdsm a ridgewell 
Died: 26th March 2018, Aged: 85 

Served: January 2951 to January 1956

24185173 sgt B roberts 
Died: 18th July 2018, Aged: 64 

Served: 1971 to 1994

22575772 gdsm rW robinson 
Died: 12th January 2018, Aged: 85 

Served: April 1952 to April 1959

24521489 sgt ma rouse 
Died: 13th September 2018, Aged: 55 

Served WG Band: 1995 to 2006

*2738259 jL russell 
Died: 19th January 2018, Aged: 96 

Served: April 1942 to January 1943 (transferred to RE)

23908607 Lsgt Cd saunders 
Died:27th June 2018, Aged: 70 

Served: 1964 to 1988

30108526 gdsm rLt soko 
Died: 1st January 2018, Aged: 31 

Served: April 2010 to January 2018

24263803 gdsm ms smith 
Died 12th September 2018, Aged: 60 

Served: September 1974 to August 1979

24220133 LCpl P stables 
Died: 1st January 2018, Aged: 60 

Served: 1973 to 1982

22831446 WO2 C tyler 
Died: 26th November 2017, Aged: 60 

Served: January 1956 to May 1980

*2740901 jr White 
Died: 26th March 2018, Aged: 92 

Served: March 1944 to March 1948

24141833 WO2 (Orqms) dE Williams 
Died: 19th February 2018, Aged: 70 

Served: Sept 1969 to Oct 1992

*24687975 g Williams 
Died: 28th April 2018, Aged: 53 

Served: 1983 to 1989

*denotes missing some detail which 
we have been unable to clarify
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Sgt Evans 07 and CSgt Urch bidding their farewell to  
Camp Fortune and recovering the National Flag




